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Smart Time Special Edition Grade 10 is an English course
designed exclusively for upper secondary school students
studying English.

Smart Time Special Edition Grade 10 consists of nine units.
Each unit consists of six-seven lessons plus Progress
Check. An additional Skills section appears in some of the
units. The corresponding units in the Workbook provide the
option of additional practice. 

COURSE COMPONENTS

Student’s Book – Workbook & Grammar Book
The Student’s Book is the main component of the course.
Each unit is based on a single theme and the topics
covered are of general interest. All units follow the same
basic structure (see Elements of the Coursebook). 

The Workbook is in full colour and contains units
corresponding to those in the Student’s Book containing
practice in all four language skills. It also contains a
Grammar Bank with theory and exercises, a Vocabulary
Bank with exercises, a Quizzes section and a Translator’s
Corner section. It can be used either in class or for
homework upon completion of the relevant unit in the
Student’s Book. 

Teacher’s Book 
The Teacher’s Book contains Teacher's Notes which
provide step-by-step lesson plans and suggestions about
how to present the material. This book also includes a
complete Key to the exercises in the Student’s Book &
Workbook & Grammar Book and the audioscripts of the
listening material. 

Teacher’s Resource Pack & Tests CD-ROM  
The Teacher’s Resource Pack contains exercises to
consolidate what students have been taught in each unit,
as well as games, pairwork activities, portfolio activities,
tests and a key to all exercises. The Test CD-ROM
contains the tests in the Teacher’s Resource Pack in word
format, as well as all recorded material and audioscript
that accompany the tests.

Class Audio CDs  
The Class Audio CDs contain all the recorded material
which accompanies the course. This includes the
monologues / dialogues and texts in the Listening and
Reading sections as well as the Pronunciation / Intonation
section, and the material for all listening tasks in the
Workbook & Grammar Book.

IWB 
The IWB contains all the material in the Student’s Book,
Teacher’s Book and Audio CDs and aims to facilitate
lessons in the classroom. It also contains grammar
presentation of all the grammar structures in the Student’s
Book as well as video extracts for Ss to further practise
their English and expand their knowledge.

ieBook 
The ieBook contains all the material in the Student’s Book
and is the Ss’ interactive study partner. 

ELEMENTS OF THE COURSEBOOK

Each unit begins with a brief overview of what will be
covered in the unit.

Each unit contains the following sections:
Reading 
The reading texts practise specific reading skills such as
skimming, scanning, intensive reading for specific
purposes, understanding text structure, and so on. The
texts are usually exploited in four stages:
  •    a warm-up activity to intrigue students 
  •    top-down activities (scanning and reading for gist) 
  •    bottom-up activities (reading for detailed understanding)
  •    oral reproduction (Ss outline the main points of the text)
  •    written reproduction (Ss summarise the main points

of the text)

Grammar in use
  •    The grammar structures of each unit are contextualised

and presented by means of illustrations or pictures and
clear and concise theory boxes. 

  •    Grammar exercises and activities reinforce Ss’
understanding of these items. There is also a
Grammar Reference section at the back of the
Student’s Book that offers more details.

Vocabulary / Vocabulary plus
Pictures are employed to introduce Ss to the vocabulary of
each unit. Vocabulary is practised through various types of
exercises. A particular feature of the book is the teaching
of collocations, which helps Ss remember vocabulary
items as parts of set expressions. (See Student’s Book
Ex. 8, p. 33).

Listening skills and Speaking skills
  •    Ss can develop their listening skills through a variety

of tasks. These tasks employ the vocabulary and
grammar practised in each unit, in this way reinforcing
understanding of the language taught in the unit.

  •    Controlled speaking activities have been carefully
designed to allow Ss guided practice before leading
them to freer speaking activities.

  •    The sections provide practice in real-life
communication. Standard expressions and language
structures associated with realistic situations are
extensively practised.

Pronunciation / Intonation
Pronunciation activities help Ss recognise sounds and
reproduce them correctly. Intonation activities help Ss
improve their intonation patterns.

Writing skills
The writing sections have been carefully designed to
ensure that Ss systematically develop their writing skills.    
  •    A model text is presented and thoroughly analysed,

and guided practice of the language to be used is
provided.

  •    The final task is based on the model text and follows
the detailed plan provided.

  •    All writing activities are based on realistic types and
styles of writing such as letters, emails, descriptions,
essays, stories and summary writing.

CLIL / Culture Spot – Culture
Each unit is accompanied by a CLIL section and a Culture
Spot section.
  •    Each CLIL section enables Ss to link the themes of

the unit to a subject from their school curriculum,
thus helping them contextualise the language they
have learnt by relating it to their own personal frame

Introduction
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happy
                 

sad

of reference. Lively and creative tasks stimulate Ss
and allow them to consolidate the language they
have learnt throughout the unit.

  •    In each Culture Spot section, Ss are provided with
cultural information and read about aspects of English
speaking countries that are thematically linked to the
unit. Ss are given the chance to process the information
they have learnt and compare it to the culture of their
own country. An extra section at the back of the book
familiarises Ss with the culture of their country.

Progress Check
These follow every unit and reinforce Ss’ understanding of the
topics, vocabulary, and structures that have been presented.

Skills
Skills sections provide more practice on reading, listening,
speaking, use of English and writing.

Competences
At the end of each unit a grading scheme allows Ss to
evaluate their progress and identify their weaknesses. The
objectives of the unit and the Ss’ achievements are clearly
stated.

Tips 
Brief tips, explanations, and reminders at various points
throughout each unit help Ss develop strategies which
improve holistic learning skills and enable Ss to become
autonomous learners of the English language.

Grammar Reference section
This section offers full explanations and review of the
grammar structures presented throughout the book. It can be
used both in class and at home to reinforce the grammar
structures taught.

Videos
Videos are thematically related to the topics of the course.
The video icon indicates that there is a video which the
teacher can play to introduce the topic or to provide extra
material for classroom activities.

Presentation Skills
This section provides practice in preparing and giving a
variety of presentations. A step-by-step approach to
building students’ abilities and confidence helps students
to become memorable public speakers. The section
includes brainstorming, note-taking, Tips and Plan &
Useful Language along with model presentations. It aims
to help students become public speakers.

Word List 
A complete Word List contains the new vocabulary
presented in each module, listed alphabetically, with a
phonetic transcription of each word and explanation. 

Irregular Verbs
This provides students with a quick reference list for verb
forms they might be unsure of at times.

SUGGESTED TEACHING TECHNIQUES

 A   Presenting new vocabulary
Much of the new vocabulary in Smart Time Special Edition
Grade 10 is presented through pictures. (See Student’s Book,
Unit 1, p. 11, Ex. 2a.)
Further techniques that you may use to introduce new
vocabulary include:

  •    Miming. Mime the word you want to introduce. For
instance, to present the verb sing, pretend you are
singing and ask Ss to guess the meaning of the word.  

  •    Synonyms, opposites, paraphrasing, and giving
definitions. Examples:

       –    present the word strong by giving a synonym:
“powerful”.

       –    present the word strongby giving its opposite: “weak”.
       –    present the word weekend by paraphrasing it:

“Saturday and Sunday”.
       –    present the word famous for by giving its

definition: “very well-known (person or thing)”.
  •    Example. Examples place vocabulary into context

and consequently make understanding easier. For
instance, introduce the words city and town by
referring to a city and a town in the Ss’ country: “Ho
Chi Minh City is a city, but Bac Ha is a town.”

  •    Sketching. Draw a simple sketch of the word or
words you want to explain on the board. For instance:

    

  •    Flashcards. Flashcards made out of magazine or
newspaper pictures, photographs, ready-made
drawings, and any other visual material may also
serve as vocabulary teaching tools.

  •    Use of L1. In a monolingual class, you may explain
vocabulary in Vietnamese. This method, though,
should be employed in moderation.

  •    Use of Dictionary. In a multilingual class, Ss may
occasionally refer to a bilingual dictionary. 

The choice of technique depends on the type of word or
expression. For example, you may find it easier to describe an
action verb through miming than through a synonym or
definition.

 B   Choral and individual repetition
Repetition will ensure that Ss are thoroughly familiar with
the sound and pronunciation of the lexical items and
structures being taught and confident in their ability to
reproduce them.
Always ask Ss to repeat chorally before you ask them to
repeat individually. Repeating chorally will help Ss feel
confident enough to then perform the task on their own.

 C   Listening and Reading
You may ask Ss to read and listen for a variety of purposes:
  •    Listening for detail. Ss listen for specific

information. (See Student’s Book, Unit 1, p. 16, Ex. 2)
  •    Listening and reading for gist. Ss read or / and listen

to get the gist of the dialogue or text being dealt with.
(See Student’s Book, Unit 1, p. 12, Ex. 1. Tell Ss that
in order to complete this task successfully, they do not
need to understand every single detail in the text.)

  •    Reading for detail. Ask Ss to read for specific
information. (See Student’s Book, Unit 1, p. 12, Ex. 3.
Ss will have to read to the text in order to do the task.
They are looking for specific details in the text and not
for general information.)

Note: Check these words sections can be treated as
follows: Go through the list of words after Ss have read
the text and ask Ss to explain the words using the context
they appear in. Ss can give examples, mime /  draw the
meaning, or look up the meaning in their dictionaries.
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 D   Speaking
  •    Speaking activities are initially controlled, allowing for

guided practice. (See Student’s Book, Unit 2, p. 23,
Ex. 3 where Ss use the same structures to act out a
dialogue.)

  •    Ss are then led to free speaking activities. (See
Student’s Book, Unit 2, p. 29, Ex. 5 where Ss are
provided with the necessary lexical items and structures
and are asked to act out their dialogue.)

 E   Writing
All writing tasks in Smart Time Grade 10 have been carefully
designed to closely guide Ss to produce a successful piece
of writing.
  •    Always read the rubric and model text provided and

deal with the tasks that follow in detail. Ss will then
have acquired the necessary language to deal with the
final writing task. (See Student’s Book, Unit 2, pp. 30-
31.)

  •    Make sure that Ss understand that they are writing
for a purpose. Go through the writing task in detail
so that Ss are fully aware of why they are writing and
who they are writing to. (See Student’s Book, Unit 2,
p. 31, Ex. 9. Ss are asked to write an email.)

  •    Make sure Ss follow the detailed plan they are
provided with. (See Student’s Book, Unit 2, p. 31.)

  •    It would be well-advised to actually complete the
task orally in class before assigning it as written
homework. Ss will then feel more confident with
producing a complete piece of writing on their own.

  F   Assigning homework
When assigning writing tasks, prepare Ss as well as
possible in advance. This will help them avoid errors and
get maximum benefit from the task.

Commonly assigned tasks include:
Copy – Ss copy an assigned extract;
Dictation – Ss learn the spelling of particular words
without memorising the text in which they appear;
Vocabulary – Ss memorise the meaning of words and
phrases or use the new words in sentences of their own;
Reading Aloud – Assisted by the ieBook, Ss practise at
home in preparation for reading aloud in class;
Writing – After thorough preparation in class, Ss are
asked to produce a complete piece of writing.

 G   Correcting students’ work
All learners make errors – it is part of the learning process. The
way you deal with errors depends on what the Ss are doing.
  •    Oral accuracy work:
        Correct Ss on the spot, either by providing the correct

answer and allowing them to repeat, or by indicating
the error but allowing Ss to correct it. Alternatively,
indicate the error and ask other Ss to provide the
answer.

  •    Oral fluency work:
        Allow Ss to finish the task without interrupting, but

make a note of the errors made and correct them
afterwards.

  •    Written work:
        Do not over-correct; focus on errors that are directly

relevant to the point of the exercise. When giving
feedback, you may write the most common errors on
the board and get the class to attempt to correct them. 

Remember that rewarding work and praising Ss is of great
importance. Post well written work on a display board in
your classroom or school, or give “reward” stickers. Praise
effort as well as success.

 H   Class organisation
  •    Open pairs
       The class focuses its attention on two Ss doing the

set task together. Use this technique when you want
your Ss to offer an example of how a task is done.
(See Ex. 2 on p. 54 of the Student’s Book.)

  •    Closed pairs
        Pairs of Ss work together on a task or activity while

you move around offering assistance and
suggestions. Explain the task clearly before beginning
closed pairwork. (See Ex. 7b on p. 55 of the Student’s
Book.)

  •    Stages of pairwork
       –    Put Ss in pairs.
       –    Explain the task and set time limit.
       –    Rehearse the task in open pairs.
       –    In closed pairs, get Ss to do the task.
       –    Go around the class and help Ss.
       –    Open pairs report back to the class.
  •    Group work
       Groups of three or more Ss work together on a task

or activity. Class projects or role play are most easily
done in groups. Again, give Ss a solid understanding
of the task in advance.

  •    Rolling questions
       Ask Ss one after the other to ask and answer

questions based on the texts.

   I   Using the ieBook
Dialogues, texts and Pronunciation sections are recorded
on the ieBook. Ss have the chance to listen to these
recordings at home as many times as they want to
improve their pronunciation and intonation. 
  •    S listens to the recording and follows the lines.
  •    S listens to the recording with pauses after every

sentence / exchange. S repeats as many times as
needed, trying to imitate the speaker’s pronunciation
and intonation.

  •    S listens to the recording again. S reads aloud.

  J   Using L1 in class
Use L1 (Vietnamese) in moderation and only when
necessary. 

ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviations used in the Student’s Book and Teacher’s 

Note: Αll tasks that ask Ss to:
  –    write about their country, refer to Viet Nam.
  –    say something in their language refer to Vietnamese.

        T    Teacher
    S(s)    Student(s)
    HW    Homework
      L1    Students’ native

language
 Ex(s).    Exercise(s)

   p(p).    Page(s)
    e.g.    For example
     i.e.    That is
    etc.    Et cetera
      sb    Somebody
     sth    Something
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In this unit Ss will explore the topics of people, work and
education.

Lesson Objectives: To introduce the topic; to present
jobs & places of work
Vocabulary: Jobs (nurse / doctor, taxi driver, secretary,
farmer, police officer, swimming instructor, accountant,
travel agent, shop assistant, tour guide, bank clerk,
waiter); Places of work (hospital, outdoors, office,
restaurant, pool, shop, bank)

Lesson Objectives: To read for gist, to read for specific
information, to talk about character to give a first-person
presentation of a superhero to complete a summary of a
text
Vocabulary: Verb (deserve); Phrasal verbs (put on, hang
out); Nouns (community, secret, accountant, the homeless,
role model); Adjectives (elderly, proud); Phrases (real
identity, fight crime, colourful costumes, lead double lives,
read a novel); Character adjectives (reliable, sociable,
creative, unfriendly, careful, lazy, patient, polite, bossy,
impatient)

Lesson Objectives: To learn / revise the present simple
vs the present continuous, to learn / revise stative verbs,
to learn / revise adverbs of frequency, to talk about daily
routines, to write about a typical weekday and plans for
the weekend

Lesson Objectives: To learn vocabulary related to daily
routine & free-time activities / hobbies; to talk about free-
time activities
Vocabulary: Daily routine & free-time activities (get up,
have breakfast, have a shower, make the bed, catch the
bus / train, go to school / college / work, lesson(s) / school
/ work finishes, mop the floor, go back home, do my
homework, surf the Net, cook dinner, have dinner, watch
TV, listen to music, go to bed, take the rubbish out, dust
the furniture, go swimming, go out with friends, go jogging,
go ice-skating, go trekking, go cycling, go fishing, go
horse-riding, go dancing, do puzzles, do gardening, do
aerobics, do sports, do chores, do exercise, go to the
cinema, go to the theatre, go to the park, go to a
sleepover, go to a concert, go to the shopping centre, go
to the library, play football, play the guitar, play computer
games, play tennis, play basketball)

Lesson Objectives: To listen for specific information

Lesson Objectives: To express likes / dislikes, to make
suggestions, to role play, to ask for information
Vocabulary: Expressing likes / dislikes (I really enjoy /
love, I’m fond of, I quite like, I prefer, … is my favourite / I
don’t mind, I don’t enjoy / like … at all, I can’t stand, I
hate, I don’t like… very much); Making suggestions (Why
don’t we …? How about (going)…? Do you fancy
(going)...?); Agreeing /  Disagreeing (That sounds great, I’d
like that, Why not?, I don’t think so, No, I don’t feel like
that.)

Lesson Objectives: To read for structure, to learn / revise
capital letters and punctuation, to learn linkers, to write an
informal email about your daily routine & free time

Lesson Objectives: To read for gist, to complete a cloze
text, to give a presentation on how to make a good first
impression
Vocabulary: Noun (tip); Adjective (nervous); Phrases
(form an opinion, first impression, eye contact, bite nails)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to present
part-time jobs for teens in your country
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In this unit Ss will explore the topics of nature and travel.

Lesson Objectives: To present types of holidays &
holiday activities, to talk about holidays
Vocabulary: Types of holidays (skiing holiday, safari,
beach holiday, sightseeing holiday, adventure holiday,
cruise); Holiday activities (stay in a hostel / hotel / cabin /
cottage /  guesthouse / B&B / apartment / with friends, go
on a boat trip /  holiday / a tour, go to the beach / a
museum / an art gallery / an aquarium, go skiing / dog
sledding / camping / sightseeing /  windsurfing, rent a car
/ a bicycle / a boat / a house / a seaside cottage, travel by
car / coach / plane / train, it is warm and sunny / cloudy /
windy / freezing / foggy / hot / cold)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
general comprehension, to talk about the Karen people, to
present the Karen people, to complete an email
summarising a text
Vocabulary: Verbs (book, weave, predict); Nouns (tribe,
cloth, adult, chicken bone, dragon, religion); Adjectives
(local, fascinating); Phrases (guided tour, step back in
time)

Lesson Objectives: To learn / revise the past simple, to
pronounce  /t/, /d/, /Id/, to learn  the order of adjectives, to
talk about a holiday, to write descriptions of souvenirs

Lesson Objectives: To learn vocabulary related to
holiday problems, to listen for specific information, to talk
about a holiday problem
Vocabulary: Holiday problems (heavy traffic, awful weather,
crowded beach, polluted sea, long queues, dirty hotel room,
expensive restaurants)

Lesson Objectives: To listen for specific information, to
pronounce \oU\, \O…\

Lesson Objectives: To describe a holiday, to complete a
cloze text, to role play, to ask for information
Vocabulary: Sympathising (What a pity! Oh dear! Oh no!
That’s terrible. How awful! That’s awful! I’m so sorry to
hear that.); Showing interest (Sounds exciting! Sounds like
fun. It seems like you had a great time!)

Lesson Objectives: To read for structure, to learn
adjectives, to learn opening / closing remarks, to write an
informal email about your holiday

Lesson Objectives: To learn / talk about geographical
features & locations, to listen and read for gist, to read for
specific information, to listen for specific information, to
talk about sb’s holiday, to write a blog entry
Vocabulary: Verbs (rise, disappear); Nouns (trip, cabin, dog
sledding, ride, treat, worry); Adjectives (awesome, cosy,
bumpy, enjoyable, unforgettable); Phrases (ski resort, get
the hang of, crash down, helicopter ride); Geographical
features (island, waterfall, river, desert, mountain, lake,
volcano, forest, valley); Location (north, north-east, east,
south-east, south, south-west, west, north-west)

Lesson Objectives: To read and listen for gist, to read for
general comprehension, to practise subject-specific
vocabulary, to prepare a presentation on waves
Vocabulary: Verbs (blow, create); Nouns (wave, ocean,
energy, earthquake, crest, bottom, trough, distance, side);
Conjuction (otherwise); Phrases (grow in height, reach
land, wave height, wave length)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to present
a popular tourist destination in your country
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In this unit Ss will explore the topics of nature and people.

Lesson Objectives: To present the past continuous, to
introduce the topic, to present vocabulary related to the
weather, to talk about the weather
Vocabulary: Weather (foggy, raining, freezing cold, snow
falling, cold, pouring with rain, warm, cool breeze blowing
in from the sea, boiling hot, sun shining, chilly, strong
winds blowing, windy, cloudy, rainy, hot and sunny,
snowing)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for specific
information, to narrate a story, to complete a summary 
of a text
Vocabulary: Verbs (hold, pierce, grow, fall, shout, beg,
destroy, cry, drop); Phrasal verbs (dry up, light up); Nouns
(bull, spear, crop, ground, robe, rainbow, indigo, violet);
Adjective (anxious); Phrases (god of thunder, ride away,
sun comes out, even to this day)

Lesson Objectives: To learn the past continuous, to
compare the past simple and the past continuous, to
learn the use of while / when, to learn adverbs of manner,
to talk about the past, to write about a past experience

Lesson Objectives: To learn adjectives describing feelings,
to listen for specific information, to talk about feelings
Vocabulary: Feelings (angry, sad, upset, excited, tired,
scared, worried, relieved, surprised)

Lesson Objectives: To listen for specific information, to
summarise sb’s experience, to pronounce \e\, \ae\, \ø\

Lesson Objectives: To narrate an experience, to
complete a cloze text, to describe a picture
Vocabulary: Asking about an experience (Are you alright?
What happened? Is everyone OK?); Describing an
experience (It was awful / scary / frightening etc. It was a
horrible / terrifying etc experience.); Commenting on sb’s
experience (You had a lucky escape. That’s terrible.);
Describing feelings (I was scared / frightened etc. I’m glad
I’m OK now.)

Lesson Objectives: To read for structure, to order events
in a story, to learn sequence words, to practise tenses
and adjectives, to listen for gist, to write a story
Vocabulary: Adjectives (pleasant, pretty, beautiful, lovely,
blazing, delicious, dark, stormy, miserable) 

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
general comprehension, to present the types of clouds
Vocabulary: Verbs (float, reflect); Nouns (drop, ice, light
rain, blanket, ground, fog, cotton wool); Adjectives (thin,
thick, fluffy); Phrasal verb (be made of); Phrases (flat layer,
hang low, fair weather)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to write a
short text about your country’s national weather service
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4 Sports & HealthUnit
In this unit Ss will explore the topics of sports and health.

Lesson Objectives: To introduce the topic, to present
vocabulary related to sports & equipment, to talk about
sports equipment
Vocabulary: Sports (canoeing, skydiving, water polo, table
tennis, karate, windsurfing, rugby, athletics); Categories of
sports (land, water, air); Sports equipment (paddle, vest,
canoe, parachute, goggles, ball, swimming cap, racket,
net, uniform, belt, sail, wetsuit, jersey, boots, shorts,
trainers)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
specific information, to read for comprehension, to recall
information from texts, to present sports, to write about
your favourite sport
Vocabulary: Verbs (join up, score, catch, freeze, look like,
kick, exercise, beat, win, pass practise); Phrasal verb
(warm up); Nouns (broomstick, pitch, goal, hoop, break,
sportsperson, teamwork, area, skate, sail, helmet, goggles,
gloves); Phrases (real life, out of play, for fun, a need for
speed, protective clothing); Preposition (underneath);
Adjective (talented)

Lesson Objectives: To learn modals, to learn prepositional
phrases, to talk about exercising

Lesson Objectives: To learn adjectives, to talk about
sports using adjectives
Vocabulary: Adjectives (physical, thrilling, relaxing,
challenging, tiring, cheap, enjoyable, easy, safe,
expensive, boring, difficult, dangerous); Sports (rock
climbing, cycling, jogging, swimming, skateboarding,
bowling, archery, hockey, hang-gliding)

Lesson Objectives: To listen for specific information, to
listen for gist, to learn about silent letters

Lesson Objectives: To express an opinion, to complete a
cloze text, to role play, to act out a dialogue, to learn
vocabulary related to injuries, to listen for gist, to talk
about a health problem
Vocabulary: Expressing opinion (I think … because / as, I
believe…, That’s because …, In my opinion, To me, talk
about a health problem); Agreeing / Disagreeing (I agree
with you. I see what you mean. You’ve got a point. I don’t
see the point. I don’t see it this way. I don’t really agree.);
Injuries (sprain, twist, cut, hurt, get, break)

Lesson Objectives: To read for structure, to learn how to
avoid repetition, to learn adjectives expressing opinion, to
learn word order, to listen for specific information, to write
an email expressing your opinion

Lesson Objectives: To listen for context, to listen and
read for specific information, to read for general
comprehension, to talk about Super Bowl Sunday, to
listen for specific information, to complete an email, to
present Super Bowl Sunday, to present a sports event in
your country
Vocabulary: Verbs (deliver, rock); Nouns (football season,
winner, league, team, viewer, fan, crisps, emergency room,
syndrome); Phrases (final game, chicken wings, commercial
break, run a commercial)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for specific
information, to read for comprehension, to give a
presentation on the brain
Vocabulary: Verbs (concentrate, refresh, train, overdo);
Phrasal verb (stay up); Nouns (brain, organ, senses, touch,
sight, smell, energy, glucose); Phrases (get smarter, huge
impact, crossword puzzle, computer game)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to present
a popular sports event in your country
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Tasty Food 5Unit
In this unit Ss will explore the topics of food and health.

Lesson Objectives: To introduce the topic, to present
vocabulary related to food, to talk about food
Vocabulary: Food (chicken curry and rice, beans on toast,
tea and biscuits, sausages and mash, mashed potatoes,
cheese and crackers, strawberries and cream, fish and
chips, cereal and milk, soup and bread); Meals (breakfast,
dinner, snack, dessert)

Lesson Objectives: To read for gist, to read for specific
information, to read for comprehension, to present
snacks from around the world, to write about a popular
snack in your country
Vocabulary: Verbs (bake, peel, slice, fry, filled, felt,
reached, looked, snacked); Nouns (soy sauce, sesame
seed, street vendor, pastry, filling, shape, triangle,
ingredient, plantain, spice, oven, skin, tradition); Adjectives
(dried, popular, fried, vegetarian); Phrases (from time to
time)

Lesson Objectives: To learn the (to)-infinitive / -ing form, to
write about your eating habits, to learn countable /
uncountable nouns, to act out dialogues, to learn
prepositional phrases

Lesson Objectives: To learn vocabulary related to food
preparation, to write a recipe
Vocabulary: Food preparation (pour, sprinkle, add, peel,
season, mix, stir, slice, drain, beat, grate, chop)

Lesson Objectives: To listen for specific information, to
pronounce  /´U/, /Å/ 

Lesson Objectives: To order a meal, to complete a
dialogue, to role play, to express preferences
Vocabulary: Taking orders (Are you ready to order?
Would you like to order? What can I get you? Would you
like a starter / dessert? And for starter / main course /
dessert? And for you, sir / madam?); Giving orders (Can /
Could I have…? I’ll have the…, I’ll try the…., Have you
got…? I’d like (a portion of) …); Expressing preferences
(How would you like your…?, boil, bake, fry, roast, grill,
steam)

Lesson Objectives: To read for structure, to learn
adjectives describing restaurants and food, to learn
recommendation vocabulary, to learn invitation vocabulary,
to write an email about your favourite restaurant

Lesson Objectives: To introduce vocabulary related to
health problems, to listen and read for gist, to read for
specific information
Vocabulary: Verbs (contain, relieve); Nouns (a fever, a
headache, an earache, a stomach ache, toothache, a
cough, a cold, aspirin, salicin, handful, inflammation,
spoonful, ingredient, bacteria); Adjectives (confused, full,
annoying, antibacterial); Phrases (leave behind)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to present
a popular dessert in your country
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6 Special DaysUnit
In this unit Ss will explore the topics of culture, festivals
and celebrations.

Lesson Objectives: To introduce the topic, to present the
present perfect, to present vocabulary related to festive
activities, to talk about festive experiences
Vocabulary: Festive activities (listen to bands playing,
dress up in costumes, dance in the streets, watch a parade,
watch a fireworks display, have a barbecue, decorate a
Christmas tree, bake Christmas cookies, send Christmas
cards)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
specific information, to read for comprehension, to talk
about festivals, to write a about a festival in your country,
to present festival
Vocabulary: Verbs (celebrate, decorate, exchange, prepare,
participate, splash, upload, commemorate, defeat); Nouns
(lantern, bucket, army); Adjectives (local, soaked); Phrases
(seaside resort, make a wish, take part, come true, mark the
end, dry season, water fight,  fresh start, make plans);
Adverb (ahead)

Lesson Objectives: To learn the present perfect, to learn
just / already / yet / for / since / ever / never, to compare the
present perfect and the past simple, to talk about a past
experience, to write an email about a festival you recently
attended

Lesson Objectives: To learn vocabulary related to
activities and embarrassing moments, to talk and write
about an embarrassing experience
Vocabulary: Activities (take part in a competition, make a
snow sculpture, see a traditional dance, let off fireworks,
attend a wedding, see decorated floats, attend a
graduation); Embarrassing moments (spill my drink, eat
something spicy, tear my shirt, break a glass, put on the
wrong coat, fall down the stairs)

Lesson Objectives: To listen for specific information, to
learn about homophones

Lesson Objectives: To describe a special day, to listen
and read for gist, to role play, to act out a dialogue, to ask
for information, to describe a picture
Vocabulary: Asking about an event (Did you do anything
special at the weekend? What was your weekend like? Did
you have a nice time?); Describing an event (I went to a
party, a wedding, etc, We danced, sang, ate a special meal,
played games, etc, All his / her friends / family members
attended. There were a lot of people.); Feelings (I enjoyed it
a lot. It was amazing / fun.)

Lesson Objectives: To read for structure, to recommend,
to practise error correction, to listen for ideas, to write an
email describing a celebration you attended

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
specific information, to talk about festivals, to listen for
specific information, to write about a festival, to present a
festival
Vocabulary: Verbs (encourage, return, paddle); Nouns
(roots, gathering, kilt, pipe band, background, sunshine,
relatives, igloo, sledge, kayak); Phrases (wood-carving
workshop, art and crafts, hammer throwing contest)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
specific information, to talk about May Day
Vocabulary: Verb (represent); Nouns (changing seasons,
the woods, tree branch, garlands, wreaths, crown, throne,
spirit, pole, ribbons); Phrasal verb (date back); Phrase
(lead the parade)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to present
a flower festival in your country
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Mother Earth 7Unit
In this unit Ss will explore the topics of nature and the
environment.

Lesson Objectives: To introduce the topic, to present
conditionals (Type 1), to present vocabulary related to the
environment, to talk about environmental protection
Vocabulary: The environment (stop cutting down trees,
cut down on water use, use public transport, use reusable
bags, switch off lights when not needed, recycle, join a
wildlife group)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
specific information, to talk about the polar ice caps, to
write a letter from Mother Nature to humans, to present
global warming
Vocabulary: Verbs (melt, rise, flood, disappear, lose,
search, drown, reduce, join); Phrasal verbs (go up, cut
down on); Nouns (temperature, polar ice cap, level,
drought, air pollution, global warming, environmental
group); Phrases (low-lying area, weather pattern, crops
fail, turn off lights, save energy)

Lesson Objectives: To learn will / won’t, to learn be going
to, to learn the present continuous (future meaning), to
write predictions and future intentions, to learn
conditionals type 0, 1 & 2

Lesson Objectives: To learn vocabulary related to
materials, to talk about environmental protection
Vocabulary: Materials (metal and aluminium, plastics,
paper and cardboard, glass)

Lesson Objectives: To listen for specific information, to
talk about ways to keep your neighbourhood clean, to
pronounce \dZ\, \tS\

Lesson Objectives: To ask for / make suggestions, to
agree / disagree, to listen and read for gist, to role play, to
give a presentation on how to keep a neighbourhood
clean, to ask for information
Vocabulary: Asking for suggestions (What do you think?
Can you suggest something? Can you help me think of a
way to …? Do(n’t) you think …?); Making suggestions
(How about …? Why don’t we / you …? I suggest … You /
We could …, Let’s …); Agreeing (Yes, I agree. That’s a
great idea! I think you’re right. That’s right! Certainly!);
Disagreeing (No, I disagree, / I don’t agree. That’s a
terrible idea. I think you’re wrong. That’s not right.
Certainly not!)

Lesson Objectives: To read for structure, to practise
error correction, to listen for specific information, to write
an article providing solutions to a problem

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
specific information, to talk about water, to give a
presentation on water
Vocabulary: Verbs (move, drip); Nouns (space, surface,
cycle, billion, drop, salt water, fresh water, drinking water,
citizen, litre, drain); Adjectives (continuous, average);
Phrases (run down, leave tap on, running tap water)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to present
an animal charity in your country
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8 CultureUnit
In this unit Ss will explore the topics of people, culture
and technology.

Lesson Objectives: To introduce the topic, to present
vocabulary related to appearance, films & film characters
Vocabulary: Appearance (middle-aged, bald, well-built,
slim, thin, long / short / straight / dark / curly hair, pale
complexion, early forties, beard); Types of films (action /
adventure, drama, romance, science fiction, historical,
fantasy, horror, detective, musical)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
comprehension, to read for specific information, to talk
about a film, to complete a summary of a text, to prepare
a quiz on a film, to present a film
Vocabulary: Verbs (compose, release, shoot, star, direct,
tell, set, play, sink, survive, stay alive); Nouns (role, cast,
blockbuster, reviews, critics, leading role, survival, lifeboat,
companion, 3D image, scene); Adjectives (fierce, advanced,
realistic, remarkable); Phrasal verb (figure out); Phrases (high
seas, computerised image, special effects)

Lesson Objectives: To learn relative pronouns, to learn
reflexive / emphatic pronouns, to learn some / any / every
/ no & compounds, to learn question tags

Lesson Objectives: To learn vocabulary related to TV
and music
Vocabulary: TV (game show, reality show, quiz show, chat
show, talk show, DIY programme, nature programme, music
programme, sports programme, gardening programme,
cookery programme, sitcom, drama, documentary, soap
opera, film, the news, cartoons); Music (jazz, rock, reggae,
R’n’B, disco, classical, hip hop, heavy metal, country);
Adjectives related to music (boring, fast, slow, happy, sad,
calming, relaxing, loud, soft, dull)

Lesson Objectives: To listen for specific information, to
pronounce \D\, \T\

Lesson Objectives: To decide on a film to watch, to
complete a cloze text, to role play, to ask questions
Vocabulary: Expressing likes (I really like / enjoy …, I’m
keen on …); Expressing dislikes (I just hate …, I find …
boring / difficult, etc); Asking about plot (What’s the main
plot? Tell me the storyline.); Asking about acting (Who
stars in it? Is the cast any good?)

Lesson Objectives: To read for structure, to learn
adjectives, to recommend, to write a review

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
specific information, to read for comprehension, to listen
for specific information, to talk about The Hobbit, to
present The Hobbit, to write a review of a book
Vocabulary: Verbs (release, queue, step, hit, capture);
Nouns (bestseller, novel, author, producer, classic, prequel,
series, dragon, action, frame); Adjectives (unexpected,
successful, evil, lifelike, realistic); Phrases (big screen,
special power, tiny detail, mythical creature)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
specific information, to describe a process
Vocabulary: Verbs (import, save, connect, pop up, click,
enter, upload); Nouns (mobile phone, computer, folder,
USB cable, port, slot, window, screen, mouse, option
keyboard, filename)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to present
a TV show in your country
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Amazing Places 9Unit
In this unit Ss will explore the topics of structures,
shopping and services.

Lesson Objectives: To introduce the topic, to introduce
the comparative / superlative, to practise the comparative /
superlative

Lesson Objectives: To read for gist, to read for specific
information, to read and listen for general comprehension,
to talk about the Petrified Wood Park, to write about an
experience
Vocabulary: Verbs (look, search, cover, hire, collect);
Phrasal verbs (turn into, show off); Nouns (block, stone,
sculpture, structure, geologist, wishing well, tree trunk,
dinosaur, claw marks, addition); Adjectives (petrified,
outdoor, whole, amateur, cone-shaped, unique); Phrases
(in the heart of)

Lesson Objectives: To learn the comparative / superlative,
to make comparisons, to learn too / enough / very / really

Lesson Objectives: To learn vocabulary related to shops
and services
Vocabulary: Shops (concert hall, pet shop, theatre, gym,
jeweller’s, optician’s, amusement park, toy shop, baker’s,
cinema, museum, park, butcher’s, post office, chemist’s,
music shop, department store, greengrocer’s, railway
station, art gallery, florist’s)

Lesson Objectives: To listen for specific information, to
pronounce \´\ in comparative -er

Lesson Objectives: To describe sb’s flat / neighbourhood,
to complete a cloze text, to role play, to complete
dialogues, to ask for / give directions
Vocabulary: Enquiring about (dis)satisfaction (Are you
satisfied / happy (with) …? How do you find …? How are
you getting on with …? What’s the problem / What’s
wrong (with it)?); Expressing satisfaction (It’s good / fine.
It’s just what I want / need /  had in mind. It couldn’t be
better. I love it!); Expressing dissatisfaction (I’m not
satisfied /  happy (with) …, I don’t like (the fact that) …,
The only problem is ...); Asking for directions (Where’s the
...? How do I get to ...? Could you tell me how to get to
...? Excuse me. Is there ...?); Giving directions (Go up /
down ... . It’s on your left /  right. Turn left / right (on) ... .
It’s on the corner of ... walk up /  down ... street. It’s next
to / opposite / between etc ... it’s across the street from
...)

Lesson Objectives: To read for structure, to learn
informal style, to learn word order, to brainstorm, to write
an informal letter about your neighbourhood

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for specific
information, to read for comprehension, to present the
Gherkin
Vocabulary: Verbs (allow, flow); Nouns (skyscraper, skyline,
diamond, lift, stairwell, award); Adjectives (steel, glass,
high-speed, spectacular, architectural); Phrase (curved
shape); Adverb (naturally)

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to present
a village / town in your country
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6(T)

Starter

  1   To present / revise countries & nationalities

       •    Ask Ss to read the countries and match them to
the correct nationalities.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

Answer Key

  2    To present / revise cardinal / ordinal numbers

       •    Ask Ss to complete the gaps with the correct
numbers in their notebook.

       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key

       1    ten 10  seventy-seventh
       2    sixty-five 11  eighty-second
       3    ninety-eight 12  one hundredth
       4    tenth 13  one hundred and 
       5    twelfth      twenty-first
       6    twenty-third 14  one thousandth
       7    thirty-sixth 15  two thousand, two
       8    forty-ninth      hundred and sixty-fifth
       9    fifty-fourth

Objectives
To present / revise countries & nationalities, to present /
revise cardinal / ordinal numbers, to practise asking about
country of origin and age, to practise / revise greetings &
introductions, to listen for gist, to act out dialogues, to
present / revise the verb to be, to present / revise subject /
object pronouns and possessive adjectives / pronouns, to
revise a / an / the, to revise plurals, to revise / practise
have got, to revise this / these / that / those, to revise there
is / there are, to revise prepositions of place, to revise
family members, to present / revise possession, to
present /  revise some / any / no / (a) few / (a) little, to
present /  practise telling the time, to present / practise
months / days of the week & seasons, to present / revise
question words, to present / revise school subjects, to
present / revise items of clothing

Vocabulary
Furniture / Furnishings: sink, cushions, rug, armchairs,
sofa, chairs, washbasin, bed, mirror, window, wardrobe,
table, cooker, cupboards, bath, pillow, curtains, fridge,
desk, toilet, Family members: father / dad, grandpa,
cousin, husband, nephew, son, mother, aunt, sister,
daughter, niece, mum, wife, uncle, grandma, brother

       The UK – British
       The USA – American
       Ireland – Irish
        Viet Nam – Vietnamese
       Poland – Polish
       Japan – Japanese
       Spain – Spanish
       Turkey – Turkish
       Italy – Italian

Greece – Greek
Brazil – Brazilian
Argentina – Argentinian
Egypt – Egyptian
Canada – Canadian
Bahrain – Bahraini
Portugal – Portuguese
Mexico – Mexican
Russia – Russian

  3    To practise asking about country of
origin and age

       •    Explain the task and choose two Ss to read out
the example.

       •    Ss work in closed pairs and ask and answer
using the prompts and following the example.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then
ask some pairs to act out their dialogues in front
of class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  Where’s Mario from?
       B:  He’s from Rome, Italy.
       A:  How old is he?
       B:  He’s 40.

       A:  Where’s Rosa from?
       B:  She’s from Madrid, Spain.
       A:  How old is she?
       B:  She’s 62.

       A:  Where’s Amir from?
       B:  He’s from Ankara, Turkey.
       A:  How old is he?
       B:  He’s 14.

       A:  Where’s Lara from?
       B:  She’s from New York, USA.
       A:  How old is she?
       B:  She’s 20.

  4    a)   To present / revise greetings and
introductions

             Explain the task and give Ss time to read the
dialogue and choose the correct words.

Answer Key

        1    name                 3    Spain                 5    thanks
        2    Where                4    How

       b)   To listen for confirmation and gist

             Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

  5    To act out dialogues greeting and
introducing

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to work in groups of
three and act out similar dialogues.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and ask
various Ss to act out their dialogues in front of
the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  Hello! I’m Pierre. What’s your name?
       B:  I’m Henry.
       A:  Nice to meet you, Henry. Where are you from?
       B:  I’m from England. Where are you from Pierre?
       A:  I’m from France. This is my friend, William.
       B:  Hi, William. How are you?
       C:  Hi. I’m fine, thanks.
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7(T)

Starter

  6   To present / revise the verb to be
(affirmative / negative / interrogative)

       •    Give Ss time to choose the correct word. 
       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section to

revise the theory.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    isn’t          2    is             3    aren’t         4    Are,
are

  7    To practise the verb to be (interrogative
/ short answers)

       Give Ss time to complete the task and then check
Ss’ answers.

Answer Key / Suggested Answer Key

       2    Is, Yes, he is. His name’s Hien.
       3    Are, No, they aren’t. They are lawyers.
       4    Is, No, she isn’t. She’s forty.
       5    Are, No, I’m not. I’m sixteen.
       6    Is, No, it isn’t. My favourite colour is blue.

  8    To present / revise subject / object
pronouns and possessive adjectives / pronouns

       •    Ask Ss to study the table. Refer Ss to the
Grammar Reference section for more details.

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    your, mine, her, Mine, you, it
       2    their, they, my, them
       3    I, our, it, their, Ours

  9    To revise a / an / the

       •    Give Ss time to complete the gaps with the
correct article.

       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
details.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    a, The      2    The         3    an, The       4    The

10   To practise plurals

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it
in their notebooks. Refer Ss to the Grammar
Reference section for details.

       •    Ask Ss to compare their answers with their
partner. Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key

       1    books 9    men
       2    women 10    teeth
       3    glasses 11    foxes
       4    feet 12    boys
       5    watches 13    mice
       6    brushes 14    leaves
       7    potatoes 15    children
       8    ladies 16    radios

11   a)   To present / revise has / have got
(affirmative & negative)

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete
it. Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference
section for details.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    has got 4    have got
       2    hasn’t got 5    has got
       3    has got 6    haven’t got

       b)   To practise have got

             •    Explain the task and read out the example.
             •    Ask Ss to write similar sentences using the

items in Ex. 11a.
             •    Ask various Ss to read out their sentences to

the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I have got a mobile phone, but I haven’t got a guitar.
I have got a laptop, but I haven’t got a cap. etc

12   To practise have got (interrogative &
short answers)

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task. Refer Ss to

the Grammar Reference section for details.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key / Suggested Answer Key

       2    Have your parents got a car? Yes, they have. /
No, they haven’t.

       3    Have you got a brother? Yes, I have. / No, I
haven’t.

       4    Has your house got a garden? Yes, it has. / No, it
hasn’t.

       5    Has your best friend got a bike? Yes, he / she has.
/  No, he / she hasn’t.

       6    Have you got a dog? Yes, I have. / No, I haven’t.
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8(T)

Starter

13   To practise this / these – that / those

       •    Elicit usage of this / these (for things near us)
that / those (for things far from us).

       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section
for details.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class for details.

Answer Key

       1    This, that 4    These, those
       2    That, these 5    Those, these
       3    That, Those

14   To practise there is / there are

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for

details.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    There are 5    There is
       2    There is 6    There isn’t
       3    There aren’t 7    There are
       4    There are

15   To practise prepositions of place

       •    Ask Ss to look at the pictures and explain the
task. Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference
section for details.

       •    Ss tell their partner what is in each room using
prepositions of place and the vocabulary in the
box.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then
ask some pairs to report back to the rest of the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    There is a bed in the bedroom. There is a pillow
on the bed. In front of the window, there is a
desk with a chair. There is a wardrobe next to the
desk.

       2    In the living room there is a sofa. There are some
cushions on it. Behind the sofa there is a
window. There are curtains on the window. On
the floor, there is a rug. On the rug there is a
table. There are two armchairs behind the table.

       3    In the kitchen there is a table and a chair in front
of the window. There is a cooker and cupboards
in the room. There is a large fridge near the
cupboards.

       4    In the bathroom there is a bath. Above the bath
there is a small window. There are two washbasins
opposite the toilet. Above the washbasins there is
a large mirror.

16   a)   To practise vocabulary for family
members

             Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it,
then check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key

       1    mum 5    brother
       2    grandma 6    niece
       3    uncle 7    daughter
       4    wife 

       b)   To present your family

             Ask Ss around the class to present their family
to the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       My dad’s name is Henry and my mum’s name is
Pam. I have two brothers, Greg and Frank, and one
sister, Valerie. Valerie is married and has a baby,
Rachel. She is my niece. We live close to my
grandpa, George and his wife, my grandma, Alice.
My favourite aunt, Linda, lives in London with her
husband, Phil. They have one daughter, my cousin,
Wendy.
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Starter

21   a)   To present / revise question words

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to
complete it.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    B              3    F             5    D                7    G
        2    A              4    E             6    C

       b)   To practise question words

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to
complete it.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key /  Suggested Answer Key

       1    What, My name is Kim.
       2    How, I’m 16 years old.
       3    Where, I’m from Viet Nam.
       4    What, My telephone number is 3462-34521
       5    When, My birthday is on 17th May.
       6    Who, My best friend is Mai.
       7    whose, My father’s character is most like mine.

22   a)   To present / revise school subjects

             •    Play the recording with pauses for students
to repeat chorally and / or individually.

             •    Check Ss’ intonation and pronunciation.

       b)   To practise talking about school
subjects

             •    Explain the task and read the example, then
ask Ss to talk about their favourite school
subjects and their school timetable to their
partner.

             •    Monitor the activity around the class and
then ask some pairs to report back to the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       My favourite school subjects are ICT and Science. I
have English every Friday at 12 o’clock.

       My favourite school subjects are Art and Geography.
I have PE every Monday at 10:30. etc

23   a)   To present / revise clothes

             •    Play the recording with pauses for students
to repeat chorally and / or individually.

             •    Check Ss’ intonation and pronunciation.

       b)   To talk about clothes and describe
what people are wearing

             •    Ss talk in closed pairs about what style of
clothes each person is wearing.

             •    Monitor the activity around the class.
             •    Then ask various Ss around the class to

describe what each person is wearing.

Suggested Answer Key

       Mary is wearing heavy casual clothes. She is
wearing a hat, gloves, a black jacket, jeans and
boots.

       Karen is wearing a school uniform. She is wearing a
white shirt, a skirt, socks and flat shoes.

       Helen is wearing formal clothes. She is wearing a
red scarf, a black dress and high-heeled shoes.

       Daniel is wearing formal clothes. He is wearing a suit
and a tie.

       Anna is wearing heavy casual clothes. She is
wearing a light brown coat with a belt and black
leggings.

       Steve is wearing casual sportswear. He is wearing a
T-shirt, shorts and trainers.

24   To talk about clothes

       •    Ss talk in closed pairs about what clothes they
wear and when.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then
ask some pairs to report back to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       At school I wear a uniform. I wear a white shirt, a tie
and trousers.

       When I go out with my friends, I wear casual clothes.
I usually wear jeans and a T-shirt.

       In the winter, I wear heavy clothes. I often wear my
black coat, boots and gloves.

       In the summer, I wear a T-shirt and shorts.
       At my friends’ parties I wear a shirt and jeans.
       At weddings I wear a suit and a tie.
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What’s in this unit?
In this unit Ss will explore the topics of people, work,
education, daily routines, free-time activities and hobbies,
jobs and places of work and character. They will learn /
revise the present simple, the present continuous and
adverbs of frequency. They will also learn to write an
informal email about themselves, their typical weekday
and their free-time activities / hobbies.

  1    To present new vocabulary

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and professions
(1-12). Play the recording with pauses for Ss to
repeat chorally and / or individually. 

       •    Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

  2    a)   To match speakers to sentences

             •    Go through sentences 1-7 and explain / elicit
the meaning of any unknown vocabulary.

             •    Ask Ss to work in closed pairs. One S says the
sentence while the other says the profession.

             •    Ask pairs to report back to the class.

Answer Key

       1    tour guide 5    travel agent
       2    swimming instructor 6    taxi driver
       3    shop assistant 7    police officer
       4    bank clerk 

       b)   To match jobs to workplaces

             •    Explain the task and read out the example.
Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A nurse works in a hospital.
       A taxi driver works outdoors.
       A secretary works in an office.
       A farmer works outdoors.
       A police officer works outdoors.
       A swimming instructor works in a pool.
       An accountant works in an office.
       A travel agent works in an office.
       A shop assistant works in a shop.
       A tour guide works outdoors.
       A bank clerk works in a bank.
       A waiter works in a restaurant.

             •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the
end.

11(T)

Day in, Day out
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12(T)

1a
  1    To introduce the topic; to listen and read

for gist

       •    Read the title of the text and elicit Ss’ guesses as
to what the text may be about. (Superheroes in
real life. People who fight crime.) Read the rubric
aloud. Elicit the names of the superheroes in
pictures B-E (Batman, Superman, Iron Man,
Spider-Man) and what they fight (crime). Explain
that these characters first appeared in comics.

       •    Ask Ss to look at picture A. Ask about people’s
appearance and in what way they can be related
to the superheroes in pictures B-E. Play the
recording. Ss listen and say how the people in
picture A are related to the people in the other
pictures. Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       Batman and Iron Man have special suits that help
them fight crime. Superman and Spider-Man have
super powers. Superman can fly & Spider-Man can
jump from building to building like a spider. They lead
double lives and fight crime and try to keep their
communities safe. The people in picture A try to do
the same thing without special super powers.
Sometimes, they dress like these superheroes. They
want to fight crime and help people.

  2    To consolidate new vocabulary

       •    Give Ss time to match the words using their
dictionaries if necessary. Ss work in closed pairs.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       communities = people who live in the same areas
       get together = meet
       ordinary = usual
       extraordinary = unusual
       puts on = wears
       the homeless = people without a house to live in
       elderly = old
       alone = by themselves
       proud = pleased with himself

  3    To read for specific information (T / F
statements)

       •    Read the Tips box aloud and explain that this
advice will help Ss to complete the task
successfully. Give Ss time to read the text again
and complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers
with evidence from the text.

Answer Key

       1    F    (the real identities of the members of
Superheroes Anonymous are a secret)

       2    T    (these people are ordinary)
       3    T    (Night Owl says he is an accountant in the day.

He goes to work in a suit and tie and works 9-5.)

       4    T    (At night, he puts on his superhero costume
and hangs out with his friends on the streets to
fight crime.)

       5    F    (Not all of the members of Superheroes
Anonymous fight crime. They also help people
who need help.)

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their dictionaries
or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

       community (n): a group of people that live in the
same place / area

       real identity (phr): who sb actually is
       secret (n): information kept hidden
       fight crime (phr): to try to stop criminal activity
       colourful costumes (phr): bright outfits
       lead double lives (phr): to have two separate

different lives 
       accountant (n): sb who does the accounts or taxes

for a company or an individual
       put on (phr v): to wear
       hang out (phr v): to keep company
       read a novel (phr): to read a book
       the homeless (pl n): people without a house to live in
       elderly (adj): old
       deserve (v): to earn
       proud (adj): pleased with themselves
       role model (n): sb who another person aspires to be

like because of their positive behaviour

  4    To consolidate information in a text

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    Because they all dress up in colourful costumes,
masks and long black capes.

       2    They get together and fight crime on the streets.
They also help people in need.

       3    He means he feels proud and happy to be doing
something that makes a real difference to the
community.

  5    To learn collocations

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task referring back
to the text if necessary.

       •    Check Ss’ answers. Explain that Ss need to learn
these phrases. Invite Ss to create a Collocations
Section in their notebooks and list these phrases
each time they come across them. Encourage Ss
to revise them often as this will help them improve
their English.

Answer Key

        1    real                    3    elderly                5    Net
        2    fight                   4    proud                6    make
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1a
  6    a)   To present character adjectives

             •    Ask Ss to read the adjectives in the list. Explain /
Elicit the meaning of any unknown words.

             •    Ss read the gapped sentences one by one and
choose the most appropriate adjective to fill
each gap. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    sociable            5    polite                 9    bossy
        2    careful               6    reliable             10   impatient
        3    patient               7    lazy
        4    creative              8    unfriendly

       b)   To practise character adjectives

             •    Explain the task. Give Ss an example. You can
use the answers in the Suggested Answer Key.

             •    Ask various Ss around the class to describe
themselves / their friend.

Suggested Answer Key

       I’m very sociable. I always make friends easily. I can
be a bit lazy though; I sometimes don’t tidy my room!

       My friend is very creative; she always writes the best
stories in our class. She’s a bit impatient though; she
hates it when you keep her waiting!

  7    To consolidate information in a text

       Explain the words / phrases in bold in the spidergram.
Then ask various Ss around the class to use the
spidergram and tell the rest of the class about
Superheroes Anonymous.

Suggested Answer Key

       in need = without essential things like money, food,
good health

       homeless = without a house to live in
       lead double lives = to have two separate different

lives where they appear to be two different people
       fight crime = to try to stop criminal activity
       community = all the people who live in a place / area

       Superheroes Anonymous are a group of people who
lead double lives. They have ordinary jobs in the day,

but at night they wear costumes and help to keep their
communities safe. They fight crime on the streets and
help those in need, like the poor, the homeless and the
hungry.

  8    To present real-life superheroes

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.
       •    Go through the rubric with Ss and explain the

task. Refer Ss to p. PS1 for guided help with the
presentation task.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task and give their
presentation to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentation in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key – see Presentation Skills
Key, Ex. 8, p. PSK1

  9    To complete a summary of the text

       •    Give Ss time to complete the summary and then
ask various Ss to read it out to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign this task as HW.

Suggested Answer Key

       Superheroes Anonymous is a group of men and
women in New York. They get together to fight crime.
They help the homeless and elderly people, too. They
are ordinary people but they lead extraordinary
double lives. In the morning they go to work but at
night they hang out on the streets to fight crime and
give food and clothing to the homeless. They also help
elderly people who live alone to feel safe and warm.

Background information

New York City is the most populous city in the United
States. A global power city, New York exerts a significant
impact upon commerce, finance, media, art, fashion,
research, technology, education and entertainment. It is
home to the headquarters of the United Nations. With an
estimated population of 8,491,079 and as many as 800
languages spoken, New York is the most linguistically
diverse city in the world.

Background information

York is a historic walled city in England. With a
population of approximately 205,000 people, York
has a rich heritage and has provided the backdrop to
major political events in England. It offers a wealth of
historic attractions of which York Minster, the largest
Gothic cathedral in Northern Europe (officially known
as the Cathedral and Metropolitan Church of Saint
Peter), is the most prominent. 

Answer key and Background information for Ex. 6a on p. 14(T)

Answer key 

       1    are you? (non-continuous tense)
       2    often rains (routine / habit)
       3    don’t mind (non-continuous tense)
       4    begins (routine / habit)
       5    finish (timetable)
       6    am having (action happening now)
       7    share (permanent state)
       8    are going (future arrangements)
       9    are you doing? (action happening around the time

of speaking)
       10  are enjoying (action happening around the time of

speaking)
13(T)
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14(T)

1b
  1    To present / revise the present simple and

the present continuous

       •    Ss’ books closed. Say then write on the board: I
always eat breakfast in the morning. Elicit what
tense the verb is in (present simple) and what the
sentence expresses (a habit / routine).

       •    Say then write on the board: I am teaching a lesson
now. Elicit what tense the verb is in (present
continuous) and what the sentence expresses (an
action happening now). Explain that stative verbs
(i.e. verbs that describe a state not an action) don’t
usually have continuous forms (e.g. I believe in
fairies. NOT I’m believing in fairies).

       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information.

       •    Direct Ss to the picture and elicit the present simple
and present continuous forms, and their uses.

Answer Key
       Present simple: I want (non-continuous form), Is it

(non-continuous form), drives (permanent state), does
a taxi driver drive (permanent state), he does (short
answer), I wonder (non-continuous form), does that
mean (non-continuous form), lift (permanent state)

       Present continuous: are you reading (action
happening now), I’m not reading (action happening
now), are you asking (action happening now)

       We form the present simple in the affirmative with
personal pronoun + base form of the main verb (Note:
3rd person singular of the verb takes -s, -es or -ies); in
the interrogative with do + personal pronoun + base
form of main verb (Note: 3rd person singular of the verb
takes does and not do); and in the negative with
personal pronoun + do / does + not + base form of main
verb. We form the present continuous in the affirmative
with personal pronoun + the verb to be (to agree with
pronoun) + -ing form of the main verb; in the
interrogative with the verb to be (to agree with pronoun)
+ personal pronoun + -ing form of the main verb; and in
the negative with personal pronoun + the verb to be (to
agree with pronoun) + not + -ing form of the main verb.

  2    To practise the present simple and the
present continuous

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key
       1    E    Present Simple, 3rd person singular, affirmative

(permanent state)
       2    B   Present Simple, 3rd person singular, affirmative

(routine / habit)
       3    C   Present Continuous, 3rd person singular,

negative (action happening around the time of
speaking)

       4    A   Present Continuous, 3rd person singular,
affirmative (action happening now)

       5    D   Present Continuous, 3rd person singular,
affirmative (future arrangements)

  3    To practise the third-person singular in
the present simple

       Ask Ss to study the theory box and then complete the
task. Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information. Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key
        1    likes         3    does       5    stays          7    listens
        2    cries         4    reads      6    teaches      8    tries

  4    To practise the -ing form

       Ask Ss to study the theory box and then complete the
task. Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information. Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key
        1    putting              5    relaxing              9    studying
        2    having               6    planning           10   trying
        3    dying                 7    tying 
        4    swimming          8    riding

  5    a)   To practise stative verbs

             •    Explain what the faces mean using the verbs
in the rubric in Ex. 5a.

             •    Give Ss time to complete the task. Check Ss’
answers.

Answer Key
       2    likes 4    doesn’t like 
       3    doesn’t mind 5    hates

       b)   To practise stative verbs using
personal examples

       Elicit a variety of sentences from Ss around the class.
Ss can use the same phrases as in Ex. 5a.

Suggested Answer Key
       I like ice-skating. I enjoy playing basketball. I don’t like

doing the chores. I hate playing computer games.

  6    a)   To practise the present simple and the
present continuous

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it. 
             •    Check Ss’ answers. Tell Ss they can use the

tense uses in Ex. 2 to justify their answers.

Answer Key – see p. 13(T)

Background information – see p. 13(T)

Background information

Manchester is a city and metropolitan borough in
England with a population of approximately 515,000
people. Its economy is the third-largest in the United
Kingdom and it is the third-most visited city in the UK.
It is notable for its architecture, culture, music, media
links, scientific and engineering output, social impact
and sports clubs.
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10   To present / practise adverbs of frequency

       •    Ask Ss to study the theory box and then complete
the task. Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference
section for more information.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        2    usually               4    sometimes         6    never
        3    often                  5    hardly ever

11   To practise word order with adverbs of
frequency

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       2    We sometimes play football on Saturdays.
       3    They never watch TV late at night.
       4    Annie is always patient with others.

12   To practise adverbs of frequency using
personal examples

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  How often do you do sports in the afternoons?
       B:  I usually play basketball on Wednesday and Friday

afternoons, but sometimes I go swimming on
Monday afternoons too.

       A:  Who do you usually spend your evenings with?
       B:  I usually spend my evenings with my family, but I

often go to a sleepover at my friend’s house.
       A:  When do you do your homework?
       B:  I always do it in the afternoons after school.
       A:  Which do you prefer to do at weekends; have

dinner at home or eat out?
       B:  Have dinner at home. We hardly ever eat out.
       A:  Where are you going this Sunday?
       B:  I’m going to a graduation.
       A:  Whose graduation is it?
       B:  It’s my cousin’s. etc.

13   To write a short paragraph practising the
present simple, the present continuous and
adverbs of frequency

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW.

Suggested Answer Key

       From Monday to Friday, I always go to school in the
mornings. In the afternoons, I usually do my homework
and watch TV. In the evenings, I have dinner with my
family and we often play board games. Sometimes we
watch a DVD together. This weekend I’m going
jogging, I’m helping my mum do the chores and then
the whole family are going to the cinema.

       b)   To practise the present simple and the
present continuous (interrogative)

             •    Explain the task and choose two Ss to read
out the example. Ss complete the task.

             •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key
       2    Does it often rain in York? Yes, it does. (often)
       3    Do lessons start at 9:00? No, they don’t. They start

at 08:30. (timetable)
       4    Is Sheila eating now? No, she isn’t. She’s having

coffee. (now)
       5    Are Sheila and Mary going to the cinema later?

Yes, they are. (arrangements in the near future)
       6    Is Jane visiting York? No, she isn’t. (action happening

around the time of speaking)

  7    To practise the present simple and the
present continuous (interrogative)

       •    Explain the task and choose two Ss to read out the
example. Ask Ss to identify the words in the
prompts that suggest what tense they should use
(every weekend, on Sundays need present simple,
now needs present continuous). 

       •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key
       2    A:  Do you do sports every weekend?
             B:  No, I don’t. I do sports at school, during the week.
       3    A:  Are you tidying your room now?
             B:  No, I’m not. I’m having a lesson.
       4    A:  Do you eat out on Sundays?
             B:  No, we don’t. We eat at home.
       5    A:  Are you watching TV now?
             B:  No, I’m not. I’m having an English lesson.

  8    To practise the present simple and the
present continuous

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key
       1    do you do, go (routine)
        2    Are you catching, am / ’m meeting (future

arrangement)
       3    does Carol leave, leaves (routine / habit)
       4    Does Sue work, works (routine)

  9    To practise the present simple and the
present continuous

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it. 
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key
       1    are you doing (future arrangement)
       2    am / ’m going (future arrangement)
       3    Do you want (non-continuous form)
       4    need (non-continuous form)
       5    are all having (future arrangement)
       6    finishes (timetable)

15(T)
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1c

  1    To introduce vocabulary related to daily
routine & free-time activities / hobbies

       •    Go through the phrases and explain any unknown
words. 

       •    Tell Ss to look at the pictures and say which
phrases they see.

Answer Key

       A – catch the bus / train
       B – cook dinner
       C – go to school / college / work
       D – listen to music

  2    To talk about your daily routine

       •    Ss talk in closed pairs about their daily routine
using the vocabulary in Ex. 1. 

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to report back to the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I get up at 7 o’ clock. I always have breakfast before I
go to school. I catch the bus to school with my
friends. We have lunch at 12.00. Lessons finish at
15.00 and I go back home. In the afternoon, I do my
homework and after that I have dinner with my family.
In my free time I usually surf the Net or listen to music.
I go to bed at 11.00.

  3    a)   To practise play, do, go (to)

             •    Give Ss time to go through the free-time
activities and fill in the correct verbs.

             •    Explain any unknown words.
             •    Check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key

        1    go            2    do           3    go to          4    play

       b)   To talk about your free-time activities

             •    Ss talk in pairs about their free-time activities
using the vocabulary in Ex. 3a. 

             •    Monitor the activity around the class and then
ask some pairs to report back to the rest of the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    In my free time I don’t go cycling, but I go
swimming and ice-skating.

       2    In my free time I don’t do puzzles, but I do sports.
       3    In my free time I don’t go to the theatre, but I go to

the cinema.
       4    In my free time I don’t play tennis, but I play

football.

  1    To prepare for a listening task (multiple
choice)

       •    Read out the Tips box and explain that this advice
will help Ss to complete the task successfully. 

       •    Ask Ss to read the text, the questions and the
possible answers. 

       •    Elicit the numbers in the text and then elicit the
correct answer.

Answer Key

       B and C are wrong because they reach school at 8:15
and classes start at 8.30.

  2    To listen for specific information (multiple
choice) 

       •    Give Ss time to read the rubric and the questions
and possible answers. 

       •    Play the recording twice. Ss listen and complete
the task. 

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    B             2    C           3    B           4    C         5    B
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       A:  Do you like collecting stamps / coins?
       B:  I don’t like collecting stamps / coins very much.
       A:  Do you like painting?
       B:  Painting is my favourite hobby.

  5    a)   To role play a dialogue

             •    Ss complete the task in closed pairs. 
             •    Monitor the activity around the class.

       b)   To match synonymous phrases for
making suggestions & agreeing / disagreeing

             •    Go through the phrases in the box with Ss and
explain any unknown words. 

             •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key
       Do you want to come? – Do you fancy coming?
       Why don’t we go …?. – How about going …?
       That’s a good idea. – Why not?
       That’s great. Let’s … – That sounds great. Why don’t

we …? 

  6    To act out a dialogue

       •    Ss complete the task in closed pairs. Remind Ss
to use the ideas in Ex. 4, the prompts in Ex. 5b
and the dialogue in Ex. 1 as a model. 

       •    Write this diagram on the board for Ss to follow.

       

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to act out their dialogue in front of the
rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key
       A:  Hi, John. How’s it going?
       B:  Not bad, Ivan. You?
       A:  I’m OK.
       B:  Are you busy this weekend?
       A:  Not really. Why?
       B:  I’m going to the cinema on Sunday evening. Do

you want to come?
       A:  I don’t like going to the cinema very much. How

about watching a DVD instead?
       B:  I’d like that. I quite like watching DVDs.
       A:  Is seven o’clock OK with you?
       B:  That sounds great. Let’s meet at your house at 7:00.
       A:  See you there.

  7    See p. 18(T)

                   A                                         B
Greet B. Ask how B is.
Answer.

Reply. Ask why.

Express dislike. 
Suggest alternative.
Suggest time.

Greet B.

Answer. Ask how A is.
Ask A if busy this
weekend.
Explain where you are
going. Invite.
Agree.

Agree. Say where to
meet.

  1    To predict the content of a dialogue

       Ask Ss to read the first and last exchanges in the
dialogue and elicit what the dialogue is about.

Answer Key
       It’s about two friends arranging to meet.

  2    To present / practise language for
expressing likes / dislikes

       Go through the phrases in the box. Give Ss time to
complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key
       I don’t really like swimming. ➝ I don’t like swimming

very much.
       I really like bowling a lot. ➝ I’m fond of bowling.

  3    a)   To distinguish between similar ideas

             •    Explain the task and go through the information
in the Note box. 

             •    Give Ss time to complete the task. Ss should
underline the phrases expressing likes / dislikes
in each sentence. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
        1    ✗    (hates, is his favourite)
       2   ✓   (hates, can’t stand)
       3    ✗   (prefers, doesn’t like)

       b)   To write synonymous sentences

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key
       1    a    He hates bowling. = He can’t stand bowling.
       1    b    Bowling is his favourite sport. = He really

loves bowling.
       3    a    She prefers tennis. = She really enjoys tennis.
       3    b    She doesn’t like tennis. = She hates tennis.

  4    To practise expressing likes and dislikes

       •    Explain the task and read out the example. Ss
complete the task in closed pairs. 

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to report back to the class.

Suggested Answer Key
       A:  Do you like going to the cinema?
       B:  I really enjoy it.
       A:  Do you like watching DVDs?
       B:  Watching DVDs is my favourite free-time activity.
       A:  Do you like playing tennis?
       B:  I prefer swimming.
       A:  Do you like playing football?
       B:  I hate playing football.
       A:  Do you like playing computer games?
       B:  I don’t mind it.
       A:  Do you like dancing?
       B:  I quite like it.
       A:  Do you like drawing?
       B:  I prefer reading.

17(T)
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  1    To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and pay special attention
to the underlined words. 

       •    Read the questions aloud one at a time and elicit
the answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key
       1    An email
       2    A new e-friend, Peter
       3    What I do, what’s my daily routine, what I do in my

free time and if I like doing sports
       4    60-100 words

  2    To match paragraphs to headings 

       •    Explain the task. Go through the headings with
Ss. Explain any unknown words. 

       •    Give Ss time to read the email and complete the
task. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
       A   3             B   2            C   1               D   4

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  3    To scan for details

       •    Ask Ss to scan the email and find the items listed.
Ss do the task in closed pairs. 

       •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key
       three school subjects: History, Geography, Maths
       three sports: ice-skating, cycling, swimming
       three free-time activities: surfing the Net, watching

TV, going to the cinema (do sports)
       five daily routine activities: get up at 6:30, walk to

school, do my homework, help with the chores, go to
bed

  4    a)   To learn about the use of capital letters

             Read the theory box aloud and then elicit examples
from Andy’s email from Ss around the class.

Answer Key
       To start a sentence: I’m, I live, My day, I get up, I like,

In the afternoons, In the evenings, I go, On Sundays, I
love, I like, My favourite, What about, Write

       Names: Peter, Andy
       School subjects: History, Geography, Maths

       Personal pronoun ‘I’: I’m a 15-year-old student, 
I walk, I hate, I do, I surf, I often go

       Days of the week: Sundays
       Name of cities: London
       Name of Countries: England

       b)   To practise using capital letters

             •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
             •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key
       2    I go to the park on Saturdays.
       3    John’s from Toronto in Canada.
       4    Helen can speak Italian and Polish.
       5    Sara’s birthday is in June.

  5    To learn to use punctuation marks

       •    Go through the theory box with Ss and then give
them time to complete the task. 

       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key
       1    At school I study Music, History, Art, Maths and

Science.
       2    I’m not good at Geography.
       3    Do you like Physics?
       4    History is great!
       5    What are your favourite school subjects?
       6    My day starts very early.

Background information
London is the capital of England and the United
Kingdom. With an estimated 8,630,000 residents,
London is the most populous metropolitan area in the
United Kingdom. Located on the River Thames, London
is a leading global city and a centre of arts, commerce,
education, fashion, healthcare, media, research and
tourism. It is famous for landmarks such as the Tower of
London, Westminster Abbey, Buckingham Palace,
Trafalgar Square, St Paul’s Cathedral etc.
England is a country that is part of the United Kingdom.
It shares land borders with Scotland to the north and
Wales to the west. The Irish Sea lies north-west of
England and the Celtic Sea lies to the south-west. Its
capital is London and it is home to approximately
54,000,000 people. The currency is the Pound sterling
and the official language is English.

1e

Exercise 7 on p. 17(T)

  7    To develop speaking skills

       •    Explain the task and go through the cards
explaining any unknown words. Ask Ss to work in
pairs and take turns to ask and answer questions
using the information on the cards. Each S should
look at their own card.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
       A:  There’s an advert for a job here.

       B:  What is the job?
       A:  It’s for a part-time sales assistant.
       B:  What are the working hours?
       A:  Fridays and Saturdays from 9 to 5.
       B:  How old do you have to be?
       A:  Over 16.
       B:  What’s the phone number?
       A:  It’s 223 6578 and you ask for Peter.
       B:  When can I call?
       A:  In the mornings.
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       I love doing sports – I really enjoy doing sports
       My favourite sport is swimming. – I like swimming a

lot.
       Write back. – Please write to me soon.

  9    To analyse a rubric; to prepare for a
writing task

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and underline the key
words. Then give Ss time to write notes about
what they can write. 

       •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       Key words to be underlined: email, new e-friend,
John, 60-100 words, present yourself, typical
weekday, what prefer doing at the weekends

Suggested Answer Key

       present yourself: Anna, 14-year-old student, Glasgow,
Scotland

       typical weekday: get up at 7:30; have breakfast; at
8:30 catch bus to school; (like English and Art; don’t
like Physics;) in the afternoons do homework, watch
TV; in the evenings surf the Net or read a book; go to
bed at 11:00.

       prefer doing at the weekends: go horse-riding,
watch DVDs, play computer games

10   To write an email presenting yourself to a
new e-friend

       •    Give Ss time to write their email using their notes
from Ex. 9 and phrases from the Useful
Language box. Remind Ss to use the plan and
the email skeleton to help them.

       •    Ask Ss to use the Checklist to check their work for
mistakes. Point out that it is important for Ss to
check their email against the points listed and
correct accordingly. 

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
read out their emails in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Dear John,
       I’m a 14-year-old student in secondary school. I live

in Glasgow, Scotland.
       I get up at 7:30 and then I have breakfast. I catch a

bus to school at 8:30. My favourite school subjects
are English and Art, but I don’t really like Physics! In
the afternoons, I do my homework and sometimes
watch TV. In the evenings, I surf the Net or read a
book. I usually go to bed at 11:00.

       At the weekends, I usually go horse-riding. I like
watching DVDs, too. Sometimes, I play computer
games.

       What about you? Write soon.
       Anna

  6    To practise word order

       •    Explain the task. Remind Ss of word order rules:
subject + verb + object (I like Maths.) adjectives
before noun (nice day), adverbs of frequency +
main verb but the verb to be + adverb of
frequency (I often go… I am often late.) verb +
adverb (walk fast).

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task. Check Ss’
answers.

Answer Key

       2    My friends and I often go to the shopping centre
on Saturdays.

       3    I like cycling and basketball. / I like basketball and
cycling.

       4    In the evenings, I often surf the Net.
       5    After school I walk back home.
       6    I often play football.
       7    History isn’t my favourite school subject.
       8    I can’t stand Chemistry.

  7    a)   To present linkers

             Go through the theory box with Ss and then elicit
examples from the email on p. 18.

Answer Key

       My day starts very early because lessons begin at 8:00.
       I get up at 6:30 and at 7:45 I walk to school.
       I like History and Geography, but I hate Maths!
       I do my homework and help with the chores.
       I surf the Net and sometimes watch TV.
       I love doing sports, too.
       I like ice-skating and cycling.

       b)   To practise joining sentences using
linkers

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete
it.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       2    I like Maths, but I don’t like French.
       3    Stella is studying to be an actress and a singer.
       4    Sylvia is studying Biology because she loves

animals and wants to be a vet.
       5    Paul wants to be an engineer. I want to be an

engineer, too.

  8    To identify synonymous phrases.

       •    Go through the Useful Language box with Ss. 
       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it. 
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       I like History and Geography – I’m good at History and
Geography

       I hate Maths – I can’t stand Maths

19(T)
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  1    To present new vocabulary

       Explain the phrases in the list and then elicit which
picture shows which action.

Answer Key

       A – making eye contact
       B – smiling
       C – biting her nails

  2    To introduce the topic and read for gist

       •    Elicit various answers from Ss (eg. smile). Then
give Ss time to read the text and find out. 

       •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       You can smile, make eye contact, listen and be polite.
You shouldn’t bite your nails or move your hands too
much or talk about yourself all the time.

  3    To complete a multiple choice cloze text

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to read the text
again and complete the gaps. 

       •    Check Ss’ answers, asking various Ss to read the
completed text aloud. Ss should justify their
answers.

Answer Key

       1    B   (when + present simple)
       2    C   (listen to)
       3    A   (infinitive without to)

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their
dictionaries or look them up the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

       form an opinion (phr): to decide what they think
about sb / sth

       first impression (phr): what you think sb is like when
first meet them

       tip (n): advice
       eye contact (phr): looking sb in the eye
       nervous (adj): worried or tense
       bite nails (phr): to chew one’s fingernails

  4    To give a presentation on how to make a
good first impression

       •    Go through the rubric with Ss and explain the task. 
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and read the text.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task and give their

presentations to the class.
       •    Alternatively assign the task as HW and ask Ss to

give their presentations in the next lesson.
       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 21(T)

20(T)

1

Culture Spot

  1    To predict the content of the text and
listen and read for gist

       •    Read out the title of the text and ask Ss what they
believe the text may be about. (Part-time jobs for
teens in the UK.) Elicit Ss’ guesses in answer to
the questions in the rubric.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen to find out.

Answer Key

        British teens can work part-time delivering newspapers,
babysitting, waitressing, washing cars or doing office
work. They can also work in a hotel, in a hairdresser’s
salon or in a shop. They can get up to £3.79 per hour.

  2    To present jobs teenagers can do in my
country

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to collect
information about jobs for teens in their country
using the Internet or other resources.

       •    Ask Ss to make notes under the headings in the
rubric and then use them to present a
comparison to jobs for teens in the UK.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentations in the next lesson.

       (Ss’ own answers) 

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.
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       •    Play the recording twice. Ss listen and complete
the task. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    C            2    C           3    B           4    B         5    B

  4    To practise phrases with the verbs do, go,
play, make

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task. 
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    make       4    make      7    play          10   do
        2    go           5    go           8    do
        3    make        6    play         9    do

Background information

South America is a continent located in the western
and mostly southern hemisphere with a small portion
found in the northern hemisphere. It is bordered on
the west by the Pacific Ocean and on the north and
east by the Atlantic Ocean, while North America and
the Caribbean Sea lie to the north. Given a long
history of colonialism, the vast majority of South
Americans speak Portuguese or Spanish. Some of
the largest cities in the continent include Sao Paulo,
Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires.
Bolivia, officially known as the Plurinational State of
Bolivia, is a landlocked country in the western-central
South America. It is bordered to the north and east by
Brazil, to the south-east by Paraguay, to the south by
Argentina, to the south-west by Chile and to the
northwest by Peru. Its capital is Sucre and its largest
city is Santa Cruz de la Sierra. The official language is
Spanish but 33 other native languages are also spoken
widely. The country is home to about 11,000,000 people
and the currency is the Boliviano. Before Spanish
colonization, the Andean region of Bolivia was a part of
the Inca Empire.

  1    a)   To read for specific information (T / F
statements)

             •    Give Ss time to read the text and complete the
task. 

             •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their
answers with evidence from the text.

Answer Key

       1    F    (He is spending a year in South America)
       2    F    (the third biggest of the ‘big cats’)
       3    T    (one of his responsibilities in the camp is to

make breakfast)
       4    T    (orphan)
       5    F    (Ru is a harmless animal)
       6    T    (scratches them with his claws)

             •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the
end.

       b)   To consolidate comprehension of a
text

             •    Give Ss time to answer the questions. 
             •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       1    Josh is in Bolivia.
       2    A jaguar
       3    His friend’s name is Carl.
       4    He gets excited during play time.

  2    To consolidate everyday English
expressions / exchanges learnt in the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task. 
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    B      2    F        3    D        4    E        5    C       6    A

  3    To listen for specific information (multiple
choice) 

       •    Give Ss time to read the rubric and the questions
and possible answers. 

21(T)

1

Suggested Answer Key for Ex. 4 on p. 20(T)

Suggested Answer key 

Hello, everyone. Making new friends can be difficult
sometimes, especially if you’re starting at a new school or
if you’re joining an after-school club for the first time. So
today I want to talk to you about how to make a good first
impression. 
Try to smile a lot. It shows people that you are a friendly
person. Also try to make eye contact when somebody
speaks to you so that they know you are listening. When
you meet someone for the first time, be polite. Good
manners are always important.

If you are nervous, don’t bite your nails or play with your
hands too much. It makes your new friends nervous, too.
Finally, don’t talk about yourself all the time. The person
you are talking to wants to express their thoughts, too.
It only takes three seconds for someone to form an
opinion about you so make sure you first impression is a
great one. Are there any questions?
Thank you for listening.
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  5    To consolidate vocabulary learnt in the
unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task. 
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    accountant        3    tour guide          5    nurse
        2    cook                   4    actor

  6    To consolidate vocabulary learnt in the
unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task. 
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

        1    real                    3    fight                   5    setting
        2    lead                    4    form

  7    To practise the present simple and the
present continuous

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task. 
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    lives (permanent state)
       2    studies (permanent state)
       3    doesn’t like (stative verb)
       4    is looking (action happening around the time of

speaking)
       5    goes (routine)
       6    works (routine)
       7    makes (everyday)
       8    is also learning (action happening around the time

of speaking)
       9    goes (habit)
     10    likes (stative)
     11    are having (right now)

  8    To practise adverbs of frequency

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task. 
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    Steve usually gets up at 7 am.
       2    He always catches the bus to school.
       3    He never arrives at school late.
       4    He often plays basketball after school.
        5    He is a good student but he can sometimes be lazy.

Background information

Camden Market is a complex of adjoining retail
markets in Camden Town, London. Among products
sold on the stalls are crafts, clothing, fast-food,
jewellery and fabrics. Chain stores are not permitted,
allowing only independent sellers. Camden Market is
the fourth-most popular visitor attraction in London,
with approximately 100,000 visitors every weekend.

  9    To write an email  

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and give Ss time to
complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers. Alternatively assign the task
as HW and check Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Dear Janet,
       I’m a 15-year-old student in secondary school. I live in

London, England. At weekdays I don’t have a lot of free
time but when I do, I like meeting up with my friends in
the afternoon and playing football in the park. I love
football! It’s my favourite sport. I sometimes watch TV in
the afternoons too. At weekends, I usually help with the
chores and in the afternoon I often go to the cinema. I
like watching DVDs at home, too.

       What about you? Write soon.
       Jonathan

Grammar in Focus

       To consolidate grammar structures learnt

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
Ss can work in closed pairs. 

       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

        1    works (permanent state)
        2    His (possessive adj)
        3    starts (daily routine)
        4    finishes (daily routine)
        5    goes (daily routine)
        6    plays (daily routine)
        7    or (connect options)
        8    helps (daily routine)
        9    with (help sb with sth)
      10   isn’t / is not working (now)
      11   are having / ’re having (at the moment)
      12   ’s / is waiting (action happening now)
      13   drives (always - habit)
      14   isn’t / is not working (action happening around the

time of speaking)

Competences
Ask Ss to assess their own performance in the unit by
ticking the items according to how competent they feel at
each of the listed activities.

22(T)
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What’s in this unit?
In this unit Ss will explore the topics of nature and travel.
They will learn the past simple and order of adjectives.
They will also learn to write an informal email about their
holiday.

  1    a)   To introduce the topic and new
vocabulary

             •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and types
of holidays (1-6) and then play the recording
with pauses for Ss to repeat chorally and / or
individually.

             •    Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

       b)   To practise new vocabulary and
express opinion

             Read out the rubric and the example and elicit
answers from Ss around the class. Suggest
various adjectives Ss can use (relaxing, exciting,
thrilling, great, adventurous, etc.)

Suggested Answer Key
       I like sightseeing holidays because they are interesting.

  2    To introduce verb / noun phrases related
to travel

       •    Read out the verbs in the list and then go through
the list of vocabulary items 1-7. Explain / Elicit the
meanings of any unknown words and then give Ss
time to complete the task in closed pairs.

       •    Ss compare their answers in closed pairs.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
        1    stay                4    go                          7    is
        2    go on              5    rent
        3    go to               6    travel

  3    To practise new vocabulary; to talk about
holidays

       •    Explain the task and read out the example. Ask Ss
to work in closed pairs and ask and answer
questions. Swap roles and continue until they
complete the task.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to share their
answers with the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key
       A:  How was your holiday?
       B:  It was great. We went to London on a sightseeing

holiday.
       A:  Where did you stay?
       B:  We stayed in a hotel.
       A:  How did you travel?
       B:  We travelled by plane and then bus.
       A:  What did you do?
       B:  We went to museums and art galleries.
       A:  What was the weather like?
       B:  It was cold and windy.

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end. 

23(T)

Travel

Exercises 10 & 11 on p. 25(T)

10   To give a presentation on the Karen People

       •    Play the video for Ss. Give Ss time to read the
text again and ask them to copy the headings
into their notebooks and make notes under them.

       •    Refer Ss to p. PS1 in the WB for guided help with
this presentation. Ask various Ss to give their
presentations to the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key — see Presentation Skills
Key, Ex. 8, p. WPSK1

11   To write an email based on a text

       •    Give Ss time to complete the email and then ask
various Ss to read it out to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign this task as HW.

Suggested Answer Key

       Hi Liam,
       Tim and I went on holiday to Bangkok in Thailand last

week. It is a very busy city. While we were there, we
visited the north-west of the country. The people
there live in small bamboo huts. They get everything
they need by growing their own food and making their
own clothes. We arrived during the Kay Htein Bo
festival and the Karen ate a large meal. The women
in the village wore lots of bronze rings around their
necks. This makes their necks look long, like the neck
of a dragon. We had a great time there.

       Write back soon.
       Bob
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  1    To introduce the topic 

       •    Read the questions aloud and explain / elicit the
meanings of any unknown words.

       •    Ask Ss to look at the pictures and match them to
the questions.

Answer Key

        1    D              2    C            3    B                4    A

  2    To predict the content of the text; to listen
and read for gist

       •    Elicit Ss’ guesses in answer to the questions in
the rubric.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and read to find out.
       •    Elicit answers from Ss’ around the class. 

Suggested Answer Key

       The people live in Thailand. The women are wearing
the rings around their necks to make them longer.
They do this so that they look like dragons.

  3    To read for specific information

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions and then ask them
to skim the text to find the answers and complete
the sentences.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    his / her friend Tim 4    huts
       2    the City of Angels 5    open fires
       3    the north-west 6    in Kayan religion

  4    To consolidate comprehension of a text

       •    Give Ss time to answer the questions.
       •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class. Ss justify

their answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    Bangkok was very busy and they wanted to go
somewhere quiet. (The ‘City of Angels’ ... change)

       2    The bronze rings the Karen women wore around
their necks. (What surprised ... necks)

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their dictionaries
or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

       book (v): to reserve and pay for sth (usu. travel)
       guided tour (phr): the activity of travelling around a

place with a guide who can give information about it
       step back in time (phr): to feel as though you have

travelled into a period in the past
       local (n): a person who lives in a specific area
       tribe (n): a group of people with the same culture,

race and / or language
       weave (v): to make cloth
       cloth (n): fabric; material
       chicken bone (n): hard parts inside chickens’ bodies

that support and form the skeleton
       predict (v): to say that sth will happen 
       fascinating (adj): extremely interesting
       dragon (n): a mythical lizard-like creature with a long

neck and wings
       religion (n): a belief in a god / gods

Background information

Thailand, formerly known as Siam, is a country
located at the centre of the Indochina peninsula in
Southeast Asia. The country is a constitutional
monarchy. Thailand covers an area of approximately
513,000 km2 and is the 20th most populous country,
with around 64 million people. The capital and largest
city is Bangkok, which is Thailand’s political,
commercial, industrial and cultural centre. The city’s
vibrant street life and cultural landmarks have given it
an exotic appeal.
The Karen or Kayin people refer to a number of
Sino-Tibetan language-speaking ethnic groups which
reside primarily in Myanmar. The Karen make up
approximately 7% of the total population of
approximately 50 million people. A large number of
Karen also reside in Thailand, mostly on the border.
Perhaps because the neck ring custom is so striking,
less attention gets paid to other aspects of Karen
culture. Women stretch their earlobes as it is
considered to be a sign of great beauty. Making
music is another aspect of Karen culture worth
mentioning as it also plays an important part in Karen
life.
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  5    To identify what pronouns / possessive

adjectives / demonstratives refer to

       •    Explain the task. Do the first with Ss, then give Ss
time to complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       Our = Tim’s and the writer’s
       we = Tim and the writer
       their = the Karen people’s
       They = the Karen people
       me = the writer
       their = the Karen women’s
       this = wear (up to 15) rings

  6    To consolidate new vocabulary

       Give Ss time to complete the task using their
dictionaries if necessary and then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       around = about extremely = very
       got out of = left look like = resemble
       over = throughout experience = adventure

  7    a)   To categorise vocabulary for means of
transport

             •    Explain the task and ask Ss to write the
headings into their notebooks.

             •    Explain / Elicit the meanings of any unknown
words.

             •    Give Ss time to complete the task and then
check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key

       land = coach, bus, car, taxi, van, underground,
bicycle, motorbike, scooter, tram, train

       air = helicopter, plane
       sea = boat, ship

       b)   To scan the text for key vocabulary

             Ask Ss to scan the text and find the means of
transport mentioned.

Answer Key

       van

  8    To talk about travelling using different
means of transport

       •    Explain the task and ask two Ss to read out the
examples.

       •    Ask Ss to complete the task in closed pairs.
       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask

some pairs to report back to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I never travel by motorbike. I think it is dangerous. 
       I often travel by plane. It’s safe and fast.

  9    a)   To consolidate prior
knowledge with new knowledge; to develop
critical thinking skills

             •    Tell Ss to draw a table in their notebooks using
the headings: WHAT I KNEW – WHAT I LEARNT.

             •    Ss fill in the table, then use the completed
table to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       I knew that the Karen people live in villages in
Thailand. I also knew that they live traditional lives. I
learnt that they grow their own food, make their own
clothes and build their own huts. I also learnt that the
Karen women wear bronze rings around their necks
so as to make them look like dragons.

       b)   To expand the topic; to develop
research and critical thinking skills

             •    Ask Ss to add one more column in the table
they drew in Ex. 9a with the title WHAT ELSE I
WANT TO LEARN.

             •    Ss brainstorm for ideas and fill in the column.
             •    Elicit ideas from Ss around the class and then

give Ss time to look up information on the
Internet.

             •    Ask various Ss around the class to report back
on what they found out.

             •    Alternatively, assign this task as HW. Ask Ss to
tell the class in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

10    See p. 23(T)

11    See p. 23(T)

WHAT I KNEW WHAT I LEARNT
Karen people live in
Thailand.
They live in villages.
They lead traditional
lives.

They grow their own food.
They make their own clothes
and build their own huts.
Karen women wear bronze
rings around their necks.

ICT

WHAT ELSE I WANT TO LEARN
Do they live anywhere else? Do they have any other
interesting customs?
The Karen people live in Myanmar as well as
Thailand. They are excellent musicians and experts
in training elephants. Wearing neck rings is
something the women do in Thailand but not in
Myanmar. The Thailand tribe is called the Padaung.
The women in this tribe also wear earrings that
make their ears bigger. Only married women wear
colourful costumes. Unmarried girls wear white
clothes.

25(T)
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2b
  1    a)   To present the past simple

             •    Ss close their books. Present the past simple.
Say then write on the board: I watched TV
yesterday. Underline watched and explain that
this verb is in the past simple. Point to a S and
say: You watched TV yesterday. Then write it
on the board. Point to a male S and say: He
watched TV yesterday. Then write it on the
board. Present the other persons in the same
way. Elicit that the verb is the same in all
persons.

             •    Explain / Elicit the spelling rules of the past
simple for regular verbs. Write the verbs work,
love, play, study, travel and their past simple
forms on the board: work – worked (most
verbs take -ed to form their past simple form),
love - loved (verbs ending in -e add -d), study –
studied (verbs ending in consonant + -y lose -y
and take -ied), play – played (verbs ending in a
vowel + -y add -ed), travel – travelled (verbs
ending in vowel + l, p, k, b, etc double the
consonant and add -ed). Point out that other
verbs have irregular past simple forms. Refer
Ss to the list of irregular verbs.

             •    Say then write on the board: I didn’t work
yesterday. and She didn’t work yesterday.
Underline I didn’t in the first sentence and She
didn’t in the second sentence. Explain that we
use didn’t + base form of the main verb in all
persons to form the negative of the past
simple. Point out that the verb is the same in
all persons.

             •    Say then write on the board: Did I play tennis
yesterday? No, I didn’t and Did you play tennis
yesterday? No, you didn’t. Explain that we use
Did + personal pronoun + base form of the
main verb to form questions in the past
simple. Focus Ss’ attention on the position of
did (before the personal pronoun). Point out
that we answer in the short form with Yes / No
+ personal pronoun + did / didn’t.

             •    Ss open their books. Read out the table and
elicit how we form the past simple. 

             •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section
for more information.

Answer Key

       We form the past simple of regular verbs in the
affirmative with personal pronoun + base form of the
verb + -ed; in the negative with personal pronoun +
did + not + bare infinitive; and in the interrogative with
did + personal pronoun + bare infinitive. We form the
past simple of irregular verbs in the affirmative with
personal pronoun + the irregular past form of the verb;
in the negative with personal pronoun + did + not +
bare infinitive; and in the interrogative with did +
personal pronoun + bare infinitive.

       b)   To identify the uses of the past simple

             Direct Ss to the cartoon and elicit the past simple
forms and uses.

Answer Key

       did you spend, we stayed, we didn’t swim, it was, we
went

       We use the past simple to talk about actions that
happened at a specific time in the past.

  2    To practise the pronunciation of /t/, /d/
and /Id/ in past simple verb forms

       Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat chorally
and / or individually. Check Ss’ pronunciation. Elicit
more verbs with the same sounds.

Suggested Answer Key

       \t\ - booked, looked, talked
       \d\ - stayed, travelled, listened
       \Id\ - landed, drifted, ended

  3    To practise the past forms of verbs

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board and elicit which

are regular / irregular.
       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key

        1    came I               6    tried R             11   took I
        2    found I               7    had I                12   gave I
        3    changed R        8    bought I           13   listened R
        4    saw I                 9    looked R          14   wanted R
        5    ate I                 10   went I               15   made I

  4    To practise the past simple

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board and elicit which

are regular / irregular. Play the video and elicit Ss’
comments at the end.

Answer Key

       1    went I 8    saw I
       2    stayed R 9    was I
       3    ate I 10    didn’t want R
       4    didn’t feel I 11    didn’t have I
       5    rented R 12    did you do I
       6    travelled R 13    Did you meet I
       7    visited R

Background information

Prague is the capital and largest city of the Czech
Republic. Situated in the north-west of the country on
the Vltava River, the city is home to about 1.24 million
people. Prague has a number of famous cultural
attractions, and boasts more than ten major museums,
along with numerous theatres, galleries, cinemas and
other historical exhibits.
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Suggested Answer Key

       A:  When did you go on holiday last year?
       B:  In August.
       A:  Where did you stay?
       B:  I stayed in a B&B.
       A:  What did you do there?
       B:  I swam and tried local dishes.
       A:  Did you go sightseeing?
       B:  Yes, I did. I visited lots of historical places.
       A:  Did you buy any souvenirs?
       B:  Yes, I did. I bought lots!

  8    To present order of adjectives

       •    Ask Ss to study the theory box and then complete
the task.

       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       big: size, old: age, stone: material

  9    To practise order of adjectives

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Ss complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       2    a comfortable, red, fleece sweater (opinion,
colour, material)

       3    a beautiful, old, silver bracelet (opinion, age,
material)

       4    a cheap, blue and white, Australian mug (opinion,
colour, origin)

10   To practise order of adjectives through a
creative activity

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to find
photographs of various souvenirs and write
descriptions of them.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.
       •    As a reward you can hang Ss’ projects on the

classroom walls.

Suggested Answer Key

       Here is a pair of expensive, antique, French earrings.
       This is a fashionable, small, cotton scarf.
       This is a traditional, wooden salad bowl.
       Here is an antique, British, porcelain teapot.

  5    To practise the past simple (affirmative /
negative / interrogative / short answers)

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Ss work in closed pairs.
       •    Monitor the activity around the class.

Answer Key

       2    A:  Did they stay in a cabin?
             B:  No, they didn’t. They stayed in a hotel.
       3    A:  Did they travel around the city by bus?
             B:  No, they didn’t. They rented bicycles.
       4    A:  Did they visit the Mucha Museum?
             B:  Yes, they did.
       5    A:  Did they eat out every night?
             B:  Yes, they did.

  6    To present and practise prepositional
phrases

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task. 
       •    Ask Ss to transfer the words with their prepositions

to the Prepositions Section in their notebooks
and revise them as often as possible.

Answer Key

        1    by                      3    from                   5    for
        2    on                      4    by                      6    in

  7    To practise talking about the past

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it in
pairs.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and ask
some pairs to ask and answer in front of the rest
of the class.

Background information

Doha is the capital city and most populous city of the
State of Qatar, home to almost 900,000 people. It is
located on the coast of the Persian Gulf in the east of
the country and it is the fastest growing city and an
economic centre of the country. Doha also
accommodates Education City, an area devoted to
research and education. In 2004 the Pearl was
revealed; an artificial island spanning nearly four million
square metres where 5,000 people now reside. Another
40,000 are expected to live there in the future. 
Kraków is the second largest city in Poland and home
to about 760,000 people. Situated on the Vistula
River, the city dates back to the 7th century. Kraków
has traditionally been one of the leading centres for
Polish academic, cultural and artistic life, and is one of
Poland’s most important economic hubs. Wawel
Castle is a major tourist attraction while the city
boasts Europe’s largest market square. Legends say
that Kraków was founded after the defeat of a dragon.

27(T)
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2c
  1    To present / practise new vocabulary

       Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally and /
or individually. Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

  2    To practise vocabulary related to holiday
problems

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete the
task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers. Elicit the meaning of any
unknown words.

Answer Key

       1    lost, contact 4    stuck, missed
       2    book 5    delayed
       3    journey

  3    To listen for specific information

       •    Explain the task and play the recording. Ss listen
and say what problems each person had.

       •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       Steve – the weather was bad – it didn’t stop raining
       Dalia – didn’t see as much as they wanted because of

long queues at museums and art galleries
       Igor – couldn’t find cheap accommodation and didn’t

have money to go sightseeing or buy souvenirs

  4    To talk about a personal experience
(holiday problem)

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
Tell Ss that they can use ideas from Exs 1 & 2.

       •    Ask various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Last winter, I went on a weekend skiing trip in the Alps
with my friend, Sam. The weather was cold and
sunny, just right for skiing. We travelled there by car
and arrived at our hotel in the afternoon. I was really
looking forward to going skiing the next day. The
trouble was that as it was a busy weekend the queue
for the skiing equipment was so long that we waited
nearly two hours to get ours.

       By the time we got it, the piste was so crowded that
we waited another hour before we started skiing!

  1    To prepare for a listening task
(multiple choice)

        •    Read out the question and the answer choices A-
C and ask Ss to read the script. Tell them to pay
attention to the underlined words.

        •    Elicit the correct answer to the question.

Answer Key

       B

  2    a)   To analyse a rubric & predict content
of recording

             •    Give Ss time to read the rubric and the
questions and possible answers. Explain /
elicit any unknown words.

             •    Tell Ss to underline the key words.

Answer Key

       Key words to be underlined:
       1    –    holiday, Malta, Spain, England
       2    –    hotel room, dirty, small, expensive
       3    –    moved, hotel, campsite, apartment
       4    –    weather, rained, cold, hot
       5    –    Sandy’s, brother / his time / sunbathing,

sightseeing, watersports

       b)   To listen for specific information
(multiple choice)

             •    Play the recording twice. 
             •    Ss listen and complete the task.
             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    A             2    A            3    B           4    C         5    C

  3    To learn the pronunciation of /oU/ /O…/ 

        •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat
chorally and / or individually.

        •    Check Ss’ pronunciation.
        •    Elicit more words with the same sounds.

Suggested Answer Key

        /oU/ - sold, boat; /O…/ - caught, brought
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       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to act out their dialogue in front of the
rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  Hi, Joan. Did you enjoy your holiday?
       B:  Yes, thanks. I went mountain climbing every day

and did lots of sightseeing and walking.
       A:  It seems like you had a great time.
       B:  Yes. Unfortunately, I had an accident when I fell on

a steep narrow path and sprained my ankle.
       A:  Oh no! That’s awful!
       B:  Yes. It was so painful I was in bed for three days.
       A:  I’m so sorry to hear that.
       B:  It was disappointing, but luckily it was only a sprain.

At the end of the week I was back to normal!

  6    a)   To present new vocabulary and prepare
for a task asking and answering questions

             •    Read out the Tips box and explain to Ss that
this information will help them to complete the
task successfully.

             •    Ask Ss to read through the list of phrases and
look up any new words in the Word List.

             •    Give them time to complete the task and then
elicit Ss’ answers and check on the board.

Answer Key

       a place = Dublin
       people = mum and dad
       a type of holiday = sightseeing holiday
       a type of accommodation = hotel in city centre
       activities = visit museums, go shopping
       dates = 20-25 August
       a mode of transport = by plane

       b)   Elicit question words

             Elicit the question words you would use to ask for
the information in Ex. 6a.

Answer Key

       Dublin – where
       mum and dad – who (with)
       sightseeing holiday – what (go for)
       hotel in city centre – where (stay)
       visit museums, go shopping – what (do)
       20-25 August – when
       by plane – how (get there)

  7    To develop speaking skills

       •    Explain the task and go through the cards explaining
any unknown words. Ask Ss to work in pairs and
take turns to ask and answer questions using the
information on the cards. Each S should look at their
own card. Monitor the activity around the class.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 30(T)

  1    To predict the content of a dialogue

       Ask Ss to read the first exchange in the dialogue and
elicit what the dialogue is about and then read to check.

Suggested Answer Key

It’s about someone’s holiday.

  2    To complete a multiple choice cloze; 
to listen for confirmation

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Ask Ss to scan the dialogue and find any unknown

words. Explain / Elicit their meanings.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their

answers. Ss should justify their answers.
       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

Answer Key

       1    C   (have a good time – phrase)
       2    A   (go swimming – go + -ing form)
       3    C   (lose one’s luggage – phrase)
       4    C   (travel insurance – collocation)

  3    To match synonymous phrases for
sympathising and showing interest

       •    Go through the phrases in the box with Ss and
explain any unknown words.

       •    Explain that the phrases express sympathy and
show interest. 

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       Sounds great! = Sounds like it was fun.
       Oh dear! = Oh no! 
       That’s awful! = I’m so sorry to hear that.

  4    To role play a dialogue

       Ss complete the task in closed pairs. Monitor the
activity around the class.

  5    To act out a dialogue

       •    Ss complete the task in closed pairs using the
dialogue in Ex. 2 to help them. 

       •    Remind Ss to use phrases from the box in Ex. 3.
Write this diagram on the board for Ss to follow.

       

             A                                           B
Answer. Say how you
spent your time.

Say you had a holiday
problem.

Give details.

Reply.

Greet B. Ask if B had 
a good time on holiday.

Show interest.

Show sympathy.

Show sympathy.

29(T)
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30(T)

  1    To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric aloud and pay special
attention to the underlined words.

       •    Read the questions aloud one at a time and elicit
the answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       1    an email
       2    my English-speaking friend
       3    my holiday, where I stayed, what I did and a

problem I had
       4    60-100 words

  2    a)   To match paragraphs to headings 

             •    Go through the headings with Ss and explain
any unknown words.

             •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to read the
email and complete the task.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       A   3              B   1            C   4                D   2

       b)   To identify tenses and uses

             •    Ask Ss to skim through the email and identify
the tenses Dave uses and the reason for using
them.

             •    Elicit the answers around the class.
             •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the

end.

Answer Key

       Dave uses the past simple to describe his holiday
because he is talking about an event that happened at
a specific time in the past. The opening and closing
remarks are in the present simple because Dave
refers to the present but the verb to be does not have
a continuous form.

  3    To learn about the use of adjectives

       •    Ask a S to read the theory box aloud. Explain that
choosing a variety of adjectives will help them
make their writing more interesting.

       •    Give Ss time to do the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       the weather = perfect
       the hotel = lovely
       the camera = new
       the trip = fantastic

  4    To practise using adjectives

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    comfortable      3    quiet                  5    delicious
        2    expensive          4    modern

  5    a)   To categorise adjectives

             •    Ask Ss to copy the table into their notebooks
and complete it with the adjectives in the list.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       

       b)   To practise using adjectives

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete
it.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    wonderful 5    tasty
       2    beautiful 6    exciting
       3    fantastic 7    crowded
       4    traditional 8    enjoyable

Background information

Lisbon is the capital and the largest city in Portugal,
home to about 2.7 million people. It is Europe’s only city
along the Atlantic coast and it lies in the western Iberian
Peninsula on the Atlantic Ocean and the River Tagus.
Lisbon is a global city because of its importance in
finance, commerce, media, entertainment, international
trade, education and tourism. The city is one of the
oldest in the world and the oldest in Western Europe.

good /
nice

wonderful, tasty, beautiful, fantastic,
enjoyable, traditional, exciting

bad horrible, boring, crowded, awful

2e

Suggested Answer key for Ex. 7 on p. 29(T)

       SB:   Where did Peter go?
       SA:   He went to Rome.
       SB:   Where did he stay?
       SA:   He stayed in a four-star hotel near the centre.
       SB:   What did he do there?

       SA:   He went sightseeing and took lots of photos.
       SB:   What did he enjoy most about his trip?
       SA:   His visit to the Colosseum.
       SB:   When did he get back?
       SA:   He returned on Saturday the 25th.
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Suggested Answer Key

       ACTIVITIES: morning – sightseeing, shopping,
visiting museums / art galleries; evening – eating out,
trying local dishes, enjoying the music venues

       WEATHER: (freezing) cold / windy
       PLACE: New York; on a sightseeing holiday
       ACCOMMODATION: in / at a (three-star) hotel
       PROBLEM: lost luggage

  9    To complete an email to a friend about
your holiday

       •    Give Ss time to write their email using their notes
from Ex. 8 and phrases from the Useful
Language box.

       •    Remind Ss to use the plan and the email skeleton
to help them.

       •    Ask Ss to use the Checklist to check their work
for mistakes and then ask various Ss to read their
emails to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
read out their emails in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Hi Brian,
       How are you? I’m writing to tell you about my

sightseeing holiday in New York. I had a great time.
We stayed in a beautiful three-star hotel with a view
of Central Park. In the morning we went sightseeing
and visited the city’s many interesting museums and
art galleries. Although the weather was freezing cold
and windy, we went shopping and bought lots of
souvenirs. In the evening we ate out, tried all the local
dishes and we also enjoyed the city’s live music
venues.

       The only problem I had was that the airline lost my
luggage. I waited four days to get it back.

       Well, that’s all my news. 
       Write back soon,
       Elizabeth

  6    To practise the past simple

       •    Remind / Elicit from Ss how we form the past
simple and its uses.

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Answer Key

        1    stayed               4    didn’t travel, rented
        2    tasted                5    toured
        3    found                6    flew

  7    a)   To identify opening / closing remarks

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete
it.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    C            3    O           5    C           7    C         9    C
        2    O            4    O           6    O           8    C       10   C

       b)   To identify and substitute opening /
closing remarks in an email

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete
it.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       How are you? I thought I’d drop you a line about … =
How are things? I just wanted to tell you …

       Well, that’s all my news. Write back soon. = That’s all
my news. Drop me a line when you can.

  8    To practise brainstorming for useful
vocabulary related to holidays

       •    Go through the Tips box with Ss and explain that
this tip will help them complete the writing task
successfully.

       •    Go through the rubric with Ss and underline the
key words (holiday, email, English-speaking friend,
60-100 words, where you stayed, what you did, a
problem you had).

       •    Ask Ss to copy the mindmap in their notebooks
and give them time to complete the task.

       •    Elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

31(T)
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  1    a)   To present new vocabulary

             Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally
and / or individually. Check Ss’ pronunciation and
intonation.

       b)   To talk about geographical features

             Go through the points on the compass and then
elicit answers to the questions in the rubric from
Ss around the class.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To identify pictures

       •    Read the questions aloud and explain / elicit any
unknown words.

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and elicit what
each one shows.

Answer Key

       1    A   2    B

32(T)
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  3    a)   To present text types

             Ask Ss to read the definitions and explain any
unknown words.

       b)   To identify text types; to listen and read
for gist

             •    Explain the different characteristics for each
text type.

             •    Elicit Ss’ guesses in answer to the questions in
the rubric.

             •    Play the recording. Ss listen to find out.

Answer Key

       Text A is a travel blog about dog sledding in Alaska.
       Text B is a letter to a friend about a helicopter ride

over Niagara Falls in the USA.

Exercises 10b & 11 and Background information on p. 33(T)

Alaska is a state of the United States, in the extreme
northwest of North America. It is surrounded by the
Arctic Ocean to the north and the Pacific Ocean to the
south. It also borders Canada to the east. Alaska is the
largest state in the US by area and the least densely
populated. Around half of the residents live within the
Anchorage metropolitan area. Alaska’s economic
resources are oil, natural gas, and fishing industries.
Alaska was bought from Russia in 1867, for $7.2 million.
Niagara Falls is the collective name for three
waterfalls on the border between the Canadian
province of Ontario and the US state of New York.
From largest to smallest, the three waterfalls are
Horseshoe Falls, American Falls and Bridal Veil Falls.
Horseshoe Falls lie on the Canadian side and
American Falls on the American side, separated by
Goat Island. The smaller Bridal Veil Falls are also
located on the American side, separated from the
other waterfalls by Luna Island. 

       b)   To personalise the topic

             •    Ask Ss to complete the table in Ex. 10a about
themselves and then compare their holiday to
Andy’s and Bill’s holidays.

             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       

       Last year I went to the Scottish Highlands in the north
of the UK. The weather wasn’t warm. It was cool and
windy. I didn’t stay in a cabin or a hostel, like Andy and
Bill. I stayed in a guesthouse. I went touring around the
Highlands to see the famous lochs and mountains and
I took some mountain climbing lessons, too. I didn’t go
skiing and I didn’t take a helicopter ride.

11   To write a blog entry about a holiday

       •    Explain the task and assign it as HW. Remind Ss
to add pictures.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Me

Place Scottish Highlands

Weather cool and windy

Accommodation guesthouse

Activities touring, mountain climbing

Suggested Answer Key

       Hi everyone! Mimi Jason here again. I’m back from
the Scottish Highlands, where I had the time of my
life! The Scottish Highlands are in the north of the UK
so the weather most of the year is cool, windy and
very often rainy. I stayed in a guesthouse there and
the owners were very friendly. I went touring around
the Highlands to see the famous lochs and mountains
and I took some mountain climbing lessons, too.
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  7    To scan for details

       •    Ask Ss to scan the texts and find the items listed.
Ss do the task in closed pairs.

       •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       two means of transport: dog sled, helicopter
       two sports: skiing, dog sledding
       two types of accommodation: cabin, hostel

  8    To learn / practise collocations

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it
referring back to the texts if necessary.

       •    Remind Ss to transfer these collocations to the
Collocation section in their notebooks and revise
them as often as possible. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    wooden             3    bumpy               5    short
        2    ski                      4    unforgettable

  9    To listen for specific information (T / F
statements)

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the statements
(1-5). Explain any unknown words.

       •    Play the recording, twice if necessary. Ss listen and
complete the task and then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    F             2    T            3    F            4    T          5    T

10   a)   To summarise a text

             •    Ask Ss to copy the table into their notebooks.
             •    Ask Ss to complete the table with information

from the text.
             •    Ss then talk about Andy’s and Bill’s holiday

experiences using the information in the table.
             •    Monitor the activity around the class.

Answer Key

       

Suggested Answer Key

       Andy went to Alaska. He stayed in a wooden cabin.
He took skiing lessons and he went dog sledding. Bill
went to Niagara Falls in the USA. The weather was
warm. He stayed in a hostel. He went for a helicopter
ride above the Falls.

       b)   See p. 32(T)

11    See p. 32(T) 

       Background information – See p. 32(T) 

A B

Place Alaska Niagara Falls

Weather – warm

Accommodation wooden cabin hostel

Activities skiing, dog
sledding

helicopter ride

33(T)
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  4    To read for specific information (multiple

matching)

       •    Read the Tips box aloud and tell Ss that this advice
will help them to complete the task successfully.

       •    Give Ss time to read the texts again and complete
the task and then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    B (cold Britain)
        2    B (helicopter ride)
        3    B (It was my first time ... scared ...)
        4    A (skiing lessons)

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their dictionaries
or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

       trip (n): a visit to a place
       awesome (adj): amazing
       cosy (adj): warm and comfortable
       cabin (n): a small wooden house
       ski resort (phr): a place people go for a skiing holiday
       get the hang of (phr): become able to do sth
       dog sledding (n): travelling on a sled pulled by a pack

of dogs
       bumpy (adj): rough and uncomfortable
       enjoyable (adj): fun
       ride (n): a journey on a vehicle
       treat (n): something nice to eat
       crash down (phr): to fall with force
       helicopter ride (phr): a trip in a helicopter
       rise (v): to go up
       worry (n): a feeling of anxiety
       disappear (v): to vanish

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  5    To read for general comprehension

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    Andy stayed in a cosy wooden cabin.
       2    The helicopter trip he took above Niagara Falls.

  6    To identify antonymous words

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       awesome ≠ terrible 
       cosy ≠ uncomfortable
       bumpy ≠ smooth 
       end ≠ beginning
       scared ≠ fearless
       higher ≠ lower
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  1    To introduce the topic; to listen and read
for gist

       •    Elicit what Ss know about waves and elicit a variety
of questions about them from Ss around the class.

       •    Write three of them on the board.
       •    Play the recording for Ss to see if the text can

answer their questions.

Suggested Answer Key

       I know that waves appear on the top of water when it is
windy. You can’t go surfing without them! Earthquakes
can cause big waves too.

       1    How far can they travel? (All around the world.)
       2    How much energy do they contain? (not answered)
       3    How high can they be? (not answered)

  2    To read for comprehension (matching
paragraphs to headings)

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to read the text
and complete the task. Remind Ss that there is an
extra heading they will not need to use.

       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    B   (the wind provides energy, can create... waves)
       2    C   (we call the top... the bottom)
       3    A   (they can travel to the other side of the world)

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box, in their
dictionaries or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

       wave (n): a raised mass of water on the surface of a
body of water

       ocean (n): one of five large areas of sea on the planet
       energy (n): power
       blow (v): to move air

       create (v): to make
       earthquake (n): shaking of the ground caused by the

movement of the Earth’s crust
       grow in height (phr): to get taller
       reach land (phr): to arrive at land
       crest (n): the top part of a wave
       bottom (n): the lowest / underneath part of sth
       trough (n): the bottom part of a wave
       distance (n): the space between two points
       wave height (phr): how high a wave is
       wave length (phr): how long a wave is
       otherwise (adv): or else
       side (n): one half of sth

  3    To consolidate new vocabulary

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task using the words
provided.

       •    Ask various Ss to share their sentences with the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       When the wind blows for a long time over water it
creates waves.

       The waves travel across the sea and grow in height
when they reach land.

       The crest is the top of a wave and the trough is the
bottom.

       The wave height is the distance between the crest
and the trough.

       The wave length is the distance between the crest of
one wave and the next.

       When waves break on rocks, they create a lot of foam
and spray.

       When a wave reaches the beach the bottom part
slows and the crest rises to a peak and curls over.

  4    See p. 35(T)

34(T)

2

Culture Spot

  1    To introduce the topic; to listen and read
for gist

       •    Ask Ss if they know the answer to the questions.
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in

their books and find out.

Answer Key
The English Riviera is in Devon in the south-west of
England. You can see beautiful villages. You can stay
in seaside resorts, enjoy warm weather, stay at 5-star
hotels and visit a long sandy beach. You can also
attend the annual Agatha Christie Festival.

  2    To give a presentation
       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.
       •    Ask Ss to collect information about a popular tourist

destination in their country and make notes about it
under the headings provided.

       •    Ask various Ss to give their presentations to the class.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to

give their presentations in the next lesson. 

       (Ss’ own answers)
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  3    To listen for specific information

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions and the possible
answers and underline the key words.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and choose their
answers.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    B             2    A            3    B           4    C         5    A

  4    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    coach                 3    tour                    5    camping
        2    cruise                 4    holiday

  1    To read for key information (multiple
matching)

       •    Ask Ss to read the texts and then read the
questions and complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. Ss should
justify their answers.

       •    Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments at
the end.

Answer Key

        1    C (home of the USA’s first president)
        2    A (all about news)
        3    C (stroll ... garden)
        4    B (bring ... them)

  2    To consolidate everyday English
expressions / exchanges

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    a             2    a            3    a            4    a          5    b

35(T)

2

Exercise 4 on p. 34(T)

  4    To give a presentation on waves 

       •    Explain the task, play the video and elicit Ss’
comments at the end. Give Ss time to collect
information on waves from the Internet and / or
other sources.

       •    Ask Ss to use the information to prepare a
presentation and then ask various Ss to give their
presentations to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentations in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

        Good morning, everyone. Today I want to talk about
waves. When the wind blows it creates waves. Tidal

waves are different. Forces of gravity create them.
Gravity from the moon pulls on the oceans. This makes
the water swell in different areas of the globe. As the
Earth turns on its axis, the tides go in and out. The
water doesn’t really move. It’s the Earth that moves, but
the swell of water stays in line with the moon.

       Tsunamis are different again. When the Earth is upset
by activity from earthquakes or volcanoes, this can
create huge ocean waves that cause great destruction.

        Thank you for listening.
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  5    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    contact              3    missed               5    delayed
        2    lost                     4    weave

  6    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    mountain 3    lake
       2    beach 4    river

  7    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    guided               3    crowded            5    expensive
        2    heavy                 4    freezing

  8    To consolidate grammar from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    He bought a new red sports car.
       2    They rented an expensive modern flat.
       3    We found a small square Italian table.
       4    She wore an antique silver bracelet.
       5    She bought a blue French crystal vase.

  9    To consolidate grammar from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    went 4    Did they stay
       2    Did you see 5    didn’t buy
       3    didn’t like 6    ate

10   To write an email

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       Hi Brenda,
       How are you? I’m writing to tell you about my holiday

in Rome.
       I had a great time. The weather was wonderful. It was

sunny every day. We stayed at a comfortable hotel in
the centre. We went sightseeing and visited local
tourist attractions including the Coliseum and the
Pantheon.

       The only problem I had was that I lost my passport on
the last day. I managed to contact the embassy and
get a new one though. It didn’t spoil my holiday, it was
still a fantastic trip! 

       That’s all for now. 
       Write back soon,
       Katy

Grammar in Focus

       To consolidate grammar structures learnt

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    am staying (action happening around the time of
speaking)

       2    is (stative / non-continuous verb)
       3    didn’t go (action happened at a specific time in the

past)
       4    took (action happened at a specific time in the

past)
       5    every (determiner referring to noun)
       6    by (next to)
       7    decided (action happened at a specific time in the

past)
       8    on (phrasal verb)
       9    visited (action happened at a specific time in the

past)
       10  Did you enjoy (referring to action that happened at

a specific time in the past)

Competences
Ask Ss to assess their own performance in the unit by
ticking the items according to how competent they feel at
each of the listed activities. 

36(T)
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What’s in this unit?
In this unit Ss will explore the topics of nature and people.
They will learn the past continuous, past simple vs past
continuous, while / when, and order of adverbs of manner.
They will also learn to write a summary of a text and a
story about a past experience.

  1    To present the past continuous
(affirmative); to present new vocabulary through
visual prompts; to practise the past continuous

       •    Say then write on the board: I was studying
yesterday. Explain / Elicit how the past continuous
affirmative is formed (personal pronoun + was /
were + verb + -ing). Explain that it is the same for all
persons and we use it to talk about actions
happening at a certain time in the past.

       •    Go through the pictures of locations and weather
(1-6) and explain / elicit the meanings of any
unknown words.

       •    Ask a S to read out the example and allow Ss
some time to prepare their answers.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class

Answer Key

It was freezing cold and the snow was falling in
Moscow yesterday at 10 o’clock in the morning.
It was cold and it was pouring with rain in Ottawa
yesterday at 10 o’clock in the morning.
It was warm and a cool breeze was blowing in from
the sea in Rio de Janeiro yesterday at 10 o’clock in
the morning.
It was boiling hot and the sun was shining in Honolulu
yesterday at 10 o’clock in the morning.
It was chilly and strong winds were blowing in Milan
yesterday at 10 o’clock in the morning.

  2    To talk about the weather

       •    Go through the list of weather words with Ss. Ss
prepare their answers. Ask Ss to describe the
weather in different seasons to their partner.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some Ss to report back to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

In my country it is rainy, cloudy and chilly in the autumn.
In my country it is foggy and freezing cold in the winter.
In my country it is warm in the spring.

  3    To consolidate new vocabulary; to expand
a topic

       •    Read out the rubric and elicit answers from Ss
around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

It was warm and the sun was shining in my area
yesterday. / It was raining and it was freezing cold in
my area yesterday. 

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

Background information

Moscow is the capital city of Russia and a major
political, economic, cultural and scientific centre in
Europe. Its population is approximately 12,200,000.
Moscow is situated on the Moskva River. The world
famous Moscow Kremlin is a medieval city-fortress
and one of several World Heritage Sites in the city. It
also has one of the deepest underground metro
systems in the world. 
Ottawa is the capital of Canada. It stands on the
south bank of the Ottawa River, in southern Ontario.
The city was founded in 1826 and evolved into the
political and technological centre of Canada. It has an
estimated population of about 895,000. The Rideau
Canal is the oldest continuously operated canal
system in North America, and was registered as a
UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2007.
Rio de Janeiro is the second largest city in Brazil. It
has a population of approximately 6,500,000 and is
one of the most visited cities in the Southern
Hemisphere. It is known for its natural settings,
carnival, samba, bossa nova and famous landmarks
such as the statue of Christ the Redeemer, named
one of the New Seven Wonders of the World. The
official and national language is Portuguese and the
currency is the Brazilian real.
Honolulu is the state capital and the most populous
city in the US state of Hawaii. Honolulu, situated on
the island of Oahu, is the main gateway to Hawaii and
the United States. The city is also a major hub for
international business and military defence, as well as
famously being host to a diverse variety of east-west
and Pacific culture, cuisine and traditions. Honolulu
means ‘sheltered harbour’ or ‘calm port’ and the city
has a population of approximately 402,500 people.
Milan is the second-most populous city in Italy and
serves as the capital of Lombardy, one of twenty
administrative regions of Italy. Milan has a population
of about 1.3 million. It is the main industrial,
commercial and financial centre of Italy and a leading
global city. With its many museums, theatres and
landmarks, such as the Milan Cathedral, the fifth-
largest cathedral in the world, Milan attracts over 8
million visitors annually.

37(T)

Rain or Shine
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3a
  1    To introduce the topic

       •    Read the title of the text and the rubric aloud.
       •    Ask Ss what they believe the connection between

‘The Legend of the Rainbow’ and the god of
thunder is. (The rainbow was something he sent to
people). Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

       •    Read the questions aloud and explain / elicit the
meanings of any unknown words.

       •    Ask Ss to look at the pictures (A-E) and match
them to the questions.

Answer Key

        1    C            2    B           3    E            4    D         5    A

  2    To predict the content of the text; 
to listen and read for gist

       •    Elicit Ss’ guesses in answer to the question in the
rubric.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and read to find out.
       •    Elicit answers from Ss’ around the class.

Answer Key

B

  3    To read for specific information (multiple
choice)

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions and possible answers.
       •    Explain / Elicit any unknown words.
       •    Give Ss time to read the text again and complete

the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

        1    A (travelled ... bull)
        2    A (pierce the clouds)
        3    C (dark clouds of rain)
        4    C (people became anxious)
        5    A (“Mkunga ... his robe”)

  4    To consolidate comprehension of a text

       Ask Ss to read the text again and answer the questions.
Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    Mkunga used his spears to pierce the clouds and
make it rain.

Background information

Kenya, officially the Republic of Kenya, is a country
in East Africa. The capital and largest city is Nairobi.
Kenya lies on the equator with the Indian Ocean to
the south-east, Tanzania to the south, Uganda to the
west, South Sudan to the north-west, Ethiopia to the
north and Somalia to the north-east. Kenya covers
581,309 km2 and has a population of about 46
million. The country is named after Mount Kenya, the
second highest mountain in Africa.

       2    When there was no rain, the ground dried up and
crops didn’t grow.

       3    The people asked Mkunga to stop the rain
because it destroyed the crops.

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their dictionaries
or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

god of thunder (phr): a deity believed to control thunder
bull (n): male cow
hold (v): to have in one’s hand
spear (n): a long weapon with a sharp metal end
pierce (v): to make a hole in sth
crop (n): a plant grown for food
grow (v): to develop and get bigger
fall (v): to drop down
ground (n): the earth
dry up (phr v): to become dry
shout (v): to raise one’s voice
beg (v): to ask in an anxious or desperate way
destroy (v): to cause a great amount of damage to sth
anxious (adj): worried
ride away (phr v): to travel on an animal in the opposite
direction
sun comes out (phr): when the sun shines after being
covered by clouds
light up (phr v): to make sth bright with light
cry (v): to shout
drop (v): to let fall
robe (n): cloak
even to this day (phr): even now
rainbow (n): an arch of different colours in the sky
formed by sunshine and rain together
indigo (n): a shade of dark blue
violet (n): a shade of purple

  5    To identify antonymous words / phrases

       Give Ss time to match the words using their
dictionaries if necessary. Ss can work in closed pairs.
Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       happy ≠ sad destroyed ≠ created
       fall ≠ rise stop ≠ start
       worried ≠ relaxed quickly ≠ slowly
       bring ≠ take away came out ≠ hid
       behind ≠ in front of beautiful ≠ ugly

  6    To identify reference words

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Elicit what each highlighted word refers to from Ss

around the class.

Answer Key

       their = the people of Kenya’s        it = the rain
       us = the people of Kenya            that = the rain
       him = Mkunga
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3a
  7    To consolidate new vocabulary related to

weather

       •    Explain the task to Ss. Give Ss time to complete
the sentences using their dictionaries if necessary.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    drizzle                4    thunder              7    snowfall
        2    lightning             5    raindrops           8    showers
        3    flood                  6    sunshine

  8    To present verbs related to the weather

       •    Go through the list of words and explain / elicit
their meanings, or give Ss time to look them up in
the Word List.

       •    Ss complete the sentences using the words in the
list. 

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    shining               3    falling                 5    pouring
        2    drizzling             4    blowing              6    freezing

  9    To develop presentation skills

       •    Go through the rubric with Ss and explain the task.
       •    Play the video then ask Ss to read the text and make

notes, listing the events in the order they happened.
       •    Ask various Ss to present the story to the class.
       •    Refer Ss to p. PS2 for guided help with this

presentation task.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to

present the story in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key – see Presentation Skills
Key, Ex. 6, p. PSK2

10   To complete a summary of a text

       Give Ss time to complete the summary and then ask
various Ss to read it out to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

Mkunga Mburu was the god of thunder. He
travelled on a bull and carried spears in his hands.
He used them to pierce the sky to make it rain. One
time, he didn’t visit Kenya for many months so the
crops didn’t grow. The people begged him to bring
them rain. It rained heavily for two weeks and the
rain destroyed the crops. The people asked him to
stop the rain. When he left, he dropped his robe and
a rainbow appeared in the sky.

11   To expand a topic and give a
presentation; to develop research skills

       •    Ask Ss to do some online research and find out
how rainbows are formed as a HW assignment.

       •    Ask various Ss to tell the class in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

Rainbows often form after it rains when there are still
some raindrops in the sky. Sunlight is made up of many
different colours, but we don’t usually see them all. When
a ray of sunlight shines on a group of raindrops, it causes
the sunlight to split into its many different colours and
allows us to see them. This forms a rainbow.

ICT

39(T)

Exercises 4 & 5 on p. 40(T)

  4    To practise the past continuous

       •    Ask Ss to read out the example and explain the
task. Give Ss time to complete the task referring
back to the theory box in Ex. 2 if necessary.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       2    Was Julie’s mum writing a letter? No, she wasn’t.
She was reading a book.

       3    Were Julie and her brother doing their homework?
No, they weren’t. They were playing a board game.

  5    To practise the past continuous using
personal examples

       •    Ask Ss to take roles and read out the example.

       •    Explain the task and tell Ss to use the time phrases
from the box.

       •    Ss work in closed pairs and complete the task.
       •    Elicit a variety of sentences from Ss around the

class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  What were you doing at four o’clock yesterday
afternoon?

       B:  I was playing football.
       A:  What were you doing at seven o’clock yesterday

evening?
       B:  I was doing my homework.
       A:  What were you doing at nine o’clock last night?
       B:  I was watching TV.
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3b
  1    To read for gist and specific information

       •    Read the rubric aloud and explain the task.
       •    Ask Ss to read the text and then elicit what

happened to Julie and which sentence from the
email best describes the picture.

Suggested Answer Key

Julie and her family were at home when their kitchen
flooded. The sentence which best describes the
picture is ’There was water everywhere!’

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    a)   To present the past continuous
(affirmative / negative / interrogative / short
answers)

             •    Ss’ books closed. Say then write on the board:
I was studying yesterday. Explain / Elicit how
the past continuous affirmative is formed
(personal pronoun + was / were + verb + -ing).
Explain that it is the same for all persons and
we use it to talk about actions happening at a
certain time in the past.

             •    Say then write on the board: I wasn’t studying
yesterday. Explain / Elicit how the past continuous
negative is formed (personal pronoun + wasn’t /
weren’t + verb + -ing). 

             •    Say then write on the board: Was I studying
yesterday? Explain / Elicit how the past
continuous interrogative is formed (was / were
+ personal pronoun + verb + -ing). 

             •    Do a drill with Ss. Write on the board: I was
sleeping last night. Give Ss different subject
pronouns, Ss substitute the subject, as in the
example.

                   T:     Tom
                   S1:   Tom was sleeping last night.
                   T:     The dog
                   S2:   The dog was sleeping last night.
             •    Do similar drills for the negative and the

interrogative forms.
             •    Ss open their books. Refer Ss to the Grammar

Reference section for more information.
             •    Direct Ss to the table and elicit where the

missing verb forms go.

Answer Key

        1    was                    2    were                   3    weren’t

       b)   To consolidate comprehension of the
past continuous tense

             Elicit the forms of the past continuous and ask Ss
to identify examples in the email.

Answer Key

We form the past continuous affirmative with
pronoun + was / were + the verb in -ing form.
We form the past continuous negative with pronoun
+ wasn’t / weren’t + the verb in –ing form.

We form the past continuous interrogative with was /
were + pronoun + verb in -ing form.

Examples in Julie’s email: was raining  /  was reading /
were playing  /  was watching  /  was happening

  3    To compare the past simple and the past
continuous and understand their uses

       •    Ss’ books closed. Say then write on the board: At
10 pm last night I was driving home. Explain /
Elicit that we don’t know when you set off or when
you got home only that the action was in progress
at a stated time in the past.

       •    Say then write on the board: I arrived home at 11
pm. Explain / Elicit that the action was completed
at a stated time in the past.

       •    Say, then write on the board: I was listening to the
radio while I was driving. Ask Ss to say how many
actions there were (2) and when they were
happening (at the same time).

       •    Say, then write on the board: I drove home and
then I went to bed. Ask Ss to say how many
actions there were (2) and when they happened
(one after the other).

       •    Say, then write on the board: I was cleaning the
kitchen when I heard a loud crash from outside.
Ask Ss how many actions there were (2) and
explain / elicit that the action with the longer
duration (past continuous) was interrupted by
another action (past simple).

       •    Elicit the rules for the use of the past simple and
the past continuous (past simple = a completed
action at a stated time in the past, actions that
happened one after the other in the past; past
continuous = an action in progress at a stated
time in the past, actions that happened at the
same time in the past).

       •    Ss open their books. Refer Ss to the Grammar
Reference section for more information.

Answer Key

Past simple 
action that happened at certain time in past >
happened  /  called 
action that interrupted another action in the past >
heard 
actions that happened one after another in the past >
got up  /  went  /  arrived  /  pumped

Past continuous
action happening at particular time in past > was
raining  /  was happening
action happening at same time as another in the 
past > was reading  /  were playing  /  was watching
actions happening in the past that were interrupted >
was reading  /  were playing  /  was watching

  4    See p. 39(T)

  5    See p. 39(T)
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Answer Key

       2    While I was watching TV, I saw the flood warning. /
I was watching TV when I saw the flood warning.

       3    While Donna was running, she twisted her ankle. /
Donna was running when she twisted her ankle.

       4    It was snowing when we arrived at the house.

  9    To present adverbs of manner

       •    Go through the theory box with Ss and elicit
adverbs of manner from the text on Ex. 1.

       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information.

Answer Key

heavily, loudly, quickly

10   a)   To practise adverbs of manner

             •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    loudly                 3    angrily                5    hard
        2    easily                  4    slowly

       b)   To present common adverb – verb pairs

             •    Ask a S to read out the example.
             •    Explain the task. Ss complete the task.
             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       laughed loudly      tried hard
       won easily      shouted angrily

Suggested Answer Key

When he heard the joke, he laughed loudly.
She tried hard to pass the test.
His team won the game easily.
Mum shouted at us angrily.

11   To present and practise prepositional
phrases

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Invite Ss to copy these adjectives with their

prepositions in the Prepositions Section in their
notebooks and revise them as often as possible.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    at                       3    of                       5    with
        2    of                       4    to

12   See p. 44(T)

13   See p. 48(T)

  6    To practise the past simple and the past
continuous

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    was blowing (actions happening at a particular
time in the past)

       2    was falling (simultaneous actions happening at a
particular time in the past)

       3    was walking (action happening at a particular time
in the past)

       4    was thinking (simultaneous actions happening at a
particular time in the past)

       5    slipped (action that happened at a certain time in
the past)

       6    fell (actions that happened immediately after each
other in the past) 

       7    twisted (actions that happened immediately after
each other in the past)

       8    was shouting (action happening in the past which
was interrupted by another action)

       9    appeared (action that interrupted another action in
the past)

     10    ran (actions that happened immediately after each
other in the past)

     11    picked (actions that happened immediately after
each other in the past)

     12    carried (actions that happened immediately after
each other in the past)

     13    was (action that happened at a certain time in the
past)

     14    felt (action that happened at a certain time in the
past)

  7    To present and practise the use of while /
when with the past simple and the past
continuous

       •    Go through the theory box with Ss.
       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.

Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information.

       •    Check Ss’ answers and elicit the longer action in
each sentence.

Answer Key

       1    was reading (longer), heard
       2    started, was driving (longer)
       3    were eating (longer), struck
       4    saw, was sitting (longer)
       5    were walking (longer), began

  8    To practise joining sentences in the past
simple and the past continuous with while / when

       •    Ask a S to read out the examples. Explain the task.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task. Check Ss’

answers.

41(T)

3b
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3c
  1    a)   To introduce vocabulary related to

feelings 

             •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to listen
and repeat chorally and / or individually.

             •    Check Ss’ intonation and pronunciation.

       b)   To practise vocabulary related to
feelings

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete
the gaps with the adjectives from Ex. 1a.

             •    Explain any unknown vocabulary.
             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    tired                   4    relieved              7    scared
        2    upset                 5    angry
        3    sad                     6    excited

  2    To listen for specific information

       •    Explain the task and play the recording twice if
necessary.

       •    Ss listen and say how each person felt giving
reasons. Ss use words from Ex. 1a.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

Sue felt upset because many people lost their homes
in a flood.
Graham felt scared because he saw a lion.
Adam felt relieved because his aunt was safe.

  3    To talk about feelings

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to talk in closed pairs
about when they had these feelings and why.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class.
       •    Ask various Ss around the class to tell the rest of

the class.

Suggested Answer Key

The last time I felt sad was last year. My best friend
moved to a different city.
The last time I felt excited was yesterday. My football
team won an important game.
The last time I felt tired was last week. I stayed up late
to study for an exam.
The last time I felt scared was last year. I thought I saw
a ghost!
The last time I felt worried was two weeks ago. My pet
dog disappeared and we couldn’t find him.
The last time I felt relieved was yesterday. My sister
arrived home safely after her trip abroad.
The last time I felt surprised was two weeks ago. My
friends threw a surprise birthday party for me.

  1    To prepare for a listening task by
matching paraphrases

       •    Explain that in listening tasks information is often
paraphrased.

       •    Give Ss time to match the sentences (1-5) with the
similar ones A-E. Point out that the underlined
words will help Ss to complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    B             2    A            3    D           4    C         5    E

  2    To listen for specific information (T / F
statements)

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and the statements (1-6).
       •    Play the recording, twice if necessary.
       •    Ask Ss to underline the key words.
       •    Ss listen and complete the task. 
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

Key words to be underlined: travel agent, travelled,
by aeroplane, sunny, stayed, on the main road, food,
in the car, advises, always carry their mobile phones

Answer Key

        1    F       2    T        3    F        4    F        5    T       6    F

  3    See p. 47(T)

  4    See p. 47(T)

Background information

Germany, officially the Federal Republic of Germany is
a country in western-central Europe. Its capital and
largest city is Berlin and it’s the most populous member
state in the European Union with approximately 81
million inhabitants. Germany is known for its rich cultural
history and has continuously been the home of influential
artists, philosophers, musicians, entrepreneurs, scientists
and inventors.
Bern is the fourth most populous city in Switzerland.
It has a population of approximately 140,000 people.
The official language is German but the main spoken
language is the Swiss-German dialect called Bernese
German. The centre of the city and the Old Town of
Bern have been recognized as UNESCO Cultural
World Heritage Sites. The most famous attraction in
Bern is the ‘Time Bell’, an elaborate medieval clock
tower with moving puppets.
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       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to act out their dialogue in front of the
rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  How are you, Ann? I heard your house didn’t have
power last night. What happened?

       B:  It was awful. I was sitting on the couch watching
TV when, suddenly, there was a howling sound
and then the power went out.

       A:  That’s terrible. How did you feel?
       B:  I was frightened. I couldn’t see anything and I was

on my own.
       A:  You were lucky you didn’t fall and hurt yourself in

the dark.
       B:  I know. It was a horrible experience. I’m relieved

it’s over.

  6    To complete a multiple choice text
describing a picture

       •    Go through the Tips box and explain to Ss that
this will help them complete the task successfully.

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    bicycle 5    umbrella
       2    quiet 6    coat
       3    countryside 7    worried
       4    windy

  7    To describe a picture

       •    Ask Ss to look at the picture and think of relevant
vocabulary.

       •    Ss work in closed pairs to describe the picture to
their partner.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

The picture shows a flooded street. The weather is
awful. It looks like it’s daytime. 
A teenager is standing outside a car. He / She is
wearing casual clothes, a black cap, a black T-shirt
and black trousers. He / She is talking on his / her
mobile phone. I think he / she feels scared and
worried because the car is stuck in the water.

  1    To predict the content of a dialogue and
read for gist

       •    Ask Ss to look at the picture and guess what the
dialogue is about.

       •    Ask Ss to read the dialogue in Ex. 2 and check.

Suggested Answer Key

I think it’s about a house that suffers damage because
of a storm.

  2    To complete a multiple choice cloze

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Ask Ss to scan the dialogue and find any unknown

words. Explain / Elicit their meanings.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    C   (action happened in the past)
       2    C   (collocation - trees fall)
       3    C   (phrase, NOTE: no one was wounded usu. at war)
       4    A   (meaning in context)

  3    To role play a dialogue

       Ss complete the task in pairs. Monitor the activity
around the class.

  4    To match synonymous phrases for talking
about experiences and describing feelings

       •    Go through the box with Ss and ask a S to read
the phrases aloud.

       •    Explain / Elicit any unknown words.
       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

How are you? = Are you alright?; It was terrible. = It
was awful.; Poor you. = That’s terrible.; 
I was terrified. = I was scared.; You were very lucky. =
You had a lucky escape.; I’m relieved it’s over. = I’m
glad I’m OK now.

  5    To act out a dialogue

       •    Ask Ss to read the news headline and complete the
task in closed pairs. Remind Ss to use the language
box in Ex. 4 and the dialogue in Ex. 2 as a model.

       •    Write this diagram on the board for Ss to follow.

       

                   A                                     B
Describe the
experience.

Describe your
feelings at the time.

Agree. Describe
your feelings now.

Greet B. Ask about a 
bad experience B had.

Comment on B’s
experience. Ask about
B’s feelings.

Say why B was lucky.

43(T)

3d
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  1    To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric aloud and pay special
attention to the underlined words.

       •    Read the questions aloud one at a time and elicit
the answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       1    a story
       2    my teacher
       3    60 - 100 words
       4    I should include a means of transport and details

about the weather.

  2    To analyse setting the scene in a story

       •    Explain the task, read the rubric aloud and ask Ss
to read the first paragraph of the story and think
about what kind of information the writer uses to
set the scene in the story.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

The writer sets the scene by using information about
the people in the story (Becky and her family), the
place (Bahamas), the time (one morning), the weather
(The sun was shining and a cool breeze was blowing),
the clothes people in the story were wearing (we were
all in summer clothes), the activities they were doing
(sailing) and how they felt (excited).

Background information

The Bahamas, officially the Commonwealth of the
Bahamas is an island country of the Lucayan
Archipelago consisting of more than 700 islands and
islets in the Atlantic Ocean. Its capital is Nassau on
the island of New Providence. The Bahamas were the
site of the Columbus’ first landfall in the New World in
1492. It is one of the richest countries in the
Americas, after the United States and Canada. Its
economy is based on tourism and finance. It has a
population of approximately 322,000 and its official
currency is the Bahamian dollar, although US dollars
are widely accepted.

44(T)

  3    To match paragraphs to headings

       •    Go through the headings with Ss and explain /
elicit any unknown words.

       •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to read the story
and complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       A   3                        B   1                        C   2

  4    To present and practise using sequence
words

       •    Read the theory box aloud and explain how we
use these words to join sentences and show
sequence of events.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    He opened the door and entered the room.
       2    We started to feel tired so we stopped for a rest.
       3    I was about to leave when I heard a strange noise.
       4    There was a rumbling noise, then lightning lit up

the sky.

  5    To present and practise the use of tenses
in a story

       Read the theory box aloud and then give Ss time to
complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    were driving, saw 4    felt
       2    shouted 5    watched, was falling
       3    was shining, were 
             singing, were walking

  6    To present the use of adjectives in a story

       •    Read the theory box aloud.
       •    Ask Ss to read the story again and find the

adjectives used for the nouns in the rubric.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

small island, beautiful day, cool breeze, dark sky,
lucky escape

3e
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  9    To write a story

       •    Give Ss time to write their story using the pictures
in Ex. 8b and phrases from the Useful Language
box.

       •    Remind Ss to use the plan and the skeleton to
help them.

       •    Ask Ss to use the Checklist to check their work
for mistakes and then ask various Ss to read their
stories to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
read out their stories in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

Last month, I went climbing in the mountains. The
weather was freezing but I was warmly dressed. 
After a couple of hours, I stopped to eat something.
Suddenly, I saw a few tiny snowflakes. Then, the sky
got darker and it started snowing very heavily. I
started to walk back but the snow was so thick I
couldn’t see in front of me. I built a snow igloo and
put a red scarf on top. An hour later, I heard a
helicopter.
They lowered a line with a basket and lifted me to
safety. I was exhausted but very relieved.

45(T)

3e

Suggested Answer Key for Ex. 2 on p. 46(T)

Name: Stratus
Shape: grey blanket
Where in the sky: low 
Weather they bring: light rain or snow

Name: Cumulus 
Shape: big, fluffy like cotton balls
Where in the sky: middle of the sky 
Weather they bring: good weather

Name: Nimbus
Shape: cover the whole sky
Where in the sky: low 
Weather they bring: heavy rain or snow

Name: Cirrus
Shape: thin
Where in the sky: high
Weather they bring: pleasant weather

Good morning, everybody. We all spend time looking
at a beautiful, blue sky with white, fluffy clouds, but
do you know where clouds come from and how they
form? Today I’d like to give you some information
about the different types of clouds.
Stratus clouds look like grey blankets that hang low in
the sky. They usually bring light rain or snow.
Cumulus clouds look like big, fluffy white or grey
cotton balls. We usually see them in the middle of the
sky when the weather is good.
Nimbus clouds cover the whole sky and are dark in
colour. We see them low in the sky and they usually
bring heavy rain or snow.
Cirrus clouds are thin and we see them high up in the
sky. They bring pleasant weather.
Clouds come in all shapes and sizes. Next time you
look at them try to remember what you know about
them. Are there any questions?
Thank you for listening.

  7    To practise using adjectives

       •    Tell Ss that using a variety of adjectives will make
their writing more interesting.

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Give Ss time to complete it in closed pairs.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    pleasant             4    pretty                 7    miserable
        2    beautiful             5    dark                   8    blazing
        3    lovely                 6    stormy               9    delicious

  8    a)   To prepare for a writing task

             Ask Ss to read the rubric and underline the key
words.

Suggested Answer Key

Key words to be underlined: school’s English club,
short story competition, must end, I was exhausted
but relieved that I wasn’t hurt, must include, snowy
weather, helicopter, story, 60-100 words.

       b)   To listen for gist and sequence of
events

             •    Ask Ss to look at the pictures and elicit what
each one shows.

             •    Play the recording, twice if necessary. Ss listen
and put the events in the pictures into the
correct order.

             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       A   4              B   1            C   3                D   2
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  1    a)   To introduce the topic and new
vocabulary

             •    Ask Ss to look at the pictures then read the
sentences aloud and explain / elicit the
meanings of any unknown words.

             •    Ss match the sentences to the types of clouds
shown in the pictures.

             •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

       b)   To listen for confirmation

             •    Play the recording. Ss listen, follow the text
and check their answers.

Answer Key

        1    Cumulus            3    Nimbus              5    Stratus
        2    Stratus               4    Cirrus

             •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the
words in the Check these words box, in their
dictionaries or in the Word List. 

Suggested Answer Key

be made of (phr): consist of
drop (n): a small amount of liquid
ice (n): frozen water
thin (adj): not thick; almost transparent
float (v): to hang in the air

reflect (v): to send light back from its surface
thick (adj): not thin
flat layer (phr): a level of sth that is smooth
light rain (phr): drizzle
blanket (n): a covering
hang low (phr): to be suspended not far off the ground
ground (n): the earth
fog (n): thick clouds near the ground that make it
difficult to see
fluffy (adj): soft and light
cotton wool (n): a soft mass of cotton
fair weather (phr): good weather, sunny and not rainy

  2    To develop presentation skills

       •    Go through the rubric and explain the task. 
       •    Ask Ss to copy the headings in the rubric into their

notebooks. Play the video and ask Ss to read the
text in Ex.1b again and make notes under the
headings.

       •    Give Ss time to use their notes to prepare a
presentation on clouds and ask various Ss to give
their presentations to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentations in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key  – see p. 45(T)

46(T)

3

Culture Spot

  1    To predict the content of a text; to listen
and read for gist

       •    Ask Ss to look at the picture and the title of the
text.

       •    Elicit Ss’ guesses to the questions in the rubric.
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in

their books.

Suggested Answer Key
The Met Office is the UK’s national weather service.
Its headquarters is in Exeter, south-west England.

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the
end.

Background information

Exeter is a historic city in Devon, England. The city is
on the River Exe and it has a population of
approximately 122,000 people. It has many notable
buildings and public spaces including Northernhay
Gardens which is the oldest public open space in
England. Exeter was also visited by Van Helsing, in
Bram Stoker’s Dracula.

  2    To write a short text about your country’s
national weather service

       •    Go through the rubric and explain the task.
       •    Give Ss time to collect information about their

country’s national weather service using the
Internet or other sources.

       •    Ask Ss to make notes under the headings
provided and then use their notes to write a short
text. Ask various Ss to read their texts to the
class.

(Ss’ own answers)
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       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    To consolidate everyday English
expressions / exchanges learnt in the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    D            2    A            3    E            4    B         5    C

  3    To listen for specific information 
(T / F statements)

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    T       2    F        3    T        4    F        5    T       6    F

  4    To consolidate vocabulary learnt in the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    froze                  3    lit                        5    fell
        2    shining               4    pouring              6    blowing

The United States of America (USA), commonly
referred to as the United States of America or
America is a federal republic composed of 50 states.
With a population of over 320 million people making it
the third most populous country in the world, America
is also one of the world’s most ethnically diverse and
multicultural nations. The geography and climate of the
United States are also extremely diverse and the
country is home to a wide variety of wildlife.

  1    To read for specific information (multiple
choice)

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss’ should justify their answers.

Answer Key

        1    C (whole text)
        2    C (did you know ... names?)
        3    A (Meteorologists ... better system)
        4    C (Many women ... names)
        5    A (Many women ... complained ...)

Background information

New Orleans is a major United States port and the
largest city in the state of Louisiana. Its population is
approximately 385,000 people. New Orleans was
strongly influenced by the French colonists and their
culture. The city is well-known for its distinct French and
Spanish Creole architecture, as well as its cross-cultural,
multilingual heritage, cuisine, music (particularly as the
birthplace of jazz) and its annual celebrations and
festivals during Mardi Gras. New Orleans was
catastrophically affected by Hurricane Katrina in 2005. 
Boston is the capital of Massachusetts in the United
States. It has an estimated population of 660,000 and
it is one of the oldest cities in the USA. The area’s
many colleges and universities make Boston an
international centre of higher education and medicine.
The Pacific Ocean is the largest of the Earth’s
oceanic divisions. It extends from the Arctic in the
north to Antarctica in the south, bounded by Asia and
Australia in the west and the Americas in the east.
The Pacific Ocean covers about 46% of the Earth’s
water surface and about one-third of its total surface
area, making it larger than all of the Earth’s land area
combined.

47(T)

3

Exercises 3 & 4 on p. 42(T) 

  3    To summarise an experience

       •    Ask Ss to write the headings into their notebooks.
       •    Play the recording again and give Ss time to

make notes under the headings.
       •    Ask various Ss around the class to use their notes

to summarise Helen’s experience to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

Who: Helen, mum, dad
Where: the Swiss Alps
When: when 12 years old, January
Reason for trip: Helen’s first skiing trip
Weather: sunshine, snowstorm
Problems: wrong turning, ended up in snowstorm,
stopped driving, no mobile signal, little food and
water, 2 days in the car
What happened in the end: emergency services
rescued

Helen was going on a skiing trip with her mum and
dad. She was 12 years old and it was January. They
were driving in the Swiss Alps. The weather forecast
predicted sunshine but, soon they got stuck in a
snowstorm. Their mobile phones couldn’t get a
signal. They had very little food and water. In the end,
the emergency services found them after two days.

  4    To present / practise the pronunciation of
/e/, /œ/, /ø/ 

       Play the recording with pauses for Ss to listen and
repeat. Elicit more words with these sounds.

Suggested Answer Key

/e/ pet, /œ/ pat, /ø/ bus
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  5    To consolidate vocabulary learnt in the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
        1    violent                3    weather              5    freezing
        2    cool                    4    dark

  6    To consolidate vocabulary learnt in the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss’ justify their answers.

Answer Key
        1    tired         2    excited   3    happy         4    sad

  7    To practise the past simple and the past
continuous

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key
       1    were you doing (action happening at a particular

time in the past)
       2    went (action happened at a certain time in the past)
       3    heard (action happening in the past interrupted by

another action)
       4    was looking (two actions happening at the same

time in the past)
       5    saw (actions happened immediately after each

other in the past)
       6    was sleeping (action happening in the past interrupted

by another action)
       7    was watching (action happening at a particular time

in the past)
       8    were walking (action happening in the past interrupted

by another action)
       9    bought (action happened at a certain time in the past)

  8    To practise adverbs

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
        1    loudly       2    carefully  3    well            4    hard

  9    To write a story

       •    Go through the rubric and explain the task.
       •    Play the recording from Ex. 3 again and ask Ss to

make notes based on what they hear.
       •    Tell Ss to use their notes and the rubric to write a

story about the experience.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. 

Suggested Answer Key
One Saturday morning, I decided to go jogging in the
forest outside town. I set off at 10 am and it was warm
and sunny.

Half an hour later, there was thunder and lightning and
heavy rain. I turned back, but I fell over and broke my
ankle. I was in pain and I couldn’t walk. 
Luckily, my brother knew where I was going. Around
noon, he got worried and called the police.

An hour later, they found me and took me to the
hospital. My family met me there. They were relieved I
was OK. 

Grammar in Focus

       To consolidate grammar structures learnt
in the unit

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key
       1    touched (action that happened in the past)
       2    bumped (action that happened in the past)
       3    sometimes (adverb – cohesion)
       4    disappeared (action that happened in the past)
       5    of (tired + of)
       6    made (phrase)
       7    took (action that happened in the past)
       8    pushed (action that happened in the past)
       9    While (shows duration)
     10    were pushing (action in progress in the past)
     11    moved (past action that interrupted a past action

in progress)

Competences
Ask Ss to assess their own performance in the unit by
ticking the items according to how competent they feel at
each of listed activities.

48(T)

3

Exercise 13 on p. 41(T)

13   To write about a personal experience
using the past simple and the past continuous

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to complete it.
       •    Invite various Ss to report back to class.
       •    Alternatively, assign this task as HW.

Suggested Answer Key

It was a beautiful day. The sun was shining and I
decided to go jogging in the park. As I was sitting

down on a bench to take a rest after an hour of
running, I heard something move in the bushes. It
was a stray puppy. It was very cute. I was getting
ready to leave when it came over to me. Suddenly, I
got an idea. I decided to take it home! In the end, I
felt happy, because I found a perfect pet.
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What’s in this unit?
In this unit Ss will explore the topics of sports & equipment
and health. They will learn modal verbs (must, have to,
should, need, may / might, can / could, ought to). They will
also learn to write an email expressing their opinion.

  1    a)   To introduce the topic and new
vocabulary; to categorise sports

             •    Read the sports and equipment aloud and
explain / elicit the meanings of any unknown
words.

             •    Ask Ss to write the categories into their
notebooks and then give them time to write
the sports under the correct categories.

             •    Play the recording for Ss to listen and check
their answers.

Answer Key

       Land: table tennis, karate, rugby, athletics
       Water: canoeing, water polo, windsurfing
       Air: skydiving

       b)   To categorise sports

             •    Ask Ss to write the categories into their
notebooks and then write the correct sports
under each category. Point out that some sports
can be placed in more that one category.

             •    Ss compare their lists in closed pairs.
             •    Check Ss’ answers on the board. 

Answer Key

       

Team 
Sports

Individual
Sports

Extreme 
Sports

canoeing

skydiving skydiving skydiving

water polo

table tennis

karate

windsurfing windsurfing

rugby

athletics

  2    To present go, play, do

       •    Ask Ss to study the table and explain that we use
go + activity ending in -ing (go skiing), play + ball
games (play tennis) or competitive sports and do
(do athletics, do archery) + individual sports or
sports that don’t use a ball.

       •    Read out the examples and then elicit similar
sentences from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I never go canoeing. I sometimes play water polo at
school. I sometimes play table tennis at the youth
club. I often play rugby at school. I always do athletics
at school.

  3    a)   To present sports equipment

             •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat
chorally and / or individually. 

             •    Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

       b)   To talk about sports equipment

             •    Ss work in closed pairs. Explain the task and
read out the example.

             •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       You need to have a parachute and goggles to go
skydiving.

       You need to have a ball and a swimming cap to play
water polo.

       You need to have a racket, a ball and a net to play
table tennis.

       You need to have a uniform and a belt to do karate.
       You need to have a sail, a board and a wetsuit to go

windsurfing.
       You need to have a jersey, a ball and boots to play

rugby.
       You need to have shorts and trainers to do athletics.

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end. 

49(T)
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4a
  1    To predict the content of a text and listen

and read for gist

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the picture and elicit what it
shows (a scene from a Harry Potter film with Harry
flying on a broomstick and playing quidditch).

       •    Elicit / Explain what quidditch is. (It is a sport
featured in the Harry Potter books / films where
players fly on broomsticks and try to score goals
by throwing the ball through their opponents’
hoops.)

       •    Elicit / Explain how Harry Potter is related to it. (He
is in the quidditch team for Gryffindor and he plays
the position of seeker.)

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books to find out the answers to the
questions in the rubric.

Suggested Answer Key

       Quidditch is a sport in the Harry Potter books.

  2    To read for specific information (multiple
matching)

       •    Read out the Tips box and tell Ss that this tip will
help them to complete the task successfully.

       •    Ask Ss to read the texts again and then read the
questions (1-6) and write the correct letter for each
one in their notebooks. Ss justify their answers.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    Q (not have to be a talented sportsperson)
        2    I (can be dangerous)
        3    Q (Harry Potter books)
        4    I (freeze)
        5    Q (seven players)
        6    I (90 km per hour)

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their
dictionaries or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

       real life (phr): in reality (not in fiction)
       join up (phr v): to become a member of a team /

group
       broomstick (n): an old-fashioned brush for sweeping
       pitch (n): an area of grass for playing a sport
       score (v): to gain a point or a goal in a sport
       goal (n): when a player gets the ball into the goal /

net and scores
       hoop (n): a large ring of wood, plastic or metal
       catch (v): to get hold of sth that has been thrown
       break (n): a rest period
       out of play (phr): when the ball goes off the court /

pitch for a short time and the game pauses
       talented (adj): having a lot of talent / skill
       sportsperson (n): sb who plays a sport
       for fun (phr): for entertainment reasons

       teamwork (n): the ability of a group of people to
work / play well together

       area (n): a particular part of a town or region
       freeze (v): (of a liquid) to become solid due to cold

temperatures
       look like (phr): to resemble
       skate (n): a thin metal blade for moving on ice
       underneath (adv): below
       a need for speed (phr): liking to go fast
       sail (n): a large piece of cloth attached to the mast of

a ship that catches the wind to push the ship along 
       protective clothing (phr): outerwear that helps the

wearer to be safe from injury
       helmet (n): a hard hat to protect the head
       goggles (n): protective coverings for the eyes
       gloves (n): hand coverings

  3    To consolidate comprehension of a text

       •    Give Ss time to read the texts again and answer
the questions in their own words.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    In the Harry Potter books, the players fly on
broomsticks, but in real life they run around with
the broomsticks between their legs.

       2    You have to be able to play in a team and think
about the other players.

       3    You need ice to go ice sailing and the lakes only
freeze in the winter.

       4    Andy says ice sailing is thrilling and very fast.

Background information

Harry Potter is an English series of seven fantasy
novels written by British author J.K. Rowling. The
series chronicles the various adventures of a young
wizard, Harry Potter and his friends Ron Weasley
and Hermione Granger all of whom are students at
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. The
seven books have been translated into 73 languages
and have also been adapted into an eight-part film
series.
Northern Canada refers to three territories of Canada:
Yukon, Northwest Territories and Nunavut. For more
than half of the year, much of Northern Canada is snow
and ice-covered with slightly higher temperatures in
coastal areas with warmer waters. Geographically,
Northern Canada occupies a vast region and its most
extreme northern region is a frozen, barren and dry
land that has been used as training ground for
astronauts due to its characteristics. Despite the sub-
arctic temperatures, much of the land is actually
considered desert since there is no moisture or
precipitation and few living creatures can survive.
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4a
  4    To identify synonymous words / phrases

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task using their
dictionaries if necessary. Elicit what part of
speech each word is.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       joined up (phr v) = became a member
       talented (adj) = gifted
       strange (adj) = weird
       run (v) = travel
       room (n) = space
       normal (adj) = ordinary
       fast (adv) = quickly

  5    To present new vocabulary related to
sports

       •    Go through the list of verbs with Ss and explain /
elicit the meanings of any unknown words.

       •    Ss may look up any unknown words in the Word
List.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the sentences using the
words in the list in the correct form.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    pass                   4    win                     7    warms up
        2    practise              5    exercises           8    score
        3    beat                   6    kick

  6    To personalise the topic / develop
critical thinking skills

       •    Ss work in closed pairs.
       •    Read out the example and then elicit answers

from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I want to try ice sailing because it is fast and thrilling.

  7    To give a presentation; to summarise
information in texts

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.
       •    Ask Ss to read the texts again and copy the

headings into their notebooks and make notes
under them for each sport.

       •    Give Ss time to use their notes to prepare a
presentation on the two sports.

       •    Ask various Ss to give their presentation to the
class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentation in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Name of sport: quidditch
       Equipment: broomstick, hoops, snitch

        Rules: seven players in each team, players try to score
goals by throwing a ball into one of three large hoops
at each end of the pitch and then catch the snitch (a
tennis ball inside a sock) at the end of the game

       Feelings: challenging, fast, lots of fun

       Name of sport: ice sailing
       Equipment: small boat with skates underneath, large

sail, protective clothing (helmet, goggles and gloves)
       Rules: lie down in boat and race across frozen lake
       Feelings: thrilling, a bit dangerous

       Hello, everyone. Are you a sports fan but bored of the
usual football game? Today I want to tell you about
two very different sports. Quidditch is a strange sport.
You play quidditch with a broomstick, some hoops,
and a snitch. There are seven players in each team,
and the players try to score goals by throwing a ball
into one of three large hoops at each end of the pitch.
Then the players try to catch the snitch at the end of
the game. This is a tennis ball inside a sock. Quidditch
is challenging, fast and lots of fun.

       Ice sailing is another strange sport. To go ice sailing
you need a small boat with skates underneath and a
large sail. You also need to have protective clothing
such as a helmet, goggles and gloves. It’s simple, you
just lie down in the boat and race across a frozen lake.
It’s thrilling and a bit dangerous. 

       Thank you for listening.

  8    To write a comment on a blog
       •    Explain the task. Ask Ss to copy the headings into

their notebooks and give them time to think of
their favourite sport and make notes under the
headings.

       •    Give Ss time to use their notes to write a short
text to post as a comment on Sandy’s blog.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to read out their
comments to the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       name of sport: tennis
       place: local tennis courts
       number of players: two
       rules: players hit the ball to each other over a net and

score points when the other player can’t return the
ball 

       other information: players wear white (usually shorts
or short skirts), they use a tennis racket

       Hi Sandy! My favourite sport is tennis. It’s not strange
like quidditch, but it’s lots of fun. I play at my local
tennis courts. To play you need to have two players.
The players hit the ball to each other over a net and
score points when the other player can’t return the
ball. Players usually wear white shorts or short skirts
and use a tennis racket.

       Maria1999

51(T)
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4b
  1    To present and practise modals

       •    Go through the FAQ table with Ss and explain /
elicit the uses of the modal verbs.

       •    Explain the task and ask a S to read the example.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the rest of the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for

more information.
       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

Answer Key

       2    doesn’t have to 5    must
       3    don’t have to 6    has to
       4    have to

  2    To practise modals

       •    Read out the example.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       2    can 4    might
       3    should 5    May

  3    To practise modals

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

        2    should (advise you to)
        3    can (are allowed to)
        4    might / may (it’s possible)
        5    don’t have to (it isn’t necessary to)
        6    must (he is obliged)
        7    mustn’t (it’s forbidden)
        8    should (it’s a good idea)
      9    have to (is it necessary?)
      10   can’t (it’s impossible)
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  8    To present and practise prepositional
phrases

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Ask Ss to copy the words with their prepositions in

the Prepositions Section of their notebooks and
revise them as often as possible.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    in                        3    of                       5    over
        2    to                       4    in                        6    for

  9    To consolidate modals

       •    Read out the rubric and set a time limit of three
minutes for Ss to complete the task.

       •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       In a gym, I have to show my membership card and I
have to use the locker room to get changed. 

       When I exercise, I mustn’t strain myself and I mustn’t
drink fizzy drinks.

       I should exercise and I should play sports to keep fit.
       At a sports centre, I can play sports and I can join a

fitness class.

Background information

South-east Asia is a subregion of Asia, consisting
of the countries that are geographically east of India,
west of New Guinea and north of Australia. The
region has heavy seismic and volcanic activity and
consists of regions such as Indonesia, East
Malaysia, Singapore, Philippines, East Timor, Brunei
and Christmas Island on the coast and Indochina on
the mainland which consists of Cambodia, Laos,
Burma, Thailand, Viet Nam and West Malaysia.
Around 625 million people live in the area with
Indonesia being the most populous country.

  4    To practise modals

       •    Remind Ss to use the FAQ table as a point of
reference.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    You mustn’t enter the area.
       2    Can I help you?
       3    You should go and see a doctor.
       4    Can I go fishing on Saturday?
       5    They might call off the match.
       6    You don’t have to buy tickets for the match.
       7    I must pay a membership fee.

  5    To practise modals

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       2    You don’t have to A
       3    mustn’t C
       4    Do you have to E
       5    Can B
       6    must D

  6    To practise modals; to complete exchanges

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    a        2    a         3    b        4    a        5    a        6    b

  7    To practise modals

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    May I, mustn’t
       2    Can, mustn’t
       3    Do you have to, have to
       4    can’t
       5    Can, can
       6    could

53(T)
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4c

  1    To practise adjectives

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Explain / Elicit the meanings

of an any unknown words.

Answer Key

        1    b             2    a            3    b            4    b          5    a

  2    To practise adjectives; to talk about
sports

       •    Explain the task and ask two Ss to read out the
example exchange.

       •    Ask Ss to work in closed pairs to complete the
task and then ask some pairs to report back to the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  Do you like cycling?
       B:  Yes, I love it. I think it’s enjoyable and you can

enjoy the fresh air.

       A:  Do you like jogging?
       B:  Not really. I think it’s boring. There’s no action at

all.

       A:  Do you like swimming?
       B:  Yes, I love it. It’s challenging and it takes a lot of

practice to become good at it.

       A:  Do you like skateboarding?
       B:  Not really. It’s dangerous and you can easily get

injured.

       A:  Do you like bowling?
       B:  Yes, I love it. It’s enjoyable and it’s a sport that

people of all ages can play.

       A:  Do you like archery?
       B:  Not really. It’s difficult and the equipment you

need costs a lot of money.

       A:  Do you like hockey?
       B:  Not really. It’s dangerous and you can easily get

injured.

       A:  Do you like hang-gliding?
       B:  Yes, I love it. It’s a thrilling extreme sport and you

can enjoy the fresh air.

  1    a)   To prepare for a listening task
(multiple matching)

             Read out the sentences a-b one at a time and
elicit the ones which are similar from the
sentences 1-4.

Answer Key

       a    2    b    1, 3, 4

       b)   To prepare for a listening task
(multiple matching)

             •    Ask Ss to read the extract and then match the
people to the sports.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    B   2    A

  2    To listen for key information (multiple
matching)

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the list of
people and the list of sports.

       •    Play the recording twice. Ss listen and complete
the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    H            2    A            3    B           4    D         5    F

  3    To learn the pronunciation of silent letters

       •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to listen and
repeat chorally and / or individually. Check Ss’
pronunciation and intonation.

       •    Play the recording again and ask Ss to circle the
letters they can’t hear.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       shou l d 
       cou l d 
       k now 
       ha l f 
       ri gh t 
       write 
       lis t en 
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       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask

some pairs to act out their dialogue in front of the
rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  I’m going to karate class. Do you want to join me?
       B:  No, thanks. I don’t see the point.
       A:  Exercising is important. Karate is a good way to

keep fit.
       B:  I see what you mean, but karate isn’t fun.
       A:  You’re wrong. It’s lots of fun and it builds strength

and improves balance. 
       B:  I believe I get enough exercise from my daily

activities. 
       A:  Yes, but with karate you get a great sense of

achievement from winning competitions and you
learn to defend yourself in case someone attacks
you.

       B:  You’ve got a point but karate is too difficult.
       A:  You’re wrong. I joined a beginners’ class and our

instructor showed us some really easy moves.
Why don’t you try it and see for yourself?

       B:  Oh, alright then. I’ll come.
       A:  That’s the spirit!

  6    To present new vocabulary

       •    Ask Ss to look up any new words in the Word List.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the sentences using the

words in the list in the correct form.

Answer Key

        1    broke                 3    got                    5    twisted
        2    hurt                   4    sprained            6    cut

  7    a)   To read for specific information

             Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the dialogue
in their books. Elicit what happened to Bob.

Answer Key

       He fell and twisted his ankle and cut his knee.

       b)   See p. 56(T)

             A                                                B
Refuse, giving
reason.

Express
disagreement.

Express argument.

Agree. Express
disagreement with
activity.

Agree to join A.

Say what activity 
you’re doing and ask 
B to join you. 

Give a reason to
convince B.

Express your opinion.

Express another
argument.

Disagree. Invite B
to try it.

Encourage B’s decision.

  1    To predict the content of a dialogue

       Ask Ss to read the first exchange in the dialogue and
elicit what the dialogue is about. Then Ss read to
check.

Answer Key

       I think the dialogue is a discussion about exercising.

  2    a) To complete a multiple choice cloze

             •    Explain the task.
             •    Ask Ss to scan the dialogue and explain / elicit

any unknown words.
             •    Give Ss time to complete the task.

       b)   To listen for confirmation

             Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    B   (idiom)
       2    C   (keep fit – collocation)
       3    C   (fresh air – collocation)

  3    To role play a dialogue

       Ss complete the task in closed pairs. Monitor the
activity around the class.

  4    To match synonymous phrases for
expressing an opinion and agreeing / disagreeing

       •    Explain the task and explain that the phrases
express an opinion and agreement / disagreement.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       I see what you mean. = You’ve got a point.
       I believe = I think / In my opinion / To me
       I don’t really agree. = I don’t see it this way.
       You’ve got a point = I agree with you

  5    To act out a dialogue

       •    Ss complete the task in closed pairs using the
dialogue in Ex. 2 as a model to help them. Tell Ss
they can use phrases from the box in Ex. 4. 

       •    Write this diagram on the board for Ss to follow:

55(T)
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  1    To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric aloud.
       •    Read the questions aloud one at a time and elicit

the answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       1    an email expressing my opinion
       2    my English-speaking friend Tom
       3    my opinion, equipment, cost & danger
       4    60-100 words

  2    To match paragraphs to headings 

       •    Go through the headings with Ss and explain /
elicit any unknown words.

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to read the email
and complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       A   3                        B   1                        C   2

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

56(T)

  3    To practise avoiding repetition

       •    Revise with Ss the subject / object pronouns and
possessive adjectives.

       •    Read the Tips box aloud and explain that this tip
will help Ss to complete the task successfully.

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    It                        2    He, it                  3    His

  4    To practise using adjectives expressing
opinion

       •    Tell Ss that using a variety of adjectives will make
their writing more interesting.

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    dangerous         4    boring               7    exciting
        2    difficult              5    expensive
        3    relaxing             6    fun

4e

Exercise 7b on p. 55(T)

       b)   To act out dialogues about health
problems

       •    Ask Ss to work in closed pairs and act out
dialogues similar to the one in Ex. 7a about the
injuries in Ex. 6.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
various pairs to act out their dialogues in front of
the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  What happened to you?
       B:  I hurt my head.
       A:  How did you do that?
       B:  Some books fell on me.
       A:  Oh, dear. Does it hurt?
       B:  Yes, it does.
       A:  Hope it gets better soon.
       B:  Thanks.
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  9    To write an email expressing your opinion

       •    Give Ss time to write their email using their
answers from Exs 7 & 8 and phrases from the
Useful Language box.

       •    Remind Ss to use the plan to help them and the
email skeleton. Ss can use the email in Ex. 2 as a
model.

       •    Ask Ss to use the Checklist to check their work
for mistakes and then ask various Ss to read their
emails to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
read out their emails in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Hi Peter,
       You asked for my opinion about which sport you

should choose, swimming or snowboarding. They
are both challenging sports.

       Swimming is a great way to keep fit and it’s not
expensive. You don’t need a lot of equipment, but you
may have to practise for long hours. Snowboarding is
thrilling and a good form of exercise, but the equipment
is very expensive. Also, it can be dangerous.

       To me, both sports have good and bad points. You
should choose the one you like the most. Let me
know how you get on.

       Ken

  5    To practise word order

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    I think you should go for it.
       2    I think archery is a challenging sport.
       3    In my opinion, swimming can be a tiring activity.
       4    To me, playing in a team is lots of fun.
       5    To me, skiing is expensive because you need a lot

of equipment.

  6    To practise opening / closing remarks

       •    Elicit the opening / closing remarks in the email
and then give Ss time to choose appropriate
replacements from the Useful Language box.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Opening: You asked my opinion about which sport
you should choose sailing or basketball. They are
both challenging sports. → You said you’re thinking of
taking up either sailing or basketball. Well, I think you
could choose either of them.

       Closing: To me, both sports are thrilling. You should
choose the one you like most. Let me know how it
goes. → In my opinion, it doesn’t matter which sport
you choose. Just go for the one you like the best.
Keep me posted.

  7    To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and underline the key
words.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       English-speaking friend, Peter, can’t decide, sport,
swimming, snowboarding, asks for your opinion, write
email, what you think, 60-100 words

  8    To listen for specific information 
(gap filling)

       •    Explain the task and play the recording twice if
necessary.

       •    Ss listen and complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    fit  4    exercise
       2    equipment 5    dangerous
       3    hard

57(T)
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  1    To introduce the topic 

       •    Direct Ss to the picture and play the recording.
       •    Elicit what they think is happening.

Suggested Answer Key

       I think people are watching an American football
game in a stadium. Perhaps it’s the Super Bowl.

  2    a)   To present new vocabulary

             Ask Ss to look up the meanings of the words in
bold in the Word List at the back of their books.

58(T)

4f
       b)   To read and listen for specific

information

       •    Elicit Ss’ guesses as to which sentences are true.
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and read the text to

find out.

Answer Key

       2, 3, 5

       •    Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments at
the end.

Exercises 9, 10a & 10b on p. 59(T)

  9    To complete an email based on the text

       •    Ask Ss to copy and complete the email in their
notebooks using the information in the text.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key 

       Dear Amir,
       How are you? Last Sunday, I watched the Super
       Bowl on TV. In the USA people call it Super Sunday. I

watched the match with my friends and family. We
ordered pizza and chicken wings to eat. The halftime
show was spectacular. The commercials were funny
and clever. It was an amazing experience.

       Yours,
       Sam

10   a)   To prepare a presentation

             •    Play the video and ask Ss to read the text
again.

             •    Explain the task and ask Ss to copy the
headings into their notebooks and make
notes under them about the Super Bowl.

             •    Refer Ss to p. PS3 for guided help with the
presentation task.

             •    Ask Ss to use their notes to give a presentation
on the Super Bowl. Alternatively, assign the
task as HW and ask Ss to give their
presentations in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key – see Presentation Skills
Key, Ex. 8, p. PSK3

       b)   To give a presentation

             •    Ask Ss to collect information about a similar
event in their country and make notes under
the same headings as in Ex. 10a.

             •    Ask Ss to use their notes to present the event.
             •    Ask various Ss to give their presentations to

the class.
             •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss

to give their presentations in the next lesson. 

        (Ss’ own answers)
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  5    To consolidate new vocabulary

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

        1    season               3    run                     5    fans
        2    wings                 4    Emergency        6    deliver

  6    To identify synonymous words / phrases

       •    Give Ss time to match the words using their
dictionaries if necessary. Ss work in closed pairs.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       final = last; social = public; deliver = take to homes;
rock = to move back and forth; commercial = TV
advert; run = show; create = make

  7    To identify antonymous words

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       winners ≠ losers; best ≠ worst; over ≠ under; buy ≠
       sell; expensive ≠ cheap; usually ≠ rarely; funny ≠
       unamusing; clever ≠ silly

  8    To listen for specific information (gap filling)

        •    Read out the Tips box and explain that this tip will
help Ss to complete the task successfully.

       •    Ask Ss to read the advert and predict what
information is missing from the gaps (1-5).

       •    Play the recording twice if necessary. Ss listen
and complete the task. Check Ss’ answers on the
board.

Answer Key 

       1    New Town 4    7
       2    Thursday 5    Jenny / 09765432398
       3    18

  9    See p. 58(T)

10   See p. 58(T)

Background information

The National Football Conference (NFC) is one of the
two conferences of the National Football League (NFL).
This conference and its counterpart, the American
Football Conference (AFC), currently contain 16 teams
each, making up the 32 teams of the NFL. Each
conference has playoffs to determine its champion at
the end of the regular season and decide which teams
will play in the Super Bowl, the NFL’s championship
game. In the Super Bowl, one NFC team and one AFC
team play for the league championship. 

4f

  3    To read for gist (matching headings to
paragraphs)

       •    Go through the headings with the Ss and explain /
elicit the meanings of any unknown words.

       •    Give Ss time to read the text again and complete
the task. Ss should justify their answers.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    B   (there can be over 111 million viewers)
       2    D   (Pizza places deliver …, 13 million kilos of

crisps, 1 billion chicken wings / the biggest
names rock the stadium)

       3    A   (commercial breaks … are very expensive)

  4    To read for general comprehension

       •    Go through the questions with Ss and explain /
elicit the meanings of any unknown words.

       •    Give Ss time to read the text again and complete
the task and then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    It’s really important. It’s a social day when families
and friends get together to watch the match even
if they aren’t usually fans.

       2    Companies spend millions on commercials
because they know there are over 111 million
viewers watching.

       3    I think doctors call it ’Super Bowl Syndrome’ because
a lot of people go to the emergency room with
illnesses / injuries they got on Super Sunday.

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their
dictionaries or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

        final game (phr): the last game in the season /
competition

        football season (n): the period when football is played
        winner (n): the person / team that beats their opponents

in a game / competition
        league (n): a group of teams that play the same sport

against each other
        team (n): a group of people who play a sport together
        viewer (n): sb who watches a TV programme
        fan (n): sb who is very interested in a sport or a

famous person
        deliver (v): to take sth somewhere
        crisps (pl n): deep fried slices of potato
        chicken wings (phr): the parts of the bird used for flying
        rock (v): to make people move from side to side
        commercial break (phr): a short break in a TV

programme when adverts are shown
        run a commercial (phr): to air an advert on TV
        emergency room (n): the department in a hospital

where emergency treatment is given
        syndrome (n): a medical condition characterised by a

set of symptoms

59(T)
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  1    a)   To introduce new vocabulary

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to match the
words in bold to their synonyms using their
dictionaries to help them if necessary.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    physical abilities            3 exercise
       2    strength, a type of sugar          4 influences

       b)   To listen and read for specific
information

             •    Elicit Ss’ guesses in answer to the question in
the rubric.

             •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the
text and check their answers.

Answer Key

       1, 2, 3

  2    To read for specific information

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to read the text
again and answer the questions.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    Because the brain needs energy which it gets
from glucose.

       2    You can do activities such as crossword puzzles
and computer games.

       3    Tiredness can make it difficult for you to
concentrate during the day.

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their dictionaries
or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

       brain (n): the organ we use to think
       organ (n): a part of the body with a specific function
       senses (pl n): the physical abilities of sight, hearing,

touch, taste, smell
       touch (n): the ability to physically feel things
       sight (n): the ability to see
       smell (n): the ability to understand odour
       energy (n): strength to do things
       glucose (n): a natural sugar
       concentrate (v): to think intensely
       huge impact (phr): a big effect
       stay up (phr v): to stay awake and not go to bed
       refresh (v): give new energy to sth
       get smarter (phr): to become more intelligent
       train (v): to practise / exercise
       crossword puzzle (n): a word puzzle with clues for

the missing words
       computer game (n): a game you play on a computer
       overdo (v): to do too much

       •    Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments at
the end.

  3    See p. 61(T)

  4    See p. 61(T)

60(T)
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Culture Spot

  1    To introduce the topic; to listen and read
for specific information

       •    Ask Ss if they know the answer to the question.
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in

their books to find out.

Answer Key

       Wimbledon takes place in London, England.

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    To give a presentation

       •    Ask Ss to collect information about a popular
sports event in their country and make notes
about it under the headings provided.

       •    Ask Ss to use their notes to give a presentation
on the event. Alternatively, assign the task as HW
and ask Ss to give their presentation in the next
lesson.

       (Ss’ own answers)
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  3    To listen for specific information (multiple
choice)

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions and the possible
answers and underline the key words.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and choose their
answers.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    C            2    A            3    A            4    A         5    A

Wales is one of the countries of the United
Kingdom. It is bordered by England to the east, the
Irish Sea to the north and west, and the Bristol
Channel to the south. It is a mainly mountainous
country and it has one of the tallest mountain in the
UK – Snowdon. Wales is home to about 3 million
people. Its capital city is Cardiff and it is renowned
for the quality of its singers, poets and rugby
players.

  1    To read for key information (multiple
matching)

       •    Ask Ss to read the texts and then read the
questions and complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. Ss justify
their answers.

Answer Key
        1    X (... every summer)
        2    W (This competition ... underwater rugby)
        3    X (For fans ... atmosphere)
        4    W (After the ... Corinthian Medal)
        5    X (Just like ... Winter X Games)
        6    X (Participants ... cash prizes)

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end. 

  2    To consolidate everyday English
expressions / exchanges

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
        1    b             2    a            3    b            4    a          5    a

Background information
Rhode Island, is a state in the New England region
of the United States. It is bordered by Connecticut to
the west and Massachusetts to the north and east,
and it shares a water boundary with New York’s Long
Island to the southwest. Rhode Island’s official
nickname is “The Ocean State”, since it has several
large bays and inlets that amount to about 14% of its
total area. The capital and largest city is Providence
and its population is about 1,060,000 people.

61(T)
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Exercises 3 & 4 on p. 60(T)

  3    To consolidate prior knowledge
with new information in a text; to develop critical
thinking skills

       Read out the questions in the rubric and ask various
Ss to share their answers with the class.

Suggested Answer Key
       I knew that the brain is important and controls our

senses. I knew that not getting enough sleep can
affect our concentration. I learnt that the brain gets its
energy from glucose and that glucose is in bread,
pasta and cereal.

  4    To develop presentation skills

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.
       •    Go through the rubric and explain the task.
       •    Give Ss time to use the information in the text to

prepare a presentation on how to keep our brain
healthy and ask various Ss to give their presentation
to the class. Alternatively, assign the task as HW and
ask Ss to give their presentation in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key 
Good afternoon, everyone. Our brain is the most
important organ in the body. Because of it we can
touch, smell and see. Today I want to talk to you
about what you can do to keep your brain healthy.
The brain gets its energy from one type of food: sugar.
Of course, this doesn’t mean that you can start eating
lots of sweets. The type of sugar the brain needs is
called glucose and you get it from bread, pasta and
cereal.
Just like the sports you do keep your body healthy,
the brain also needs some kind of exercise to stay in
shape. Fun activities such as crossword puzzles and
computer games help your brain stay healthy. Careful
not to overdo it though!
Sleep is very important to your brain. Lack of sleep
doesn’t let you concentrate properly during the day
and makes your brain feel tired. An early night can
refresh your brain.
Our brain controls our senses and so many other
parts of our body. We need to make sure it stays
healthy and strong. Are there any questions? 
Thank you for listening.
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  4    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    sprained             3    kick                    5    leg
        2    hurt                    4    finger

  5    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    water polo 3    athletics
       2    archery 4    karate

  6    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    talented             3    physical             5    boring
        2    challenging        4    relaxing

  7    To consolidate grammar from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    should                3    don’t have to     5    may
        2    must                  4    Could

  8    To consolidate grammar from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

        1    don’t have to (it isn’t necessary to)
        2    should (I advice you to)
        3    mustn’t (it’s forbidden)
        4    must (you are obliged to)
       5    might (it’s possible)

  9    To write an email

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       Hi Fred,
       You asked me my opinion about exercising on your

own or joining a gym. They are both good ways to
keep fit.

       Exercising on your own is a great way to keep fit. It’s
not expensive as you don’t need a lot of equipment,
but you may not know which exercises to do.

       Going to a gym is a good form of exercise although
gym membership can be expensive.

       To me, both options have good and bad points. You
should choose the one you feel most comfortable
with. Let me know how you get on.

       Paul

Grammar in Focus

       To consolidate grammar structures learnt
in the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.
       •    Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

        1    grows (simple present – every day)
        2    began (simple past-action that happened at a

specific time in the past)
        3    used (simple past – action that happened at a

specific time in the past)
        4    can (it’s possible to / it’s OK)
        5    should (it’s a good idea to)
        6    might (there is a possibility that)

Competences
Ask Ss to assess their own performance in the unit by
ticking the items according to how competent they feel at
each of the listed activities.

62(T)
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What’s in this unit?
In this unit Ss will explore the topics of food and health.
They will learn the to-infinitive and -ing form, countable
and uncountable nouns, a / an / some and quantifiers.
They will also learn to write an email about their favourite
restaurant.

  1    To generate topic-related vocabulary

       •    Explain the task and give Ss a one-minute time
limit to write down as many foods / drinks as they
can think of. 

       •    Ask Ss to compare their list with their partner.
       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Suggested Answer Key

Foods            Drinks
hamburger and chips            orange juice
pizza              coffee
pasta with sauce            chocolate milk
salad              soft drinks
soup

  2    a)   To introduce the topic and new
vocabulary

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures (1-9) and then
play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat
chorally and / or individually.

       •    Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

       b)   To practise new vocabulary and
express opinion

             •    Read out the rubric and the example and elicit
answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

I think that a British person has tea and biscuits /
cheese and crackers as a snack.
I think that a British person has fish and chips / beans
on toast / soup and bread / chicken curry and rice for
dinner.
I think that a British person has cereal and milk for
breakfast.
I think that a British person has strawberries and
cream as a dessert.

             •    Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments
at the end.

  3    To personalise the topic and express likes
/ dislikes

       •    Go through the rubric and explain the task.
Choose a S to read out the example. 

       •    Allow Ss some time to talk in closed pairs.
       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask

various pairs to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

I like fish and chips. / I don’t really like chicken curry
and rice. I want to try sausages and mash because it
looks tasty!

63(T)

Tasty Food

Exercise 8 on p. 65(T)

  8    To write about a snack

       •    Give Ss time to think of a local snack and make
notes using the headings in Ex. 7. Check Ss’ notes.

       •    Then ask Ss to use their notes to write a short
text about it.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to read their text
to the rest of the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign this task as HW.

(Ss’ own answers)
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5a
  1    To introduce the topic and predict the

context of a text

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and elicit what
Ss think the snacks are made from.

       •    Play the recording, Ss listen and follow the text in
their books to find out.

Suggested Answer Key

I think the snacks in picture A are made from some
kind of meat. I think the snacks in picture B are made
from fruit. I think the snacks in pictures C and E are
made with vegetables. I think the snacks in picture D
are made from fish.

  2    To read for specific information (multiple
matching)

       •    Read out the Tips box and explain that this tip will
help Ss to do the task.

       •    Go through the questions (1-5) with Ss and explain /
elicit the meanings of any unknown words.

       •    Give Ss time to read the text and complete the
task. 

       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

        1    A (common ... games!)
        2    B (you might ... crisps)
        3    E (It’s a tradition ... Night)
        4    D (They have ... flavour)
        5    C (you can ... peas.)

NOTE: Explain to Ss the difference between made from
and made with; Made from: how sth is made e.g. Canoes
were made from tree trunks. Made with: to talk about
ingredients in food e.g. This cake is made with eggs, milk
and flour.

Exercise 7 on p. 65(T)

  7    To develop presentation skills

       •    Go through the rubric with Ss and explain the
task.

       •    Play the video and ask Ss to read the texts again
and make notes under the headings into their
notebooks. Check Ss’ notes. You can elicit their
answers and write them on the board.

       •    Ask various Ss to use their notes and present the
snacks to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentation in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key 

Name of snack: Biltong
Country: South Africa
Ingredients: small pieces of dried beef meat, spices
Where eaten: rugby games

Name of snack: Chifle
Country: Peru
Ingredients: fried and salted plantains
Where eaten: street 

Name of snack: Samosas
Country: India
Ingredients: pastry, (vegetables) potatoes, onions,
peas
Where eaten: street 

Name of snack: Iwashi senbei
Country: Japan
Ingredients: dried sardines, sugar, soy sauce, sesame
seeds
Where eaten: cinema

Name of snack: jacket potatoes
Country: UK
Ingredients: large potato, cheese & beans or tuna
mayonnaise
Where eaten: Guy Fawkes’ Night celebrations

Hello, everybody. Today I want to talk to you about
something delicious. Everybody loves snacks: some
chocolate, a small bag of crisps, nuts. Let’s have a look
at what kinds of snacks people around the world enjoy.
South Africans’ favourite snack is biltong. It’s small
pieces of chicken, beef, or even ostrich meat with
lots of spices. Buy it from a butcher’s or street vendor
and enjoy it while watching a live rugby match. That’s
what South Africans do! 
Chifle comes from Peru and it looks like potato
crisps. However, it’s made from plantains, a fruit that
looks like a banana. Peruvians enjoy chifle fried and
salted. You can buy them from street vendors.
Indian people very often snack on samosas. These
are small triangle pastries filled with vegetables. Find
them at street vendors around the country. They are
very popular!
Japanese people love fish and their favourite snack is
called iwashi senbei. These are dried and baked
sardines in sugar and soy sauce with sesame seeds.
Although they’re very smelly, the Japanese enjoy
them, especially while watching a film at the cinema.
Jacket potatoes are a very popular British snack. Bake
a large potato in the oven and add a filling like cheese
and beans or tuna and mayonnaise. The British love
eating this on Guy Fawkes’ Night. It’s very easy and
absolutely delicious. Are there any questions? Thank
you for listening.
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5a
  3    To read for specific information

(comprehension questions)

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions (1-4) and then read
the texts again and answer the questions in their
own words. 

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task. 
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    They have a strong smell which people outside
Japan may not be familiar with and they might not
like it.

       2    They usually fill them with vegetables like potatoes,
onions and peas.

       3    Chifle is made from plantains which look like
bananas.

       4    You can buy biltong at the butcher’s or on the
street in South Africa.

  4    To identify synonymous words / phrases
and identify parts of speech

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task using their
dictionaries if necessary. Ss work in closed pairs.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

from time to time (phr): now and then
tasty (adj): delicious
common (adj): usual
probably (adv): most likely
thin (adj): slim
vendors (n): sellers
shape (n): form
variety (n): range
visit (n): trip
complete (adj): whole

Background information

Japan is an island country in East Asia with 6,852
islands. The capital city is Tokyo and the population
is 127 million people. The currency is the Yen and it is
a major economic power.
India is a large country in South Asia. The capital city
is New Delhi and the population is 1.2 billion people.
It has a long rich history and four of the world’s main
religions originated here.
Peru is a country on the west coast of South America.
The capital city is Lima and it has a population of 29
million people. The people speak Spanish. Peru’s
neighbours are Ecuador, Colombia, Bolivia, Chile, and
Brazil. Some of the oldest civilisations in the world
started here such as the Inca Empire. 
South Africa is the southernmost country in Africa. It
has got three capital cities. Pretoria is the administrative
capital and national capital, Cape Town is the legislative
capital and Bloemfontein is the judicial capital. The
largest city, though, is Johannesburg. The population is
around 53 million people.

love (v): adore
easy (adj): simple

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their dictionaries
or in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

from time to time (phr): occasionally
dried (adj): having had the moisture removed
bake (v): to cook in an oven
soy sauce (n): a dark liquid from soya beans used as
a flavouring
sesame seed (n): a seed from a plant used in cooking
or as a garnish
popular (adj): liked by many
reach for (phr): stretch to get sth
fried (adj): having been cooked in hot oil
pastry (n): a food made from flour, fat and water
usually used as a casing for pies
vegetarian (adj): concerning vegetables
filling (n): the mixture put inside sth
shape (n): the form / general appearance of sth
triangle (n): a shape with three sides
ingredient (n): one of the different foods that go into
making a dish
plantain (n): a fruit that looks like a green banana that
can be cooked and eaten as a vegetable
peel (v): to remove the outer skin of sth
slice (v): to cut into thin even pieces
fry (v): to cook in hot oil
street vendor (n): sb who sells products on the street
spice (n): a powder used in cooking to give flavour
oven (n): the part of a cooker used to bake or roast food
skin (n): the outer layer of a vegetable or fruit
tradition (n): a set of customs or beliefs passed from
one generation to another

  5    To consolidate new vocabulary

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    filled                  3    snacked             5    felt
        2    looked               4    reached

  6    To consolidate new vocabulary

       •    Explain the meanings of the words in the list or
refer Ss to the Word List to look them up.

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    spicy                  4    sour                   7    sweet
        2    creamy               5    bitter                  8    juicy
        3    greasy                6    salty

  7    See p. 64(T)

  8    See p. 63(T)
65(T)
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5b
  1    To present the (to)-infinitive / -ing form

       •    Ss close their books. Present the -ing form. Explain
that the -ing form is the verb form that ends in -ing.
Say, then write on the board: Swimming is fun.
Explain that we can use the -ing form as a noun.
Say, then write on the board: I like running. Explain
that we use the -ing form after the verbs (don’t) like,
love, hate, enjoy, (don’t) mind, go.

       •    Present the infinitive forms. Explain that the
infinitive is the base form of all verbs. Explain that
we can use it with (to-infinitive) or without (bare
infinitive) the preposition to. Say, then write on the
board: I went to the supermarket to buy milk.
Underline to buy and explain to Ss that we use the
to-infinitive to express purpose. Say, then write on
the board: I want to play football. Underline want
and to play. Explain that we also use to-infinitive
after the verbs want, would love and would like.

       •    Say then write on the board: I can play football.
Underline can and play. Explain that we use the
bare infinitive after modal verbs.

       •    Ss open their books. Go through the theory box
and ask Ss to read the joke and find examples of
the (to)-infinitive / -ing form and elicit their uses. 

Answer Key

mind + -ing form
want + to-infinitive
can’t + bare infinitive

We use the (to)-infinitive to express purpose and after
the verbs want, would love, would like. We use the
bare infinitive after modal verbs. We use the -ing form
after the verbs (don’t) like, love, hate, enjoy, (don’t)
mind, go.

  2    To practise the (to)-infinitive and -ing form

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
Ss should justify their answers.

       •    Check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key

       1    to watch (would like + to-inf)
       2    follow (modal + bare inf)
       3    cooking (enjoy +-ing)
       4    to give (expresses purpose)
       5    join (modal + bare inf)

  3    To practise the (to)-infinitive and -ing form

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
Ss should justify their answers.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    to buy (expresses purpose)
       2    make (modal + bare inf)
       3    eating (like + -ing)
       4    walk (modals + bare inf)
       5    to learn (want + to-inf)
       6    chatting (love + -ing)

  4    To practise the (to)-infinitive and -ing form

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
Ss should justify their answers.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    to come (want + to-inf), to meet (expresses purpose)
       2    cooking (enjoy + -ing), boil (modal + bare inf)
       3    have (modal + bare inf), join (modal + bare inf)
       4    to try (would like + to-inf), book (modal + bare inf)
       5    picking (don’t mind + -ing), walking (like + -ing)

  5    To practise the (to)-infinitive and -ing form
using personal examples

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it in
their notebooks.

       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers. 

Suggested Answer Key

       1    I like snacking on biscuits. (like + -ing)
       2    I would like to try samosas. (would like + to -inf)
       3    I don’t mind eating vegetables. (don’t mind + 
             -ing)
       4    I want to try new dishes. (want + to-inf)
       5    I must try to eat more healthily. (modal + bare inf)
       6    I can’t eat sesame seeds. (modal + bare inf)
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10   To practise quantifiers and countable and
uncountable nouns 

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the shopping
list and then act out dialogues in pairs.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to act out their dialogues to the rest of
the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  Good morning. Can I help you?
       B:  Yes, I’d like two cartons of apple juice and some

cheese, please.
       A:  How much cheese would you like?
       B:  Just half a kilo, please.
       A:  Here you are. It’s £7.60, please.

       A:  Hello, I want to buy some apples and a few
tomatoes.

       B:  OK. How many would you like?
       A:  I need ten apples and five tomatoes.
       B:  OK. Anything else?
       A:  Yes, I’d like two loaves of bread, please.
       B:  Here you are. It’s £5.00, please.

11   To present and practise prepositional
phrases

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Tell Ss to copy the list of words in the Prepositions

Section in their notebooks and revise them as often
as possible.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    in            2    in           3    of           4    for       5    to

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  6    To present countable and uncountable
nouns

       •    Elicit which nouns are countable (nouns we can
count e.g. one apple, two apples) and which are
uncountable (nouns we cannot count e.g. flour)

       •    Go through the theory with Ss and then elicit any
similar structures in Ss’ L1.

       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information.

  7    To practise countable and uncountable
nouns

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete the
task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    wood                 3    soup                  5    rice
        2    cereal                 4    hair

  8    To practise a, an, some, any

       •    Revise the use of a, an, some, any. Explain that we
use a / an with singular countable nouns, some
with plural countable nouns and uncountable
nouns and any with countable and uncountable
nouns in the negative and interrogative.

       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information.

       •    Ss complete the task. 
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    some 4    a
       2    any 5    any
       3    an  6    some

  9    To practise quantifiers

       •    Explain the task. 
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task. Refer Ss to the

table in Ex. 6 if necessary.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

             A        B
       1    some 1    few
       2    packet 2    any
       3    jar  3    carton
       4    many 4    some
       5    kilo 5    much
                  6    packet
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5c
  1    a)   To present vocabulary related to food

preparation

             •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally
and / or individually.

             •    Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

       b)   To practise vocabulary related to food
preparation

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete
the task in pairs.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    peel 5    drain
       2    chop 6    grate
       3    add 7    sprinkle
       4    Stir

  2    To write a recipe

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to think of a
simple recipe and write it down using the verbs in
Ex. 1a to explain the steps.

       •    Tell Ss to use the text in Ex. 1b as a model.
       •    Alternatively, you can write the answer in the

Suggested Answer Key on the board and mix
the instructions. Ask Ss to put them in the correct
order.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to read out their
recipes to the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

Spanish Omelette
Ingredients
4 eggs
4 potatoes
1 onion
4 tbsp olive oil
salt

Instructions
       •    First, peel the potatoes. Then put them in a pan

and boil them for 5 minutes. 
       •    Next, chop the onions, tomatoes and potatoes

into even pieces. 
       •    Now, beat the eggs and add a little salt. Then, mix

everything together in a bowl and finally fry the
mixture in a pan with some olive oil until cooked
on both sides. 

       •    Alternatively, you can bake it in the oven. Serve
with a green salad and enjoy!

  1    a)   To prepare for a listening task 
(note-taking)

             •    Read the Tips box aloud and explain to Ss
that this advice will help Ss to complete the
task successfully. 

             •    Ask Ss to read the gapped advertisement and
compete the task by choosing the part of
speech that is missing. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    adjective 2    number

       b)   To prepare for a listening task 
(note-taking)

             •    Ask Ss to read the text and complete the task.
             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    Italian 2    14

  2    a)   To prepare for a listening task 
(note-taking)

             •    Read out the rubric and ask Ss to read the
gapped text and think of which parts of
speech could be missing.

             •    Elicit Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    noun (day of the week)
       2    number
       3    noun (name of street)
       4    noun (name of dish)
       5    number (time)

       b)   To listen for specific information

             Play the recording twice if necessary. Ss listen
and complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    Sunday 4    soup
       2    18th 5    12 pm / midnight
       3    Hill

  3    To pronounce  / ´U / ,  / Å / 

       •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to listen and
repeat chorally and / or individually. 

       •    Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

Background information

Kent is a county in south-east England. It borders
Greater London to the north west, Surrey to the west
and East Sussex to the south west. The county town
is Maidstone. Canterbury Cathedral in Kent is the
seat of the Archbishop of Canterbury, leader of the
Church of England. Because of its relative
abundance of fruit-growing and hop gardens, Kent is
known as “The Garden of England”.
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       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to act out their dialogue in front of the
rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  Hello, my name is Greg and I’ll be your waiter this
evening. Are you ready to order or do you want
more time to look at the menu?

       B:  No, we’re ready. I’d like the tomato soup as a
starter followed by the spaghetti bolognese for
main course.

       A:  OK. And for you sir?
       C:  Just a main course for me. Could you tell me what

the dish of the day is please?
       A:  It’s our chef’s speciality; Steak and onions.
       C:  OK, I’ll have that then, please.
       A:  An excellent choice, sir. Would you like anything

for dessert?
       B:  Two apple pies, please-and a bottle of sparkling

water, too.
       A:  Thank you.

  5    a)   To present cooking methods

             •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat
chorally and / or individually. 

             •    Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

       b)   To practise vocabulary related to
cooking methods and express preference

             •    Explain the task and ask two Ss to read out
the example exchange.

             •    Ss complete the task in closed pairs. Monitor
the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to report back to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  How would you like your fish?
       B:  I prefer it fried, please.

       A:  How would you like your chicken?
       B:  I prefer it roasted, please.

       A:  How would you like your potatoes?
       B:  I prefer them baked, please.

       A:  How would you like your vegetables?
       B:  I prefer them steamed, please.

       A:  How would you like your rice?
       B:  I prefer it boiled, please.

       A:  How would you like your beef?
       B:  I prefer it grilled, please.

  1    To introduce the topic; to elicit 
topic-related vocabulary

       •    Read the rubric aloud and ask Ss to talk in pairs
and answer the questions.

       •    Ask various pairs to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

I eat out about once a month. I like traditional food and
I usually order seafood or tapas.

  2    a) To complete a dialogue

             •    Read out the missing words / phrases and
explain / elicit the meaning of any unknown
vocabulary. 

             •    Give Ss time to read the dialogue and complete
the task.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    waiter 5    dish
       2    menu 6    speciality
       3    starter 7    dessert
       4    main course 8    bottle

       b) To listen for specific information

             Play the recording for Ss to listen and check their
answers.

  3    To role play a dialogue

       Ss complete the task in pairs. Monitor the activity
around the class.

  4    To act out a dialogue

       •    Ask Ss to read the menu and go through the
language box.

       •    Ss complete the task in closed groups of two or
three using the dialogue in Ex. 2a as a model and
the language box to help them. 

       •    Write this diagram on the board for Ss to follow:

       

             A                    B                   C
Give order.

Give dessert
and drinks
order.

Ask about dish
of the day.

Order dish of
the day.

Introduce yourself.
Ask B for order.

Ask C for order.

Respond.

Comment 
on choice. Ask
about dessert.

Thank B & C.
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  1    To analyse a rubric

       •    Go through the rubric with Ss.
       •    Read the questions aloud one at a time and elicit

the answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       1    an email 
       2    my English-speaking friend
       3    describe the restaurant’s staff, atmosphere and

prices, what you can eat there and my favourite
dish, recommend the restaurant and invite my
friend to eat there together.

       4    60-100 words

  2    To match paragraphs to headings

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to read the email
and complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       A   4              B   2            C   3                D   1

  3    To identify adjectives

       •    Elicit the adjectives used to describe the nouns in
the rubric.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

traditional Indian food, tempting desserts, delicious
cup of tea; polite and fast waiters; welcoming
atmosphere; reasonable prices

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  4    To practise appropriate adjectives 

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    tasty                   3    spicy                  5    cheerful
        2    fast                     4    polite

70(T)

  5    To practise using adjectives

       •    Elicit the meanings of any unknown words and
then give Ss time to choose appropriate ones to
replace the ones in bold.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

Text 1
        1    delicious 
        2    friendly 
        3    reasonable

Text 2
       4    welcoming 
       5    polite 
       6    delicious

5e
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  9    To write an email

       •    Give Ss time to write their email using their
answers from Ex. 8 and phrases from the Useful
Language box.

       •    Remind Ss to use the plan to help them.
       •    Ask Ss to use the Checklist to check their work

for mistakes and then ask various Ss to read their
emails to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
read out their emails in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

Dear Jane,
I hope you’re well. I want to tell you about my
favourite restaurant. It’s called Rico’s and it’s in the
centre of town.
Rico’s serves fantastic seafood. My favourite dish is
fish and chips. It’s fresh and delicious. There’s also a
great range of salads and desserts.
The service is excellent. The staff are very friendly,
polite and fast. The atmosphere is warm and inviting
and the prices are reasonable, too.
I know you love seafood, so I’m sure you’ll love it.
Why don’t we go there for a meal sometime?
Write back soon,
Katy

  6    To practise recommending

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    fan 5    smile
       2    out of this world 6    lovers
       3    perfect 7    visit
       4    disappointing 8    taste

  7    To practise language used for inviting

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    fancy 4    treat
       2    arrange 5    join
       3    try

  8    To prepare for a writing task

       •    Ask Ss to copy the spidergram into their notebooks
and give them time to make notes for each of the
headings provided.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

name of restaurant: Rico’s
location: centre of town
food served / favourite dish: seafood, fish and
chips, a range of salads and desserts
staff: friendly, polite and fast
atmosphere: warm and inviting
prices: reasonable
recommendation: I know you love seafood, so I’m
sure you’ll love it.
Invitation: Why don’t we go for a meal there
sometime?

71(T)
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  1    To present vocabulary related to health
problems

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures, read out the
health problems in the list and explain / elicit the
meanings of any unknown words.

       •    Elicit sentences from Ss around the class as to
what is wrong with each person in the pictures.

Answer Key

       2    Anna has got a stomach ache.
       3    Mark has got a cold.
       4    Ben has got toothache.
       5    Helen has got a fever.
       6    Meg has got an earache.
       7    Jeff has got a cough.

  2    To listen and read for specific information 

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the title of the text and the
headings.

       •    Elicit Ss’ guesses in answer to the question in the
rubric and then play the recording.

       •    Ss listen, follow the text in their books and find
out three cures.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

Almonds can cure a headache.
Rice water can cure (a) stomach ache.
Honey can cure a cough.

  3    To read for specific information
(comprehension questions)

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions and then give them
time to read the text again and answer them.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    a handful
       2    It can relieve inflammation.
       3    It has an antibacterial ingredient that can fight

bacteria in your throat.

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their dictionaries
or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

aspirin (n): a type of medicine
contain (v): to have in it
salicin (n): a natural anti-inflammatory agent 
relieve (v): to provide relief from pain
handful (n): an amount that can fit in your hand
confused (adj): not understanding something
leave behind (phr): to let sth remain
inflammation (n): swelling / irritation in the body
full (adj): filled as much as it can be
annoying (adj): irritating
spoonful (n): as much as can fit on a spoon
antibacterial (adj): able to destroy bacteria
ingredient (n): one of a number of parts that make
sth up
bacteria (n): microbes / germs that cause diseases

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  4    To consolidate prior knowledge
with new information in a text

       Ask various Ss to share their answers with the class.

Suggested Answer Key

I knew that you can find natural cures for many common
health problems. I knew that honey can relieve a cough. I
didn’t know that almonds can help relieve headaches,
and rice water is great for a stomach ache.
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Culture Spot

  1    To introduce the topic and listen and read
for specific information

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen, follow the text in their
books and find out about the Victoria sponge.

       •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

It is named after Queen Victoria.

  2    To present a dessert 

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.
       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to think 

of a popular dessert in their country, collect
information and make notes about it under 
the headings provided.

       •    Ask Ss to use their notes to present the dessert
to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and tell Ss to
give their presentation in the next lesson. 

(Ss’ own answers)
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Background information

Abu Dhabi is the capital and the second most
populous city in the United Arab Emirates, and also
capital of Abu Dhabi emirate, the largest of the UAE’s
seven member emirates. Abu Dhabi lies on a T-
shaped island jutting into the Persian Gulf from the
central western coast. The city of Abu Dhabi is home
to approximately 1.5 million people. Today the city is
the country’s centre of political and industrial
activities, and a major cultural and commercial centre.

  1    To read for specific information (T / F / DS
statements)

       •    Ask Ss to read the text and then read the
statements and complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. Ss justify
their answers.

Answer Key

        1    F (looks like)
        2    DS
        3    T (In Rogo’s ... waiters)
        4    F (anything ... chicken ...)
        5    DS
        6    T (This restaurant ... table)

       •    Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments at
the end.

  2    To consolidate everyday English
expressions / exchanges

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    a             2    b            3    a            4    a          5    a

  3    To listen for specific information 
(note-taking)

       •    Ask Ss to read the gapped text and think about
which words could be missing.

       •    Play the recording twice, if necessary. Ss listen
and complete the gaps.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    Wednesdays 4    area
       2    youth 5    mirons
       3    5

  4    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    fry  4    chop
       2    baked 5    grate
       3    roasted 6    mix
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  5    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    ingredient          5    Peel                   9    course
        2    street                 6    vendor             10   spicy
        3    vegetarian          7    grate
        4    flavour                8    bitter

  6    To consolidate grammar from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Ss should justify their answers.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    to join (want + to-inf)
       2    making (like + -ing)
       3    order (modals + bare inf)
       4    eat (modals + bare inf)
       5    come (would like + to-inf)
       6    eat (modals + bare inf)
       7    swimming (go + -ing)

  7    To consolidate grammar from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    no                      3    any                     5    an
        2    a                         4    some

  8    To write an email

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

Hi Louisa,
Hope you are OK. I joined a cooking class last week
and it’s lots of fun.
The class is twice a week on Wednesdays and Fridays
at 8 pm. They’re at the local youth centre. It only costs
£5 per lesson.
We cook simple, traditional dishes because we are all
beginners. You should come, too. If you want to apply
for a place, email the teacher and ask if there are any
places left. Her email is b.walters@tiscali.com.
Let me know,
Helena

Grammar in Focus

       To consolidate grammar structures learnt
in the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Ss should justify their answers.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    didn’t understand (past simple – action that
happened around a certain time in the past)

       2    know (stative verb)
       3    stay (help sb + bare inf)
       4    have (modal + bare inf)
       5    and (linker)
       6    eating (don’t like + -ing form)
       7    some (uncountable noun)
       8    boxes (quantifier)
       9    in (prepositional phrase)
     10    should (advice)

Competences
Ask Ss to assess their own performance in the unit by
ticking the items according to how competent they feel at
each of the listed activities.
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What’s in this unit?
In this unit Ss will explore the topics of culture, festivals
and celebrations. They will learn the present perfect, with
just, already, yet, for, since, ever, never, and compare the
present perfect with the past simple. They will also learn to
write an email describing a celebration they attended.

  1    To introduce vocabulary related to festive
activities

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures of festive
activities. Explain that they show activities in three
different celebrations. Play the recording with
pauses for Ss to repeat chorally and / or individually.

       •    Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

  2    To present the present perfect
(affirmative) and practise past participles

       •    Read out the example in the theory box and
explain that this is the present perfect affirmative.
Elicit the form: subject + have / has + past participle
of the main verb and explain that we use the
present perfect to talk about personal experiences.

       •    Give Ss time to read the list of verbs (1-9) and
match them to their past participles (A-I).

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    E             3    G           5    H           7    I           9    D
        2    F             4    B           6    C           8    A

  3    To practise the present perfect

       •    Explain the task and read out the example. Ask Ss
to work in pairs and complete the task.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to share their
answers with the rest of the class.

Answer Key

       B:  Have you ever dressed up in costumes?
       A:  Yes, I have. / No, I haven’t. Have you ever danced

in the streets?
       B:  Yes, I have. / No, I haven’t. Have you ever watched

a parade?
       A:  Yes, I have. / No, I haven’t. Have you ever watched

a fireworks display?
       B:  Yes, I have. / No, I haven’t. Have you ever had a

barbecue?
       A:  Yes, I have. / No, I haven’t. Have you ever

decorated a Christmas tree?
       B:  Yes, I have. / No, I haven’t. Have you ever baked

Christmas cookies?
       A:  Yes, I have. / No, I haven’t. Have you ever sent

Christmas cards?
       B:  Yes, I have. / No, I haven’t. 

       •    Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments at
the end.

Background information

Dublin is the capital and largest city of Ireland. It is
situated in the province of Leinster on Ireland’s east
coast, at the mouth of the River Liffey. The greater
Dublin area is home to approximately 1.9 million
people. The city has a world-famous literary history,
having produced many prominent literary figures,
including Nobel laureates William Butler Yeats,
George Bernard Shaw and Samuel Beckett. It is
arguably most famous as the location of many of the
works of James Joyce.
Notting Hill Carnival is an annual event that has
taken place since 1966 on the streets of Notting Hill,
London every August over two days. It is led by
members of the British West Indian community and
attracts around one million people annually, making
it one of the world’s largest street festivals and a
significant event in British culture. Despite its name,
it is not part of the global Carnival season preceding
Lent.
Independence Day of the United States, also known
as Fourth of July is an American national holiday. It
commemorates the adoption of the Declaration of
Independence on 4th July, 1776 by the Continental
Congress declaring that the thirteen American colonies
regarded themselves as a new nation, the United
States of America, and no longer part of the British
Empire. Independence Day is commonly associated
with fireworks, parades, barbecues, carnivals, fairs,
picnics, concerts, baseball games, family reunions and
political speeches and ceremonies.
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6a
  1    To introduce the topic and new

vocabulary

       •    Read the picture descriptions aloud and explain /
elicit the meanings of any unknown words.

       •    Ask Ss to look at the pictures 1-6 and match them
to the descriptions.

Answer Key

       1    a fireworks display
       2    a water fight
       3    a street parade
       4    a bonfire
       5    people carrying lanterns
       6    an elephant splashing people with water

  2    To listen and read for specific information

       •    Go through the questions with Ss and explain /
elicit the meanings of any unknown words.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen, follow the text in
their books and say which festival each text is
about and which one commemorates an event.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

Text A is about Burning the Clocks.
Text B is about Songkran.
Text C is about Cinco de Mayo.
Cinco de Mayo commemorates an event.

  3    To read for specific information (multiple
matching)

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions in the box and explain /
elicit the meanings of any unknown words.

       •    Ask Ss to read the texts and answer the questions.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task. Ss should

justify their answers. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    B   (I’ve uploaded some videos ... onto my blog)
       2    C   (I’ve already made plans to go back next year)
       3    A   (threw their lanterns onto a big bonfire … I

took part too)
       4    B   (summer, dry season)

  4    To read for specific information
(comprehension questions)

       •    Give Ss time to read the texts again and complete
the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    They make a wish when they throw their lanterns
onto the bonfire.

       2    They throw water on each other to wash away bad
luck.

       3    Mexicans celebrate Cinco de Mayo to commemorate
the Battle of Puebla.

  5    To identify synonymous words / phrases

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task using their
dictionaries if necessary. Ss work in closed pairs.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

ahead = in the future
locals = people from an area
soaked = very wet
commemorate = remember with a special event
defeated = beat
huge = very big

  6    To consolidate new vocabulary

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    participate         3    prepare              5    decorate
        2    exchange          4    celebrate

  7    To introduce wishes and occasions

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. Elicit what

Ss say in these occasions in their L1.

Answer Key

        1    C            2    B           3    A            4    E         5    D

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their dictionaries
or in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

seaside resort (n): a holiday destination by the sea
lantern (n): a lamp with a transparent case 
make a wish (phr): to think of / express a specific
hope for the future
ahead (adv): in front / in the future
take part (phr v): to join in with an activity
come true (phr): to become reality
mark the end (phr): to signify the finish of sth
dry season (phr): a period of time without rain
local (n): a person from an area
water fight (phr): the activity of throwing water to /
on sb for fun
bucket (n): a container for water with a handle
fresh start (phr): a new beginning
soaked (adj): very wet
splash (v): to throw water on sb
upload (v): to put a file onto the Internet
commemorate (v): to remember sth with a special
ceremony or celebration
army (n): a large organised group of soldiers
defeat (v): to win / beat an opposing force
make plans (phr): to make future arrangements
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6a
  8    To make notes and compare festivals

       •    Ask Ss to write the headings into their notebooks,
go through the texts again and make notes under
the headings.

       •    Give Ss time to use their notes to compare the
festivals and find differences and similarities.

       •    Remind Ss the vocabulary needed for comparisons
(but, on the other hand, whereas etc.).

       •    Ask various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

Text A
Festival: Burning the Clocks
Date: 21st December
Place: Brighton, south-west England
Reason: celebrate the New Year
Activities: dress up in costumes of clocks, throw
lanterns onto a big bonfire, make wishes

Text B
Festival: Songkran
Date: April
Place: Thailand
Reason: mark the end of the dry season
Activities: have playful water fights

Text C
Festival: Cinco de Mayo
Date: May
Place: Puebla, Mexico
Reason: commemorate Battle of Puebla
Activities: parade, dancing, fireworks display

Burning the Clocks takes place in December, but
Songkran takes place in April. Songkran takes place in
Thailand, but Cinco de Mayo is a Mexican festival.
Burning the Clocks is connected to the New Year,
whereas Cinco de Mayo commemorates an event.
Songkran involves water. On the other hand, Burning
the Clocks involves fire. 

  9    To write about a festival

       •    Go through the rubric and ask Ss to copy the
headings into their notebooks.

       •    Give Ss time to think of a local festival they
attended and make notes under the headings.
Check Ss’ notes.

       •    Then ask Ss to use their notes to write a comment
on Pete’s blog.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to tell the rest of
the class about the festival.

       •    Alternatively, assign this task as HW.

(Ss’ own answers)

10   To give a presentation

       •    Go through the rubric with Ss and explain the
task.

       •    Play the video. Ask Ss to read the texts again and
use their notes in Exs 8 and 9 to present two of
the festivals to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
present the festivals in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Good morning everybody. People around the world
welcome the New Year in different and exciting ways.
Today I’d like to talk about two festivals that celebrate
the year ahead.

       The festival of Songkran takes place in Thailand over
three days in April. Thai people celebrate their New
Year with the Water Festival, as they call it. It marks
the end of the dry season. The festival is so much fun!
The locals have water fights using bottles and
buckets. They do this to wash away bad luck and
make a fresh start in the New Year. Anyone can join in!

       The Burning of the Clocks festival takes place in
Brighton, England on 21st December. People celebrate
the New Year ahead. They dress up in costumes that
look like clocks and carry lanterns through the city. The
parade looks amazing! The locals also make a huge
bonfire on the beach. People throw their lanterns into
the fire and make a wish for the New Year. What would
you wish for? Thank you for listening.

77(T)

Answer Key

       2    Have your parents ever cooked pancakes for you?
Yes, they have. / No, they haven’t.

       3    Have you ever attended a book festival?
             Yes, I / we have. / No, I / we haven’t.

       4    Have you ever won a competition?
             Yes, I / we have. / No, I / we haven’t.
       5    Has your friend ever visited Edinburgh?
             Yes, he / she has. / No, he / she hasn’t.

Answer Key for Ex. 4 on p. 78
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6b
  1    To present the present perfect

       •    Ss close their books. Present the present perfect.
Say then write on the board: I have visited London.
Underline have visited and explain that this verb is
in the present perfect. Point to a S and say: You
have visited London. Then write it on the board.
Point to a male S and say: He has visited London.
Then write it on the board. Present the other
persons in the same way. Explain that we form the
present perfect simple in the affirmative with have /
has and the past participle of the main verb.
Explain that the past participles of regular verbs are
formed by adding -ed to the end of the verb and
that irregular verbs have their own forms.

       •    Say then write on the board: I haven’t cooked
today. Underline haven’t cooked and explain that
this verb is in the negative form of the present
perfect. Point to a female S and say: She hasn’t
cooked today. Write it on the board. Underline
hasn’t cooked. Explain that we form the present
perfect negative by putting not after have / has
and the past participle of the main verb. Say then
write on the board: Have you seen my umbrella?
and No, I haven’t / Yes, I have. Underline have you
seen and No, I haven’t and Yes, I have and tell Ss
that we form the interrogative of the present
perfect by putting have / has before the subject of
the sentence.

       •    Ss open their books. Ask Ss to read the table and
complete the missing words. Elicit examples of
the present perfect from the joke and then elicit
how the present perfect is formed. Go through the
rest of the table, then elicit how the present
perfect is used from Ss around the class.

       •    Explain that have been to is used to talk about a
visit to a place that started and finished in the
past. The person is no longer there. Explain that
have gone to is used to talk about a visit to a
place that started in the past, but has not finished
yet. The person is still there now.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for

more information.

Answer Key 
        1    have                   2    hasn’t                 3    haven’t

Examples in joke: I’ve bought, I’ve already got, you
haven’t
We form the present perfect in the affirmative with
personal pronoun + have / has + past participle; in the
interrogative with have / has + personal pronoun +
past participle; and in the negative with personal
pronoun + haven’t / hasn’t + past participle. We use
the present perfect to talk about actions which started
in the past and continue in the present, personal
experiences and actions that happened in the past
with visible results in the present.

  2    To practise past participles

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task. Refer Ss to the
list of irregular verbs at the back of their books.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
       dance – danced (R) go – gone / been (I)
       listen – listened (R) see – seen (I)
       eat – eaten (I) visit – visited (R)
       do – done (I) fall – fallen (I)
       open – opened (R) give – given (I)

  3    To practise the present perfect (affirmative)

       •    Give Ss time to read the text and complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 
       1    has loved 4    has never been
       2    has taken 5    has just performed
       3    has learnt

  4    To practise the present perfect
(interrogative)

       •    Explain the task and ask a S to read out the
example. Give Ss time to talk in closed pairs and
ask and answer questions.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class. Help where
necessary.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 77(T)

  5    a)   To present just / already / yet / for /
since /  ever / never

       •    Ss’ books closed. Say, then write on the board: I
have already eaten lunch. I have just eaten lunch.
Explain that we use already / just in affirmative
statements and they go between have and the
past participle. Explain that we use already to refer
to an action in the recent past that happened
sooner than expected and that we use just to refer
to an action that was recently completed.

       •    Say, then write on the board: I haven’t eaten lunch
yet. Have you eaten lunch yet? Explain that we
use yet in questions and negations and that it
goes at the end of the sentence.

       •    Say then write on the board: I have been a teacher
for 10 years. I have worked at this school since
2005. Explain that we use for / since in affirmative
and negative sentences. Explain that we use for
to express duration and since to state when an
action started.

       •    Say, then write on the board: Have you ever been
to Japan? I have never been to Japan. Explain that
we use ever in questions and never in negations.
They go between have and the past participle. 

       •    Ss open their books. Ask Ss to read the examples
and give the L1 equivalents. Elicit how we use
these adverbs with the present perfect.

       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information.

       Ss’ own answers

Answer Key – see p. 87(T)

       b)   See p. 87(T)
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10   To practise the present perfect and the
past simple using personal examples

       Explain the task and elicit sentences from Ss around
the class.

Suggested Answer Key

I have just finished my homework.
I have never been to Asia.
I haven’t texted my friend yet.
I visited an adventure camp last summer.
I have taken guitar lessons since 2009.
I have already eaten my lunch.

11   To practise the present perfect and the
past simple

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key 

       1    have been (for) 5    watched (in the morning)
       2    have visited (since) 6    lit (at 6:30)
       3    have done (since) 7    have never seen 
       4    travelled (yesterday)      (never)

12   To present and practise prepositional
phrases

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Ask Ss to transfer the words with their prepositions

to the Prepositions Section in their notebooks
and revise them as often as possible.

Answer Key

        1    in             4    On          7    at             10   for
        2    at             5    of           8    at 
        3    on            6    on           9    with

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

13   To practise asking and answering using
the present perfect and the past simple

       •    Ask a pair of Ss to read out the example.
       •    Explain the task. Ss complete the task in closed

pairs. Ask some pairs to ask and answer in front
of the class.

Answer Key

       2    A:  Have you ever seen a parade?
             B:  Yes, I have.
             A:  Where did you see it?
             B:  I saw it at the Spring Fair.

       3    A:  Have you ever listened to a live band?
             B:  Yes, I have.
             A:  Who did you see?
             B:  I saw One Direction.

14   See p. 87(T)

  6    To compare the present perfect with the
past simple

       •    Ask Ss to read the theory and elicit any similar
structures in Ss’ L1. Elicit examples from the joke.

       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information.

       Ss’ own answers

Answer Key

Examples in joke: Present perfect: I’ve bought, I’ve
already got, you haven’t
Past simple: I dropped

  7    To practise the present perfect and the
past simple

       •    Explain the task and ask a S to read out the example.
       •    Remind Ss to pay special attention to the time

expressions. Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       2    I haven’t found a costume yet. (action continuing
to the present)

       3    We went to the festival two weeks ago. (stated time)
       4    I have never heard of the Water Festival. (personal

experience)
       5    Have you ever been to Puebla? (personal

experience)

  8    To practise the present perfect and the
past simple

       •    Explain the task. Ask Ss to underline the time
expressions to help them do the task successfully.

       •    Ss complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    went (yesterday)
       2    has never eaten (never)
       3    has attended (since)
       4    won (last year)
       5    was (two years ago)

  9    To practise the present perfect and the
past simple

       •    Explain the task. Ask Ss to pay attention to the
time expressions.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    you ever been, went (ever, two years ago)
       2    Have you already sent, haven’t had (already, yet)
       3    Did you dress up, wore (last weekend)
       4    have never seen, watched (never, last week)
       5    Have you already cooked, haven’t prepared

(already, yet)
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6c
  1    To present vocabulary related to activities

       Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally and /
or individually. Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

  2    To practise vocabulary related to activities

        •    Explain the task and ask two Ss to read out the
example.

        •    Ask Ss to complete the task in closed pairs.
        •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask

some pairs to discuss the activities in front of the
rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  Have you ever made a snow sculpture?
       B:  No, I haven’t. Have you ever seen a traditional

dance?
       A:  Yes, I have. I saw a traditional dance last month at

a local festival. Have you ever let off fireworks?
       B:  No, I haven’t. Have you ever attended a wedding?
       A:  Yes, I have. I attended a wedding last summer.

Have you ever seen decorated floats?
       B:  Yes, I have. I saw decorated floats at a carnival

parade last year. Have you ever attended a
graduation?

       A:  No, I haven’t.

  3    To practise vocabulary related to
embarrassing moments

        •    Read the list of phrases aloud and explain / elicit
any unknown words.

        •    Give Ss time to do the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       2    Sam has eaten something spicy.
       3    Mark has torn his shirt.
       4    Claire has broken a glass.
       5    Mary has put on the wrong coat.
       6    Bill has fallen down the stairs.

  4    To write about an embarrassing
experience

        •    Explain the task, read out the example and give
Ss time to complete the task.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

Last summer, I was at my friend’s house and before I
left, I put on the wrong coat. I felt so embarrassed!

Last weekend I attended a wedding. While I was
there, I torn my shirt. I felt so embarrassed!

  1    a)   To prepare for a listening task

             Ask Ss to read the rubric, the questions and the
possible answers and underline the key words.

Suggested Answer Key

       Key words: hear, conversation, embarrassing
experience

       1    Cardiff, sports, shopping, concert
       2    bookshops, used books, expensive, closed
       3    didn’t Paul, enter competition, only adults, didn’t

bring stories, didn’t think, good enough
       4    why embarrassed, broke glass, tore trousers,

spilled drink
       5    what, do after, out of sight, find an author, left

town

       b)   To listen for specific information
(multiple choice)

              •    Play the recording twice if necessary. Ss listen
and complete the task. 

              •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    B              2    A            3    B            4    C          5    A

  2    To learn about homophones

       •    Read out the theory box and ask Ss to read the
words and find the ones that sound the same.

       •    Check Ss’ answers and elicit the different meanings
from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

too = more than necessary
two = the number 2
there = in a place not here
their = belonging to them
right = correct / opposite of left
write = to use a pen to produce words on paper
buy = to purchase
bye = goodbye
tale = a story
tail = the part of an animal that extends from the end
of its body
be = to exist
bee = an insect that makes honey
eye = one of a set of organs that we see with
I = me, myself
know = to have knowledge of sth
no = negative
flour = substance from grain used to make bread
flower = the colourful part of a plant 
hour = 60 minutes
our = belonging to us
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Suggested Answer Key

       A:  Hello, Greg.
       B:  Hi, Henry. Did you do anything special at the

weekend?
       A:  Yes, I went to a family dinner.
       B:  Were there a lot of people there?
       A:  Yes, all my family members were there.
       B:  And did you enjoy yourself?
       A:  Very much! We had a delicious meal and afterwards

we played some board games. What was your
weekend like?

       B:  I didn’t do anything exciting. I just stayed at home
and watched some DVDs.

  5    To develop speaking skills

       •    Explain the task and go through the cards
explaining any unknown words.

       •    Ask Ss to work in closed pairs and take turns to
ask and answer questions using the information
on the cards. Each S should look at their own card.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class.

Answer Key

       SB:      What are you celebrating?
       SA:      We are celebrating April Fool’s Day.
       SB:      When does it take place?
       SA:      It takes place on 1st April.
       SB:      What do you do on this day?
       SA:      We play tricks on our friends and family

members.
       SB:      Do you like it?
       SA:      Yes, it’s fun.

  6    To describe a picture

       •    Read out the Tips box and explain that this tip will
help Ss to complete the task successfully.

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the picture and then give
them time to complete the sentences (1-6).

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    a street parade of people in traditional costumes
       2    a town or a city on the street
       3    cold but sunny
       4    riding horses, others are parading
       5    red jackets, white trousers and hats
       6    happy and excited

       •    As an extension ask Ss to use their answers to
describe the picture to the class.

  1    To predict the content of a dialogue

       •    Ask Ss to look at the picture and elicit their
guesses as to what the dialogue is about.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and then read to check.

Suggested Answer Key

I think the dialogue is about a woman who graduated
from university.

  2    To match synonymous phrases for asking
about / describing an event / feelings

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the language box and read
it aloud.

       •    Explain the task and explain that the phrases ask
about / describe an event and express feelings.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

How was your weekend? = What was your weekend
like?
It was great. = I enjoyed it a lot.
All her friends and relatives were there. = All her
friends and family members attended.
Did you enjoy yourself? = Did you have a nice time?
I had a great time. = It was amazing.

  3    To role play a dialogue

       Ss complete the task in pairs. Monitor the activity
around the class.

  4    To act out a dialogue

       •    Ss complete the task in closed pairs using the
dialogue in Ex. 2 as a model to help them. Tell Ss
they can use phrases from the box in Ex. 2. 

       •    Write this diagram on the board for Ss to follow.

       

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to act out their dialogue in front of the
rest of the class.

             A                                                B
Greet A. Ask about A’s
weekend.

Ask about the people.

Ask if A enjoyed it.

Answer A’s question.

Greet B. 

Tell B what you did.

Answer and say
what you did.

Answer and ask
about B’s weekend.
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  1    To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric aloud and find the key
words.

       •    Read the questions aloud one at a time and elicit
the answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

Key words to be underlined: winter festival, email,
English-speaking friend, where you went, describe,
event, recommend it

       1    an email 
       2    my English-speaking friend
       3    a winter festival
       4    60-100 words

  2    To match paragraphs to headings 

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to read the email
and complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       A   2                       B   3                        C   1

  3    To substitute opening / closing remarks

       •    Elicit the opening / closing remarks in the email
and then give Ss time to choose other appropriate
ones from the Useful Language box.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

How are you? = Hope you are OK.
Write soon and tell me your news. = Look forward
to hearing your news.

  4    To identify and substitute synonymous
phrases

       •    Go through the Useful Language box with Ss.
       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

I thought I’d drop you a line and tell you all about
it. = I’ve just been to the Russian Winter Festival and I
wanted to tell you all about it.
I had such an enjoyable time that I will never
forget it. = I enjoyed it a lot.
Don’t miss the chance to go. = If you get the
chance to go, don’t miss it.

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  5    To identify adjectives

       •    Read the theory box aloud.
       •    Ask Ss to read the email again and find the

adjectives used for the nouns in the list.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
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Answer Key

annual festival
amazing ice sculptures
exciting sleigh ride
traditional dance performances
local food
enjoyable time

  6    To practise using adjectives

       •    Elicit the meanings of any unknown words and
then give Ss time to choose appropriate ones to
fill the gaps.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       Text A
        1    amazing             2    colourful            3    fast

       Text B
        1    annual               2    special               3    romantic

  7    To practise recommending

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    miss the chance 
       2    well worth 
       3    have a great time
       4    waste of time
       5    best festival ever

       Sentences 1, 2, 3 and 5 recommend the event.

Background information

Moscow is the capital and most populous city of
Russia and a major political, economic, cultural and
scientific center in Europe. Its population is around
12 million residents. Moscow is situated on the
Moskva River. In the course of its history the city has
served as the capital of a progression of states, from
the medieval Grand Duchy of Moscow and the
Tsardom of Russia to the Soviet Union. The world
famous Moscow Kremlin is a medieval city-fortress
and one of several World Heritage Sites in the city. It
also has one of the deepest underground metro
systems in the world. It is recognised as one of the
city’s landmarks due to the rich and varied
architecture of its 188 stations.
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12   To complete an email

       •    Give Ss time to write their email using their
answers from Ex. 11 and phrases from the Useful
Language box.

       •    Remind Ss to use the plan and the email skeleton
to help them.

       •    Ask Ss to use the Checklist to check their work
for mistakes and then ask various Ss to read their
emails to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
read out their emails in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

Hi Rosa,
Hope you are OK. I’ve just been to the Ice Sculpture
Festival in Poznañ in Poland and I thought I’d tell you
all about it.
It’s an annual winter festival that takes place in
February. It’s fantastic. I saw amazing snow statues
and ice sculptures and I went on a giant snow slide! I
also listened to live music and in the evening I tried
some food. It was delicious!
I enjoyed the festival very much. It was great fun.
Don’t miss the chance to go!
Yours,
Kate

Background information

Poznañ is a city on the Warta River in west-central
Poland. The population is around 552,000. The city
forms the largest metropolitan area in western Poland.
Poznañ is among the oldest cities in Poland. The
Kingdom of Poland began in Poznañ, on the Warta
River. It was the first Capital City of the Kingdom of
Poland and also served as the capital in the 13th
century, hence the official name: the capital city of
Poznañ. Poznañ is now Poland’s fifth largest city and
one of the largest Polish centres of trade, industry,
sports, education, technology, tourism and culture.

  8    To identify and substitute a
recommendation

       Elicit how Olga recommends the festival and ask Ss
to suggest suitable alternative ways to recommend it.

Suggested Answer Key

Olga recommends the festival she attended by writing
’Don’t miss the chance to go’. She could also write
’It’s well worth going to this festival.’

  9    a)   To present common errors

             Ask Ss to look at the email and take note of the
errors.

       b)   To practise error correction

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete
it referring back to Ex. 9a if necessary.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    wrong irregular verb form – seed – saw
       2    wrong word order – The fireworks display was

fantastic.
       3    wrong tense – are exchanging – exchange
       4    subject / verb agreement –were – was
       5    wrong verb form – enjoyd – enjoyed
       6    wrong verb form – singing – sang

10   To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric, underline the key words
and elicit what their email should include.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

Key words: festival, email, English-speaking friend,
60-100 words, where you went, what you did and
saw, recommend it.
The email should include details about where I went,
what I did and saw there, and a recommendation.

11   To listen for specific information (answer
questions)

       •    Explain the task and play the recording.
       •    Ss listen and complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    in February
       2    in Poznañ, Poland
       3    She saw snow statues and ice sculptures. She

went on a giant snow slide. She listened to live
music and tried some food.

       4    Yes, she liked it very much. / She had a wonderful
time.
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  1    a)   To introduce new vocabulary through
pictures

             •    Direct Ss to the pictures and ask them to read
the descriptions (1-8) and match them. Ss
work in closed pairs.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    C             3    E            5    B               7    A
        2    F              4    F            6    G               8    D

       b)   To introduce the topic and listen and
read for gist

             •    Read out the title of the text and then ask Ss
to read the introduction.

             •    Elicit their guesses as to what the texts are
going to be about.

             •    Play the recording, Ss listen and read to find
out.

Suggested Answer Key

I think the text is about the experiences of three teenagers
who have taken part in festivals in their country.

  2    To read for specific information (multiple
choice)

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions and the possible
answers. Explain / Elicit any unknown words.

       •    Give Ss time to read the text again and complete
the task. Ss should justify their answers.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    B   (I took part in one of the Scottish dancing
competitions)

       2    C   (I went there ... to visit my relatives)
       3    A   (Actually, it was my dad who suggested going

...)
       4    A   (whole passage)

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their
dictionaries or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

roots (pl n): origins
encourage (v): to urge sb to do sth
wood-carving workshop (phr): a practical lesson on
how to carve wood
art and crafts (phr): artwork and handmade objects
gathering (n): a get-together
kilt (n): a skirt for men worn in Scotland
pipe band (n): a group of musicians who play the
bagpipes
hammer throw contest (phr): a competition for
people who can throw a piece of equipment called a
hammer the farthest

6f

background (n): heritage
sunshine (n): warmth and light from the sun
return (v): to go back to a place
relatives (n): family members
igloo (n): a house made of ice
sledge (n): an object used for travelling over snow
(sometimes pulled by dogs)
paddle (v): use an oar to move a boat across water
kayak (n): a canoe

Background information

The Cowal Highland Gathering is the biggest, most
spectacular Highland Games in the world. It mixes
Highland dancing, pipe bands, wrestling, heavy
athletics, traditional music, children’s entertainment
and local food. The Cowal Gathering was recognised
in the National Outdoor Events Associations (NOEA)
annual prize-giving in March 2012. 
The Inuit are a group of culturally similar indigenous
peoples inhabiting the Arctic regions of Greenland,
Canada, the United States, and Russia. Traditional
Inuit way of life was influenced by the harsh climate
of the Arctic tundra. In the tundra, where Inuit
communities are found, there are not many building
materials so, during winter, they built their houses
from blocks of snow. These houses are called
‘igloos’. In the summer, when the snow melted, the
Inuit lived in tent-like huts. Inuit people today live in
the same community year round, and live in homes
built of other materials. The Inuktitut language is still
spoken in many areas of the Arctic.
Canada is a North American country. It is located in
the northern part of the continent; it extends from the
Atlantic to the Pacific and northward into the Arctic
Ocean. Canada is the world’s second-largest country
by total area, and its common border with the United
States is the world’s longest land border. The country
is officially bilingual and multicultural with a
population of approximately 35.6 million. Canada’s
advanced economy is one of the largest in the world.
The Maori are the indigenous Polynesian people of
New Zealand. Over several centuries in isolation, the
Polynesian settlers developed a unique culture, with
their own language, a rich mythology as well as
distinctive crafts and performing arts. The arrival of
Europeans to New Zealand starting from the 17th
century brought enormous change to the Maori way
of life. Maori people gradually adopted many
aspects of Western society and culture. The status
of the Maori people was upgraded at the beginning
of the 20th century. There were an estimated
598,000 Maori in New Zealand plus around 126,000
Maori living in Australia.
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       b)   To compare festivals; 
to develop critical thinking skills

       •    Ask Ss to compare and contrast the festival they
wrote about to the ones in the texts.

       •    Ask various Ss to tell the class how the events are
similar / different.

Suggested Answer Key

Las Fallas has traditional dancing and singing and so
does the Kawhia Kai Festival and the Cowal Highland
Gathering. Las Fallas involves making models in a
similar way that the Kawhia Kai Festival involves
making crafts and the Return of the Sun festival
involves making an igloo. All the festivals are traditional
and both Las Fallas and the Cowal Highland Gathering
involve wearing traditional costumes. The Las Fallas
festival celebrates the arrival of spring and the Inuit
festival celebrates the arrival of the sun.

  8    To give a presentation

       •    Go through the rubric, explain the task and ask Ss
to copy the headings into their notebooks.

       •    Play the video and ask Ss to follow the texts in
their books and make notes under the headings.

       •    Tell Ss to use their notes to present one of the
festivals to the viewers.

       •    Refer Ss to p. PS2 in the WB for guided help with
the presentation task.

       •    Ask various Ss to give their presentations to the
class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentations in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key – see Workbook
Presentation Skills Key, Ex. 7, p. WPSK2
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  3    To read for general comprehension and

consolidate new vocabulary

       •    Give Ss time to read the texts again and complete
the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    a kilt 4    special songs
       2    Scottish background 5    Maori food
       3    sunshine 6    crafts

  4    To consolidate new vocabulary

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Remind Ss to transfer this list of collocations to

the Collocations Section in their notebooks and
revise them as often as possible.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    pipe                   4    paddle               7    delicious
        2    ride                    5    traditional          8    art
        3    hammer             6    build

  5    To consolidate information in a text; 
to develop critical thinking skills

       Elicit a variety of answers from Ss around the class
about what they’ve learnt from the texts.

Suggested Answer Key

I learnt that the Cowal Highland Gathering has a
Scottish dancing competition. Many people wear kilts
at this festival. I learnt that the Return of the Sun
Festival is an Inuit festival. At this festival people sing
special songs. I learnt that the Kawhia Kai festival is a
Maori food festival. At this festival there is traditional
Maori dancing and singing.

  6    To listen for specific information (multiple
matching)

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and the information given.
       •    Play the recording twice if necessary.
       •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    C            2    A            3    H           4    F          5    D

  7    a)   To write about a festival

             •    Ask Ss to find information on the Internet or in
other resources about a festival in their
country and make notes under the headings.

             •    Give Ss time to collect information and write a
short text.

             •    Ask various Ss to read their text to the class.
             •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask

Ss to read out their texts in the next lesson.
(Ss’ own answers)
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  1    To introduce the topic through pictures
and listen and read for gist

       •    Read the title and the introduction of the text
aloud and direct Ss to the pictures.

       •    Elicit Ss’ guesses in answer to the questions.
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and read to find out.

Suggested Answer Key

I think May Day celebrated the arrival of summer in
England. I think this festival is 1,500 years old.

  2    To read for specific information
(comprehension questions)

       •    Give Ss time to read the text again and complete
the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    When someone went ’a-Maying’ they went into
the woods to collect small tree branches with
leaves and flowers on it.

       2    The May Queen wore a crown of spring flowers on
her head.

       3    In the festival Jack-in-the-Green led the parade.
       4    There were six to eight Morris Dancers in a group.
       5    The Maypole had ribbons tied to the top of it.
       6    Today, the English have a parade, a May Queen,

Morris dancing and a Maypole.

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box, in their
dictionaries or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

date back (phr v): started
changing seasons (phr): when one season turns
into another

6

Culture Spot

  1    To introduce the topic and listen and read
for specific information

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books and find out what you can see at the
Flower Show Cardiff.

       •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

You can see hundreds of stands with colourful flowers
from around the world.

       •    Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments at
the end.

  2    To present a flower festival 

       •    Give Ss time to find out information about a
flower festival in their country and make notes
about it under the headings provided.

       •    Then ask various Ss around the class to use their
notes to present the festival to the class.

(Ss’ own answers)

the woods (phr): an area, smaller than a forest,
covered with trees
tree branch (phr): the woody stem growing from the
tree trunk
garlands (pl n): decorations made of flowers and
leaves
wreaths (pl n): round decorations made of flowers
and leaves
crown (pl n): round head ornament (usually gold)
throne (n): the chair a king or queen sits on
lead the parade (phr): to walk at the front of a
parade
represent (v): to stand for something else
spirit (n): a non-physical part of sth
pole (n): a long thin round piece of wood
ribbons (pl n): long, thin pieces of fabric

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  3    To consolidate information in a text

       Ask various Ss around the class to talk about how
people used to celebrate May Day using the pictures
and the words in the Check these words box.

Suggested Answer Key

May Day dates back hundreds of years. People
celebrated the changing seasons on this day. They
went into the woods and took a tree branch to
decorate their homes. They also made garlands and
wreaths. There was a May Queen that the people
chose and she wore a crown and sat on a throne.
There was a parade and Jack-in-the Green led the
parade. He represented the spirit of the forest. Young
girls danced around a tall pole called a Maypole
holding ribbons. Men also performed Morris Dancing.
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  2    To consolidate everyday English
expressions / exchanges

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    a              2    a             3    a                 4    b

  3    To listen for specific information (multiple
choice)

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions and the possible
answers and underline the key words.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and choose their
answers. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    B             2    A            3    A            4    C         5    B

  1    To read for specific information (multiple
choice)

       •    Ask Ss to read the text and then read the
questions and complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. Ss should
justify their answers.

Answer Key

        1    B (It attracts ... visitors)
        2    A (I arrived ... under way)
        3    C (this allows ... for free)
        4    B (I learnt ... spies)
        5    C (It looks ... it isn’t!)

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.
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Ex. 5a

Answer Key

We use already in affirmative and interrogative
sentences.
We use yet in negative and interrogative sentences.
We use just in affirmative sentences.
We use ever in interrogative sentences.
We use never in affirmative sentences.
We use for in affirmative, negative, interrogative
sentences.
We use since in affirmative, negative, interrogative
sentences.

       b)   To practise just / already / yet / for /
since /  ever / never

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    never (affirmative sentence with a negative meaning)
       2    for (affirmative sentence – express duration)
       3    just (affirmative sentence – action recently

completed)
      4    ever (interrogative sentence)
       5    since (affirmative sentence – time an action started)
       6    yet (negative sentence)

Answer Key for Ex. 5a & Exercise 5b on p. 78(T)

14   To write an email about a festival you
attended

       •    Explain the task and tell Ss to use the email in Ex.
11 as a model. Give Ss time to complete the task
and then check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss to
read out their email in front of the rest of the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check
Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

Dear Lisa,
I have been in the US for a month now and it’s great! I
have visited a lot of attractions since I got here and I
have done a lot of fun activities. Yesterday, I went to
the city of Rockville, Maryland, for a literary festival. It
commemorates the life of the famous author F. Scott
Fitzgerald. I took part in a writing workshop and

listened to famous poets and authors reading from
their works. It was really enjoyable!
See you in a week,
Vicky

Background information

Devon is a county of England, reaching from the
Bristol Channel in the north to the English Channel in
the south. It is a part of south-west England. The City
of Exeter is the county town. Devon’s area is 6,707
km2 and its population is about 1.1 million. Devon’s
bays are typically used as fisheries and ports. The
economy of Devon is closely linked with tourism. The
comparatively mild climate and the landscape give
rise to Devon as a popular tourist attraction, with
travellers particularly attracted to the Dartmoor and
Exmoor National Parks, the Jurassic Coast and north
Devon’s UNESCO Biosphere Reserve.

Exercise 14 on p. 79(T)
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  4    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    pipe                   3    seaside              5    art
        2    fireworks            4    fresh                  6    snow

  5    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    F       2    A        3    D        4    E        5    C       6    B

  6    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    celebration 4    tore
       2    spilled 5    defeated
       3    parade

  7    To consolidate grammar from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    Has Peter ever celebrated Independence Day?
       2    She has never watched a fireworks display.
       3    I haven’t seen Lucy since her graduation.
       4    They have just finished their meal.
       5    We haven’t sung the carols yet.
       6    Have they already opened their presents?

  8    To consolidate grammar from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    Have you already got, bought (already, yesterday)
       2    Have you ever attended, went (ever, in 2010)
       3    Has Mike come back, left (yet, ago)

  9    To write an email

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

Hi Pam,
Hope you are OK. I’ve just been to Hogmanay in
Stonehaven in Scotland and I thought I’d tell you all
about it.
It’s an annual celebration that takes place on New
Year’s Eve. It’s fantastic. I saw an amazing parade with
people swinging fireballs around their heads. I had a
go, but I dropped it and I was so embarrassed. I also
listened to live music and watched a fantastic
fireworks display!
I enjoyed the festival very much. It was great fun.
Don’t miss the chance to go!
Helen

Grammar in Focus

       To consolidate grammar structures learnt

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    Have you ever heard (present perfect – personal
experience / ever)

       2    went (action that happened at a specific time in
the past)

       3    was (action that happened at a specific time in the
past)

       4    crazy (adjective that describes a noun)
       5    can (is allowed to)
       6    up (phrasal verb)
       7    have already decided (already – present perfect)
       8    in (phrasal verb)
       9    Have you got (simple present interrogative)
     10    know (let sb + bare inf.)

Competences
Ask Ss to assess their own performance in the unit by
ticking the items according to how competent they feel at
each of the listed activities.

88(T)
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What’s in this unit?
In this unit Ss will explore the topics of nature and the
environment. They will learn will / won’t, be going to, the
present continuous (future meaning) and conditionals
(types 0, 1 & 2). They will also learn to write an article
providing solutions to a problem.

  1    To introduce vocabulary related to the
environment  

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures (1-7) and then
play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat
chorally and / or individually.

       •    Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

  2    To present / practise type 1 conditionals;
to practise new vocabulary; to talk about how we
can protect the environment

       •    Say, then write on the board: If we recycle more,
we will help the environment. Explain that this is a
type 1 conditional sentence and that it contains
an if-clause and a main clause. Elicit tenses used
in the conditional clause (present simple) and the
main clause (will + inf without to). Tell Ss that we
put a comma after the if-clause. Explain that we
use type 1 conditionals to talk about things that
are likely to happen in the future.

       •    Read out the theory box and refer Ss to the
Grammar Reference section for more details.

       •    Ask Ss to read the phrases in Ex. 2 and use the
ideas in Ex. 1 to make sentences. Explain / Elicit
the meanings of any unknown words.

       •    Read out the example and give Ss time to
complete the task.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to share their
sentences with the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       2    If we cut down on water use, we will save water.
       3    If we use public transport, we will reduce air

pollution.
       4    If we use reusable bags, we will reduce our use of

plastic.
       5    If we switch off lights when not needed, we will

save energy.
       6    If we recycle, we will reduce rubbish.
       7    If we join a wildlife group, we will help protect

animals.

  3    To personalise the topic

       •    Explain the task and read out the example. Ask Ss
to work in closed pairs and complete the task.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to share their
answers with the rest of the class.

       •    Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments at
the end.

Suggested Answer Key

I always recycle and use public transport to get
around. I also switch off lights when I don’t need
them. In the future, I’m going to use reusable bags.

89(T)

Mother Earth

Suggested Answer Key for Ex. 10 on p. 91(T)

The state of the world: rise in the Earth’s temperature by
half a degree Celsius, polar ice caps melting, sea level rises
Causes of the problem: global warming, ice caps melt
and huge pieces of ice fall into the sea and make sea
levels rise
Predictions for the future: rise in sea levels, floods,
islands and cities near the sea disappear, sea gets warmer,
weather patterns change, droughts, crops fail, ice melting
leads to arctic animals losing their homes and looking for
food further away from home, drown
How we can help: use less energy; turn off lights, cut
down on pollution; walk / use public transport instead of
car, join an environmental group

Good morning, everybody. Global warming causes great
damage to our planet. It is a danger to nature, animals,
crops and people. Today, I want to talk about the many
effects of global warming and the causes behind it.
In the last 100 years, the Earth’s temperature has risen by
almost half a degree. This means that polar ice caps are
melting and as they do, huge pieces of ice fall into the sea
and make the sea level rise. The result is a rise in sea levels
by about 15-20 cm in the last 100 years.

What does all this mean though? Well, rising sea levels
mean that low-lying areas flood and islands and cities near
the sea disappear. When the sea gets warmer because of
global warming, the weather changes. A change in
weather brings droughts. Because of droughts crops will
fail and people won’t have enough food. Also, arctic
animals make icy areas their homes. When ice caps melt,
animals lose their homes and have to travel far away to get
food. The journey is dangerous and a lot of animals like
polar bears, seals and penguins drown.
What can we do to stop this? We can help reduce global
warming by using less energy. One way to do this is to turn
off lights when you don’t need them. Also, try and reduce
pollution. Walk or use public transport instead of a car.
Help animals and the environment by joining an
environmental group. 
We can all work together to reduce the effects of global
warming. It is everybody’s problem and it is also important
for the Earth’s future. Its survival depends on it. Are there
any questions? 
Thank you for your attention.
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7a
  1    a)   To introduce the topic and new

vocabulary

             Read the sentences aloud and ask Ss to look up
the meanings of the words in bold in the Word
List at the back of their books.

Answer Key

rising = going up
melting = becoming liquid because of heating
flood = to cover a place with water
droughts = long periods without rain
(crops) fail = (plants we grow to eat) to not grow
properly and die
starve = to die from hunger
homes = the places where they live

       b)   To make associations

             •    Ask Ss to look at the pictures (A-F) and match
them to the descriptions (1-6). Ss work in pairs.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    A       2    E        3    B        4    C        5    D       6    F

  2    To listen and read for gist 

       •    Ask Ss to read the title of the text and guess how
the pictures are related to it.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and read to find out.
       •    Ask Ss around the class to tell the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

The title ‘On Thin Ice’ refers to the fact that the
world’s ice caps are melting (picture E). Picture F
shows the effect of this (Arctic animals will lose their
homes). The other pictures all show how climate
change affects the Earth.

  3    To read for specific information (matching
headings to paragraphs)

       •    Ask Ss to read the text again and then match the
headings A-D to the correct paragraphs. Remind
Ss that there is one extra heading.

       •    Ss should justify their answers. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    D   (cause of problem – temperature has risen
because of ...)

       2    A   (difficult future – are going to flood, will
disappear, etc)

       3    C   (what to do – we can help, if we turn off, etc)

  4    To read for specific information
(comprehension questions)

             •    Give Ss time to prepare their answers to the
questions.

             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    The Earth’s temperature rises and the polar ice
caps melt.

       2    Weather patterns change.
       3    Many islands and cities near the sea will disappear

and food will be scarce because crops won’t grow
properly.

       4    Animals that live in places like the Arctic will be
homeless because their homes will melt.

       5    We can switch off lights and other electrical
appliances when we are not using them. We can
also walk or use the bus or train instead of driving.
Joining an environmental group is also a good way
to help stop global warming.

  5    To consolidate new vocabulary through
synonyms

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task using their
dictionaries if necessary. Ss work in closed pairs.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

huge = very big, risen = gone up, search = look for,
drown = sink and die, turn off = switch off, reduce =
make less, save = keep safe

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their dictionaries
or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

temperature (n): how hot or cold sth is
global warming (n): when the Earth gets hotter
go up (phr v): to rise
polar ice cap (n): area of ice at the North or South
Pole
melt (v): to become liquid because of heating
level (n): the amount of sth
rise (v): to go up
low-lying area (phr): land below the sea level
flood (v): to cover a place with water
disappear (v): to vanish
weather pattern (phr): type of weather
drought (n): a long period without rain
crops fail (phr): when plants we eat don’t grow
lose (v): to no longer have sth
search (v): to look for
drown (v): to sink and die
turn off lights (phr): to switch the lights off
save energy (phr): cut down on power usage
cut down on (phr v): to reduce sth
reduce (v): to make sth smaller / less
air pollution (n): dirty air
join (v): to become a part of sth
environmental group (n): people who try to help the
environment
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7a
  6    To introduce vocabulary related to the

environment

        •    Give Ss time to complete the task using their
dictionaries if necessary. Ss work in closed pairs.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    endangered       4    make                  7    Acid
        2    home                 5    fossil
        3    losing                 6    adopting

  7    To consolidate prior knowledge with new
information in a text

       •    Tell Ss to draw a table in their notebooks using the
headings below: WHAT I KNOW, WHAT I LEARNT,
WHAT I’D LIKE TO LEARN.

       •    Ss fill in the table, then use the completed table to
tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

I knew that polar ice caps are melting and that animals
there, like polar bears, are losing their homes. I learnt
that the Earth’s temperature has increased by half a
degree Celsius in the last 100 years and the sea level
has risen by up to 20 cm. I also learnt that this will not
only mean floods will happen but droughts as well. I’d
like to learn how much these figures will increase in the
next 50 years. I’d also like to learn which environmental
groups help Arctic animals in danger.

  8    To give a presentation on global warming

       •    Ask Ss to do some research on global warming on
the Internet and / or other sources and collect
information.

       •    Ask various Ss to present their information to the
class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
present their information in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

Greenhouse gases contribute to global warming.
Burning fossil fuels like oil and coal creates greenhouse
gases. These greenhouse gases trap energy from the
Sun. The Sun heats the Earth, but the gases form a
shield in the atmosphere which does not let the heat
flow back into space. Factories that produce electricity

WHAT I
KNOW

WHAT I LEARNT WHAT I’D LIKE
TO LEARN

polar ice
caps melt

temperature increased
half a degree the last
100 years, sea level has
risen 20 cm 15-20

how much the
figures will
increase in the
next 50 years

animals
lose their
homes

floods and droughts
will happen

which
environmental
groups help
Arctic animals

and cars are major consumers of fossil fuels and play a
big part in polluting the atmosphere. 
Deforestation – when people cut down trees to build
homes or farm the land – also contributes to global
warming. Forests and other plant life are very
important as they use carbon dioxide and release
oxygen in the atmosphere. As a result, air quality
suffers and air pollution increases.

  9    To develop thinking skills; 
to complete a letter

       •    Explain the task, refer Ss to the letter skeleton and
ask them to use ideas from the text to complete it.
Allow Ss some time to write their letters.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to read out their
letter. Alternatively, assign this task as HW.

Suggested Answer Key

Dear Humans,
You live in a beautiful place, but I am suffering.
Global warming means that my temperature has
risen. Polar ice caps are melting and sea levels are
rising. Low-lying lands are going to flood and
weather patterns will change, causing drought in
places. People and animals will be hungry because
crops will fail. Arctic animals will also lose their
homes as the ice melts.
Please help save me. Then we can all have a
future.
Yours,
Mother Earth

10   To give a presentation on global warming

       •    Go through the rubric with Ss and explain the
task.

       •    Play the video and ask Ss to read the text and
make notes under the headings provided.

       •    Ask Ss to use their notes to prepare a presentation
on global warming.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to give their
presentations to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentations in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 89(T)

91(T)
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7b
  1    To present will / won’t and be going to

       •    Ss’ books closed. Say, then write on the board: I’ll
visit grandma later. Will you come? No, I won’t.
Elicit the forms will + infinitive without to
(affirmative), will not / won’t + infinitive without to
(negative) and will + personal pronoun + infinitive
without to (interrogative).

       •    Draw Ss’ attention to the short forms will =’ ll and
will not = won’t. Drill Ss in all persons. Then, write
on the board: I’m going to visit Paris in the
summer. Elicit the form be going to + infinitive
without to. Drill Ss in all persons.

       •    Say, then write on the board: I think the new factory
will pollute the river. andWe don’t need these lights
on. I’ll switch them off. Elicit the use of will. (To
make predictions about the future based on what
we think and to make on-the-spot decisions).

       •    Say, then, write on the board: We’re going to join a
conservation group. and Look out! You’re going to
drop those boxes. Elicit the use of be going to. (To
talk about plans and intentions in the future and to
make predictions based on what we can see).

       •    Ss’ open their books.
       •    Ask Ss to read the tables and the text and elicit

examples of the future tenses from the text. Refer
Ss to the Grammar Reference section for more
information.

Answer Key

Examples in the text: won’t survive (prediction on
what we think), are going to run (plan / intention in the
future), will teach (prediction on what we think), will
tell (prediction on what we think)

We form the future tense with will + infinitive without
to in the affirmative, will not / won’t + infinitive without
to in the negative and will + personal pronoun +
infinitive without to in the interrogative.

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    To practise will / be going to

       •    Explain the task and read out the example. 
       •    Give Ss time to complete it and then check Ss’

answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

       2    is going to become (prediction)
       3    will help (prediction based on what we think)
       4    ’m going to cycle (future plans / intentions)
       5    will not / won’t go (threat)
       6    will call (promise)
       7    will become (afraid)
       8    are going to hurt (prediction based on what we

can see)
       9    are going to miss (prediction based on what we

can see)
     10    are going to use (future plans / intentions)

  3    a)   To present the present continuous
(future meaning)

             •    Read the examples aloud and elicit which
sentence matches which use.

             •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section
for more information.

Answer Key

       1    an action happening now (now)
       2    a fixed arrangement in the near future (this

afternoon)

       b)   To identify the present continuous
(future meaning)

             •    Direct Ss’ attention to the text again.
             •    Ss scan the text to find the example.
             •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

are travelling (this Thursday)

Background information

Sumatra, is an island in western Indonesia and part of
the Sunda Islands. It is the sixth largest island in the
world. Sumatra has a tropical, hot and humid climate
with lush, tropical rainforests once dominating the
landscape and a wide range of plant and animal
species. However, in the last 35 years the island has
lost almost 50% of its tropical rainforest and many
species of animals are critically endangered such as
the Sumatran Ground-cuckoo, the Sumatran tiger, the
Sumatran elephant, the Sumatran rhinoceros and the
Sumatran orang-utan. Deforestation on the island has
also affected countries such as Malaysia and
Singapore.
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       •    Ss’ open their books. Ask Ss to read the table and
the text in Ex. 1 and elicit an example of a
conditional sentence from the text. Refer Ss to the
Grammar Reference section for more information.

Answer Key
Unless we protect the forests of Sumatra, Indonesia,
the Sumatran tiger won’t survive. (type 1)

  7    To practise conditionals

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key
       1    makes (type 0) 4    will come (type 1)
       2    will die (type 1) 5    will disappear (type 1)
       3    melts (type 0) 

  8    To practise conditionals with unless

       •    Explain the task and ask a S to read out the
example. Give Ss time to complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
       2    Unless we plant more trees, the birds won’t have a

place to live.
       3    Unless he tells people about the conservation

group, no one will join it.
       4    Unless we walk or use public transport, we won’t

reduce pollution.
       5    Unless global temperatures decrease, the ice

caps will melt.

  9    To practise type 2 conditional sentences

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers

Answer Key
        1    would help         3    would use          5    would join
       2    recycled            4    bought 

10   To practise conditionals using personal
examples

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    would open a wildlife park
       2    would make pollution disappear
       3    would volunteer for a conservation group
       4    would put solar panels on every public building

11   To present and practise prepositional
phrases

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Ask Ss to transfer the words with their prepositions

to the Prepositions Section in their notebooks
and revise them as often as possible.

Answer Key
        1    on            2    on           3    of               4    in

  4    To practise will / be going to and present
continuous (future meaning)

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key
       1    is picking (fixed arrangement)
       2    will be (prediction based on what we think)
       3    will help (expect)
       4    am going to donate (future plans / intentions)
       5    are going to take (future plans / intentions)
       6    am not coming / won’t come (afraid / arrangement

in the near future)
       7    are going to take (future plans / intentions)

  5    To practise future forms

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

I think more and more people will recycle. I also think
cities will grow in size as people move there to find
jobs. I don’t think cars will be electric – at least not in
the near future.
I’m going to cycle to work / school. I’m also going to
go to a plant-a-tree day.
I’m playing basketball today after school. Then I’m
helping my mum cook dinner.

  6    To present conditionals (types 0, 1 & 2)

        •    Ss’ books closed. Say, then write on the board: If you
mix red and blue, you get purple. Explain that this is a
type 0 conditional sentence and that it contains an if-
clause and a main clause. Elicit tenses used in the if-
clause (present simple) and the main clause (present
simple). Tell Ss that we put a comma after the if-
clause. Explain that we use type 0 conditional to talk
about a general truth or things that always happen
and we use the present simple in both clauses.

       •    Say, then write on the board: If we don’t protect the
rainforests, thousands of animals will die. Ask Ss to
identify the if-clause (If we don’t protect the
rainforests) and which tense we use (present
simple). Ask Ss to identify the main clause
(thousands of animals will die) and the tense used
(future simple). Explain that this is a type 1
conditional and we use it to talk about things that
are likely to happen in the future. Tell Ss that we can
use unless = if not in this type of conditional
sentences by altering the given example: Unless we
protect the rainforests, thousands of animals will die.

       •    Say, then write on the board: If everyone stopped
using their cars, it would end global warming.
Elicit which tense we use in the if-clause (past
simple) and the tense used in the main clause
(would + infinitive without to). Explain that this is a
type 2 conditional and we use it to talk about
things that are unlikely to happen in the future and
to give advice. 
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7c
  1    a)   To present new vocabulary 

             •    Ask Ss to read the list of products and materials
and look up any unknown words in the Word
List. Ss work in closed pairs.

             •    Tell Ss to write headings with the recycling
materials in their notebooks and list the
products under the appropriate headings.

             •    Give Ss time to complete the task. 

Answer Key

metal & aluminium: fizzy drink can, soup tin, tin foil,
coffee tin, aerosol can
plastics: water bottle, yogurt container, shampoo
bottle, shower curtain
glass: jam jar, ketchup bottle
paper & cardboard: notebook, newspaper, cereal
box, magazine, phone book, envelope, juice carton,
paper cup, shoe box, egg carton

       b)   To listen for confirmation

             Play the recording for Ss to listen and check their
answers.

Suggested Answer Key

You can recycle fizzy drink cans, soup tins, tin foil,
coffee tins and aerosol cans in the metal & aluminium
bin. You can recycle water bottles, yogurt containers,
shampoo bottles and shower curtains in the plastics
bin. You can recycle jam jars and ketchup bottles in the
glass bin. You can recycle notebooks, newspapers,
cereal boxes, magazines, phone books, envelopes,
juice cartons, paper cups, shoe boxes and egg cartons
in the paper and cardboard bin. 

  2    To present / practise new vocabulary

       •    Ask Ss to look up the meanings of any unknown
verbs in the Word List then explain the task and
give Ss time to complete it. Remind Ss that the
verbs should be in the appropriate form.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    waste 5    Donate
       2    Recycle 6    protect
       3    save 7    throw away
       4    pollute 8    disappear, becoming

  3    To talk about environmental protection

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to tell the rest of the
class which of the actions in Ex. 2 they do to help
protect the environment. Ss work in closed pairs.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

I switch off lights when I’m out of the room and I
recycle. We only have showers in our house and we
never throw away food! I’d like to join a conservation
group to protect the tiger, but I haven’t done it yet.

  1    a)   To prepare for a listening task

             •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and underline the key
words.

             •    Give Ss time to read the gapped text and
identify what part of speech (noun, adjective,
number, etc) is missing in each gap.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.  

Suggested Answer Key

Key words: neighbourhood clean-up day, date, time,
meeting point, volunteers should bring, duties,
organised by, of the environmental club

Starting time (number)
Meeting point (noun)
Volunteers should bring (noun)
Volunteers duties (noun)
Organised by (noun)

       b)   To listen for specific information (note-
taking)

             Play the recording twice, if necessary. Ss listen
and complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    9 am 4    graffiti
       2    entrance 5    club
       3    gloves

  2    To expand the topic 

       •    Read out the rubric and the examples.
       •    Ask Ss to talk in closed pairs and think of ways to

keep our neighbourhoods clean.
       •    Ask Ss to share their answers with the class.

Suggested Answer Key

Put up signs telling people not to litter.
Everyone could sweep in front of their houses.
There could be fines for dropping litter.

  3    To pronounce /dZ/, /tS/ 

       •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to listen and
repeat chorally and / or individually.

       •    Check Ss’ intonation and pronunciation.
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Suggested Answer Key

       A:  Jenny, can you help me with my school project?
       B:  Sure. What’s it about?
       A:  I have to think of ways to keep our neighbourhood

clean. What do you think?
       B:  Well, what about organising a clean-up day?
       A:  That’s a great idea! How about using public

transport more?
       B:  Sorry, but I don’t think so. It’d be a better idea to

clean walls with graffiti on them.
       A:  I think you’re right. I suggest planting flowers, too.
       B:  Yes, I agree.
       A:  Thanks for your help, Jenny.
       B:  You’re welcome.

  5    To give a presentation

       •    Go through the rubric and explain the task.
       •    Play the video and ask Ss to take notes.
       •    Give Ss time to use their notes to prepare a

presentation on how to keep their neighbourhoods
clean.

       •    Ask various Ss to give their presentations to the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

Good afternoon everyone. Today, I’m going to talk about
how we can all help to keep our neighbourhoods clean.
First of all, there are simple things we can do every
day to keep our neighbourhoods clean, such as
picking up litter. The best way to do it, is to get a
group of people together to cover a bigger area and
work faster. If the neighbourhood needs a lot of
cleaning up, then why not organise a clean-up day,
and ask your friends and neighbours to help?
You can put up posters to let people know about it.
Another good idea to improve a neighbourhood is to
plant flowers. It can make a huge difference, and make
a piece of wasteland look amazing. You could plant a
whole garden!
Also, we can help clean graffiti by washing down and
painting over it on walls, houses, fences, garage
doors and anything else in the neighbourhood that
has graffiti on it. Hopefully, once it is nice and clean, it
will stop people from doing it again.
All in all there are many things we can do to improve
our neighbourhoods and make them nicer places to
live in. I hope you found my talk interesting and helpful.
Are there any questions? 
Thanks for listening.

  6    To develop speaking skills

       •    Explain the task and go through the cards explaining
any unknown words.

       •    Ask Ss to work in pairs and take turns to ask and
answer questions using the information on the cards.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class. Each S
looks at their own card.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 97(T)

  1    a)   To predict the content of a dialogue

             Ask Ss to read the first two exchanges and elicit
their guesses as to what the dialogue is about.

Suggested Answer Key

Sam wants help with his school project and I think Bill
will suggest ways of saving water to help him.

       b)   To listen for gist

             Play the recording. Ss listen and read the dialogue
to check if their guesses in Ex. 1a were correct.

Answer Key

The dialogue is about Bill’s suggestions on how to save
water at home to help Sam with his school project. 

  2    To match synonymous phrases for asking
for / making suggestions and agreeing / disagreeing

       •    Go through the language box with Ss and explain
the task.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

Have you got any suggestions? = Can you suggest
something?, what about … = how about …, That’s a
good idea! = That’s right!, What about using … =
We could use …, Sorry, but I don’t think so. = No, I
don’t agree., Good thinking! = Certainly!, That’s
right! =Yes, I agree.

  3    To role play a dialogue

       Ss complete the task in pairs. Monitor the activity
around the class.

  4    To act out a dialogue

       •    Ss complete the task in closed pairs using the
dialogue in Ex. 1 as a model to help them. 

       •    Tell Ss they can use phrases from the box in 
Ex. 2 and the information on how to keep your
neighbourhood clean in Ex. 4. Write this diagram
on the board for Ss to follow:

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to act out their dialogue in front of the
rest of the class.

                   A                                     B
Agree. Ask what the
project is about.

Make 1st suggestion.

Disagree. Make 2nd

suggestion.

Agree.

Respond.

Ask B for help.

Explain. Ask for
suggestions.

Agree. Make
another suggestion.

Agree. Make final
suggestion.

Thank B.
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  1    To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric aloud and underline the
key words.

       •    Read the questions aloud one at a time and elicit
the answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

Key words to be underlined: Your teacher, an article,
school magazine, how to save endangered animals,
60-100 words

       1    an article
       2    my teacher
       3    how to save endangered animals

  2    To match paragraphs to headings;
to read for gist

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to read the email
and complete the task.

       •    Explain / Elicit any unknown words.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       A   3                        B   2                        C   1

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  3    To identify ideas in a text; to read for gist

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to copy the table into
their notebooks.

       •    Give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Suggested Answer Key

  4    To practise joining sentences

       •    Go through the theory box with Ss. Explain the
task and give Ss time to complete it.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    C              2    A             3    D                4    B

       1    Rubbish causes health problems. It also has an
unpleasant smell.

       2    If we plant trees, we’ll save our forests. We will
also save animal habitats.

Problem we lose animal species; many species
are endangered

Causes /
Effects

we cut down trees and build on land;
animals lose their habitat / we hunt
animals; they will disappear

Solutions stop buying things made from
endangered animals; start buying
recycled paper products; join a
conservation group
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       3    We can walk instead of taking the car. We can also
use public transport.

       4    Recycling helps reduce rubbish. It also saves
trees.

  5    a)   To expand notes into full sentences

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete
it.

             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    We can donate our old appliances to charity.
       2    Exhaust fumes cause air pollution and lead to

global warming.
       3    Cutting down trees makes animals lose their

habitats.
       4    Planting more trees helps the environment.
       5    We can use rainwater to wash the car.

       b)   To identify problems and solutions

             Elicit which of the sentences in Ex. 5a are
problems and which are solutions from Ss around
the class.

Answer Key

Describe a problem: Sentences 2 and 3
Offer solutions: Sentences 1, 4 and 5

  6    To substitute synonymous phrases for
stating problems and providing solutions; to
expand language

       •    Direct Ss to the Useful Language box and give
Ss time to complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

The problem is … = One reason for this is …
We can … = We could …
We can also … = We could also …
Another idea is … = It’s a good idea to …
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  9    To write an article

       •    Give Ss time to write their article using their
answers from Ex. 8b and phrases from the Useful
Language box.

       •    Remind Ss to use the plan and the article skeleton
to help them. Ss can use the same headings as
the one in the model in Ex. 2.

       •    Ask Ss to use the Checklist to check their work
for mistakes and then ask various Ss to read their
articles to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
read out their articles in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

What’s the problem?
Water is running short! Every year millions of
people die from thirst or lack of clean water. If we
don’t do something to start saving it, life on Earth will
disappear.

Why is it happening?
The problem is that climate change causes
droughts. Crops cannot grow and people go hungry.
We also pollute water supplies. This makes people
get diseases and become ill.

What can we do?
We can turn off taps when we do not need them and
we can take showers instead of baths. We can also
catch rainwater to wash the car. If we act together,
then we can make a difference!
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  7    To practise error correction

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it in
closed pairs.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

Grammar mistakes: to saving / to save, to stop cut /
to stop cutting, to plant / plant, we already cut down /
we have already cut down
Punctuation mistakes: we / We, In addition. / In
addition, products which / products, which
Spelling mistakes: think / thing, adition / addition,
carboard / cardboard, bye / buy

  8    a)   To brainstorm for ideas

             •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and elicit what the
task asks Ss to write about.

             •    Tell Ss that it is always useful to underline the
key words.

Answer Key

Key words to be underlined: teacher, article, school
magazine, solutions, how to save water, 60-100 words. 
I should write an article about how to save water in my
city / town.

       b)   To listen for specific information

             •    Explain the task. Ask Ss to read the
information and predict what kind of word is
missing. Play the recording twice.

             •    Ask Ss to scan the table and explain / elicit
any unknown words.

             •    Ss listen and complete the task.
             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    clean                  3    hungry               5    showers
        2    grow                  4    pollute               6    wash

Suggested Answer Key for Ex. 6 on p. 95(T)

Suggested Answer Key

SB:  What is the poster about?
SA:  It’s about a plant-a-tree day to help make our town

green.
SB:  Where will it take place?
SA:  It will be in Moseby Park.
SB:  When is it?

SA:  It’s on Sunday, 22nd March
SB:  What time?
SA:  It’s from 10 am till 4 pm.
SB:  Do I have to bring anything?
SA:  You should bring some gardening gloves and a friend.
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  1    To identify text types and introduce the
topic

       •    Direct Ss to the texts and elicit what type each
one is. You can give them the types of texts and
ask them to decide: quiz, fact sheet, extract from
a magazine article. Ask Ss to skim them quickly
and elicit what each one is about.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and read to find out.

Suggested Answer Key

Text A may be an extract from a magazine article.
Text B is a quiz.
Text C is a fact sheet.
All the texts are about water.

  2    To read for gist

       •    Go through the questions with Ss and explain /
elicit any unknown words.

       •    Give Ss time to read the texts and complete the
task. Ss should justify their answers.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    C   (... a full bath, If you leave the tap on..., If a tap
drips.., Waiting for running tap water...)

       2    B   (How much... is salt water?)
       3    A   (water moves in a continuous cycle, ... the sea

again in rivers)
       4    C   (The average UK citizen... every day)

  3    To consolidate information in a text

       •    Ask Ss around the class to write sentences or tell
their partner four things they have learnt from the
texts. Ss work in closed pairs.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and help if
necessary.

Suggested Answer Key

I’ve learnt that 69% of the planet’s fresh water is ice.
I’ve also learnt that the Earth looks blue from space
because it has so much water on its surface. I’ve
learnt that we can waste up to 18 litres of water when
we brush our teeth! Another interesting fact I’ve learnt
is that just one person can use up to 150 litres of
water a day.

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their dictionaries
or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key – See p. 99(T)

  4    To give a presentation

       •    Go through the rubric with Ss and explain the task.
       •    Play the video. Ask Ss to read the texts again and

prepare a presentation on water.
       •    Refer Ss to p. PS4 for guided help with this

presentation task.
       •    Ask various Ss around the class to give their

presentations to the class.

Suggested Answer Key – see Presentation Skills
Key, Ex. 8, p. PSK4

Background information – see p. 99(T)

98(T)
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Culture Spot

  1    To introduce the topic and listen and read
for specific information

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen, follow the text in their
books and find out about WWF.

       •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

WWF stands for World Wide Fund for Nature and it
tries to protect the world’s natural environment.

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    To present an animal charity 

       •    Go through the rubric and explain the task.
       •    Give Ss time to find information on an animal

charity in their country and make notes about it
under the headings provided.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to present the
charity to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentation in the next lesson. 

(Ss’ own answers)
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  2    To consolidate everyday English
expressions / exchanges

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    a             2    b            3    b            4    a          5    b

  3    To listen for specific information 
(multiple choice)

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions and the possible
answers and underline the key words.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and choose their
answers.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    B             2    B           3    C           4    B         5    B

Background information

Newcastle is a city in Tyne and Wear, North-East
England on the northern bank of the River Tyne. The
regional nickname and dialect for people from
Newcastle and the surrounding area is Geordie. The
city was named after the castle built in 1080 by
Robert Curthose, William the Conqueror’s eldest
son. It grew as an important centre for the wool
trade in the 14th century, later became a major coal
mining area and was amongst the world’s largest
shipbuilding and ship-repairing centres. Newcastle
city is home to approximately 290,000 people and it
has a historic city centre.
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Suggested Answer Key for Ex. 3 and Background Information on p. 98(T)

Suggested Answer Key

space (n): the area beyond the Earth’s atmosphere where
the stars are
surface (n): the top level of sth
move (v): to change position
continuous (adj): without stopping
cycle (n): a repeated series of events
run down (phr): to flow in a downwards direction
billion (n): a number equal to a thousand million
drop (n): a very small amount of liquid
salt water (n): water with a high salt content
fresh water (n): water without salt content
drinking water (n): water that is fit to drink
average (adj): ordinary
citizen (n): a person in a society / community
litre (n): a measurement of liquid equal to 1000 millilitres
leave tap on (phr): to let a tap run water
drain (n): a pipe that carries waste water
drip (v): to fall in small drops (liquid)
running tap water (phr): a tap with water flowing from it

Background information

WWF is an international, non-governmental
organization working in the field of biodiversity,
conservation and the reduction of humanity’s
footprint on the environment. It was formerly named
the World Wildlife Fund, which remains its official
name in Canada and the United States. It is the
world’s largest conservation organization with over
5 million supporters worldwide, working in more
than 100 countries, supporting around 1,300
conservation and environmental projects.

  1    a)   To read for specific information
(matching headings to paragraphs)

             •    Ask Ss to read the text and then read the
headings and complete the task.

             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
             •    Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       A   3    (first appeared during ... put on exciting shows
...)

       C   4    (... can actually be very enjoyable)
       D   1    (... to get people interested ...)
       E    2    (they used ... the eyes are ...)

             •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the
end.

       b)   To consolidate information in a text

             •    Ask Ss to read the text again and complete the
task. Ss justify their answers.

             •    Check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key

       1    El Grando is made from recycled materials and
second-hand parts. (... made it from ... parts)

       2    Because it moves with electric motors. (The
dragon moves ... motors)

       3    People are a little nervous at first but they love it.
(... people move back ... want more)

       4    To make something from recycled materials. (Why
don’t you try ... recycle?)
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  4    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    Exhaust 4    fossil
       2    endangered 5    public
       3    global

  5    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

        1    save                   3    make                  5    waste
        2    miss                   4    reduce

  6    To consolidate grammar from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    Are you going (fixed arrangement in near future)
       2    will donate (prediction based on what we think)
       3    will not / won’t disappear (prediction based on

what we think)
       4    is going to buy (plans / intentions in the future)
       5    will rise (prediction based on what we believe)
       6    are going to plant / we are planting (future plan -

intention / fixed arrangement in the near future)
       7    are going to fall (prediction based on what we

see)

  7    To consolidate grammar from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    will come (type 1 - likely to happen in future)
       2    will become (type 1 - likely to happen in future)
       3    would help (type 2 - things unlikely to happen in

future)
       4    pollutes (type 0 - general truths)
       5    lose (type 0 - things that always happen)
       6    would recycle (type 2 - things unlikely to happen

in future)
       7    melts (type 0 - general truths)

  8    To write an article

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

These days there is a lot of litter in our neighbourhood.
Litter makes the neighbourhood look very dirty and it
could attract vermin like rats and cockroaches. If we
don’t do something soon, it will turn into a terrible
place to live.
The problem is that people are not putting their litter
into the bins. People see the litter on the street and
they drop more. This makes the problem worse.
There are solutions, though. We can ask the council
to put up signs telling people not to drop litter. We
can also organise a clean-up campaign. If we act
together, we can make a difference!

Grammar in Focus

        To consolidate grammar structures learnt

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    know (past simple – interrogative)
       2    drank (past simple – action that happened at a

specific time in the past)
       3    ago (adverb of time – referring to verb)
       4    we (subject personal pronoun)
       5    a lot (of)
       6    them (object personal pronoun)
       7    for (in relation to)
       8    stopped (type 2 conditional)
       9    less (referring to uncountable noun)
     10    will become (type 1 conditional)

Competences
Ask Ss to assess their own performance in the unit by
ticking the items according to how competent they feel at
each of the listed activities.
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What’s in this unit?
In this unit Ss will explore the topics of culture and
technology. They will learn relative pronouns, reflexive /
emphatic pronouns, questions tags and some / any / no /
every and their compounds. They will also learn to write a
film review.

  1    To introduce the topic and new
vocabulary related to appearance

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures of X-Men
characters.

       •    Ask them to read the descriptions (1-6) and then
elicit Ss’ answers from around the class.

Answer Key

        1    Professor X       3    Rogue                5    Iceman
        2    Cyclops             4    Storm                6    Wolverine 

  2    To present special abilities; to listen and
watch for specific information

       •    Go through the rubric and ask Ss to read the
characters’ abilities.

       •    Play the video for Ss and elicit Ss’ answers to the
question in the rubric.

Answer Key

       Rogue removes people’s powers.
       Professor X reads people’s minds.

  3    To practise new vocabulary and describe
characters

       •    Explain the task and read out the example. Ask Ss
to work in pairs and complete the task.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to share their
answers with the rest of the class.

Answer Key

Professor X is middle-aged and bald. He reads people’s
minds.
Cyclops is well-built and wears glasses. He beams rays
from his eyes.
Rogue is slim with long, dark hair. She removes people’s
powers. 
Storm is thin with short, straight, silver hair. She
controls the weather.
Iceman has got short, dark, curly hair and a pale
complexion. He freezes things.

  4    To present types of films

       •    Ask Ss to read out the types of films in the list and
then read the film titles.

       •    Elicit which film title matches which type of film
from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       1    drama 6    action / adventure
       2    fantasy 7    romance
       3    musical 8    detective
       4    science fiction 9    horror
       5    historical

  5    To present / practise adjectives;
to discuss likes / dislikes related to types of films

       •    Explain the task and read out the list of adjectives.
       •    Explain / Elicit the meanings of any unknown

vocabulary.
       •    Ask two Ss to read out the example and give Ss

time to complete the task in closed pairs.
       •    Ask some pairs to act out their exchanges in front

of the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  Do you like action / adventure films?
       B:  Yes, I love them. They’re exciting.
       A:  How about drama films?
       B:  I don’t like them. They’re sad.
       A:  Do you like fantasy films?
       B:  Yes, I love them. They’re interesting.
       A:  How about romance films?
       B:  I don’t like them. They’re boring.

       A:  Do you like musicals?
       B:  Yes, I love them. They’re interesting.
       A:  How about science-fiction films?
       B:  I don’t like them. They’re scary.
       A:  Do you like detective films?
       B:  Yes, I love them. They’re exciting.

Background information

The X-Men film series consists of seven superhero
films, based on a comic books series created by
Marvel Comics. The series has taken over US$3
billion worldwide. X-Men, X2, X-Men: First Class and
The Wolverine got positive reviews. X-Men: The Last
Stand and X-Men Origins: Wolverine got mixed and
negative reviews while X-Men: Days of Future Past
was the best-received film in the series. X-Men:
Apocalypse continues the series in 2016.
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  1    a)   To introduce the topic 

             •    Read the title of the text aloud and direct Ss’
attention to the pictures.

             •    Ask Ss to read the sentences. Explain / Elicit
the meanings of any unknown words.

             •    Ss guess which sentences are true about the film.

     (Ss’ own answers)

       b)   To listen for specific information

             •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check which
sentences in Ex. 1a are actually true.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

Sentences 1, 2 & 5 are true.

  2    To read for specific information (matching
paragraphs to headings)

       •    Ask Ss to read the headings A-D, read the text
and match the paragraphs to the headings.

       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    D   (based on the prize-winning novel)
       2    A   (whole paragraph)
       3    B   (3D images, computerised images)

  3    To read for comprehension 
(answer questions)

       Give Ss time to read the text again and complete the
task. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    Yann Martel wrote the novel of the same name.
       2    Pi has to find out how to stay alive at sea after he

survives a shipwreck. He shares a lifeboat with
some animals, including a tiger.

       3    It has an interesting storyline and brilliant special
effects.

  4    To consolidate new vocabulary through
meanings

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task using their
dictionaries if necessary. Ss work in closed pairs.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

leading = main
survival = staying alive
clever = smart
terrible = bad
shipwreck = ship accident
mysteriously = in a strange way
fierce = wild
realistic = life-like
remarkable = incredible

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their dictionaries
or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

direct (v): to tell people what to do while making a film
star (v): to feature
leading role (phr): the main character in a film
survival (n): the ability to stay alive in difficult conditions
high seas (phr): the open waters of an ocean
sink (v): to move downward into the water; to submerge
survive (v): to be alive after a life – threatening situation
shipwreck (n): the destruction of a ship while sailing
fierce (adj): very aggressive
figure out (phr v): to work out the solution to a problem
stay alive (phr): to keep living
lifeboat (n): a small boat kept on a ship, used to rescue
passengers if the large ship sinks
companion (n): sb who keeps another person company
advanced (adj): very modern
3D image (phr): an image that appears solid but is not 
realistic (adj): life-like
scene (n): a series of events in a film or book
computerised image (phr): an image made by a
computer program
remarkable (adj): amazing
special effects (phr): pictures or sounds made by
using special technology

Background information

The Pacific Ocean is the largest of the Earth’s oceans.
It extends from the Arctic in the north to Antarctica in
the south, bounded by Asia and Australia in the west
and the Americas in the east. It covers about 46% of
the Earth’s water surface and about one-third of its
total surface area.
Suraj Sharma (born 21 March 1993) is an Indian actor
from New Delhi, who made his debut with a role in the
2012 film Life of Pi. 
Yann Martel (born 25 June, 1963) is a Canadian
author who has won several awards for his work. He is
best known for the Man Booker Prize-winning novel
Life of Pi which was his 4th novel. Although his first
language is French, Yann Martel writes in English.
Ang Lee (born 23 October, 1954) is a Taiwanese-born
American film director, screenwriter and producer. He
has directed films such as Eat Drink Man Woman
(1994) and Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (2000),
which won an Oscar for Best Foreign Language Film.
He has won an Oscar for Best Director twice, for
Brokeback Mountain (2005) and for Life of Pi (2012).
He is the first person of Asian descent to win an Oscar.
India, officially the Republic of India, is a country in
South Asia. It is the second-most populous country
with over 1.2 billion people. Its capital city is New Delhi.
Canada is a North American country. It extends from
the Atlantic to the Pacific and northward into the Arctic
Ocean. Canada’s common border with the United
States is the world's longest land border. The country is
officially bilingual and multicultural with a population of
approximately 35 million people.
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India to Canada, Pi’s ship sinks in a terrible storm. Pi
finds himself in the middle of the ocean with
several animals, including a fierce Bengal tiger. He
must figure out how to stay alive on a lifeboat in the
open ocean. The film combines real-life scenes
with images created by computers. Both the plot
and special effects are brilliant.

  9    To write a quiz

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.
       •    Give Ss time to collect information about Life of Pi

from the Internet or other sources.
       •    Ask Ss to compile a quiz using their information

with a choice of three possible answers.
       •    Ask various Ss to present their quiz to the class.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to

present their quizzes in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

Life of Pi Quiz
       1    In Life of Pi what type of animal is Richard Parker?
             A   panther        B   tiger             C   lion

       2    What is Pi’s full name?
             A   Piggy           B   Piscine        C   Phillip

       3    In which city did Pi live?
             A   Jaipur          B   Mumbai       C   Pondicherry

       4    Which animal died first on the lifeboat?
             A   zebra           B   hyena          C   orang-utan

       5    Where does the lifeboat land?
             A   Canada       B   Mexico        C   Hawaii

10   To give a presentation

       •    Go through the rubric and ask Ss to watch the
video and read the text again.

       •    Ask Ss to copy the headings into their notebooks
and make notes.

       •    Refer Ss to p. PS5 for guided help with the
presentation task.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to give their
presentations to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentations in the next lesson. 

Suggested Answer Key – see Presentation Skills
Key, Ex. 8, p. PSK5

ICT
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  5    To introduce vocabulary related to films

       •    Read through the words in the list and explain / elicit
the meaning of any unknown vocabulary or ask Ss to
look them up in their dictionaries or the Word List.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    shot 5    set
       2    starred 6    directed
       3    tell 7    released
       4    played 8    composed

  6    To consolidate new vocabulary

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task using their
dictionaries if necessary.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    cast 3    blockbuster
       2    role 4    critics, reviews

  7    To consolidate information in a text

       •    Ask Ss to talk in pairs about what they learnt
about each of the people / things in the rubric,
referring back to the text as necessary.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and help
where necessary.

       •    Ask various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

Yann Martel wrote the book the film is based on. 
Ang Lee directed the film. 
Suraj Sharma plays the leading role of Pi Patel. 
Pi Patel is clever and he is the son of a zookeeper.
Richard Parker is the name of the Bengal tiger. 

  8    To complete a summary

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Ask various Ss to read the completed summary

aloud.
       •    Alternatively, assign this task as HW.

Suggested Answer Key

Life of Pi is a fantasy film based on the prize-
winning novel by Yann Martel. It stars Suraj
Sharma in the leading role of Pi Patel. The film is a
story of survival on the high seas. While sailing from

Background information

Martin Freeman (born 8 September, 1971) is an
English actor. He is best known for his roles as Tim
Canterbury in The Office, Dr Watson in Sherlock and
Bilbo Baggins in Peter Jackson’s three-part adaptation
of The Hobbit. Freeman has appeared in TV shows,
theatre productions and several radio productions.
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8b
  1    To present relative pronouns

        •    Ss close their books. Say, then write on the board:
Linda is the woman who owns the bookshop. The
shop which / that is on the corner is the bakery.
That’s the man whose son works at the cinema.
Explain that the underlined words are relative
pronouns and we use them to identify the noun in
the main clause. Explain that we use who to refer to
people, which / that to refer to objects or animals
and whose to show possession.

        •    Drill Ss around the class. Ss open their books, read
the film review and elicit examples.

        •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information.

Answer Key

which is the latest James Bond film, who is an English
actor, which he also wrote himself.

        •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    To practise relative pronouns

        •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    who                   3    which                 5    who
        2    whose                4    whose

  3    To practise relative pronouns

        •    Read the rubric and do the first item as an example.
        •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers

Background information

Daniel Craig (born 2 March, 1968) is an English actor,
best known since 2006 for playing British secret
agent James Bond. Craig achieved international fame
when chosen as the seventh actor to play the role of
James Bond, replacing Pierce Brosnan. His debut in
Casino Royale was highly acclaimed. Quantum of
Solace followed two years later. Skyfall, premiered in
2012 and is now the highest-grossing film in the
series so far. Spectre premiered in 2015.
James Bond, code name 007, is a fictional character
created in 1953 by writer Ian Fleming. He featured in
twelve novels and two short-story collections. The
stories about the British Secret Service agent have
also been adapted for television, radio, comic strip,
and video game formats.
Sam Smith (born 19 May, 1992) is an English singer /
songwriter from London. He has won a number of
awards including three Brit Awards and four Grammy
Awards. Some of his hits songs include Money On
My Mind, Stay With Me, I’m Not The Only One and
Like I Can.

Answer Key

       1    That’s the man who works in the cinema.
       2    That’s the dog which was in the advert.
       3    This is the book which I bought yesterday.
       4    That’s the girl whose mother is a painter.

  4    To practise relative pronouns

        •    Read the rubric and the example and explain the
task. Give Ss time to complete it.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       2    Linda met Sarah whose husband, composes
music for films.

       3    Linda met Daniel, who has appeared in a TV
programme.

       4    Linda met Paul, whose son works in the bookshop.

  5    To practise relative pronouns

        •    Explain the task and read out the example.
        •    Give Ss time to complete the task and then ask

various Ss to read out their sentences.

Answer Key

       2    A director is a person who directs films.
       3    Will Smith is an actor whose son also acts in films.
       4    An Oscar is an award which actors receive at the

Academy ceremony.
       5    Katy Perry is a singer who has won many awards.
       6    A stuntman is a person whose job is to do dangerous

stunts.

  6    To present reflexive / emphatic pronouns

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the table and explain that we
use reflexive pronouns to refer to ourselves and / or
to emphasise that we did an action without help
from anyone else. 

        •    Elicit examples from the film review.
        •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for

more information.

Answer Key

Get yourself ready, the film itself, which he also wrote
himself

  7    See p. 108(T)

Background information

Will Smith (born September 25, 1968) is an actor,
rapper and songwriter from Philadelphia, USA. 
Some of his successful films include the Men in
Black series, I, Robot, Wild, Wild West and Hitch.
Katy Perry (born October 25, 1984) is a pop singer /
songwriter and actress from California, USA. Some
of her hit songs include Teenage Dream, Firework,
Last Friday Night and Roar.
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Answer Key

       … and that’s the reason we watch 007, isn’t it?
       We form question tags by using the auxiliary verb and

a personal pronoun. The question tag is negative if the
verb in the main part of the sentence is affirmative. The
question tag is affirmative if the verb in the main part of
the sentence is negative.

       b)   To practise question tags

             •    Explain the task.
             •    Ss complete the task.
             •    Play the recording for Ss to listen and check

their answers.
             •    Play the recording again for Ss to repeat chorally

and / or individually. Check Ss’ intonation.

Answer Key

12   To present and practise prepositional
phrases

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Ask Ss to transfer the words with their prepositions

to the Prepositions Section in their notebooks
and revise them as often as possible.

Answer Key

        1    on           2    at           3    on          4    on        5    in

13   To write a book review

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it
using the review in Ex. 10 as a model.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to read out their
reviews in class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
read out their reviews in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

Have you read anything good this summer? Well, I
suggest Throne of Glass, the best-selling fantasy novel
by Sarah J. Maas. The story begins with an 18-year-old
assassin called Celaena who is in prison. She gets the
chance to earn her freedom by fighting for the king and
becoming his champion. Soon, she becomes friends
with the captain of the guard and the crown prince.
However, as she fights a series of battles, she learns
about a conspiracy. It is an action-packed story with a
good plot and interesting characters. I highly
recommend it to any fantasy fan.

  1    has he? ✓   6    won’t you ✓
  2    don’t you? ✓   7    didn’t you ✓
  3    isn’t she? ✓   8    do they ✓
  4    aren’t you? ✓   9    will you ✓
  5    isn’t it? ✓ 10   isn’t it ✓
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8b
  8    To present some / any / every / no &

compounds

       •    Read the theory and explain the uses of some /
any / every / no and their compounds.

       •    As an extension, elicit further examples from Ss
around the class.

       •    Elicit an example from the film review. 
       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for

more information.

Answer Key

everyone

  9    To practise some / any / every / no &
compounds

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers

Answer Key

       1    something 5    everyone
       2    anyone 6    nobody
       3    anything 7    somewhere
       4    No one 8    everywhere

10   To practise some / any / every / no &
compounds

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers

Answer Key

       1    anything  5    everything
       2    everyone 6    nothing
       3    somewhere 7    everyone / anyone
       4    nothing

11   a)   To present question tags

             •    Go through the theory with Ss and elicit an
example from the film review.

             •    Elicit how question tags are formed from Ss
around the class.

Background information

Jostein Gaarder (born on 8 August, 1952) is a
Norwegian author of several novels, short stories and
children’s books. His best known work is the novel
Sophie’s World, subtitled A Novel about the History of
Philosophy. It has been translated into 53 languages. 
Norway, officially the Kingdom of Norway, is a
Scandinavian country. Norway has a total area of
385,252 km2 and a population of about 5 million. It
shares a long border with Sweden. It is also bordered
by Finland and Russia. Oslo is the capital city.
Norway’s extensive coastline is the location of its
famous fjords.
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8c
  1    a)   To present vocabulary related to TV

             •    Ask Ss to look up any unknown words in the
Word List. Then give Ss time to complete the
task.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    soap                  3    quiz                   5    music
        2    show                 4    programme

       b)   To expand the topic

             Read the rubric aloud and elicit a variety of
answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

There are very similar TV programmes in Spain. I think
the most popular are reality shows, chat shows and
soap operas. There are Spanish versions of all the
well-known reality shows. One of the most popular
shows on Spanish TV is Velvet. It’s about a man who
runs a prestigious Spanish fashion store named
‘Velvet’ set in the 50s and 60s.

  2    To consolidate new vocabulary through
personal examples

       Give Ss time to complete the sentences about
themselves. Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

       (Ss’ own answers)

  3    a)   To present types of music

             •    Ask Ss to read the types of music and look up
any unknown words in the Word List or elicit
explanations from Ss around the class.

             •    Play the recording. Ss listen and complete the
task. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    g             3    a            5    b            7    i           9    f
        2    c             4    h            6    d            8    e

       b)   To consolidate new vocabulary
through personal examples

             •    Read out the list of adjectives and explain /
elicit the meanings of any unknown words.

             •    Ask a S to read the example aloud. Explain the
task. Elicit which types of music various Ss
like / dislike from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

I like classical music. It’s soft and relaxing. I can’t
stand heavy metal. It’s very loud.
I like jazz. I find it very calming. I hate country music. I
think it’s boring.
I love reggae. It’s really soft. I don’t like disco music. I
think it’s dull. etc.

  1    a)   To prepare for a listening task
(multiple choice)

             •    Ask Ss to read the rubric, the questions (1-5)
and the possible answers for each one.

             •    Give Ss time to underline the key words and
check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

Georgia talking to Danny about a film, TV
       1    yesterday, TV, cinema, video games
       2    Georgia’s favourite, comedies, action, drama
       3    actors, famous, didn’t perform well, didn’t recognise
       4    Danny thinks, plot, difficult to follow, unrealistic,

boring
       5    Danny plans to watch, home, cinema, cousin’s

house

       b)   To listen for specific information
(multiple choice)

             •    Play the recording twice. Ss listen and complete
the task.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    C            2    C           3    C           4    A         5    A

  2    To pronounce /D/, /T/ 

       •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to listen and
repeat chorally and / or individually. Check Ss’
pronunciation and intonation.

       •    Elicit other words with the same sounds from Ss
around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

/D/ there
/T/ with
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       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to act out their dialogue in front of the
rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Becky: Hi, Kathy. Do you fancy going to the cinema
this evening?

       Kathy: Sure, why not? What’s on?
       Becky: Well, personally, I’m keen on adventure-fantasy

films, so I’d like to see The Hobbit. What do you think?
       Kathy: Sorry, Becky, but to tell you the truth, I find

fantasy films boring. I prefer action films.
       Becky: Well, there’s one called Sherlock Holmes.
       Kathy: What’s the main plot?
       Becky: It’s about two detectives, Sherlock Holmes

and Watson, who try to save England.
       Kathy: Who stars in it?
       Becky: Robert Downey Jr and Jude Law.
       Kathy: Ah, I like Robert Downey Jr. I saw him in Iron

Man.
       Becky: Great. I think this film starts at eight so let’s

meet at seven thirty outside the cinema.
       Kathy: OK. See you there!

  6    To develop speaking skills

       •    Explain the task and go through the cards explaining
any unknown words.

       •    Ask Ss to work in pairs and take turns to ask and
answer questions using the information on the cards.
Each S looks at their own card.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       SB:  When does Cinderella come out?
       SA:  It comes out on 13th March.
       SB:  Who directs it?
       SA:  Kenneth Branagh.
       SB:  Who stars in it?
       SA:  Lily James.
       SB:  What is the plot?
       SA:  Ella tries to escape from her evil stepsisters and

find love.
       SB:  How much are the tickets?
       SA:  £7

             A                                           B
Agree. Ask what’s
on.

Express dislike.
State a preference.

Ask about the plot.

Ask about the
actors.

Express like.

Agree.

Greet B. Ask B to go to 
the cinema with you.

State a preference and
suggest a film. Ask for
opinion.

Suggest another film.

Describe the plot.

Respond.

Suggest time and place.
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8d
  1    To introduce the topic

       Ask Ss to read the cinema advert and name the types
of films.

Answer Key

I can see a comedy, a science-fiction film, an adventure
-fantasy film, a detective-action film and an animated-
comedy.

  2    To complete a multiple choice cloze and
listen for confirmation

       •    Ask Ss to read the options (A-C) for the gaps (1-4)
and give Ss time to read the dialogue and fill the
gaps.

       •    Remind Ss to read the whole gapped sentence
before deciding on the right option as the answer
may lie after the gap.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check.

Answer Key

        1    B              2    C            3    A                4    B

  3    To role play a dialogue

       Ss complete the task in pairs. Monitor the activity
around the class.

  4    To match synonymous phrases for
expressing likes / dislikes and asking about plot /
acting

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the language box and read
it aloud.

       •    Explain the task and tell Ss that the phrases
express likes / dislikes and ask about plot / acting.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

I’m fond of = I really like
I can’t stand = I just hate
What’s it about? = Tell me the storyline.
Who’s in it? = Who stars in it?

  5    To act out a dialogue

       •    Ss complete the task in pairs using the dialogue in
Ex. 2 as a model to help them.

       •    Tell Ss that they can use phrases from the box in
Ex. 4. Write this diagram on the board for Ss to
follow:
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  1    To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric aloud and find the key
words.

       •    Read the questions aloud one at a time and elicit
the answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       Key words: review, school’s English magazine, film,
DVD, 60-100 words, title, type, director, lead role
actor(s), plot summary, recommendation

       1    a review
       2    readers of the school magazine
       3    title and type of film, name of director & lead role

actor(s), short summary of the plot, recommendation
       4    60-100 words

  2    To match paragraphs to headings

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to read the
review and complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       A   2                        B   3                        C   1

  3    To expand vocabulary

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the Useful Language box
and ask Ss to read it.

       •    Explain / Elicit any unknowns words.
       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

has a star-studded cast = The cast is excellent.
is a really exciting film = is an amazing film
special effects are fantastic = special effects are
stunning
It’s a must-see! = Don’t miss it.

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.
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  4    To practise vocabulary related to reviews

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Explain / Elicit any unknown words.
       •    Elicit which sentences refer to a book, a film or both.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    bestseller (book) 5    read (book)
       2    wrote (book) 6    seat (film)
       3    end (both) 7    performance (film)
       4    awful (film) 8    fantastic (film)

  5    To enrich language

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Ss can use their dictionaries.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    a             3    a            5    a            7    b          9    a
        2    a             4    b            6    b            8    a        10   b

Background information

Joss Whedon (born 23 June, 1964) is an American
screenwriter, film and television producer, director,
comic book author, composer, and actor. His work
for TV as well as the big screen is well-known and
acclaimed. He wrote and directed the film adaptation
The Avengers (2012), the third-highest-grossing film
of all time.
Robert Downey Jr. (born 4 April, 1965) is an
American actor who made his screen debut at the
age of five, appearing in his father’s film Pound. In
the 1992 film Chaplin, he played the title character,
earning a nomination for the Academy Award for
Best Actor. After that, he starred in action-packed
films, the most famous of which are Sherlock Holmes
and Iron Man.
Chris Evans (born 13 June, 1981) is an American
actor known for his superhero roles in the Fantastic
Four (2005 and 2007), the Captain America films
(2011, 2014 and 2016) and The Avengers films (2012
and 2015).

8e

Exercise 7 on p. 104(T)

  7    To practise reflexive / emphatic pronouns

        •    Give Ss time to complete the sentences.
        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    themselves (reflexive)

       2    myself (reflexive)
       3    himself (emphatic)
       4    herself (emphatic)
       5    yourselves (reflexive)
       6    ourselves (emphatic)
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  9    To complete a review

       •    Give Ss time to write their review using their
answers from Ex. 8 and phrases from the Useful
Language box. Tell Ss they can use vocabulary
from Exs. 4, 5 & 6.

       •    Remind Ss to use the plan and the review skeleton
to help them.

       •    Ask Ss to use the Checklist to check their work
for mistakes and then ask various Ss to read their
reviews to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
read out their reviews in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

Avengers: Age of Ultron is a superhero-action film
about the latest adventures of the Avengers. Joss
Whedon directed the film. Robert Downey Jr stars
as Tony Stark / Iron Man and Mark Ruffalo plays the
role of Bruce Banner / The Hulk. Chris Evans, Chris
Hemsworth, Scarlet Johansson, and Jeremy Renner
also star.
The plot is thrilling. Tony Stark and Bruce Banner try
to create a peacekeeping program called Ultron, but
things go horribly wrong and the Avengers have to
stop Ultron from carrying out his terrible plans. It’s
very exciting.
Avengers: Age of Ultron is a film with great action
and stunning special effects. Don’t miss it!
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8e

  6    To practise vocabulary for recommending

       •    Elicit the meanings of any unknown words and
then give Ss time to choose the appropriate ones
to fill the gaps.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    worth                 3    waste                5    chance
        2    miss                  4    bother               6    give

  7    To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric, underline the key words
and answer the questions.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       Key words: review, English teen magazine, film, seen,
cinema, 60-100 words, title, type, director, lead role
actor(s), outline of plot, recommendation

       1    a review
       2    readers of a teen magazine
       3    title and type of film, name of director and lead

role actor(s), brief plot outline, recommendation
       4    three (1-general information, 2-summary of the

plot, 3-recommendation)
       5    60-100 words

  8    To brainstorm for topic-related
vocabulary

       •    Ask Ss to copy the headings into their notebooks
and give them time to make notes under each for
a film they have seen recently.

       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Suggested Answer Key

Title: Avengers: Age of Ultron
Type: superhero action film
Director: Joss Whedon
Cast: Robert Downey Jr (Tony Stark / Iron Man), Mark
Ruffalo (Bruce Banner / The Hulk), as well as Chris
Evans, Chris Hemsworth, Scarlet Johansson, Jeremy
Renner and more
Plot: Tony Stark and Bruce Banner try to create a
peacekeeping program called Ultron, but things go
horribly wrong and the Avengers have to stop Ultron
from carrying out his terrible plans. 
Special effects: stunning
Recommendation: a must-see
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  1    a)   To introduce the topic

             Read the rubric aloud. Direct Ss to the picture and
ask them to guess what the film is about.

Suggested Answer Key

I think the film is about a creature called a hobbit and
a wizard.

       b)   To listen for gist

             •    Play the recording, Ss listen and find out.

Suggested Answer Key

The film is about the story of a hobbit who joins a
group of dwarves on a journey to fight a dragon and
finds a ring that changes his life.

             •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the
words in the Check these words box in their
dictionaries or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

bestseller (n): a book that sells a lot of copies
big screen (phr): the cinema screen
classic (adj): of high quality and a standard against
which similar things are judged
novel (n): book
hit (v): to show at the cinema
queue (v): to stand in a line and wait for sth 
unexpected (adj): surprising
producer (n): the person who produces / makes films
/  plays / etc.
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8f

Suggested Answer Key for Ex. 8 on p. 111(T)

Ex. 8

Suggested Answer Key 

Title of film: The Hobbit
Director: Peter Jackson
Based on: Prequel to The Lord of the Rings, The Hobbit
or There and Back Again by J.R.R. Tolkien
Plot: Bilbo Baggins is a young hero who joins a group of
dwarves on a journey to the Lonely Mountain to fight a
dragon. On his way, he finds a ring that gives him special
powers.
Technology: special cameras that capture 48 frames per
second, 3D technology to make mythical creatures look
lifelike
Recommendation: Thrilling plot – It will take you on a
journey into another world

Hello, everyone. Cinema and literature have given us many
great films and books. Today, I want to talk about one of
my favourite films of all times, The Hobbit by director Peter
Jackson, based on the book by world-famous author
J.R.R. Tolkien, The Hobbit or There and Back Again. 

Bilbo Baggins is a young hero who joins a group of
dwarves on a journey to the Lonely Mountain to fight an
evil dragon called Smaug. On his way, he finds a ring that
gives him special powers. J.R.R. Tolkien wrote Bilbo’s
story in 1937 as a prequel to his other famous work The
Lord of the Rings. Peter Jackson filmed Bilbo’s journey in
three parts; An Unexpected Journey, The Desolation of
Smaug and The Battle of the Five Armies with the first film
released in 2012. He used special cameras which allowed
him to capture 48 frames per second instead of 24 like in
most films. The result is a much better picture on screen,
with a lot of detail. Another advanced technology Jackson
used to make the films is 3D technology. Many mythical
creatures play a part in Tolkien’s story so Jackson used 3D
technology to make them seem more lifelike. The book’s
thrilling plot, many interesting characters, and Jackson’s
use of advanced technology made the films very
successful blockbusters. 
The Hobbitwill take you on a journey so realistic that it will be
like stepping into another world. Are there any questions?
Thank you for listening.

release (v): to make sth available to the public 
successful (adj): popular and makes a lot of money
series (n): set of movies / books etc having the same
characters and continue a story
author (n): writer
prequel (n): a film about an earlier stage of a story
evil (adj): powerfully wicked
dragon (n): a mythical winged creature that can breathe
fire
special power (phr): supernatural ability
action (n): the important and exciting things that are
happening
capture (v): to record
frame (n): a separate photograph on a piece of film
tiny detail (phr): the smallest feature
mythical creature (n): an animal that only exists in
myths and legends e.g. dragon, fairy, etc
lifelike (adj): realistic
realistic (adj): life-like
step into (phr v): to move forward by walking

Background information

J.R.R. Tolkien, (3 January, 1892 – 2 September, 1973)
was an English writer, poet, philologist and university
professor, best known as the author of the classic high
fantasy works The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings.
After his death, Tolkien’s son Christopher published a
series of works based on his father’s extensive notes
and unpublished manuscripts, including The Silmarillion.
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  7    a)   To consolidate information in a text

             Ask various Ss around the class to tell the rest of
the class three things they learnt from the text.

Suggested Answer Key

I learnt that Peter Jackson directed The Hobbit. I also
learnt that it was filmed using a special technique
called high frame-rate technology which means that
the viewer sees 48 frames per second instead of 24. I
learnt that this gives a much clearer picture.

       b)   To express an opinion; 
to personalise the topic; to develop critical
thinking skills

             •    Ask Ss to discuss the question in closed pairs
and give their reasons.

             •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

I’ve read the novel. It’s fantastic and I couldn’t put it
down. I’ve also seen the films and they really brought the
characters to life and the special effects were amazing.

  8    To give a presentation

       •    Go through the rubric and explain the task.
       •    Ask Ss to copy the headings in the rubric into

their notebook.
       •    Play the video and ask Ss to make notes under

the headings.
       •    Tell Ss to use their notes to prepare a presentation

on The Hobbit book and films.
       •    Ask various Ss to give their presentations to the

class.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to

give their presentation in the next lesson. 

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 110(T)

  9    To write a review of a book

       •    Go through the rubric with Ss and explain the task.
       •    Ask Ss to find information on the Internet and / or

other sources about a book written by an author
from their country, copy the headings in their
notebooks and make notes about the book under
them.

       •    Give Ss time to use their notes and write a review.
       •    Ask various Ss to read their reviews to the class.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to

read out their reviews in the next lesson.

(Ss’ own answers)
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  2    To read for specific information (multiple

choice)

       •    Read out the Tips box and explain that this tip will
help Ss to complete the task successfully.

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions and the answer
choices and give them time to read the text and
complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Suggested Answer Key

        1    A (It tells the story ... powers)
        2    C (Peter Jackson ... films)
        3    B (... used special cameras ...)
        4    C (thanks to the ... stay)

  3    To read for general comprehension 

       Give Ss time to read the text again and complete the
task. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    The Hobbit
       2    Bilbo Baggins and a dragon
       3    director
       4    48 frames per second instead of 24
       5    plot

  4    To consolidate new vocabulary

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    hit                      3    queued              5    stepped
        2    captured            4    released

  5    To consolidate new vocabulary through
antonyms

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Then elicit what part of speech

each word is.

Answer Key

prequel (n) ≠ sequel, popular (adj) ≠ unknown, 
hero (n) ≠ villain, evil (adj) ≠ good, finds (v) ≠ loses,
special (adj) ≠ usual, lifelike (adj) ≠ unrealistic, 
thrilling (v) ≠ boring, stay (v) ≠ leave

  6    To listen for specific information (multiple
choice)

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions (1-4) and the possible
answers. 

       •    Play the recording twice if necessary. Ss listen and
choose the correct answers. Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

        1    B              2    B             3    A                4    A
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2    Read the text and for questions 1-4 choose
the correct answer (A, B or C). 

 1   In the novel Bilbo Baggins
      A discovers a ring on a trip. 
      B must steal a ring from a dragon. 
      C fails to reach the Lonely Mountain.

 2   Peter Jackson is the person who 
      A filmed The Hobbit films in 2012. 
      B wrote the plot of The Hobbit films. 
      C made three films based on The Hobbit

novel. 

 3   The technology Jackson used to make The
Hobbit films

      A was similar to most films. 
      B included the latest equipment. 
      C allowed him to finish the films faster. 

 4   What does the writer say about 48-frame
technology?

      A It’s not popular with film fans.
      B It makes films look less life-like.  
      C More filmmakers are going to use it.

3    Read again and complete the sentences. 

       1   J. R. R. Tolkien wrote ............................ . 

       2   The Hobbit is about a fight between
............................ . 

       3   Peter Jackson is the ............................ . 

       4   With the cameras he used, Jackson
could capture ............................ .

       5   The writer of the text was also impressed
with the film’s ............................ .

Vocabulary
4    Complete the gaps with: captured, hit,

queued, stepped, released. 

       1   This popular novel has finally ..................
the big screen. 

       2   The director ................... the scene using
a hand-held camera. 

       3   People ................... outside the cinema
hoping to buy a ticket. 

       4   They ................... the film in cinemas last
Friday. 

       5   When the film started, I ................... into
another world.

111

8f

5    Match the underlined words in the text to
their opposites. What part of speech is each? 

• unknown  • unrealistic  • loses  • villain
• good  • sequel  • usual  • leave  • boring

Listening
6    Listen to a man talking about a book.

For questions 1-4 choose the best answer
(A, B or C).

 1   Percy learns his father is a god, while he’s at
      A a museum. B a camp.
      C school.

 2   Zeus believes that 
      A Percy stole the thunderbolt.
      B Poseidon stole the thunderbolt.
      C lightning destroyed the thunderbolt.

 3   The speaker thinks that Percy
      A is similar to most teenagers.
      B is unlike most teenagers.
      C has the same personality as he does.

 4   This recording is
      A a review. B a lecture.
      C an advertisement.

3.18

Speaking
7    a)  Tell the class three things you have

learnt from the text. 

       b)  Would you like to see The
Hobbit films or read the novel? Why? Tell
your partner two reasons.

Writing
9    Think of a book by an author from your

country. Collect information under the
headings: Name of book – Genre – Author –
Short plotline. Write a short review for an
English-language teen magazine.

8    Watch the 
and read the text in Ex. 1b again. Make
notes under the headings: Title of film –
Director – Based on – Plot – Technology –
Recommendation. Imagine you are a Media
Studies teacher. Give a presentation on The
Hobbit book and films to your students.

VIDEOPRESENTATION SKILLS
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  1    To introduce the topic and new
vocabulary through pictures

       •    Direct Ss to the pictures and elicit which pictures
show which items from the rubric.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
a USB cable – 2 & 3, a computer screen – 4, 5 & 6, 
a mouse – 4, a keyboard – 5

  2    To listen and read for specific information

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and read to find out how
to import pictures from a camera to a computer.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
We need to use a USB cable.

  3    To read for specific information 
(T / F statements)

       •    Give Ss time to read the statements (1-6) and explain
/  elicit any unknown words.

       •    Ask Ss to read the text again and complete the
task. Check Ss’ answers.

       •    Ss should correct the false statements.

Answer Key
       1    T   4    T
       2    T   5    F (use your keyboard)
       3    F (you should plug 6    F (once done)
             the large end)

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their
dictionaries or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key
import (v): to copy information from one device /
computer to another
mobile phone (n): a phone that can be carried with you
computer (n): an electronic machine used for storing
& organising information

save (v): to keep information on a computer
folder (n): a place on a computer to store files 
connect (v): to link two or more things together
USB cable (n): a special wire to connect a device to a
computer
port (n): part of an electronic device used to connect
other pieces of equipment
slot (n): an opening
window (n): a framed area on a display screen for
viewing information 
pop up (phr v): to appear
screen (n): a flat surface, on a TV, mobile phone or
computer, which shows images and data 
mouse (n): a small device that you use to move a
cursor on your computer screen
click (v): to press the mouse
option (n): choice
keyboard (n): a panel of keys that operate a computer
enter (v): to put information into a computer
filename (n): the name of a piece of information /
program on a computer
upload (v): to transfer data to a larger computer system
or the internet

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  4    To consolidate information in a text

       Ask various Ss around the class to explain how we
can import pictures from a mobile phone to a
computer using the pictures to help them.

Suggested Answer Key
First, use your mobile phone to take some pictures
and save them in the phone. Then connect the small
end of your USB cable to the phone and the large end
to the computer. When you see the autoplay option
on your screen, click on the option ‘Import pictures
and videos’. Type in a filename for your pictures and
click ‘Import’. The pictures will then upload to the
computer. Click ‘Finished’ and the picture folder will
pop up on your screen.
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Culture Spot

  1    To introduce the topic and listen and read
for specific information

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen, follow the text in their
books and find out about Downton Abbey.

       •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key
It is a historical drama.

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    To present a TV series

       •    Give Ss time to find out information about a
popular TV series in their country and make notes
about it under the headings provided.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to present the
series to the class.

(Ss’ own answers)
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  3    To listen for specific information (multiple
choice)

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions and answer choices
and identify the key words.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and choose the
correct answers.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    C            2    C           3    A            4    A         5    B

Background information

Scotland is a country that is part of the United
Kingdom and covers the northern third of the island of
Great Britain. It shares a border with England to the
south, and is surrounded by the Atlantic Ocean, with
the North Sea to the east and the North Channel and
Irish Sea to the south-west. In addition to the mainland,
the country is made up of more than 790 islands.
Edinburgh, the country’s capital and second-largest
city, was the hub of the Scottish Enlightenment of the
18th century. Scottish waters contain the largest oil
reserves in the European Union. The country is home
to approximately 5.5 million people and the currency is
the Pound Sterling.

113(T)
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  1    To read for specific information (multiple

choice)

       •    Ask Ss to read the text and then read the questions
and answer choices and complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
       •    Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    B   (many TV series ... films)
       2    A   (... senses ... Gabaldon)
       3    B   (When she wakes ... 1743!)
       4    A   (It’s got ... everyone)
       5    B   (... let you ... show)

       •    Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments at
the end.

  2    To consolidate everyday English
expressions / exchanges

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    Why not 4    It was a waste of time
       2    I can’t stand them 5    It stars Ben Affleck
       3    What’s it about 
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  4    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    H              3    B             5    A                7    E
        2    D              4    F             6    C                8    G

  5    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    direct 4    funny
       2    composed 5    cast
       3    released

  6    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    bald 4    western
       2    pale 5    historical
       3    fair

  7    To consolidate grammar from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    wasn’t 4    didn’t
       2    shall 5    will
       3    isn’t

  8    To consolidate grammar from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    whose 6    who
       2    myself 7    anything
       3    Everyone 8    themselves
       4    which 9    any
       5    somewhere 10  yourself

  9    To write a review

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key
Isabel is a Spanish historical drama TV series. It’s in
its third season and it’s on TVE. It’s about the life and
times of Isabella, the Queen of Castile, in the 1400s.
The story is very interesting and the acting is great.
Michelle Jenner and Rodolfo Sancho star as Isabella I
of Castile and Ferdinand II of Aragon. This show is
great for anyone who likes drama and wants to learn
about history too. I recommend it to everyone.

Grammar in Focus

       To consolidate grammar structures learnt

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    have you ever seen (ever-personal experience)
       2    which (refer to a film)
       3    as (describe purpose / quality of sth / sb)
       4    who (refer to a person)
       5    isn’t (negative question tag-confirmation)
       6    myself (without anyone else)
       7    everyone (affirmative sentence)

Competences
Ask Ss to assess their own performance in the unit by
ticking the items according to how competent they feel at
each of the listed activities.
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What’s in this unit?
In this unit Ss will explore the topics of structures, shopping
and services. They will learn the comparative / superlative,
very, really, too / enough, much, and as … as. They will also
learn to write a letter about their neighbourhood.

  1    To introduce the topic

       •    Go through the years and units of measurement
and explain how they are read.

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures (1-9) and play
the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat chorally
and / or individually. 

       •    Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation. 

  2    To present the comparative / superlative

       •    Read out the examples in the theory box and
explain that they show the comparative and
superlative forms of the adjectives. 

       •    Explain that adjectives describe a quality that sb /
sth has; comparatives show that sb / sth has more
of the quality than sb / sth else and superlatives
show that sb / sth has the most of a quality than the
others in a group. Elicit that we form the
comparative with adj + -er + than, and the
superlative with adj + -est.

  3    To practise comparatives / superlatives;
to present and discuss structures

       •    Ask Ss to look at the pictures (1-9) and explain
that they are divided into three groups of similar
structures.

       •    Ask Ss to read the information for each one and
then ask three Ss to read out the example dialogue.

       •    Divide the class into groups of three and then ask
them to use the information under each picture to
compare the structures in closed groups using the
comparative / superlative following the example.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and check
Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  Himeji Castle in Japan is old.
       B:  Yes, but Buda Castle in Hungary is older than

Himeji Castle.
       C:  Prague Castle in the Czech Republic is the oldest

of all.

       A:  The KL Tower in Kuala Lumpur is tall.
       B:  Yes, but Taipei 101 in Taipei, Taiwan is taller than

the KL Tower.
       C:  The Burj Khalifa in Dubai, UAE is the tallest of all.

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

Background information
Valencia is the third-largest city in Spain with around
800,000 inhabitants. The city has global city status. The
Port of Valencia is the 5th busiest container port in
Europe and the busiest container port on the
Mediterranean Sea. Valencia is situated on the banks of
the River Turia, on the east coast of the Iberian Peninsula.
Its historic centre is one of the largest in Spain, with a rich
heritage of ancient monuments and cultural attractions.
Japan is an island nation in East Asia. Located in the
Pacific Ocean, it lies to the east of the Sea of Japan,
North Korea, South Korea and Russia, stretching from
the Sea of Okhotsk in the north to Taiwan in the south.
Japan is an archipelago of 6,852 islands and has the
world's tenth-largest population, with over 127 million
people. The capital city is Tokyo, which along with the
several surrounding prefectures have over 30 million
residents. A major economic power, Japan has the
world’s third-largest economy. 
Singapore, officially the Republic of Singapore, is an
island country, in south-east Asia. Often referred to as
the ‘Lion city’, Singapore lies at the southernmost tip
of continental Asia and its territory consists of the
diamond-shaped main island, commonly referred to
as Singapore Island, and more than 60 smaller islets.
English, Malay, Mandarin and Tamil are the official
languages and the country is home to approximately
5.5 million people.
Czech Republic is a landlocked country in Central
Europe bordered by Germany to the west, Austria to
the south, Slovakia to the south-east and Poland to
the north-east. The capital and largest city is Prague
and the country is home to approximately 10.5 million
people. The official currency is the Czech koruna.
Hungary is a landlocked country in Central Europe, it
is situated in the Carpathian Basin and is bordered by
Slovakia to the north, Romania to the east, Serbia to
the south, Croatia to the south-west, Slovenia to the
west, Austria to the north-west and Ukraine to the
north-east. The country’s capital and largest city is
Budapest. The official language is Hungarian. Hungary
is home to approximately 10 million people and it is a
popular tourist destination. It is home to the largest
thermal water cave system and the second-largest
thermal lake in the world, Lake Heviz.
Kuala Lumpur is the capital of Malaysia as well as its
largest city. Kuala Lumpur is in West Malaysia near the
Strait of Malacca and is home to about 1.7 million
people. It is the cultural, economic and political capital of
Malaysia. It is famous for its many beautiful temples,
parks, markets and buildings such as the Petronas
Towers which are two of the tallest buildings in the world.
Taipei literally means “North of Tai”. It is the capital
city and a special municipality of Taiwan. Sitting at
the northern tip of Taiwan, Taipei is mostly located on
the Taipei Basin and ancient lakebed, bounded by the
two relatively narrow valleys of the Keelung and
Xindian rivers. The city is home to approximately 2.8
million people. Taipei is the political, economic,
educational, and cultural centre of Taiwan.
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9a
  1    To predict the content of the text through

a picture

       •    Go through the Tips box with Ss.
       •    Read the title of the text and direct Ss’ attention to

the picture. Ask them to guess where this place is
and what makes it special.

       •    Ask Ss to read the text and find out.

Suggested Answer Key

I think this place is a park and a tourist attraction. I
think it has a lot of stone sculptures.

  2    To read for specific information (multiple
choice)

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions (1-4) and the answer
choices A-D.

       •    Give Ss time to read the text again carefully and
complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers. 

Answer Key

        1    B (it has a park ... attraction)
        2    D (has turned ... years)
        3    B (amateur geologist)
        4    C (Visitors ... walls)

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their dictionaries
or in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key

petrified (adj): turned to stone
cover (v): to extend over an area
whole (adj): all of sth
block (n): an area of land in a city with streets on
all four sides
in the heart of (phr): in the middle of
turn into (phr v): to transform into sth
stone (n): rock
sculpture (n): a carving from stone / wood etc
structure (adj): an object or building constructed
from several parts
amateur (n): sb who is not a trained professional
geologist (n): sb who studies rocks
show off (phr v): to boast
hire (v): to pay sb to do a job
cone-shaped (adj): in the shape of a pyramid
wishing well (n): a deep hole in the ground where
water can be found and where you can throw a coin
in to make a wish come true
tree trunk (n): the main body of a tree
dinosaur (n): a prehistoric animal
claw marks (phr): impressions made by animals
addition (n): an extra thing
unique (adj): original; only one of sth

  3    To read for specific information (sentence
completion)

       •    Ask Ss to read the unfinished sentences and
explain / elicit any unknown words.

       •    Ask Ss to read the text again and complete the
task .

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    a whole block
       2    sculptures and structures 
       3    (amateur geologist) Ole S. Quammen
       4    petrified tree trunks (more than 9 metres tall)
       5    waterfall with a petrified wood wall 

  4    To read for general comprehension

       •    Give Ss time to look through the text again and
answer the questions.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1    Petrified wood is wood that has turned into stone
over millions of years.

       2    Visitors can see thousands of sculptures and
structures including cone-shaped pyramids, a
wishing well, a museum, a fairy-tale castle and a
waterfall with a petrified wood wall.

       3    He wanted to build the park because there was
lots of petrified wood nearby and he wanted to
show it off.

       4    He hired the men to help him search for and
collect the wood and help him create the park.

  5    To consolidate new vocabulary

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

        1    show off             3    searched            5    hired
        2    collect                4    looks                  6    covers

Lemmon is a city in Perkins County, South Dakota,
United States. The population is around 1,250. It is
located in the heart of Grand River and Cedar River
National Grasslands. The area is rich in history and
culture. It is famous for its Petrified Wood Park.

Background information
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       •    Alternatively, assign this task as HW.
       •    For weaker classes give the answer in the

Suggested Answer Key with gaps (see underlined
words) and ask them to complete it.

Suggested Answer Key
Dear Omar,
How are you? Last Sunday I visited the Petrified
Wood Park in Lemmon, South Dakota. It’s in an
outdoor area and it’s full of sculptures and structures
of wood that have turned to stone over millions of
years. It’s a popular tourist attraction.
It was amazing. I saw cone-shaped pyramids and a
wishing well. I visited a museum and a fairytale castle
and saw walls with dinosaur claw marks. The park
even has a waterfall with a petrified wood wall. It was
an amazing experience! 
What did you do over the weekend?
Write back,
Alan

10   To write about a local tourist attraction

       •    Go through the rubric and explain the task. 
       •    Ask Ss to find information about a tourist attraction

in their country and make notes about it under the
headings in the rubric.

       •    Ask various Ss to present their information to the
class. Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask
Ss to read out their sentences in the next lesson.

(Ss’ own answers)

11   To give a presentation

       •    Go through the rubric with Ss, explain the task
and ask Ss to copy the headings in Ex. 10 into
their notebooks.

       •    Play the video and ask Ss to read the text again
and make notes under the headings.

       •    Ask Ss to use their notes to present the Petrified
Wood Park.

       •    Refer Ss to p. PS3 in the WB for guided help with
this presentation task. 

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentation in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key – see Workbook
Presentation Skills Key, Ex. 8, p. WPSK3
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  6    To consolidate new vocabulary through
synonyms

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key 

       1    peaceful 4    unusual
       2    nonprofessional 5    entire
       3    amazing 6    most popular

  7    a)   To practise collocations

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
             •    Remind Ss to transfer this list of collocations to

the Collocations Section in their notebooks
and revise them as often as possible.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    latest                  4    outdoor              7    wishing
        2    tourist                5    town                  8    fairytale
        3    tree                    6    claw

       b)   To practise forming sentences using
collocations

             •    Give Ss time to make sentences based on the
text using the collocations in Ex. 7a.

             •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       2    The Petrified Wood Park is a popular tourist
attraction.

       3    They used tree trunks to build the castle.
       4    The Petrified Wood Park is in an outdoor area.
       5    The park is in the heart of the town centre.
       6    There are dinosaur claw marks on the walls.
       7    There is a wishing well in the park.
       8    There’s a fairytale castle in the park.

  8    To consolidate information from
the text

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and read the text again.
       •    Ask various Ss around the class to tell the rest of

the class what impressed them from the text.

Suggested Answer Key

What impressed me is that wood can turn into rock
over millions of years. What also impressed me is that
there is enough of it in South Dakota to fill a park as
big as a block and that one man, Ole S. Quammen,
had the imagination to create it!

  9    To write an email

       •    Explain the task, elicit appropriate opening / closing
remarks) and give Ss time to write an email in
narrative form. Check Ss’ answers by asking various
Ss to read out their emails to the class.
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9b
  1    To present comparatives and superlatives

       •    Ss’ books closed. Write on the board: Julie is
shorter than John. Explain that we use the
comparative form to compare two people, things,
places, etc. We usually use than with comparative
adjectives. Write on the board: Derek is the
shortest boy in the class. Explain we use the
superlative form to compare one person, thing,
etc. with an entire group. Write on the board: The
long dress is not as cheap as the short one.
Explain that we use (not) as + adjective + as to
show that two people, things, etc, are (not) similar. 

       •    Ss’ books open. Go through the table. Explain
that with one-syllable and two-syllable adjectives,
we form the comparative by adding -er and the
superlative by adding -est (e.g. clean – cleaner –
cleanest).

       •    Tell Ss that with adjectives of more than two
syllables, we form the comparative with more and
the superlative with the most (e.g. exciting – more
exciting – the most exciting).

       •    Explain that with some two-syllable adjectives, such
as clever, narrow, gentle, friendly etc, we form the
comparative and the superlative either with -er / -est
or with more / the most (e.g. gentle – gentler –
gentlest or gentle – more gentle – the most gentle).

       •    Explain that with one-syllable adjectives ending in
-e, we add -r in the comparative and -st in the
superlative form (e.g. nice – nicer – the nicest).

       •    Explain that with one-syllable adjectives ending in a
vowel + a consonant, we double the last consonant
and add -er / -est. (e.g. hot – hotter – the hottest).

       •    Explain that with two-syllable adjectives ending in
-y or -ly, we change the -y to -i and add -er / -est.
(e.g. friendly – friendlier – the friendliest).

       •    Go through the table with Ss and elicit if there are
any similar structures in Ss’ L1.

       (Ss’ own answers)

       •    Drill Ss around the class by giving them adjectives
and asking for the comparative and superlative form. 

       •    Ask Ss to read the text and elicit examples of the
comparative and superlative and their form.

       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information.

Answer Key

Examples in the text: comparative: bigger, better
superlative: the tallest, the most famous, the largest,
the smallest

We form the comparative of one-syllable and two-
syllable adjectives by adding -er and the superlative
by adding -est. We form the comparative of adjectives
with more than two syllables, with more and the
superlative with the most.

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    To practise comparatives and superlatives

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Remind Ss to always look for keywords such as

the, than, of, as, to help them decide if it is a
comparative or a superlative form.

       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board. Ask Ss to mind
spelling.

Answer Key 

       1    the nicest 5    the best
       2    the most expensive 6    more crowded
       3    larger 7    noisy as
       4    big as

  3    To practise comparatives and superlatives

       •    Ask a S to read out the example.
       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the list of words and ask

them to use these words to compare the boys in
the picture. Give Ss time to complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

Pete isn’t as short as Charlie.
Steve is (much) shorter than Pete.
He is the shortest of all.
Pete isn’t as young as Charlie.
Steve is (much) younger than Pete.
He is the youngest of all.
Charlie’s hair isn’t as curly as Pete’s.
Steve’s hair is (much) curlier than Pete’s. It’s the
curliest of all.
Steve isn’t as slim as Pete. Charlie is slimmer than
Pete. He is the slimmest of all.
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The museum is larger than the concert hall.
The art gallery is the largest of all.
The museum is expensive.
The art gallery is more expensive than the museum.
The art gallery isn’t as expensive as the concert hall.
The concert hall is the most expensive of all.

  7    a)   To present too / enough

             •    Ss’ books closed. Say, then write on the
board: He’s too old to drive. and He is old
enough to drive. Tell Ss that in the first
example the person is old and can’t drive
whereas, in the second example the person is
of a suitable age to drive. Explain that we use
too + adjective to show that something is
more than we want (negative meaning)
whereas, we use adjective + enough to show
that there is as much as needed (positive
meaning). NOTE: Tell Ss that we put enough
before nouns. (e.g. I’ve got enough money to
buy that necklace.)

             •    Say, then write on board: That dress is very /
really beautiful. Explain to Ss that we use very /
really + adjective to make an adjective stronger.

             •    Ss open their books. Go through the theory,
then Ss read the text in Ex. 1 again and elicit
examples.

             •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section
for more information.

Answer Key

too good, talented enough

       b)   To practise too / enough, very / really

             •    Explain the task. Ss complete the task and
refer to the table when necessary.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    really                  3    really                  5    very
        2    too                     4    enough

  8    To present / practise prepositional
phrases

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Ask Ss to transfer these words with their

prepositions to the Prepositions Section in their
notebooks and revise them as often as possible.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    on            3    for           5    on              7    in
        2    in             4    out          6    with            8    for

119(T)

9b
  4    To practise comparisons

       •    Read out the example and explain the task. Ss
make comparisons in closed pairs.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to share their answers with the rest of
the class.

Answer Key

       2    A:  The pet shop is busy.
             B:  Yes, but the post office is busier.
             A:  The toy shop is the busiest of all.

       3    A:  The theatre is crowded.
             B:  Yes, but the cinema is more crowded.
             A:  The aquarium is the most crowded of all.

       4    A:  Luigi’s Pizzeria is quiet.
             B:  Yes, but Francesco’s Restaurant is quieter.
             A:  Finn’s Cafe is the quietest of all.

       5    A:  Helen is tall.
             B:  Yes, but Jenny is taller.
             A:  Ann is the tallest of all.

       6    A:  The museum is big.
             B:  Yes, but the concert hall is bigger.
             A:  The art gallery is the nicest of all.

  5    To practise the superlative form through
personal examples

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task and write

sentences about their town / city.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       2    (Barcelona) The most famous place in my town /
city is the Sagrada Familia.

       3    The biggest shop in my town / city is Les Glories.
       4    The tallest building in my town / city is the Hotel

Arts.
       5    The most expensive restaurant in my town / city is

the Alkimia Restaurant.
       6    The nicest park in my town / city is El Retiro Park.
       7    The best sports team in my town / city is Real

Madrid.
       8    The most popular café in my town / city is Café de

Las Horas.

  6    To practise comparisons

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the table and explain how
Ss can use it to complete the task.

       •    Ask various Ss to read out the examples.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

The concert hall is large.
The museum isn’t as large as the art gallery.
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120(T)

9c
  1    a)   To present vocabulary related to shops

& services

             Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally
and / or individually. Check Ss’ pronunciation and
intonation.

       b)   Matching places to pictures

             Elicit which places the pictures show from Ss
around the class.

Answer Key

        1    jeweller’s            3    butcher’s            5    pet shop
        2    baker’s               4    optician’s           6    florist’s

  2    To practise new vocabulary and match
products / activities to shops / places in a town

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Ask Ss to complete the task in closed pairs.
       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask

some pairs to share their answers with the class.

Answer Key

I can buy a swimsuit / a belt / shoes / tights / a scarf / a
wallet /  a digital camera / trainers / a smartphone at a
department store.
I can buy a necklace / earrings at a jeweller’s.
I can buy sunglasses at an optician’s.
I can meat at a butcher’s.
I can buy flowers at a florist’s.
I can buy bread rolls at a baker’s.
I can buy aspirin at a chemist’s.
I can buy a music CD at a music shop.
I can buy fruit and vegetables at a greengrocer’s.
I can buy an exotic fish at a pet shop.
I can buy a doll at a toy shop.
I can buy stamps at a post office.
I can see paintings at an art gallery / a museum.
I can see a play at a theatre.
I can see a film at a cinema.
I can see people exercising at a gym.
I can see roller coasters at an amusement park.
I can see musicians performing at a concert hall.
I can see flowers and trees in a park.
I can see trains at a railway station.
I can see ancient coins at a museum.

  3    To personalise the topic

       •    Read out the rubric and ask a S to read out the
example.

       •    Elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

In my neighbourhood there is a music store, a theatre
and a gym. There is also a railway station.

  1    a)   To prepare for a listening task

             •    Read out the Tips box and explain that this tip
will help Ss to complete the task successfully.

             •    Ask Ss to follow the instructions in the Tips
box, read the rubric and the statements and
find the key words.

             •    Elicit Ss’ guesses as to what the recording
may be about.

Answer Key

Key words: conversation moving to a new
neighbourhood, left, old neighbourhood, a month
ago, mum, lost, job, old neighbourhood, didn’t have,
traffic, doesn’t like, school, small, table tennis, first
time, new school, going, train trip, Carl

Suggested Answer Key

I think the recording may be about a person’s new
neighbourhood.

       b)   To listen for specific information (Yes /
No statements)

             •    Play the recording twice. Ss listen and complete
the task.

             •    Check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key

        1    B       2    A        3    A        4    B        5    B       6    B

  2    a)   To practise comparative forms

             •    Remind Ss of or elicit from Ss the spelling rules
for the comparative form.

             •    Give Ss time to write the comparative forms.
             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       2    noisier  6    taller
       3    larger  7    thinner
       4    busier 8    newer
       5    nicer

       b) To pronounce  / ´ /  in comparative -er

             •    Model the sound.
             •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally

and / or individually.
             •    Check Ss’ pronunciation.
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       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to act out their dialogue in front of the
rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  Hey Joe! How do you like your new house?
       B:  I love it. It’s a large townhouse so it’s much bigger

than our old place.
       A:  And what’s the neighbourhood like?
       B:  It couldn’t be better! It’s nice, with tree-lined

streets and lots of shops nearby.
       A:  It sounds great!
       B:  The trouble is that there’s not much nightlife

around here.
       A:  I know, that can be a problem!

  5    To learn / practise language related to
giving directions

       •    Explain the task and explain / elicit the meanings
of any unknown words.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task and then check
Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    get           3    turn         5    Take           7    miss
        2    walk         4    see         6    pass

  6    To listen for confirmation

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  7    To practise giving directions; to revise
and practise prepositions of place

       •    Present prepositions of place using your book.
Put your book on the desk, then ask and answer:
Where’s my book? It’s on the desk. Put your book
in your bag, then ask and answer: Where’s my
book? It’s in my bag. etc. Present the rest of
prepositions of place in the same way. Then put
your book in various places in the classroom and
ask Ss to tell you its location.

       •    Refer Ss to the map. Ask questions for Ss to say
where each shop is (e.g. Where’s the opticians? It’s
between the jeweller’s and the cinema.)

       •    Ask Ss to work in closed pairs and use the map to
give directions using the language in the box.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
various pairs to give directions in front of the rest
of the class.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 122(T)

  1    a)   To complete a multiple choice cloze

             •    Explain the task. Remind Ss to read the whole
gapped sentence before they choose the right
word.

             •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    B                        2    C                        3    A

       b)   To listen for confirmation / gist

             Play the recording. Ss listen and check if their
answers in Ex. 1a were correct.

  2    To role play a dialogue

       Ss complete the task in pairs. Monitor the activity
around the class.

  3    To match synonymous phrases for
enquiring about / expressing (dis)satisfaction

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the language box.
       •    Explain that the phrases ask about / express

(dis)satisfaction.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

How do you like your new flat? = Are you happy
with your new flat?
It’s great = It couldn’t be better.
It couldn’t be nicer. = It’s just what I had in mind.
The trouble is ... = I don’t like the fact that …

  4    To act out a dialogue

       •    Ss complete the task in pairs using the dialogue in
Ex. 1a as a model to help them.

       •    Tell Ss they can use phrases from the box in Ex. 3.
Write this diagram on the board for Ss to follow:

       

             A                                           B
Express satisfaction.
Describe new flat /
house.

Express satisfaction.
Describe the
neighbourhood.

Express dissatisfaction
about sth.

Greet B. Ask how B
likes their new flat /
house.

Ask about B’s
neighbourhood.

Comment.

Comment / Express
sympathy.

121(T)

9d
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  1    To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric aloud and find the key
words.

       •    Read the questions aloud one at a time and elicit
the answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

Key words to be underlined: moved to a new
neighbourhood, letter, 60-100 words, English-
speaking friend, why you moved, describe new
neighbourhood, invite him / her

Suggested Answer Key

       1    a letter about my new neighbourhood
       2    my English-speaking friend
       3    Dear …,  /  Best wishes
       4    I hope you are well / Sorry I didn’t write sooner /

I’m writing to tell you… /  Write and let me know. /
Talk to you later. / That’s all for now.

       5    mostly the present tense (is, aren’t, am)
       6    60-100 words

  2    To match paragraphs to headings

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to read the letter
and complete the task.

       •    Explain / Elicit any unknown words.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       A   2                        B   3                        C   1

  3    To practise informal style

       •    Direct Ss’ attention to the theory box and read it
aloud.

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       2    I’ve just met my new neighbours.
       3    We’re busy settling in.

122(T)

       4    Sorry I didn’t have time to write sooner.
       5    Let me know if you can’t make it.
       6    When you see my new flat, you’ll love it.

  4    To practise useful language for informal
letters

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it
using the Useful Language box.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

How are you? = Hope you’re OK.
Sorry I didn’t write sooner = Sorry it took me so
long to write back
I just wanted to tell you = I’m just dropping you a
line to tell you
It’s a quiet neighbourhood = The neighbourhood is
peaceful
How about coming ...? = Why don’t you come …?
Write and let me know. = Write back soon.
Talk to you later. = That’s all for now.

  5    To practise word order

       •    Go over the rules of the correct word order with
Ss quickly.

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       2    The students in my new school are very friendly.
       3    My new flat isn’t as cosy as my old one.
       4    My family and I have just moved to London.
       5    I was too busy to write to you sooner.
       6    Are you free next Sunday?

9e

Suggested Answer Key for Ex. 7 on p. 121(T)

Suggested Answer Key

       A:  Excuse me. How do I get to the theatre, please?
       B:  Walk along Elton Street and then take the second

right into Merton Street. Walk past the concert hall
and the theatre is on your right. You can’t miss it.

       A:  Thank you.

       A:  Excuse me. Could you tell me how to get to the
park, please?

       B:  Walk up Apple Street and then turn right on Elton
Street. The park is on the corner of Elton Street
and Merton Street opposite the cinema. You can’t
miss it.

       A:  Thank you.

       A:  Excuse me. Is there a theatre near here? 
       B:  Yes, there is. Walk along Elton Street and then

turn left into Merton Street. The theatre is on the
right opposite the pet shop. You can’t miss it.

        A:  Thank you.
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Suggested Answer Key

Hi Carla,
Hope you’re OK. It was great to hear from you. I’m
just dropping you a line to tell you about my new
house.
Our new flat is much nearer to my school. It’s on a
nice street in a quiet neighbourhood. Next to it
there’s a park. Opposite the park, there’s a small
baker’s. There’s a supermarket at the end of the road.
It’s much nicer than my old neighbourhood.
Why don’t you come and visit me sometime? Let me
know. Have to go now.
Best wishes,
Anna

Kensington is a district within the Royal Borough of
Kensington and Chelsea in west London. The north
east of the area is taken up by Kensington Gardens,
once private as the name suggests, but today a public
park which has Italian and Dutch gardens, public
buildings such as the Albert Memorial, the Serpentine
Gallery as well as Royal Albert Hall for music and
nearby Royal College of Music. The area is also home
to many of London’s European embassies.

Background information

123(T)

9e

  6    To practise using adjectives in descriptive
sentences

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    green                 4    expensive          7    crowded
        2    convenient        5    quiet                  8    neglected
        3    noisy                 6    modern

  7    To brainstorm for ideas

       •    Go through the rubric and explain the task.
       •    Ask Ss to copy the mindmap into their notebooks.
       •    Give Ss time to think of relevant vocabulary and

complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Suggested Answer Key

Adjectives: noisy, green, convenient, friendly, quiet,
crowded, expensive, etc
Location: in the suburbs, in the centre, in a quiet
area, in a village / the countryside etc
Other places: park, cinema, theatre, restaurant, etc
Shops: butcher’s, chemist’s, supermarket, baker’s, etc

  8    a)   To analyse a rubric

             •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and find the key
words.

             •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

letter, English-speaking friend, 60-100 words, where
you live, describe neighbourhood, invite him / her

       b)   To complete a letter

             •    Give Ss time to write their letter using their
answers from Ex. 7 and phrases from the
Useful Language box.

             •    Remind Ss to use the plan to help them and
the letter skeleton. Ss can use the letter in Ex.
2 as a model.

             •    Ask Ss to use the Checklist to check their
work for mistakes and then ask various Ss to
read their letters to the class.

             •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask
Ss to read out their letters in the next lesson.
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  1    To present vocabulary related to materials;
to listen and read for specific information

       •    Direct Ss to the picture and read out the rubric.
       •    Explain / Elicit what the materials are.
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and read to find out

which materials the architects used to make the
building.

Answer Key

steel, glass

  2    To read for specific information

       •    Ask Ss to read the text again and answer the
questions.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    The Gherkin’s eighteen lifts travel at high-speeds.
They can carry 378 people and they travel at
about 6 metres per second.

       2    There are offices, a shopping arcade and a
restaurant in the Gherkin.

       3    The Gherkin’s curved stairwells allow air to flow
naturally through the building. The windows also
make use of the natural light, which saves a lot on
electricity.

       •    Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the words
in the Check these words box in their dictionaries
or look them up in the Word List.

Suggested Answer Key – see p. 125(T)

  3    See p. 125(T)

124(T)

9

Culture Spot

  1    To introduce the topic; to listen & read for
gist

       •    Elicit Ss’ guesses in answer to the questions in
the rubric. 

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books to find out about Port Austin.

Answer Key

Port Austin is in Michigan, USA. You can do lots of
water activities like swimming, fishing, diving and
kayaking. You can also go to the theatre and attend
the annual cultural festival called ‘Art in the Park’. 

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

Michigan is a state in the Great Lakes region of the
Midwestern United States. Its capital is Lansing and the
largest city is Detroit. It has a population of about 10
million people. Michigan is widely known as the centre
of the American automotive industry, being home to the
country’s three major automobile companies.

Background information

  2   To present a village / town 

       •    Give Ss time to find out information about a village /
town in their country and make notes about it under
the headings provided.

       •    Ask Ss to use their notes to present the village /
town to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and tell Ss to
give their presentation in the next lesson. 

(Ss’ own answers)
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Answer Key

        1    T       2    F        3    F        4    T        5    F       6    F

  4    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    florist’s               4    post office         7    butcher’s
        2    chemist’s           5    art gallery           8    jeweller’s
        3    cinema               6    museum              

Clearwater is a city located in Pinellas County, Florida,
United States. To the west of Clearwater lies the Gulf of
Mexico and to the south-east lies Tampa Bay. The city
has approximately 108,000 people and according to the
Guinness World Records, Clearwater holds the record
for most consecutive days of sunshine in a single year.
Keswick is an English market town in the Borough of
Allerdale in Cumbria. The town is in the Lake District
National Park and has a population of about 5,000
people. Keswick became widely known for its
association with the poets Samuel Taylor Coleridge and
Robert Southey. Together with their fellow poet William
Wordsworth, they made the scenic beauty of the area
widely known to readers in Britain and beyond.

Background information

125(T)

9

Suggested Answer Key for Ex. 2 and Ex. 3 on p. 124(T)

Suggested Answer Key

skyscraper (n): a very tall building
skyline (n): where the sky meets buildings
steel (adj): a strong metal used for buildings
glass (adj): a material used for windows
curved shape (phr): having a rounded shape
diamond (n): a shape with four straight sides of equal
length where the opposite angles are the same, but
none of the angles are 90 degrees
high-speed (adj): being very fast
lift (n): a device that transports people up and down
inside a building
spectacular (adj): amazing
stairwell (n): the part of a building with the stairs
allow (v): to let
flow (v): to move smoothly
naturally (adv): in a natural way
architectural (n): referring to architecture
award (n): a prize

  3    To present the Gherkin

       •    Go through the rubric, explain the task and ask
Ss to copy the headings into their notebooks.

       •    Play the video and give Ss time to read the text
again and make notes under the headings provided.

       •    Ask Ss to use their notes to prepare a presentation
on the Gherkin.

       •    Ask various Ss to give their presentation to the class. 
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to

give their presentation in the next lesson. 

Suggested Answer Key

Location: 30 St Mary Axe, London
Size: 180 metres tall, 41 floors
Material: steel and glass
Design: curved shape, flat diamond-shaped windows
Uses: offices, shopping arcade, restaurant
Environmental features: curved stairwells to allow
air to flow naturally through the building, windows
allow a lot of natural light, save on electricity

Good afternoon everyone. Today I’m going to talk to
you about the famous building sometimes called the
‘Gherkin’. The address of the building is 30 St Mary Axe
in London. It is 180 metres tall and it is a modern steel
and glass building with 41 floors. It has got a curved
shape with flat diamond-shaped windows. Inside, there
are a lot of offices and a shopping arcade, as well as a
restaurant at the top. Like many new buildings these
days, it is environmentally friendly. It has got curved
stairwells so that air can flow naturally through the
building. Also, the windows allow a lot of natural light in
and this saves on electricity. The Gherkin is a very
unusual and interesting building and if you ever get the
chance to visit it, you should. Thank you for listening.

  1    To read for cohesion and coherence
(missing sentences)

       •    Ask Ss to read the missing sentences (A-E) and
then read the text and complete the task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

        1    C              2    E             3    D                4    A

       •    Play the video and elicit Ss’ comments at the end.

  2    To consolidate everyday English
expressions / exchanges

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    E             2    D           3    C           4    A         5    B

  3    To listen for specific information 
(T / F statements)

       •    Ask Ss to read the sentences and underline the key
words.

       •    Play the recording twice, if necessary. Ss listen and
mark the sentences according to what they hear.

       •    Check Ss’ answers.
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  5    To consolidate vocabulary from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    unique 5    natural
       2    spectacular 6    latest
       3    tourist 7    shopping
       4    fancy 8    wishing

  6    To consolidate grammar from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    the prettiest 4    more crowded
       2    closer 5    bigger
       3    long as 6    the most expensive

  7    To consolidate grammar from the unit

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

        1    too                     3    much                 5    too
        2    enough              4    very

  8    To write an email

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

Hi Eric,
Hope you are OK. I think Leon is a great place for you
to visit. It is not far from Madrid and it has a lot to
offer.
There are many activities you can do. You can go
walking, hiking, mountain biking or horse riding in the
area.
There are lots of cultural attractions in Leon, too. You
can see historic buildings and visit the Old Town, Leon
Cathedral, Leon Museum and Guzman’s Palace. In
July, there is a classical music festival.
I really think you will enjoy Leon. Have to go now.
Best wishes,
Helena

Grammar in Focus

        To consolidate grammar structures learnt

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

Answer Key

       1    larger (much + comparative + than)
       2    enough (enough + noun)
       3    own (own + noun – belonging to me)
       4    little (a little + adjective – a lot + of / a lot – at the

end of a sentence)
       5    will get (prediction based on what we think)
       6    already (already + present perfect)
       7    the friendliest (superlative / compare one to a group)
       8    since (since – the time something started)

Competences
Ask Ss to assess their own performance in the unit by
ticking the items according to how competent they feel at
each of the listed activities.

126(T)
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UNIT 1 – Day in, Day out

Introductory page (p. 11)

accountant \´"kaUnt´nt\ (n) = sb
whose job is to keep records of
money

bank clerk \"bœNk klA…k\ (n) = sb who
works at a desk in a bank

customer \"køst´m´\ (n) = sb who
buys sth

doctor \"dÅkt´\ (n) = sb who helps
sick people

farmer \"fA…m´\ (n) = sb who grows
crops or looks after animals on a
farm 

hospital \"hÅspItl\ (n) = a place where
doctors and nurses care for sick
people 

nurse \n‰…s\ (n) = sb who looks after
sick people in a hospital

office \"ÅfIs\ (n) = a building with desks
and computers where people work

police officer \p´"li…s ÆÅf´s´\ (n) = sb
who enforces the law

secretary \"sekr´t´ri\ (n) = sb who
organises records and
appointments 

shop assistant \"SÅp ´ÆsIst´nt\ (n) = sb
who sells things in a shop

swimming instructor \ÆswImIN
In"strøkt´\ (n) = sb who teaches
people how to swim

taxi driver \"tœksi ÆdraIv´\ (n) = sb who
drives people where they want to
go 

tour guide \"tU´ gaId\ (n) = sb who
shows tourists around

travel agent \"trœv´l ÆeIdZ´nt\ (n) = sb
who arranges holidays for people

waiter \"weIt´\ (n) = sb who brings
food/ drink to customers in a
restaurant/ café

1a (pp. 12-13)

accountant \´"kaUnt´nt\ (n) = sb
whose job is to keep records of
money

bossy \"bÅsi\ (adj) = sb who likes
telling people what to do

careful \"ke´f´l\ (adj) = of sb who
does things without making
mistakes

colourful costumes (phr) = clothes
with lots of colours 

community \k´"mju…n´ti\ (n) = the
people who live in the same area

creative \kri"eItIv\ (adj) = of sb who is
artistic and has original ideas

deserve \dI"z‰…v\ (v) = to have a right
elderly \"eld´li\ (adj) = old
extraordinary \Ik"strO…d´n´ri\ (adj) =

very special, unusual
fight crime (phr) = to stop things that

are against the law
hang out \ÆhœN "aUt\ (phr v) = to spend

time with people in a certain
place

impatient \Im"peIS´nt\ (adj) = sb who
doesn’t like waiting for sth

lazy \"leIzi\ (adj) = of sb who doesn’t
work hard

lead double lives (phr) = to have a
second life no one else knows
about

live alone (phr) = to live somewhere
by myself

make sure (phr) = to be certain
ordinary \"O…d´n´ri\ (adj) = usual; not

special
patient \"peIS´nt\ (adj) = of sb who

doesn’t get annoyed easily
proud \praUd\ (adj) = pleased with

oneself
put on \ÆpUt "Ån\ (phr v) = to wear
read a novel (phr) = to read a story
real identity (phr) = sb’s actual name
real-life \"rI´l laIf\ (adj) = not imagined
reliable \rI"laI´b´l\ (adj) = of sb who

you can depend or rely on
role model \"r´Ul ÆmÅd´l\ (n) = sb that I

want to be like
secret \"si…kr´t\ (n) = sth that nobody

or very few people know

sociable \"s´US´b´l\ (adj) = of sb who
likes being with other people

the homeless \D´ "h´Uml´s\ (n) =
people without a house to live in

unfriendly \øn"frendli\ (adj) = of sb
who isn’t nice to other people

Vocabulary plus (p. 16)

catch the bus (phr) = to get on the bus
chore \tSO…\ /(n) = a task in the house
concert \"kÅns´t\ (n) = an occasion

where many people go to listen to
music

cook \kUk\ (v) = to prepare food
cycling \"saIklIN\ (n) = the activity of

riding a bicycle
have a shower (phr) = to wash by

standing under a device that lets
water fall from a height

ice-skating \"aIs skeItIN\ (n) = the
activity of moving on ice while
wearing special shoes with a
metal blade on the bottom

make the bed (phr) = to tidy the
sheets on a bed so that it looks
as if no one has slept in it

mop the floor (phr) = use a stick with
a soft, wet material on one end to
wash the floor

sleepover \"sli…p´Uv´\ (n) = an
occasion where children stay the
night at their friend’s house

theatre \"TI´t´\ (n) = a place with a
stage and seats where actors
perform plays 

trekking \"trekIN\ (n) = the activity of
walking a long way over difficult
land

CLIL 1 (p. 20)

bite nails (phr) = to press the hard
parts on the ends of my fingers
between my teeth

eye contact (phr) = the act of looking
into sb’s eyes

first impression (phr) = my opinion
of sb the first time I meet them

WL1
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form an opinion (phr) = to create a
belief about sb/sth

nervous \"n‰…v´s\ (adj) = very anxious
tip \tIp\ (n) = a piece of advice

Culture Spot (p. 20)

application form \ÆœplI"keIS´n fO…m\ (n)
= an official written form to ask
for sth, for example a job

hairdresser’s \"he´Ædres´z\ (n) = the
place where you go to have your
hair cut, coloured etc

popular \"pÅpj´l´\ (adj) = well-liked
work permit \"w‰…k "p‰…mIt\ (n) = an

official written permission which
allows sb to work

Progress Check (pp. 21-22)

amazing \´"meIzIN\ (adj) = wonderful
careful \"ke´f´l\ (adj) = of sb who

does things without making
mistakes

do a favour (phr) = to do sth kind for
sb

excited \Ik"saItId\ (adj) = very happy
harmless \"hA…ml´s\ (adj) = not

dangerous
lazy \"leIzi\ (adj) = of sb who doesn’t

work hard
outdoors \ÆaUt"dO…z\ (adv) = outside,

not in a building
patient \"peIS´nt\ (adj) = of sb who

doesn’t get annoyed easily
polite \p´"laIt\ (adj) = of sb who has

good manners
responsibility \rIÆspÅns´"bIl´ti\ (n) = sth

that it is your duty to do

Unit 2 – Travel

Introductory page (p. 23)

adventure holiday \´dÆventS´ "hÅl´deI\
(n) = a holiday where people do
exciting sports

apartment \´"pa…tm´nt\ (n) = a flat
aquarium \´"kwe´ri´m\ (n) = a building

with sea creatures
B & B \Æbi… ´nd "bi…\ (n) = a house where

people pay for a room and breakfast
beach holiday \Æbi…tS "hÅl´deI\ (n) = a

holiday by the sea

boat \b´Ut\ (n) = a craft that floats on
water

cabin \"kœbIn\ (n) = a small wooden
house

coach \k´UtS\ (n) = a bus used for
long journeys

cruise \kru…z\ (n) = a journey on a
luxurious ship

foggy \"fÅgi\ (adj) = misty
guesthouse \"gesthaUs\ (n) = a house

where people can rent a room to
stay for the night

safari \s´"fA…ri\ (n) = a journey in a
vehicle to see wild animals

sightseeing holiday \ÆsaItsi…IN "hÅl´deI\
(n) = a holiday where people travel
around looking at famous places

skiing holiday \Æski…IN "hÅl´deI\ (n) = a
holiday where people do the
sport of travelling over snow with
long pieces of wood or plastic
attached to their feet

windy \"wIndi\ (adj) = (of wind)
blowing a lot

2a (pp. 24-25)

bicycle \"baIsIk´l\ (n) = a vehicle with
two wheels that moves when sb
turns the pedals with their feet

boat \b´Ut\ (n) = a craft that floats on
water

book \bUk\ (v) = to arrange for a
service ahead of time

boring \"bO…rIN\ (adj) = not interesting
bus \bøs\ (n) = a vehicle that carries a

lot of passengers
car \kA…\ (n) = a small vehicle that

usually carries up to five
passengers

cheap \tSi…p\ (adj) = costing very little
money

cloth \klÅT\ (n) = fabric
coach \k´UtS\ (n) = a bus used for

long journeys
comfortable \"kømft´b´l\ (adj) =

pleasant, restful
dragon \"drœg´n\ (n) = a mythical

animal that breathes fire
expensive \Ik"spensIv\ (adj) = not

cheap

fascinating \"fœsIneItIN\ (adj) = very
interesting

fast \fA…st\ (adj) = quick
guided tour \ÆgaIdId "tU´\ (n) = a trip

around a town or building with sb
who tells you facts about it

helicopter \"helIkÅpt´\ (n) = a craft
without wings that flies using
blades that spin 

journey \"dZ‰…ni\ (n) = travel from one
place to another over a large
distance

local \"l´Uk´l\ (n) = a resident
motorbike \"m´Ut´ÆbaIk\ (n) = a motor

vehicle with two wheels
plane \pleIn\ (n) = a vehicle with

wings that travels through the air
predict \prI"dIkt\ (v) = to foresee
relaxing \rI"lœksIN\ (adj) = sth that

makes you feel calm
religion \rI"lIdZ´n\ (n) = a system of

belief in non-human powers
scooter \"sku…t´\ (n) = a small motorbike

with a less powerful engine
ship \SIp\ n) = a large boat
step back in time (phr) = to go back

to the past
taxi \"tœksi\ (n) = a car with a driver

that carries paying passengers
tiring \"taI´rIN\ (adj) = sth that makes

you tired
train \treIn\ (n) = a series of carriages

pulled by an engine that runs on
rails 

tram \trœm\ (n) = a city vehicle that
moves on rails 

tribe \traIb\ (n) = a group of people
who live together in a traditional
society

underground \"ønd´graUnd\ (n) = a
train that runs in tunnels

van \vœn\ (n) = a vehicle used for
carrying things or people

weave cloth (phr) = to make fabric

Vocabulary plus (p. 28)

awful weather (phr) = bad
conditions, e.g. rain, snow etc

cancel \"kœns´l\ (v) = to say that sth
planned will not happen

WL2
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crowded beach (phr) = an area of sand
by the sea with lots of people on it

delay \dI"leI\ (v) = to say that sth
planned will happen later

flight \flaIt\ (n) = a journey in a plane
or helicopter

get stuck (phr) = to not be able to
move

heavy traffic (phr) = lots of vehicles
on the roads

lose \lu…z\ (v) = to no longer have sth
or be unable to find sth

miss \mIs\ (v) = to arrive too late for
sth so that it has already left

polluted sea (phr) = dirty sea
voyage \"vOIIdZ\ (n) = a journey on a

ship or boat

2d (p. 29)

awful \"O…f´l\ (adj) = terrible
luggage \"løgIdZ\ (n) = the bag(s) you

take with you when you travel
turn up \Æt‰…n "øp\ (phr v) = to arrive at

a place, often unexpectedly

2f (pp. 32-33)

awesome \"O…s´m\ (adj) = great
bumpy \"bømpi\ (adj) = rough
cabin \"kœbIn\ (n) = a small wooden

house
cosy \"k´Uzi\ (adj) = comfortable
crash down \ÆkrœS "daUn\ (phr v) = to

fall and hit the ground loudly and
forcefully

desert \"dez´t\ (n) = an area where
little or no rain falls

disappear \ÆdIs´"pI´\ (v) = to go away
dog sledding \"dÅg sledIN\ (n) = the

act of travelling over the snow in
a vehicle pulled by dogs

enjoyable \In"dZOI´b´l\ (adj) = fun
get the hang of sth (phr) = to begin

to understand sth
helicopter ride \"helIkÅpt´ ÆraId\ (n) = a

trip in a craft that flies using
blades that spin 

island \"aIl´nd\ (n) = an area of land
with water all around it

mountain \"maUnt´n\ (n) = a large hill
ride \raId\ (n) = a trip on or in a

vehicle

rise \raIz\ (v) = to go up
river \"rIv´\ (n) = a body of water

flowing between two banks
ski resort \Æski… rI"zO…t\ (n) = a place

where people stay on skiing
holidays

treat \trIt\ (n) = gift
trip \trIp\ (n) = a short journey
valley \"vœli\ (n) = the V-shaped land

between two hills or mountains
volcano \vÅl"keIn´U\ (n) = a mountain

with a hole in the top where lava,
gas and ash explode from

waterfall \"wO…t´fO…l\ (n) = water flowing
over the edge of a high place

worry \"wøriz\ (n) = anxiety about sth;
problem

CLIL 2 (p. 34)

blow \bl´U\ (v) = (of wind) to move 
bottom \"bÅt´m\ (n) = the lowest point

of sth
create \kri"eIt\ (v) = to make
crest \krest\ (n) = the top of a wave
distance \"dIst´ns\ (n) = a measure of

the space between two things
earthquake \"‰…TkweIk\ (n) = an

occasion where the ground
shakes

energy \"en´dZi\ (n) = power
grow in height (phr) = to get taller
ocean \"´US´n\ (n) = the sea
otherwise \"øD´waIz\ (adv) = if not
reach land (phr) = to arrive at a solid

part of the Earth
side \saId\ (n) = the edge of sth
trough \trÅf\ (n) = the bottom of a

wave
wave \weIv\ (n) = a moving line of

water that travels over the sea or
a lake

wave height \"weIv haIt\ (n) = the
distance from the top of a wave
to the bottom

wave length \"weIv leNT\ (n) = the
distance from the top of one
wave to the top of the next one

Culture Spot (p. 34)

seaside resort (phr) = a holiday
centre located close to the sea

tourist destination (phr) = a place
where tourists go

Progress Check (pp. 35-36)

explore \Ik"splO…\ (v) = to travel around
a new place

find out \ÆfaInd "aUt\ (phr v) = to
discover

mansion \"mœnS´n\ (n) = a huge
luxurious house

stroll \str´Ul\ (v) = to walk around a
place slowly for pleasure

textile \"tekstaIl\ (n) = a cloth or fabric

Unit 3 – Rain or Shine

Introductory page (p. 37)

boiling hot (phr) = very hot
breeze \bri…z\ (n) = a gentle

movement of air
chilly \"tSIli\ (adj) = unpleasantly cold
foggy \"fÅgi\ (adj) = misty
freezing cold (phr) = very cold
pouring with rain (phr) = to rain a lot

3a (pp. 38-39)

anxious \"œNkS´s\ (adj) = worried
beg \beg\ (v) = to ask for sth that you

desperately need
bull \bUl\ (n) = (of cattle) an adult

male
crop \krÅp\ (n) = any one of the plants

grown for food (vegetables,
grains, fruit)

cry \kraI\ (v) = to shout
destroy \dI"strOI\ (v) = to damage sth

so badly that it cannot be used
drizzle \"drIz´l\ (n) = light rain
drop \drÅp\ (v) = to accidentally let

sth fall
dry up \ÆdraI "øp\ (phr v) = to lose

water
even to this day (phr) = up until now
fall \fO…l\ (v) = to move downwards

quickly and without control
flood \flød\ (n) = the occasion when

huge water covers a dry area
god of thunder (phr) = the god that

controls thunder and is very
powerful

ground \graUnd\ (n) = the surface of
the Earth

WL3
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grow \gr´U\ (v) = to become larger
hold \h´Uld\ (v) = to carry sth in your

hands or arms
indigo \"IndIg´U\ (n) = the blue-purple

colour
light up \ÆlaIt "øp\ (phr v) = to make sth

brighter 
lightning \"laItnIN\ (n) = bright flashes

of light caused by electricity in
the sky

pierce \pI´s\ (v) = to make a hole in
sth with a pointed object

pour \pO…\ (v) = (of rain) to fall heavily
rainbow \"reInb´U\ (n) = the coloured

bands in the sky that appear
when light shines through
raindrops

raindrop \"reIndrÅp\ (n) = each of the
individual quantities of water that
fall from the sky

ride away \ÆraId ´"weI\ (phr v) = to
leave by travelling on the back of
an animal

robe \r´Ub\ (n) = a cloak with sleeves
shout \SaUt\ (v) = to speak loudly
shower \"SaU´\ (n) = a short period of

heavy rain
snowfall \"sn´UfO…l\ (n) = the amount

of snow that falls during a period
of time

spear \spI´\ (n) = a long stick with a
pointed end

sun comes out (phr) = sun appears
sunshine \"sønSaIn\ (n) = the light and

warmth from the sun
thunder \"Tønd´\ (n) = the loud noise

made by lightning
violet \"vaI´l´t\ (n) = the purple-red

colour

Vocabulary plus (p. 42)

angry \"œNgri\ (adj) = very annoyed
excited \Ik"saItId\ (adj) = very happy
housework \"haUsw‰…k\ (n) = the work

such as cleaning, washing, and
ironing that you do in your home

relieved \rI"li…vd\ (adj) = relaxed
because sth bad didn’t happen

ruin \"ru…In\ (v) = to damage sth very
badly

sad \sœd\ (adj) = unhappy
scared \ske´d\ (adj) = frightened
surprised \s´"praIzd\ (adj) = shocked
tired \taI´d\ (adj) = sleepy
worried \"wørid\ (adj) = anxious

3c (p. 42)

drizzle \"drIz´l\ (n) = light rain

3e (pp. 44-45)

overturn \Æ´Uv´"t‰…n\ (v) = to go
upside-down

relieved \rI"li…vd\ (adj) = relaxed
because sth bad didn’t happen

yacht \jÅt\ (n) = a boat with a sail
used for making trips for fun

CLIL 3 (p. 46)

be made of \bi "meId ´v\ (v) = to be
created from a material

blanket \"blœNk´t\ (n) = a large soft
piece of material that covers a
person in bed

cotton wool \ÆkÅt´n "wUl\ (n) = a soft
fluffy material made of cotton and
used for cleaning the skin

drop \drÅp\ (n) = a tiny amount of a
substance, usually a liquid

fair weather (phr) = good weather
conditions

flat layer (phr) = an even sheet 
float \fl´Ut\ (v) = to move around in

the air
fluffy \"fløfi\ (adj) = full of air
fog \fÅg\ (n) = a thick cloud that

makes it difficult to see
ground \graUnd\ (n) = the surface of

the Earth
hang low (phr) = to stay in the air,

not very high up 
ice \aIs\ (n) = frozen water
light rain (phr) = not heavy rain
reflect \rI"flekt\ (v) = to send light

back from a surface
thick \TIk\ (adj) = dense
thin \TIn\ (adj) = not thick

Culture Spot (p. 46)

climate change \"klaIm´t tSeIndZ\ (n) =
serious changes in the weather
conditions

Unit 4 – Sports & Health

Introductory page (p. 49)

belt \belt\ (n) = a thin piece of material
that you wear around your waist

board \"bIlbO…d\ (n) = the piece of
equipment that you stand on to
go surfing, skateboarding, etc

boots \bu…ts\ (n) = shoes that cover
the foot and part of the leg

canoe \k´"nu…\ (n) = a light narrow
boat with pointed ends

jersey \"dZ‰…zi\ (n) = a special shirt
worn by people taking part in
sports

paddle \"pœdl\ (n) = a short pole with
a wide flat end, used for moving a
small boat

parachute \"pœr´Su…t\ (n) = a large
piece of cloth which slows a long
fall from the sky

racket \"rœk´t\ (n) = a bat with a
rounded end, often used for
playing tennis

shorts \SO…ts\ (pl n) = an item of
clothing that covers the top part
of the legs

swimming cap \"swImIN kœp\ (n) = a
tight rubber hat which can stop
your hair and ears from getting
wet

trainers \"treIn´z\ (pl n) = sports shoes
vest \vest\ (n) = a sleeveless piece of

clothing for the upper body that
helps you float in the water; a life
jacket

wetsuit \"wetsu…t\ (n) = tight rubber
clothing covering the entire body
and helpful for keeping you warm
while diving in cold water

4a (pp. 50-51)

a need for speed (phr) = a wish to
travel quickly and dangerously

area \"e´ri´\ (n) = a specific region
beat \bi…t\ (v) = to defeat the other

person or team in a game
break \breIk\ (n) = a short pause or

rest during an activity
broomstick \"bru…mÆstIk\ (n) = a

wooden brush with a long handle

WL4
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catch \kœtS\ (v) = to get hold of sth
challenging \"tSœlIndZIN\ (adj) =

difficult and interesting
exercise \"eks´saIz\ (v) = to do a

physical activity
for fun (phr) = for entertainment
freeze \fri…z\ (v) = (of a liquid) to

become solid because it is so cold
gloves \gløvz\ (pl n) = each of the

items of clothing that cover the
hands

goal \g´Ul\ (n) = a point scored in
sports such as football

goggles \"gÅg´lz\ (n) = a pair of thick
glasses which stop sth
dangerous hurting your eyes

helmet \"helmIt\ (n) = a hard hat that
protects your head

hoop \hu…p\ (n) = a ring that players
need to pass a ball through in
basketball

join up \ÆdZOIn "øp\ (v) = to take part in
an activity as part of a group

kick \kIk\ (v) = to hit with your foot
look like \"lUk laIk\ (v) = to appear to

be the same as
out of play (phr) = outside the area

used for the game
pass \pA…s\ (v) = to throw, hit or kick a

ball to another player
pitch \pItS\ (n) = an area where a

sport is played
practise \"prœktIs\ (v) = to do sth

again and again to improve
protective clothing (phr) = special

clothes used to keep you safe
from damage

real life (phr) = reality
sail \seIl\ (n) = the piece of cloth on

the mast of a boat which helps it
move forward when the wind
blows

score \skO…\ (v) = to get a point or
goal in a game

skate \skeIt\ (n) = a special blade on
the bottom of boots or vehicles,
for moving quickly over a flat
surface

sportsperson \"spO…tsÆp‰…s´n\ (n) =
athlete

talented \"tœl´nt´d\ (adj) = sb who
shows natural ability in a
particular area

teamwork \"ti…mw‰…k\ (n) =
collaboration

thrilling \"TrIlIN\ (adj) = very exciting
underneath \Æønd´"ni…T\ (prep) = below

sth
warm up \ÆwO…m "øp\ (phr v) = to do

some exercises to prepare for a
game or other activity

win \"wIn\ (v) = to be the most
successful in a game or
competition

Vocabulary plus (p. 54)

athletics \œT"letIks\ (n pl) = the sports
which include running, jumping,
and throwing

cheap \tSi…p\ (adj) = costing very little
money

expensive \Ik"spensIv\ (adj) = not
cheap

physical \ÆfIzIk´l\ (adj) = related to the
body

4c (p. 54)

keen on \"ki…n Ån\ (adj) = to be very
enthusiastic about doing sth

table tennis \"teIb´l ÆtenIs\ (n) = a
game in which four people hit a
small ball over a low net on a
large table

4d (p. 55)

ankle \"œNk´l\ (n) = the part of the
body that connects your leg to
your foot

break my leg (phr) = to snap a bone
in my leg

cut \køt\ (v) = to hurt part of your body
on sth sharp so that you bleed

finger \"fINg´\ (n) = each of the four
parts at the end of your hand

get a bruise (phr) = to have dark
area appear on your skin where
you hurt it

glass \glA…s\ (n) = a container made of
glass used for drinking

head \hed\ (n) = the top part of your
body where your eyes are

hurt \h‰…t\ (v) = to injure or damage
leg \leg\ (n) = part of the body used

for walking
sprain my wrist (phr) = to twist or

pull my wrist so that it hurts
trip \trIp\ (v) = to stumble or fall
twist my ankle (phr) = to turn your

foot without wanting to and so
hurt the top part

wrist \rIst\ (n) = the part of the body
that connects your arm to your
hand

4e (pp. 56-57)

equipment \I"kwIpm´nt\ (n) = item
used for a specific activity

fun \føn\ (adj) = enjoyable 
take up a sport (phr) = to start doing

a particular sport

4f (pp. 58-59)

chicken wing \"tSIkIn wIN\ (n) = a
snack made by cooking the wing
of a chicken

commercial break \k´Æm‰…S´l "breIk\
(n) = an interval in the main
programmes on TV where adverts
are shown

crisps \krIsps\ (pl n) = a snack made
by frying very thinly sliced
potatoes in oil

deliver \dI"lIv´\ (v) to take to my home
emergency room \I"m‰…dZ´nsi Æru…m\

(n) = the part of a hospital where
you can go without an
appointment

fan \fœn\ (n) = a person who likes a
team or sport very much

final game \ÆfaIn´l "geIm\ (n) = the last
game

football season \"fUtbO…l Æsi…z´n\ (n) =
the months when professionals
play football

league \li…g\ (n) = a group of teams
that play against each other
regularly

rock the stadium (phr) = to make the
spectators move back and forth,
usually to music or entertainment

run a commercial (phr) = to show a
TV advert
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season \"si…z´n\ (n) = a period of the
year when a particular thing
happens

syndrome \"sIndr´Um\ (n) = a set of
symptoms that happen together

team \ti…m\ (n) = a group of people
that play a game together

viewer \"vju…´\ (n) = a person who
watches TV

winner \"wIn´\ (n) = the person or
team who comes first in a game
or competition

CLIL 4 (p. 60)

brain \breIn\ (n) = the organ inside
your head that controls the body

computer game \k´m"pju…t´ geIm\ (n)
= an electronic game played on a
computer

concentrate \"kÅns´ntreIt\ (v) = to give
all your attention to sth

crossword puzzle \"krÅsw‰…d Æpøz´l\
(n) = a game where you use clues
to find words to put in boxes

energy \"en´dZi\ (n) = the strength to
do things

get smarter (phr) = to become more
intelligent

glucose \"glu…k´Us\ (n) = a natural
sugar

huge impact \"Impœkt\ (n) = an effect
organ \"O…g´n\ n) = a part inside the

body
overdo \Æ´Uv´"du…\ (v) = to do more

than you should
refresh \rI"freS\ (v) = to get new

strength and energy 
sense \sens\ (n) = each of our five

natural powers - touch, smell,
hearing, sight and taste

sight \saIt\ (n) = the ability to see
smell \smel\ (n) = the ability to

recognise odours and scents
through the nose

stay up \ÆsteI "øp\ (phr v) = to not go to
bed

touch \tøtS\ (n) = the ability to
physically feel 

train \treIn\ (v) = to teach by
practising

Culture Spot (p. 60)

dessert \dI"z‰…t\ (n) = a sweet dish
served at the end of a meal

take place (phr) = to happen
tennis tournament (phr) = tennis

competition

Progress Check (pp. 61-62)

brainy \"breIni\ (adj) = smart
cash prize (phr) = a reward in the

form of money
compete \k´m"pi…t\ (v) = to take part in

a game or competition
draught \drA…ft\ (n) = a game for two

people, played with 24 round
pieces on a board

extreme sports (phr) = games or
activities which people do that
are dangerous

opponent \´"p´Un´nt\ (n) = competitor;
rival

venue \"venju…\ (n) = a place where a
sports game, a musical
performance, or special event
happens

Unit 5 – Tasty Food

Introductory page (p. 63)

breakfast \"brekf´st\ (n) = the food you
eat in the morning after you wake
up

chicken curry (phr) = a hot spicy
dish including chicken meat

cracker \"krœk´\ (n) = a dry biscuit
that you eat with cheese

dinner \"dIn´\ (n) = a meal that people
usually eat in the evening

snack \snœk\ (n) = a small amount of
food that you eat between meals

5a (pp. 64-65)

bake \beIk\ (v) = to cook in the oven
bitter \"bIt´\ (adj) = with a sharp, not

sweet, and often slightly
unpleasant taste

common \"kÅm´n\ (adj) = usual;
ordinary

creamy \"kri…mi\ (adj) = like cream or
containing cream

dried \draId\ (adj) = drained

filling \"fIlIN\ (n) = food that is put
inside things such as cakes,
pastry etc

fried \fraId\ (adj) = cooked in hot oil
or fat

from time to time (phr) =
sometimes, but not often

fry \fraI\ (v) = to cook in oil or butter
greasy \"gri…si\ (adj) = which contains

oil or fat
juicy \"dZu…si\ (adj) = with a lot of juice

in it and enjoyable to eat
oven \"øv´n\ (n) = the closed part of a

cooker used for baking
pastry \peIstri\ (n) = a mixture of flour,

fat, and water that is cooked,
usually to cover or contain other
food

peel \pi…l\ (v) = to take the skin off a
fruit or vegetable

plantain \"plœntIn\ (n) = a large fruit
similar to a banana

popular \"pÅpj´l´\ (adj) = well-liked
reach for \ri…tS f´\ (v) = to grasp; to

get sth
salty \"sO…lti\ (adj) = which contains

salt or tastes of salt
sesame seed (phr) = s small seed

that is used to add taste to food
shape \SeIp\ (n) = the physical form of

sth
skin \skIn\ (n) = the outer layer of a

fruit or vegetable
slice \slaIs\ (n) = a flat piece of food

which has been cut from a larger
piece

slice \slaIs\ (v) = to cut sth into thin,
flat pieces

sour \saU´\ (adj) = with a sharp,
sometimes unpleasant, taste like
a lemon

soy sauce \ÆsOI "sO…s\ (n) = a dark
brown sauce made from soya
beans, used in Chinese and
Japanese cooking

spice \spaIs\ (n) = a powder made
from a part of a plant, which you
put in food to give it flavour

spicy \"spaIsi\ (adj) = which contains
strong flavours from spice
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street vendor (phr) = sb who sells
things outside

sweet \swi…t\ ( adj) = with a taste like
sugar

tasty \"teIsti\ (adj) = tasting good;
delicious

tradition \tr´"dIS´n\ (n) = an old
custom

triangle \"traIœNg´l\ (n) = a flat shape
with three sides

vegetarian \ÆvedZI"te´ri´n\ (adj) = not
eating, containing, or using meat
or fish

Vocabulary plus (p. 68)

beat \bi…t\ (v) = to mix things together
quickly

boil \bOIl\ (v) = to cook in water
chop \tSÅp\ (v) = to cut into small

pieces
drain \dreIn\ (v) = to remove the liquid

from sth, usually by pouring it
away

grate \greIt\ (v) = to rub food such as
cheese over a metal tool so that
the food is cut into very small
pieces

mix \mIks\ (v) = to stir things together
onion \"ønj´n\ (n) = a vegetable that

grows under the ground
pasta \"pœst´\ (n) = the food made

from wheat and water that is hard
when dry and soft when boiled in
water

pour \pO…\ (v) = to make liquid flow
from or into a container

season \"si…z´n\ (v) = to add salt or
spices to food that you are
cooking

sprinkle \"sprINk´l\ (v) = to gently drop
small pieces of sth over a surface

stir \st‰…\ (v) = to mix food or liquid by
moving a spoon round and round
in it

5d (p. 69)

beef \bi…f\ (n) = the meat from a cow
grill \grIl\ (v) = to cook food using

direct heat
main course (phr) = the largest or

most important part of a meal

menu \"menju…\ (n) = a list of food and
drinks that you can order in a
restaurant 

mineral water \"mIn´r´l ÆwO…t´\ (n) =
natural water with lots of
minerals, sold in bottles

order \"O…d´\ (v) = to ask for food,
goods, etc

roast \Ær´Ust\ (v) = to cook food in an
oven

soft drink \ÆsÅft "drINk\ (n) = a cold,
sweet drink that does not contain
alcohol

sparkling water \"spA…klIN ÆwO…t´\ (n) =
water with bubbles in it

speciality \"speS´lti\ (n) = a dish that a
person or place is especially
known for

starter \"stA…t´\ (n) = sth that you eat
as the first part of a meal

steak \steIk\ (n) = a thick, flat piece of
meat of fish

steam \sti…m\ (v) = to cook sth using
steam rather than water

waiter \"weIt´\ (n) = sb who brings
food/ drink to customers in a
restaurant/ café

5e (pp. 70-71)

herbs \h‰…bz\ (n) = plants that are
often used in cooking to add
flavour

tempting \"temptIN\ (adj) = sth which
makes you want to have it or do it

welcoming \"welk´mIN\ (adj) = sb or
sth which is friendly to you when
you arrive somewhere

worth a visit (phr) = interesting
enough to visit

CLIL 5 (p. 72)

annoying \´"nOIIN\ (adj) = irritating 
antibacterial \Æœntibœk"tI´ri´l\ (adj) =

sth that can be used to kill
bacteria

aspirin \"œsprIn\ (n) = a common drug
used to reduce pain and fever

bacteria \bœk"tI´ri´\ (n) = very small
living things that sometimes
cause disease

cold \k´Uld\ (n) = an illness that gives
you a sore throat, makes you
sneeze and your nose run 

confused \k´n"fju…zd\ (adj) = puzzled
contain \k´n"teIn\ (v) = to include
cough \kÅf\ (n) = the sound that you

make when air leaves your mouth
when you have a cold

cure \kjU´\ (n) = sth that makes sb
with an illness healthy again

earache \"I´reIk\ (n) = a pain inside
your ear

fever \"fi…v´\ (n) = high temperature
full \fUl\ (adj) = filled with 
handful \"hœndf´l\ (n) = a small

quantity 
headache \"hedeIk\ (n) = a pain in

your head
honey \"høni\ (n) = a sweet, sticky

food that is made by bees
inflammation \ÆInfl´"meIS´n\ (n) =

redness, swelling 
ingredient \In"gri…di´nt\ (n) = a thing

that is used to make a recipe, like
an egg or flour etc

leave behind (phr) = to go away after
an action or activity, without
collecting sth

relieve \rI"li…v\ (v) = to ease pain
salicin \"sœlIsIn\ (n) = a chemical from

almonds which can reduce pain
spoonful \"spu…nf´l\ (n) = the amount

of sth which can be held on a
spoon

stomach \"støm´k\ (n) = the part of
body between the chest and legs

stomach ache \"støm´keIk\ (n) = a
pain in your stomach

toothache \"tu…TeIk\ (n) = a pain in a
tooth or gum

upset \Æøp"set\ (adj) = not feeling well;
sick; troubled

Culture Spot (p. 72)

delicious \dI"lIS´s\ (adj) = tasty
jam \dZœm\ (n) = a sweet food made

from fruit that you spread on
bread

raspberry \"rA…zb´ri\ (n) = a small, soft,
red fruit that grows on bushes
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ruler \"ru…l´\ (n) = the leader of a
country

sponge \spøndZ\ (n) = a light, soft
substance with lots of little holes
in it, which absorbs liquid very
easily and is used for washing
things

treat \tri…t\ (n) = a tasty delight you
give to sb

Progress Check (pp. 73-74)

lid \lId\ (n) = the top part of a container
look like (phr) = to appear to be the

same as
pot \pÅt\ (n) = a round container used

for storing things or cooking
race down (phr) = to move quickly or

at full speed
theme park \"Ti…m pA…k\ (n) = a park

with entertainments, such as
games, rides, restaurants etc,
that are all based on one idea

tight \taIt\ (adj) = firm and difficult to
move

tip \tIp\ (n) = a piece of advice

Unit 6 – Special days

Introductory page (p. 75)

barbecue \"bA…bIkju…\ (n) = a party at
which you cook food over a fire
outdoors

costume \"kÅstjUm\ (n) = clothes sb
wears to make them look like sb
or sth else

decorate \"dek´reIt\ (v) = to make sth
look prettier by putting things on
or in it

display \dI"spleI\ ( n) = exhibition;
demonstration

dress up \Ædres "øp\ (phr v) = to wear
your best clothes

fireworks \"faI´w‰…ks\ (n. pl) = objects
that explode to produce a loud
noise and bright colours and are
often used to celebrate a special
occasion

parade \p´"reId\ (n) = a line of people
or vehicles that moves through a
public place to celebrate a
special occasion

set off \Æset "Åf\ (phr v) = to start to go
somewhere

6a (pp. 76-77)

ahead \´"hed\ (adv) = in the future
army \"a…mi\ (n) = a large group of

soldiers
bonfire \"bÅnfaI´\ (n) = a fire that you

light outside, as part of a
celebration

bucket \"bøkIt\ (n) = a container with a
handle but without a lid, usually
used for holding liquid

celebrate \"sel´breIt\ (v) = to do sth
enjoyable during a special day

come true (phr) = to happen
commemorate \k´"mem´reIt\ (v) = to

remember and mark with an
event or ceremony

defeat \dI"fi…t\ (v) = to beat sb
dry season (phr) = a long period

without, or with very little, rain
exchange \Iks"tSeIndZ\ (v) = to give

and receive sth
fresh start (phr) = a new beginning
lantern \"lœnt´n\ (n) = a light that can

be carried, usually with a candle
inside it

local \"l´Uk´l\ (adj) = a resident
make a wish (phr) = to express your

desire about sth and hope it will
come true

make plans (phr) = to arrange to do
sth

mark the end (phr) = to indicate the
final part of sth

participate \pA…"tIsIpeIt\ (v) = to take
part in

seaside resort (phr) = a holiday
centre located close to the sea

soaked \s´Ukt\ (adj) = completely wet
splash \splœS\ (v) = to throw liquid on

sb or sth
take part (phr) = to participate
upload \øp"l´Ud\ (v) = to transfer a file

to your computer or the Internet
from another device

water fight (phr) = a friendly activity
in which people throw or spray
water at each other

Vocabulary plus (p. 80)

attend \´"tend\ (v) = to be present at a
meeting, event, etc

competition \ÆkÅmp´"tIS´n\ (n) = an
organised event in which people
try to win a prize

embarrassing \Im"bœr´sIN\ (adj) =
making you feel stupid or
ashamed 

float \fl´Ut\ (n) = a large decorated
vehicle in a parade

graduation \ÆgrœdZu"eIS´n\ (n) = the
ceremony when you finish a
university course

let off fireworks (phr) = to make
fireworks explode in the air

make a snow sculpture (phr) = to
create an object out of snow

spill \spIl\ (v) = to drop some liquid
without wanting to

tear \te´\ (v) = to pull or rip
traditional \tr´"dIS´n´l\ (adj) = made in

the same way as in the past

6e (pp. 82-83)

drop sb a line (phr) = to write a letter
or email to sb

waste of time (phr) = not a useful
thing to do

well worth (phr) = useful and
enjoyable to do

6f (pp. 84-85)

arts and crafts (phr) = objects made
by hand

background \"bœkgraUnd\ (n) = the
family and culture that sb comes
from

encourage \In"kørIdZ\ (v) = to strongly
suggest that sb should do sth

gathering \"gœD´rIN\ (n) = a meeting
hammer throw contest (phr) = a

competition where sb throws a
hammer to see who can get it the
furthest

igloo \"i…glu…\ (n) = a temporary house
made of blocks of ice and snow

kayak \"kaIœk\ (n) = a type of small
boat or canoe with oars 

kilt \kIlt\ (n) = a traditional skirt that
Scottish men wear
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paddle \"pœd´l\ (v) = to move a canoe
or boat with oars

pipe band \"paIp bœnd\ (n) = a group
of people who play drums and
bagpipes 

proud \praUd\ (adj) = pleased with
oneself

relative \"rel´tIv\ (n) = a family
member

return \rI"t‰…n\ (v) = to come back
roots \ru…ts\ (n) = origin
sledge \sledZ\ (n) = a flat vehicle used

for moving people or things over
snow and ice

sunshine \"sønSaIn\ (n) = the light and
warmth from the sun

wood-carving \"wUd ÆkA…vIN\ (n) = the
skill of cutting and shaping wood
to make objects

workshop \"w‰…kSÅp\ (n) = when a
group of people meet to learn
more about sth by discussing it or
doing practical activities

CLIL 6 (p. 86)

changing seasons (phr) = moving
from one season (e.g. spring) to
another (e.g. summer)

crown \kraUn\ (n) = what a king or
queen wears on their head

date back to \ÆdeIt "bœk t´\ (phr v) = to
be made or done at some time in
the past

face \feIs\ (v) = to stand with your
face to sb or sth

festivity \fe"stIv´ti\ (n) = an enjoyable
occasion

garlands \"gA…l´nds\ (n) = circles of
flowers or leaves 

involve \In"vÅlv\ (v) = to include
lead the parade (phr) = to go in front

of a procession
pole \p´Ul\ (n) = a tall thin post
represent \Ærepr´"zent\ (v) = to be a

sign or symbol of sth
ribbons \"rIb´nz\ (n) = a long narrow

pieces of cloth or paper
spirit \"spIr´t\ (n) = an imaginary being

with special powers
the woods \D´ wUds\ (n) = a forest, a

place where there are lots of trees

throne \Tr´Un\ (n) = a king’s chair
tradition \tr´"dIS´n\ (n) = an old

custom
tree branch \"tri… brœntS\ (n) = one of

the ‘arms’ of a tree where the
leaves grow

wreaths \ri…Ts\ (n) = garlands that can
be worn on the head or placed on
a door, etc

Culture Spot (p. 86)

aroma \´"r´Um´\ (n) = a nice smell
feast \fi…st\ (n) = a special meal
gardening \"gA…dnIN\ (n) = the job or

activity of growing a garden and
taking care of the plants in it

grounds \graUndz\ (n) = the land that
belongs to a mansion, hospital,
castle, etc

stands \stœndz\ (n) = a small shop
with an open front or a table on
which products are sold

weird \wI´d\ (adj) = very strange

Progress Check (pp. 87-88)

attract \´"trœkt\ (v) = to cause people
to visit 

demonstration \Ædem´n"streIS´n\ (n) =
presentation of how sth works

highlight \"haIlaIt\ (n) = the best part
of an event, etc

run \røn\ (v) = to last for a specific
period of time

spy \spaI\ (n) = sb who tries to find
out secret information

under way (phr) = when sth is
already happening

warrior \"wA…i´\ (n) = a soldier

Unit 7 – Mother Earth

Introductory page (p. 89)

cut down on \Ækøt "daUn Ån\ (phr v) =
to reduce the amount of sth

join a wildlife group (phr) = to
participate in a team for the
protection of wild animals, plants,
and their natural habitat

recycle \Æri…"saIk´l\ (v) = to use sth
again after its original purpose

reduce \rI"dju…s\ (v) = to make less

switch off \ÆswItS "Åf\ (phr v) = to turn
off a light, a television, etc by
using a switch

7a (pp. 90-91)

acid rain \ÆœsId "reIn\ (n) = a rain with
dangerous chemicals

adopt \´"dÅpt\ (v) = to volunteer to
support sb or sth needing your
help

air pollution \"e´ p´Ælu…S´n\ (n) = the
action of making the air dirty

be home to (phr) = to be a species’
natural habitat

crops fail (phr) = the plants we grow
to eat (vegetables, grains, fruit)
don’t grow properly

cut down on \Ækøt "daUn Ån\ (phr v) =
to reduce the amount of sth

disappear \ÆdIs´"pI´\ (v) = to no longer
exist

drought \draUt\ (n) = a long period
without rain

drown \draUn\ (v) = to sink and die
underwater

endangered \In"deIndZ´d\ (adj) = (of
animals) in danger of becoming
extinct 

environmental group \InÆvaIr´n"mentl
Ægru…p\ (n) = people who care
about nature

extinct \Ik"stINkt\ (adj) = (of an animal)
no longer existing 

flood \flød\ (v) = to cover a place with
water

fossil fuels \ÆfÅs´l "fju…´l\ (n) = sources
of fuel taken from the ground (e.g.
coal, gas) 

global warming \Ægl´Ub´l "wO…mIN\ (n)
= the increase in the world’s
temperature due to pollution 

go up \Æg´U "øp\ (phr v) = to go higher
join \dZOIn\ (v) = to become part of

sth 
level \"lev´l\ (n) = height, position
lose \lu…z\ (v) = to no longer have sth

or be unable to find sth
low-lying area (phr) = a flat part of

land usually below sea level
melt \melt\ (v) = to become liquid

because of heating 
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miss \mIs\ (v) = to lose sth
polar ice cap (phr) = the large area

of ice at the polar regions
reduce \rI"dju…s\ (v) = to make less
rise \raIz\ (v) = to go up
save energy (phr) = to not waste

electricity, etc
temperature \"tempr´tS´\ (n) = the

level of hotness or coldness 
turn off the lights (phr) = to switch

off the lights
weather pattern \"weD´ Æpœt´n\ (n) = a

repeating change in weather
conditions 

Vocabulary plus (p. 94)

aerosol can \"e´r´sÅl kœn\ (n) = a can
containing a spray of liquid and
gas

bottle \"bÅt´l\ (n) = a container for
liquids, made of glass or plastic,
with a cap 

cardboard \"kA…dbO…d\ (n) = hard,
thick, brown paper for making
boxes

carton \"kA…t´n\ (n) = a container for
liquids made of coated paper

charity \"tSœrIti\ (n) = an organisation
which helps people in need

conservation group \ÆkÅns´"veIS´n
gru…p\ (n) = people who care about
the environment

disappear \ÆdIs´"pI´\ (v) = to no longer
exist

donate \d´U"neIt\ (v) = to give sth out
of kindness

egg carton \"eg ÆkA…t´n\ (n) = a
cardboard box made for holding
eggs

envelope \"env´l´Up\ (n) = a paper
container for letters

exhaust fumes \Ig"zO…st fju…mz\ (pl n) =
waste gases that come from cars

fizzy drink can \"fIzi drINk Ækœn\ (n) =
an aluminium container for
carbonated drinks with bubbles 

jar \dZA…\ (n) = a glass container
magazine \Æmœg´"zi…n\ (n) = a weekly

or monthly book with a soft paper
cover

notebook \"n´UtbUk\ (n) = a small
book used for writing notes

paper cup \"peIp´ køp\ (n) = a
container used for holding drinks,
made of thick paper

phonebook \"f´UnbUk\ (n) = a book
containing phone numbers

recycle \Æri…"saIk´l\ (v) = to use sth
again after its original purpose

save \seIv\ (v) = to protect from
danger

shoe box \"Su… bÅks\ (n) = a cardboard
box that new shoes come in

shower curtain \"SaU´ Æk‰…t´n\ (n) = a
piece of plastic material hanging
around a piece of equipment
where we stand to wash our body

throw away \ÆTr´U ´"weI\ (phr v) = to
get rid of sth

tin \tIn\ (n) = a small metal container
tin foil \"tIn fOIl\ (n) = a very thin sheet

of metal used to wrap food

7c (p. 94)

litter \"lIt´\ (n) = rubbish
volunteer \ÆvÅl´n"tI´\ (n) = sb who

does a job without being paid

7e (pp. 96-97)

animal species (phr) = a class of
animals which have the same
main characteristics

habitat \"hœbItœt\ (n) = a place where
animals or plants live

land \lœnd\ (n) = ground

CLIL 7 (p. 98)

average \"œv´rIdZ\ (adj) = common,
ordinary 

billion \"bIlj´n\ (number) = one
thousand million

citizen \"sItIz´n\ (n) = the member of a
society or country

continuous cycle (phr) = a series of
actions which constantly repeat

cycle \"saIk´l\ (n) = a number of
events that keep happening in the
same order

drain \dreIn\ (n) = the plughole of a
sink and the pipe that takes away
waste water 

drinking water \"drINkIN ÆwO…t´\ (n) =
water that people can drink

drip \drIp\ (v) = to drop
drop \drÅp\ (n) = a tiny amount of a

substance, usually a liquid
fresh water \"freS ÆwO…t´\ (n) = water

found in rivers and lakes that has
no salt

leave the tap on (phr) = to leave the
tap running

litre \"li…t´\ (n) = a measurement of
liquid (1000 ml)

move \mu…v\ (v) = to change position 
run down \Ærøn "daUn\ (phr v) = (of

water) to travel down a surface 
running tap water (phr) = water that

comes out of the tap
salt water \"sO…lt ÆwO…t´\ (n) = sea water
space \speIs\ (n) = the area outside

the atmosphere, where stars and
other planets are

surface \"s‰…f´s\ (n) = the top layer

Culture Spot (p. 98)

logo \"l´Ug´U\ (n) = a design or symbol
used by a company or organisation

project \"prÅdZekt\ (n) = a planned
task for a specific purpose

raise money (phr) = to collect money
for a specific purpose

Unit 8 – Culture

Introductory page (p. 101)

adventure film \´d"ventS´ ÆfIlm\ (n) = a
film with a lot of action

bald \bO…ld\ (adj) = having no hair on
your head

beard \bI´d\ (n) = hair that grows
around a man’s chin and cheeks

claws \klO…z\ (n) = sharp, curved nails
on the feet of some animals

curly \"k‰…li\ (adj) = (of hair) with twists
and curves

detective film \dI"tektIv ÆfIlm\ (n) = a
film about a crime and a detective
who investigates it

drama \"drA…m´\ (n) = a serious film
about social issues

fantasy film \"fœnt´si ÆfIlm\ (n) = a film
set in an imaginary world
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freeze \fri…z\ (v) = to turn sth into ice
heal \hi…l\ (v) = to cure
historical \hI"stÅrIk´l\ (adj) = (of a film)

set in a time in the past
horror film \"hÅr´ fIlm\ (n) = a scary

film
middle-aged \ÆmIdl "eIdZd\ (adj) =

being between 45 to 65 years old
musical \"mju…zIk´l\ (n) = a film or play

with a lot of singing and dancing
ray \reI\ (n) = a beam of light
remove \rI"mu…v\ (v) = to take away
romance film \r´U"mœns fIlm\ (n) = a

film about love
science fiction \ÆsaI´ns "fIkS´n\ (n) = a

book or film set in an imaginary
future

slim \slIm\ (adj) = thin
well-built \Æwel "bIlt\ (adj) = with a big

strong body

8a (pp. 102-103)

3D image \ÆTri… di… "ImIdZ\ (n) = a
picture which has three
dimensions

advanced \´d"vA…nst\ (adj) = using the
latest ideas and technology

be set \bi "set\ (v) = to be situated
blockbuster \"blÅkÆbøst´\ (n) = a very

successful film
cast \kA…st\ (n) = all the actors in a

play or film
companion \k´m"pœnj´n\ (n) = friend,

partner
compose \k´m"p´Uz\ (v) = to write

music
computerised image (phr) = a

picture which is created using a
computer

critic \"krItIk\ (n) = a person who
reviews new films, plays, etc

direct \d´"rekt\ (v) = to tell actors what
to do and how to speak

fierce \fI´s\ (adj) = wild
figure out \ÆfIg´r "aUt\ (phr v) = to work

out
high seas \ÆhaI "si…z\ (n) = the middle

of the ocean
leading role \Æli…dIN "r´Ul\ (n) = the

main part in a film, play, etc

lifeboat \"laIfb´Ut\ (n) = a boat which
is kept on a ship and used in
emergencies

realistic \ÆrI´"lIstIk\ (adj) = natural
release (a film) \rI"li…s\ (v) = to make a

film available for people to see
remarkable \rI"mA…k´b´l\ (adj) =

unusual and surprising
review \rI"vju…\ (n) = an article

assessing a film, play, etc
role \r´Ul\ (n) = the part of a character

in a play or film
scene \si…n\ (n) = a part of a film in

which things happen in the same
time period and place

shipwreck \"SIprek\ (n) = an accident
in which a ship is destroyed

shoot \Su…t\ (v) = to make a film
sink \sINk\ (v) = (of a ship) to become

covered with water
special effects \ÆspeS´l Ifekts\ (pl n) =

unusual sounds or images in a
film that are produced with the
use of technology

star \stA…\ (v) = to have the main part
in a film, play, etc

stay alive (phr) = to continue living
although you are in a difficult
position

survival \s´"vaIv´l\ (n) = the state of
being alive after some difficulty

survive \s´"vaIv\ (v) = to still live after
sth bad has happened

Vocabulary plus (p. 106)

calming music (phr) = music that
helps you stay relaxed

cartoon \kA…"tu…n\ (n) = an animated
film

chat show \"tSœt S´U\ (n) = a TV
programme in which stars are
interviewed by a host

cookery programme \"kUk´ri
Æpr´Ugrœm\ (n) = a TV programme
about preparing food and making
dishes

DIY programme \di… aI "waI
Æpr´Ugrœm\ (n) = a TV programme
about making and repairing
things yourself instead of buying
them

documentary \ÆdÅkj´"ment´ri\ (n) = a
film or TV programme which is
factual about a place, animals etc

dull music (phr) = boring music
game show \"geIm S´U\ (n) = a TV

programme in which people play
games to try to win prizes

gardening programme \"gA…dnIN
Æpr´Ugrœm\ (n) = a TV programme
about how to look after your
garden

loud music (phr) = music with very
high level of sound

music programme \"mju…zIk
Æpr´Ugrœm\ (n) = a TV programme
about music

nature programme \"neItS´
Æpr´Ugrœm\ (n) = a TV programme
about animals, birds, plants, etc

quiz show \"kwIz S´U\ (n) = a TV
programme in which you answer
questions about different subjects

reality show \ri"œl´ti S´U\ (n) = a TV
programme in which people are
filmed doing everyday things

relaxing music (phr) = music that
helps you relax and feel good

sitcom \"sItkÅm\ (n) = a funny
television programme in which
the same characters appear in
different situations each week

soap opera \"s´Up ÆÅp´r´\ (n) = a TV
series showing the lives of the
same group of characters

soft music (phr) = not loud music
sports programme \"spO…ts Æpr´Ugrœm\

(n) = a TV programme showing
sporting events

talk show \tO…k S´U\ (n) = a TV
programme in which people are
asked questions about
themselves, their lives and
various topics

the news \D´ "nju…z\ (n) = a TV
programme about what is
happening around the world

8d (p. 107)

be fond of (phr) = to be very
interested in sth
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be keen on (phr) = to be interested in
sth

can’t stand (phr) = to really dislike
fancy \"fœnsi\ (v) = to want to do or

have sth

8e (pp. 108-109)

awful \"O…f´l\ (adj) = terrible
box office \"bÅks ÆÅfIs\ (n) = the place

in a cinema, theatre, etc where
you buy tickets

keep you at the edge of your seat
(phr) = when sth happening is
very interesting and you want to
find out what is going to happen
next

performance \p´"fO…m´ns\ (n) = the act
of putting on a play, etc

plot \plÅt\ (n) = the things that happen
in a story

script \skrIpt\ (n) = the words in a film
or play

setting \"setIN\ (n) = the place and
time in which a film is set

star-studded cast (phr) = the group
of the actors of a play/film
including many famous ones

8f (pp. 110-111)

action \"œkS´n\ (n) = exciting event
author \"O…T´\ (n) = a person who

writes books, articles, etc
battle \"bœtl\ (n) = a big fight between

two armies
bestseller \Æbest"sel´\ (n) = a book that
has sold a lot of copies
big screen (phr) = the cinema
capture \"kœptS´\ (v) = (of a film) to

record
classic \ÆklœsIk\ (adj) = popular for a

long time
dragon \"drœg´n\ (n) = a mythical

animal that breathes fire
evil \"i…v´l\ (adj) = very bad 
frame \freIm\ (n) = one photograph

that is part of many that make up
a film

hit the big screen (phr) = (of a film)
to be released in cinemas

life-like \"laIf laIk\ (adj) = not alive but
looking as though it is

mythical creature (phr) = a magical
animal from myths or legends

novel \"nÅv´l\ (n) = a book with a long
imaginary story

prequel \"pri…kw´l\ (n) = a film which
gives the beginning of a storyline
that appeared in a box-office hit

producer \pr´"dju…s´\ (n) = sb who
manages the money for a film or
play

queue up \Ækju… "øp\ (phr v) = to wait in
a long line

realistic \ÆrI´"lIstIk\ (adj) = natural
release (a film) \rI"li…s\ (v) = to make a

film available for people to see
series \"sI´ri…z\ (n) = a number of films

or TV programmes that are about
the same group of people, etc

special power (phr) = a rare or
unusual ability 

step into \"step Int´\ (phr v) = to walk
into somewhere

successful \s´k"sesf´l\ (adj) =
achieving fame, wealth or
popularity

tiny detail (phr) = a small feature
unexpected \ÆønIk"spektId\ (adj) =

surprising

CLIL 8 (p. 112)

click \"klIk Ån\ (v) = to press one side
of the mouse

computer \k´m"pju…t´\ (n) = an
electronic device used for data
storage and Internet access

connect \k´"nekt\ (v) = to join one
thing with another

enter \"ent´\ (v) = to put (new
information) into the computer
filename \"faIlneIm\ (n) = the title of a

file
folder \"f´Uld´\ (n) = a group of related

documents that you store on a
computer

import \Im"pO…t\ (v) = to transfer
pictures to a computer

keyboard \"ki…bO…d\ (n) = the typewriter
- like part of the computer

mobile phone \Æm´UbaIl "f´Un\ (n) = a
telephone that you take
everywhere

mouse \maUs\ (n) = the device you
use to move the cursor over the
computer screen

option \"ÅpS´n\ (n) = a choice
pop up \ÆpÅp "øp\ (phr v) = to appear

suddenly
port \pO…t\ (n) = a place on a computer,

etc where you can connect
another piece of hardware

save \seIv\ (v) = to keep data for later
use

screen \skri…n\ (n) = the flat surface
where you see pictures on a
computer

slot \slÅt\ (n) = a long narrow hole
that you can put sth in

upload \øp"l´Ud\ (v) = to transfer a file
to your computer or the Internet
from another device

USB cable \Æju… es "bi… keIb´l\ (n) = a
data cable that can plug into a
computer and another device

window \"wInd´U\ (n) = an area on a
computer screen that shows
specific information

Culture Spot (p. 112)

award \´"wO…d\ ( n) = a prize
historical \hI"stÅrIk´l\ (adj) = (of a film)

set in a time in the past
servant \"s‰…v´nt\ (n) = sb who works

and lives in sb else’s house doing
their cooking and cleaning,
especially in the past

Progress Check (pp. 113-114)

capture \"kœptS´\ (v) = (of a film) to
record

touching \"tøtSIN\ (adj) = moving;
making you feel sadness or
sympathy

twist \twIst\ (n) = a change in a
situation or a series of events

war-torn \"wO… tO…n\ (adj) = which has
been destroyed by war

Unit 9 – Amazing Places

9a (pp. 116-117)

addition \´"dIS´n\ (n) = sth that is
added to sth else
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amateur \"œm´t´\ (n) = sb who does
sth for pleasure

block \"sIti blÅk\ (n) = the total area
within four city streets

claw mark \"klO… mA…k\ (n) = a line
made by the sharp curved nail of
a creature 

cone-shaped \"k´Un SeIpt\ (adj) =
having a round base with sloping
sides and a point at the top

cover \"køv´\ (v) = to spread over an
area

dinosaur \"daIn´sO\ (n) = a very large
animal that used to live millions of
years ago

geologist \dZi"Ål´dZIst\ (n) = sb who
studies rocks

hire \haI´\ (v) = to employ sb for a
short time to do a particular job

in the heart of (phr) = at the centre
of sth

outdoor \ÆaUt"dO…\ (adj) = outside
petrified \"petrIfaId\ (adj) = having

been turned into stone
sculpture \"skølptS´\ (n) = an object

made out of stone, wood, etc by
an artist

show off \ÆS´U "Åf\ (phr v) = to exhibit
stone \st´Un\ (n) = a natural material

made of minerals
structure \"strøktS´\ (n) = sth built

from several parts 
tree trunk \"tri… trøNk\ (n) = the thick

central stem of a tree
turn into \"t‰…n Int´\ (phr v) = to

change into sth different
unique \ju…"ni…k\ (adj) = one of a kind
whole \h´Ul\ (adj) = all of sth
wishing well \"wISIN wel\ (n) = a deep

hole in the ground with water that
people throw coins into while
making a wish

Vocabulary plus (p. 120)

amusement park \´"mju…zm´nt pA…k\
(n) = a place with games and
rides 

art gallery \"A…t Ægœl´ri\ (n) = a building
where people can see paintings,
etc

baker’s \"beIk´z\ (n) = a place where
bread and cakes are baked and
sold

butcher’s \"bUtS´z\ (n) = a shop selling
meat

chemist’s \"kemIsts\ (n) = a shop
selling medicine 

concert hall \"kÅns´t hO…l\ (n) = a large
building where musical
performances take place

department store \dI"pA…tm´nt stO…\ (n)
= a large shop with many different
parts that sell various things

florist’s \"flÅrIsts\ (n) = a shop selling
flowers

greengrocer’s \"gri…ngr´Us´z\ (n) = a
shop selling fruit and vegetables

gym \dZIm\ (n) = a building where you
can do physical exercise

jeweller’s \"dZu…´l´z\ (n) = a shop
selling jewellery and watches

museum \mju…"zi´m\ (n) = a place
where you can see important
objects connected with history,
art or science

music shop \"mju…zIk SÅp\ (n) = a shop
selling CDs and music DVDs

optician’s \Åp"tIS´nz\ (n) = a shop
selling glasses

pet shop \"pet SÅp\ (n) = a shop selling
animals for people to take home

post office \"p´Ust ÆÅfIs\ (n) = a
building where you can buy
stamps and post letters and
parcels

theatre \"TI´t´\ (n) = a place with a
stage and seats where actors
perform plays 

toy shop \"tOI SÅp\ (n) = a shop selling
toys for children

9d (p. 121)

apartment \´"pa…tm´nt\ (n) = a flat
convenient \k´n"vi…ni´nt\ (adj) = useful

because it is easy

9e (pp. 122-123)

block of flats (phr) = an apartment
building

crowded \"kraUdId\ (adj) = with lots of
people

CLIL 9 (p. 124)

addition \´"dIS´n\ (n) = sth that is
added to sth else

allow \´"laU\ (v) = to let sth happen
architectural \ÆA…kI"tektS´r´l\ (adj) =

related to the design of buildings
award \´"wO…d\ (n) = a prize
curved-shaped \Æk‰…vd SeIpt\ (adj) = a

pattern of a line that seems like
part of a circle

diamond \"daI´m´nd (n) = a shape
with four sides and two sharp
ends

flow \fl´U\ (v) = to move steadily
glass \glA…s\ (n) = a solid material that

you can see through
high-speed \"haI spi…d\ (adj) = very

fast
latest \"leIt´st\ (adj) = the newest 
lift \lIft\ (n) = a machine that moves

up and down between the floors
in a building; elevator

naturally \"nœtS´r´li\ (adv) = without
help from machines, people, etc

skyline \"skaIlaIn\ (n) = the shape
made by buildings against the sky

skyscraper \"skaIÆskreIp´\ (n) = a very
tall modern building

spectacular \spek"tœkj´l´\ (adj) = very
impressive

stairwell \"ste´wel\ (n) = the part in a
tall building where the stairs are 

steel \sti…l\ (n) = a type of strong
metal 

unique \ju…"ni…k\ (adj) = being the only
one of its kind

Progress Check (pp. 125-126)

get up close (phr) = to move very
near to sth

glass panel (phr) = a rectangular part
of a door, wall or ceiling that is
made of glass

injury \"IndZ´ri\ (n) = physical damage
to a person

take care (phr) = to look after sb or
sth
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AE-BEG1

American English – British English Guide

American English

A
account
airplane
anyplace/anywhere
apartment

B
bathrobe
bathtub
bill
busy (phone)

C
cab
call/phone
can
candy
check 
closet
connect (telephone)
cookie
corn
crazy

D
desk clerk
dessert
downtown
drapes
drugstore/pharmacy
duplex

E
eggplant
elevator 

F
fall
faucet
first floor, second floor, etc
flashlight
French fries
front desk (hotel)

G
garbage/trash
garbage can
gas 
gas station
grade

I
intermission
intersection

J
janitor

K
kerosene

L
lawyer/attorney
line
lost and found

M
mail
make a reservation
motorcycle
movie
movie house/theater

N
news-stand

O
office (doctor’s/dentist’s)
one-way (ticket)
overalls

British English

bill/account
aeroplane
anywhere
flat

dressing gown
bath
banknote
engaged (phone)

taxi
ring up/phone
tin
sweets
bill (restaurant)
wardrobe
put through
biscuit
sweetcorn, maize
mad

receptionist
pudding/dessert/sweet
(city) centre 
curtains
chemist’s (shop)
semi-detached

aubergine
lift

autumn
tap
ground floor, first floor, etc
torch
chips 
reception

rubbish
dustbin/bin
petrol
petrol station/garage
class/year

interval
crossroads

caretaker/porter

paraffin

solicitor
queue
lost property

post
book
motorbike/motorcycle
film
cinema

newsagent

surgery
single (ticket)
dungarees

American English

P             
pants/trousers
pantyhose/nylons
parking lot
pavement
pedestrian crossing
(potato) chips
public school
purse       

R
railroad
rest room

S
sales clerk/sales person
schedule
shorts (underwear)
sidewalk
stand in line
store, shop
subway

T
truck
two weeks

V
vacation
vacuum (v.)
vacuum cleaner
vest

W
with or without (milk/cream in
coffee)

Y
yard                                       

Z
(pronounced, “zee”)
zero
zip code 

British English

trousers
tights
car park
road surface
zebra crossing
crisps
state school
handbag

    
railway
toilet/cloakroom

shop assistant
timetable
pants
pavement
queue
shop
underground

lorry, van
fortnight/two weeks

holiday(s)
hoover
hoover
waistcoat

black or white 

garden

(pronounced, “zed”)
nought
postcode 

Spelling

aluminum
analyze
center
check
color
honor
jewelry
practice(n,v)
                                               
program
realize
tire
trave(l)ler

aluminium 
analyse
centre
cheque
colour
honour
jewellery
practice(n)
practise(v)
programme
realise
tyre
traveller

different from/than
live on X street
on a team
on the weekend
Monday through Friday

different from/to
live in X street
in a team
at the weekend
Monday to Friday

Expressions with prepositions and particles

Grammar

He just went out./
He has just gone out.

Hello, is this Steve?

Do you have a car?/
Have you got a car? 

He has just gone out. 

Hello, is that Steve?

Have you got a car?
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IV1

Irregular Verbs

Infinitive Past Past Participle Infinitive Past Past Participle

be \bi…\
bear \be´\
beat \bi…t\
become \bI"køm\
begin \bI"gIn\
bite \baIt\
blow \bl´U\
break \breIk\
bring \brIN\
build \bIld\
burn \b‰…n\

burst \b‰…st\
buy \baI\

can \kœn\

catch \kœtS\
choose \tSu…z\
come \køm\
cost \kÅst\
cut \køt\

deal \di…l\
dig \dIg\
do \du…\
draw \drO…\
dream \dri…m\

drink \drINk\
drive \draIv\

eat \i…t\

fall \fO…l\
feed \fi…d\
feel \fi…l\
fight \faIt\
find \faInd\
fly \flaI\
forbid \f´"bId\
forget \f´"get\
forgive \f´"gIv\
freeze \fri…z\

get \get\
give \gIv\
go \g´U\
grow \gr´U\

hang \hœN\

have \hœv\
hear \hI´\
hide \haId\
hit \hIt\
hold \h´Uld\
hurt \h‰…t\

keep \ki…p\
know \n´U\

lead \li…d\
learn \l‰…n\

was \wÅz\ / were \w‰…r\
bore \bO…\
beat \bi…t\
became \bI"keIm\
began \bI"gœn\
bit \bIt\
blew \blu…\
broke \br´Uk\
brought \brO…t\
built \bIlt\
burnt (burned) 

\b‰…nt “b‰…nd‘\
burst \b‰…st\
bought \bO…t\

could \kUd\

caught \kO…t\
chose \tS´Uz\
came \keIm\
cost \kÅst\
cut \køt\

dealt \delt\
dug \døg\
did \dId\
drew \dru…\
dreamt (dreamed) 

\dremt “dri…md‘\
drank \drœNk\
drove \dr´Uv\

ate \eIt\

fell \fel\
fed \fed\
felt \felt\
fought \fO…t\
found \faUnd\
flew \flu…\
forbade \f´"beId\
forgot \f´"gÅt\
forgave \f´"geIv\
froze \fr´Uz\

got \gÅt\
gave \geIv\
went \went\
grew \gru…\

hung (hanged) \høN
“hœNd‘\

had \hœd\
heard \h‰…d\
hid \hId\
hit \hIt\
held \held\
hurt \h‰…t\

kept \kept\
knew \nju…\

led \led\
learnt (learned)

\l‰…nt “l‰…nd‘\

been \bi…n\
born(e) \bO…n\
beaten \"bi…t´n\
become \bI"køm\
begun \bI"gøn\
bitten \"bIt´n\
blown \bl´Un\
broken \"br´Uk´n\
brought \brO…t\
built \bIlt\
burnt (burned) 

\b‰…nt “b‰…nd‘\
burst \b‰…st\
bought \bO…t\

(been able to \bIn
"eIb´l t´\)

caught \kO…t\
chosen \"tS´Uz´n\
come \køm\
cost \kÅst\
cut \køt\

dealt \delt\
dug \døg\
done \døn\
drawn \drO…n\
dreamt (dreamed)

\dremt “dri…md‘\
drunk \drøNk\
driven \"drIv´n\

eaten \"i…t´n\

fallen \"fO…l´n\
fed \fed\
felt \felt\
fought \fO…t\
found \faUnd\
flown \fl´Un\
forbidden \f´"bId´n\
forgotten \f´"gÅt´n\
forgiven \f´"gIv´n\
frozen \"fr´Uz´n\

got \gÅt\
given \"gIv´n\
gone \gÅn\
grown \gr´Un\

hung (hanged) \høN
“hœNd‘\

had \hœd\
heard \h‰…d\
hidden \"hId´n\
hit \hIt\
held \held\
hurt \h‰…t\

kept \kept\
known \n´Un\

led \led\
learnt (learned) \l‰…nt

“l‰…nd‘\

leave \li…v\
lend \lend\
let \let\
light \laIt\
lose \lu…z\

make \meIk\
mean \mi…n\
meet \mi…t\

pay \peI\
put \pUt\

read \ri…d\
ride \raId\
ring \rIN\
rise \raIz\
run \røn\

say \seI\
see \si…\
sell \sel\
send \send\
set \set\
sew \s´U\
shake \SeIk\
shine \SaIn\
shoot \Su…t\
show \S´U\
shut \Søt\
sing \sIN\
sit \sIt\
sleep \sli…p\
smell \smel\

speak \spi…k\
spell \spel\

spend \spend\
stand \stœnd\
steal \sti…l\
stick \stIk\
sting \stIN\
swear \swe´\
sweep \swi…p\
swim \swIm\

take \teIk\
teach \ti…tS\
tear \te´\
tell \tel\
think \TINk\
throw \Tr´U\

understand
\Æønd´"stœnd\

wake \weIk\
wear \we´\
win \wIn\
write \raIt\

left \left\
lent \lent\
let \let\
lit \lIt\
lost \lÅst\

made \meId\
meant \ment\
met \met\

paid \peId\
put \pUt\

read \red\
rode \r´Ud\
rang \rœN\
rose \r´Uz\
ran \rœn\

said \sed\
saw \sO…\
sold \s´Uld\
sent \sent\
set \set\
sewed \s´Ud\
shook \SUk\
shone \SÅn\
shot \SÅt\
showed \S´Ud\
shut \Søt\
sang \sœN\
sat \sœt\
slept \slept\
smelt (smelled) \smelt

“smeld‘\
spoke \sp´Uk\
spelt (spelled) \spelt

“speld‘\
spent \spent\
stood \stUd\
stole \st´Ul\
stuck \støk\
stung \støN\
swore \swO…\
swept \swept\
swam \swœm\

took \tUk\
taught \tO…t\
tore \tO…\
told \t´Uld\
thought \TO…t\
threw \Tru…\

understood \Æønd´"stUd\

woke \w´Uk\
wore \wO…\
won \wøn\
wrote \r´Ut\

left \left\
lent \lent\
let \let\
lit \lIt\
lost \lÅst\

made \meId\
meant \ment\
met \met\

paid \peId\
put \pUt\

read \red\
ridden \"rId´n\
rung \røN\
risen \"rIz´n\
run \røn\

said \sed\
seen \si…n\
sold \s´Uld\
sent \sent\
set \set\
sewn \s´Un\
shaken \"SeIk´n\
shone \SÅn\
shot \SÅt\
shown \S´Un\
shut \Søt\
sung \søN\
sat \sœt\
slept \slept\
smelt (smelled) \smelt

“smeld‘\
spoken \"sp´Uk´n\
spelt (spelled) \spelt

“speld‘\
spent \spent\
stood \stUd\
stolen \"st´Ul´n\
stuck \støk\
stung \støN\
sworn \swO…n\
swept \swept\
swum \swøm\

taken \"teIk´n\
taught \tO…t\
torn \tO…n\
told \t´Uld\
thought \TO…t\
thrown \Tr´Un\

understood \Æønd´"stUd\

woken \"w´Uk´n\
worn \wO…n\
won \wøn\
written \"rIt´n\
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Starter
Exercise 19a (p. 9)

  1    A: Excuse me. What time is it?
       B: It’s twenty-five past three.
       A: Thanks.
  2    A: What time is it?
       B: It’s half past two.
       A: Thank you.
  3    A: Have you got the time?
       B: Yes. It’s five o’clock.
       A: Thanks.
  4    A: Excuse me. What time is it?
       B: It’s a quarter to eleven. 
       A: Thanks.

Unit 1 – Day in, day out
1c – Exercise 2 (p. 16) 
  1    Man:What time are you going to the gym this evening?
        Woman: I’ve got an aerobics class at 6:30? Why?
        Man: Then what time are we having dinner?
       Woman: Well, there’s a good film on Channel Four at

9, so let’s say around 8 o’clock when I get back. Is
that OK?

        Man: That suits me fine!

  2    George: Do you do a lot of chores at home, Steve?
       Steve: Well, I tidy my room and dust the furniture, but

I don’t mop the floor or anything like that.
       George: What about cooking?
       Steve: I sometimes cook lunch but I can’t stand it. I’m

a terrible cook.
       George: Oh dear! 

 3    Norah: Hi, Dave! How’s the new job going?
       Dave: Oh hello, Norah. Not too bad thanks. The boss

seems pleased with me.
       Norah: Good. What’s it like working on the reception

desk?
       Dave: Quite interesting. You meet all kinds of people

here at the hotel!
       Norah: And what are the rest of the staff like?
       Dave: Very friendly. I especially get on with Simon –

he’s a waiter in the restaurant. We play squash
together at the leisure centre on Fridays.

  4    Jonathan: What do you fancy doing this afternoon?
There’s a good film on at the cinema.

       Sue: I don’t want to stare at a screen thanks.
       Jonathan: OK. Do you want to do something more

cultural, like see a play?
       Sue: The weather is so nice, I don’t feel like staying

indoors. I want to be outside in the fresh air.
       Jonathan: That’s fine with me!

  5    Man: Is that Tom over there playing football?
        Woman: No, that’s his brother, George. He’s very

sporty. Tom isn’t into sports at all.
       Man: Oh dear. Don’t tell me he’s one of those kids

who plays video games all day.

        Woman: Not at all. He loves music. In fact, I think he’s
got a guitar lesson right now.

Progress Check 1 – Exercise 3 (p. 21) 
  1    Freddie: Hi, Tony. Are we still meeting at the pool

after school?
       Tony:  Yeah. 4 o’clock, right? 
       Freddie: OK. Haven’t you got a lesson now?
       Tony: No. It’s my lunch break. I’m just buying some

snacks for later.

  2    A: We got a new kid in our class today.
       B: Oh. How many children are there now? Twenty-

two?
       A: No, from twenty, we are now twenty-one.
        B: OK. That’s not too many.

  3    Lucas: Do you want to come ice-skating this
afternoon, Jane? 

       Jane: Oh, I’m sorry. I can’t. I’m going cycling with my
brother. 

       Lucas: Oh well, how about Saturday?
       Jane: Sorry, I go swimming every Saturday afternoon.
       Lucas: Can I come with you?
       Jane: Sure! 

  4    Maria: My mum’s a travel agent. What does your
mum do, Sam? 

       Sam: My mum works in a shop. 
       Maria: Does she like her job?
       Sam: Not really. She wants to be a bank clerk.

  5    Max: Hurry up Billy! We are late for football practice!
       Billy: No, we’re not. Football practice is in an hour.

There’s plenty of time.
       Max: You’re right. Sorry.
       Billy: That’s OK. I have to finish my homework. 
       Max: Is it OK if I wait for you?
       Billy: Sure. You can watch TV in my room.

Unit 2 – Travel
Vocabulary plus – Exercise 3 (p. 28)
Steve
We were very disappointed when we arrived. The hotel
and the resort were great, but we hoped to have two
weeks in the sun. We didn’t realise it was the wrong time
of year. It was so bad, it didn’t stop raining.

Dalia 
It was such a shame. We were only there for a weekend
and we spent so much time waiting to get into the
museums and art galleries that we didn’t get the chance to
see as much as we wanted.

Igor 
I didn’t book anywhere to stay before I left because I
thought I wouldn’t have a problem finding a cheap place to
stay. I was very wrong. My room cost so much, that I
hardly had any money left to go sightseeing or buy
souvenirs.
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2c – Exercise 2b (p. 28)

Tom: Hello, Sandy. Welcome back! How was your
holiday? You went to Spain, right? 
Sandy: No, that was last year. This year, we went to Malta.
It’s a beautiful country, but I’m glad to be back in England
to be honest. 
Tom: What do you mean? Did you have a problem there?
Sandy: Yes, our hotel was awful. It was a good price and
our room was quite big, but it was terribly dirty. I couldn’t
believe it when I walked into the room on the first day. 
Tom: Oh no! Did you change hotels then? 
Sandy: Well, we looked for other hotels in the area but
there were no free rooms. We even tried to rent an
apartment. In the end, though, we bought a tent and
stayed at a campsite. 
Tom: That sounds like fun. Anyway, what was the weather
like? I hope it wasn’t cold and wet like it was here. 
Sandy: No, there wasn’t a drop of rain, and the
temperatures were high. I spent most days sunbathing on
the beach while my brother did water sports in the sea.
Tom: Didn’t you do some sightseeing while you were
there? 
Sandy: No, but my sister did. She spent most days visiting
museums and ancient ruins. 
Tom: Well, it sounds like you all had a good time in the
end. 
Sandy: Yes, I suppose so. 

2f – Exercise 9 (p. 33)
Peter: Hi, Bob! How was your trip to Qatar?
Bob: Amazing, Peter! Thanks.
Peter: What was the weather like?
Bob: In the capital, Doha, it was hot and sticky. The
moment I stepped off the plane, I felt uncomfortable.
Peter: But you had air conditioning in your hotel, right?
Bob: Yes, of course. It was a four-star hotel.
Peter: I know it was a business trip, but did you manage to
visit the Dhow Festival? You said it’s a big tourist
attraction.
Bob: I spent a fantastic evening there. You could see
craftsmen making traditional wooden boats and pearl
divers showing their skills.
Peter: How about the food?
Bob: Well, the hotel food was mostly European, but I tried
some delicious local dishes at the Festival – they were
really hot and spicy!
Peter: Did you buy any souvenirs?
Bob: Yes, at the central market … In fact, these are for
you.
Peter: Wow! Handmade leather sandals! Thanks!
Bob: I hope you like them. Next time I go I want to visit the
Singing Sand Dunes in the desert. You can’t see
everything in just two days!

Progress check 2 – Exercise 3 (p. 35)

Tim: Hi Kelly. How was your holiday? 
Kelly: It was really nice, Tim. Italy is such a beautiful country. 
Tim: So, where did you stay exactly? 

Kelly: Well, our plane arrived in Milan, but we didn’t spend
any time there. Instead, we rented a car at the airport and
drove to San Remo in the west. It was more expensive
than taking the train, but it was much more comfortable. 
Tim: Is San Remo by the sea? 
Kelly: Yes, it is. We stayed in a lovely hotel just 50 metres
from the beach. Every morning, I went for a swim there,
and then in the afternoons I explored the city. I bought a
guide book and used it to visit lots of interesting sights. 
Tim: Sounds great. Did you buy anything there?
Kelly: Not really - just a few souvenirs for my cousins.
Most things, like clothes and jewellery, were far too
expensive. 
Tim: That’s a pity. Was it the same for restaurants? 
Kelly: Yes, unfortunately it was. The food and service were
excellent, but meals were too pricey. Some evenings, we
just decided to eat sandwiches in our hotel room! 
Tim: Really? At least you had nice weather. It rained every
day here while you were away. Today is the first day of
sunshine for weeks! 
Kelly: Yes, the weather was great. There wasn’t a cloud in
the sky!

Unit 3 – Rain or Shine
Vocabulary plus – Exercise 2 (p. 42)
Sue
I was very upset when I heard about the flood. So many
people no longer had their homes. We had to do
something to help them.

Graham
When I saw the lion I just couldn’t move. My blood turned
to ice. I was too scared to even talk.

Adam
It was a fantastic feeling. My aunt was finally back safe in
her house. I felt relieved. I couldn’t wait to see her again.

3c – Exercises 2 & 3 (p. 42)
Host: Welcome to this week’s edition of Travel
Experiences. With me today is the famous travel writer
Helen Jackson. Helen writes articles for many newspapers,
and also has two books out. Helen, it’s great to have you
on the show. 
Helen: It’s great to be here.
Host: Now, Helen, in your books and articles you talk
about the beautiful places you visit, but tell us about your
worst travel experience. 
Helen: OK, well that happened a long time ago when I was
only 12 years old. My mum and dad were taking me on my
first skiing trip in the Swiss Alps. 
Host: I see. So how did you travel there? 
Helen: Well, we got a plane to Bern, the capital city, and
then we rented a car at the airport to go to the resort. Even
though it was January, the weather forecast was for
sunshine all day, so we were looking forward to a
comfortable journey. Unfortunately, though, the forecast
was wrong! 
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Host: What do you mean?
Helen: Well, before we left the airport, it started to snow.
Then, an hour later, my dad took a wrong turning and we
ended up in the middle of a thick snowstorm in a small
road in the countryside. 
Host: What happened then? 
Helen: My dad stopped driving because the snowfall was
so heavy. Then, we just waited for help. In the end, it took
the emergency services two days to find us! 
Host: Why didn’t you phone for help? 
Helen: Well, none of our mobiles could get a signal up
there. There was nothing we could do. It was scary. When
they found us, we had very little food and water left. 
Host: It’s sounds like they found you just in time. 
Helen: You can say that again! And that’s mainly because
we called our hotel and told them that we were driving
there that day. It’s something that I always advise tourists
to do before they go on day trips to unknown places. 
Host: Helen, it’s a fascinating story. Thanks for sharing it
with us.

3e – Exercise 8b (p. 45)
 A:    I heard you had a terrifying experience last month,

Jake. What happened?
 B:    Yes, well, I was climbing in the mountains. The

weather was freezing but I was warmly dressed and I
was enjoying the great outdoors.

 A:    Sounds great.
 B:    Yeah, it was. After a couple of hours, I decided to

stop and have a bite to eat. I was sitting on a rock
eating my sandwiches when I saw a few tiny
snowflakes.

 A:    Oh dear. 
 B:    At first, I thought it was nothing to worry about and

would soon pass.  Then, the sky got darker and
darker and soon it was snowing heavily. I didn’t want
to get trapped in a snowstorm so I started walking
back the way I came.

 A:    Goodness me! That’s awful! What happened next?
 B:    Pretty soon, the snow was so thick I couldn’t see in

front of me. It was nearly up to my knees! I couldn’t
go on so I made a snow igloo and got inside out of
the wind. I put a red scarf on top of the igloo so
rescue teams could see me.

 A:    Good thinking. Then what did you do?
 B:    I couldn’t go out until it stopped snowing. So I

decided to wait to see if any help came.
 A:    Was that wise?
 B:    It was the right decision because an hour later I heard

a helicopter overhead. They lowered a line with a
basket, I climbed in, and they lifted me to safety.

 A:    You were so lucky.
 B:    Yes, I know.
 A:    How did you feel?
 B:    I was exhausted but relieved that I wasn’t hurt.
 A:    What an amazing story!

Progress check 3 – Exercise 3 (p. 47)

Host: Welcome back to the show. Now, I’m joined in the
studio by local teenager Gerry Rockford. Gerry had a lucky
escape a few weeks ago. Gerry, tell us what happened. 
Gerry:Well, one Saturday morning, I decided to go jogging
in the forest outside town. I’m in the football team at
school, so I always jog at weekends to stay fit. Anyway, I
started jogging at around 10 am.
Host: And what was the weather like then?
Gerry: When I started, it was warm and sunny, but then,
around half an hour later, dark clouds appeared in the sky.
Suddenly, there was thunder and lightning and it started
raining heavily. It was a massive thunderstorm!
Host: What did you do then? 
Gerry: Well, I started to run out of the forest, but I couldn’t
see anything because of the heavy rain! Then, I fell over a
rock on a path and broke my ankle! I felt a lot of pain and I
couldn’t walk. All my clothes were wet and I was freezing
cold. I was very scared. 
Host: I can imagine! So, did you call someone on your
mobile phone? 
Gerry: No, I didn’t have it. When I go jogging, I don’t like
having things in my pockets, so I left it at home. That was
a big mistake. Luckily, though, I told my brother where I
was going before I left the house. 
Host: So, did he come and get you?
Gerry:Well, at around noon, he started to worry, so he called
the police. They found me after around an hour and carried
me outside the forest. I went straight to the hospital and my
family met me there. They were relieved that I was OK. 
Host: So, what did you learn from the experience, Gerry? 
Gerry: Well, a lot of people talk about the negatives of
mobile phones, but they are very useful. I think people
should always carry them for emergency situations. 
Host: That’s a good message. Thanks for talking to us,
Gerry.
Gerry: It was my pleasure.

Unit 4 – Sports & Health
4c – Exercise 2 (p. 54)
Anna: Hi there, Paul. Are you going on a bike ride? 
Paul: Hi, Anna. Yes, I’m going cycling in the countryside.
It’s a great way to do exercise and get fresh air. 
Anna: Sounds like fun. Is Ted going with you? 
Paul: No, he’s more interested in extreme sports these
days.
Anna: Really? Is he a member of the new rock climbing
club in town?
Paul: No, but he goes canoeing with his dad at weekends. He
really enjoys it. Anyway, what are you doing this afternoon?
Anna: I’m on my way to the pool now. I’m going swimming
with Kim. 
Paul: Oh, really? She’s a very good swimmer, isn’t she?
Anna: Yes, she’s very fast. She swims on the school team. 
Paul: That reminds me. Does the new student at school,
Steve, play football? The football coach is looking for new
players for the team. 
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Anna: No, he doesn’t, but he does play rugby. I think he’s
playing an important game tomorrow, actually. Do you
want to come and cheer him on?
Paul: Oh, I can’t. I’m going to Alice’s house tomorrow.
She’s got a new table tennis table and wants me to play
with her. You should see her play. She’s really talented.
Anna: Wow! I wish there was room for a table tennis table
in my apartment. She’s really lucky. 
Paul: Well, at least you live next to the athletics track. That
means you can practise your favourite sport every day!
Anna: Yes, I guess you’re right.

4e – Exercise 8 (p. 57)
Sam: Are you still thinking of taking up swimming, Pedro?
Pedro: Yes, I am actually. I want to join my local swimming
club. I find it quite exciting to be in the water.
Sam: I think that’s a great idea. Swimming is great for
keeping you fit, you know.
Pedro: Yes, that’s very true. Also, you don’t need very
much equipment. Just swimming shorts, goggles and a
swimming hat.
Sam: Don’t forget that you might compete in competitions,
though, and you have to train hard for those.
Pedro: Yes, you’ve got a point. I might have to practise long
hours sometimes. Well, the other sport I’m thinking of taking
up is snowboarding. What do you think? Is that a better idea?
Sam: Hmm … I’m not sure. I guess it’s a really thrilling
sport. More thrilling than swimming.
Pedro: Yes, and it’s a good form of exercise, too. The only
problem is that it’s very expensive. I would need to buy a
lot of new clothes and equipment.
Sam: That’s true. The other thing is that it can be a
dangerous sport. To be honest, though, I think both of
those sports are great. You should think about it and
choose the one you like best.
Pedro: OK, I’ll do that. Thanks a lot, Sam!
Sam: You’re welcome. Let me know what you decide.

4f – Exercise 8 (p. 59)
Calling all female football fans out there! Come and join
our new girls’ team at New Town Sports Club. The next
practice will be this Thursday and will continue on each
Thursday after that. Most of our players are around
fourteen or fifteen years old but anyone between the ages
of eleven and eighteen is welcome. Practices last for 2
hours, starting at 5 pm and ending at 7. If you’re
interested, please give Jenny a ring on 09765432398
during morning hours. We can’t wait for you to join us!

Progress Check 4 – Exercise 3 (p. 61)

Anna: Hi, Mike. What are you doing on your smartphone?
Are you playing a game or something? 
Mike: Oh, hello, Anna. No, I’m looking for information
about a gym in the city. My friend Kate is a member there
and she recommends it. 
Anna: Why don’t you join an after-school sports club
instead? In my opinion, playing a sport is a more enjoyable
way to get exercise.   

Mike: Don’t you remember what happened when I joined
the basketball team last year? I played some matches, and
learned a lot of new skills, but I didn’t really enjoy it. What
can I say? Some people just don’t like team sports. 
Anna: OK, but do you really need to go to a gym? For one,
gyms are expensive – most gyms ask you to pay a fee
every month. Also, don’t you think it’s boring to work out
indoors all the time? 
Mike: You’ve got a point. Also, you probably waste a lot of
time coming and going to the gym. But what else can I do? 
Anna: I think you should exercise on your own instead.
Don’t you live next to a big park? For starters, you can go
jogging there!  
Mike: OK, but I don’t have any sports equipment at home.
Isn’t that a problem? 
Anna: Of course not! There are lots of types of exercises
you can do at home that don’t need any equipment. Why
don’t I come over to your house to show you later? 
Mike: Oh, I can’t this evening. My sister has an important
hockey match, and I’m going with my family to cheer her
on. Can you come tomorrow morning instead? 
Anna: Oh, so someone in your family likes sports! OK, see
you tomorrow!

Unit 5 – Tasty Food
5c – Exercise 2b (p. 68)
Lisa: Hi, John. Are you free at the weekend? I’m thinking of
eating out at a restaurant called Blossoms with a few
friends.
John: Hmm. Well, it depends. I’m busy on Saturday, but I
can make it on Sunday. Is that OK?
Lisa: That’s great. My other friends are free then, too. 
John: So, why are you organising a meal for all your friends?
Lisa: Didn’t you know? It’s my 18th birthday on Sunday, so
I want to celebrate it in style!
John: Oh! I had no idea. Thanks for inviting me! So, where
exactly is the restaurant?
Lisa: It’s in the city centre on a street called Hill Lane. It’s
opposite Bute Park.
John: I see. And did you eat there before?
Lisa: Yes, I went there with my parents last weekend. It
serves Japanese cuisine - which was a first for me - but
the food was perfect, the staff were very polite, and there
was a really cosy atmosphere.
John: It sounds nice. But do they have anything for
vegetarians like me? They eat a lot of meat and fish dishes
in Japan, don’t they? 
Lisa: Yes, they do, but they have lots of vegetarian dishes
on the menu, too. Actually their best dish was a vegetable
soup. It was delicious! 
John: OK, well, I’m really looking forward to eating there,
then. What time do you want to meet? 
Lisa: Well, the restaurant opens at 6 pm, so let’s meet
there around 6:30. It closes at midnight, so we’ve got lots
of time to enjoy ourselves.  
John: Great. Thanks again, Lisa. I can’t wait!
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Progress Check 5 – Exercise 3 (p. 73)
Sarah: Hi, Roy. I tried to call you yesterday but there was
no answer. 
Roy: Oh, hi, Sarah. Sorry about that. I couldn’t talk
because I was in a cooking class. 
Sarah: Really? I had no idea you were interested in
cooking. When did you start going to the classes?  
Roy: Just last week. They’re on twice a week:
Wednesdays and Fridays at 8 pm. Next year, I’m going to
college, so I need to learn how to cook before I start living
on my own. I’m really enjoying it. 
Sarah: So, where do the classes take place? 
Roy: They’re in the youth club. And the best thing is
they’re not very expensive. It’s just £5 per lesson, and that
includes the ingredients you use in the dishes you prepare
there. 
Sarah: Sounds interesting. So, what kinds of dishes do
you cook there? 
Roy: We mostly cook vegetarian food. Some people in the
class don’t eat meat, so that keeps everyone happy. 
Sarah: Well, I cook quite well, but I’m also interested in
learning new recipes and cooking tips. Is there any way I
could join you too or is the class full?
Roy: You should definitely come! There’s lots of room, and
the only rule is that students have to be from the local
area. You should email our teacher, Mrs Irons, first,
though. I can give you her email address.
Sarah: OK. I will write it on my smartphone. Tell me.
Roy: It’s mirons@farnham.cc. That’s M-I-R-O-N-S at
farnham dot C-C.
Sarah: OK, got it. That’s great. Maybe we can start
cooking together soon, then!

Unit 6 – Special days
6c – Exercise 1b (p. 80)
Alice: Hi, Paul. How was your holiday in Wales?
Paul: Hello, Alice. It was really enjoyable. I stayed with my
aunt and uncle in Cardiff and they showed me around the
city. I picked up a few souvenirs and I even saw a football
game in the Principality Stadium. The highlight, though,
was my visit to the Hay Festival. 
Alice: I’ve never heard of it. Is it a music festival? 
Paul: No, it’s actually a celebration of books! It takes place
in Hay-on-Wye, a small town in the centre of Wales. Many
people call it the ‘town of books’! There are around 20
bookshops in the town, most of them with cheap second-
hand books. For booklovers like me, it was a paradise! 
Alice: Wow. It sounds like an amazing place. What
happened during the festival? 
Paul: Well, lots of famous authors gave talks, and there
were workshops where you could improve your writing
skills. There was also a short-story competition for
teenagers. I couldn’t enter, though, because all my stories
were on my computer at home. 
Alice: Did you talk to any of the authors? 
Paul: Yes, I met my favourite author Jenny Valentine! She
was really friendly at first, but then something awful

happened. I was so nervous when I was talking to her that
I spilled some cola on her dress! 
Alice: Oh, no! 
Paul: I was so embarrassed - my face was bright red! I
wanted to leave straight away, but my uncle told me not to
worry. So, I spent the rest of the day hiding in the corners
of bookshops trying to avoid Jenny Valentine! 
Alice: Haha! Well, we all have embarrassing moments
every now and then. 

6e – Exercise 11 (p. 83)
Anne: Hi, Kate. How are you?
Kate: Hi Anne. I’m great thanks. I’ve just come back from a
fantastic winter festival in Poland. It was amazing.
Anne: Wow! Really? What was it called?
Kate: It was the Ice Sculpture Festival in Poznań. It takes
place every year in February and it usually lasts for two
days.
Anne: Sounds great. What did you do?
Kate: I saw hundreds of beautiful snow statues and ice
sculptures. I also went on a giant snow slide. It was
fantastic.
Anne: What other activities did you do?
Kate: Well, I also listened to live music and there were lots
of stalls selling food. The burgers were very tasty! I had a
wonderful time. I highly recommend it if you’re ever in
Poland at that time of the year.

6f – Exercise 6 (p. 85)
Carol: Hi, Mike. How was your weekend? Did you do
anything exciting? 
Mike: Hi, Carol. Well, on Saturday, I went to the winter
festival with my sister, Lisa. It was good fun. 
Carol: Really? My brother, Ken, and I went, too, but we
didn’t see you there. 
Mike: Well, that’s probably because we arrived late and
left early. I didn’t see the ice-skating race in the morning or
the fireworks display at the end. 
Carol: Oh, I didn’t stay for the fireworks either. But Ken did
and he said it was very impressive. I left after my favourite
band played on the live music stage. They were brilliant. 
Mike: I didn’t see any live performances either. Lisa saw
some street dancing, though. I think she even joined in! 
Carol: So, did you see the parade at least? 
Mike: No, I didn’t – but I’m glad I missed that. My friend
Stan from school saw it and he said it was disappointing. 
Carol: Yes, I heard that, too. And my cousin, Alice, said the
food stalls were no better. She said some of the food
wasn’t fresh. But what did you do at the festival, then?
Mike: Well, I thought about going to one of the igloo-
building workshops in the afternoon, but it was such a cold
day that I decided to stand by the bonfire most of the time!

Progress Check 6 – Exercise 3 (p. 87)

Mandy: Hi, Tim. Did you have a nice time? 
Tim: Hello, Mandy. Yes, it was great. I travelled to
Scotland to visit my grandparents. 
Mandy: Wow! What was it like? 
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Tim: Well, it was freezing most days, unfortunately, but the
people were friendly and there was lots to see and do.
Actually, I was there during a special celebration called
Hogmanay. It takes place on New Year’s Eve in Scotland. 
Mandy: What happens during Hogmanay? 
Tim: Each town has different traditions. My grandparents
live in Stonehaven in the north-east and they have a
famous parade. All afternoon on New Year’s Eve, locals
make huge balls from newspaper, cloth and sticks. Then,
at exactly 12 pm, they set the balls on fire and begin
walking though the town, swinging them around their
heads. It’s an amazing sight! 
Mandy: Did you join the parade?
Tim: Well, the locals asked me to carry one of the fireballs,
but after a few metres I dropped it. Luckily, I didn’t set
anything on fire, but I was so embarrassed. After that, I just
stood and watched the parade go by.
Mandy: I see. And what happened after the parade? 
Tim: The locals carried the balls of fire all the way to the
sea and then they threw them into the water. When the last
fireball was in the sea there was a huge fireworks display. I
was a bit sleepy at that time, but I stayed up and listened
to live music until early in the morning. 
Mandy: It sounds like a wonderful experience. Do you plan
to go back next year?
Tim: I don’t think so. I don’t want to experience another
Scottish winter! Next year, I want to enjoy a nice family
holiday at home here in Trenton.

Unit 7 – Mother Earth
Vocabulary plus – Exercise 1b (p. 94)
Good morning, class. I’m very glad to see most of you are
using the recycling bins in the school playground. Keep up
the good work! I hope you do the same at home. Let’s talk
for a minute about what goes in the different recycling
bins. We don’t want to make any mistakes, after all! In the
bin marked Metal & Aluminium you throw your fizzy drink
cans, soup tins, clean tin foil, coffee tins, aerosol cans,
anything metal like that. Then in the Plastics bin, you can
recycle water bottles, yogurt containers, shampoo bottles,
shower curtains, CD cases and so on. Paper & Cardboard
is a big category: it includes old notebooks, newspapers,
cereal boxes, magazines, phone books, envelopes, juice
cartons, paper cups, egg cartons and shoe boxes. The bin
for Glass is for things like jam jars and ketchup bottles.
You should give containers a quick wash before you
recycle them so they are clean. Also try and flatten all
boxes to save space in the bin ...

7c – Exercise 1b (p. 94)
Rebecca: Hi, Jason. Did you see the poster outside the
newsagent’s? There’s going to be another neighbourhood
clean-up day on the 25th of June. I’m thinking of going. It’s
been months since the last clean-up day, so there’s a lot
of litter in the neighbourhood right now. 
Jason: Saturday, the 25th of June? I’d like to join you, but
I’ve got an important football match at three that day. 

Rebecca: Well, the clean-up day starts at 9 am, so you
could come in the morning, if you like.
Jason: Oh, OK. I’ll try to make it, then. So, are we meeting
at the end of Kent Road again? 
Rebecca: No, this time we’re starting from the entrance of
Bute Park. We’ll walk from there towards the bridge on the
other side of the neighbourhood. 
Jason: Sounds good. What do we need to bring with us?
Will they give us plastic bags for the litter or do we need to
bring our own? 
Rebecca: I think they’ll supply them. The poster just
mentioned that we should bring gloves. But we aren’t just
going to pick up litter, you know. Volunteers will also
remove graffiti around the neighbourhood. 
Jason: That’s a great idea. Some of it looks awful. So,
who’s organising this clean-up day? Is it Mr Richards
again? 
Rebecca: Didn’t you hear? Mr Richards moved to London
a few weeks ago. This time, my next-door neighbour, Anne
Rowland, is organising it. She’s the chairperson of the
town’s environmental club. 
Jason: Oh, I know Anne. I’m sure she’ll do a good job.
Anyway, I better go or I’ll miss my bus. See you later,
Rebecca.

7e – Exercise 8b (p. 97)
Radio presenter: In our programme today, Dr Gibson is
going to talk about the problem of worldwide water
shortage and what we can do about it. Dr Gibson, how
serious is the problem?
Dr Gibson: Very serious indeed. Every year millions of
people die from thirst or lack of clean water. If we don’t do
something soon, all life on Earth will be in danger! 
Radio presenter: And what are the main causes of the
problem?
Dr Gibson: One main reason for the problem is that our
climate is changing. Temperatures are rising and this
causes droughts. That means that crops can’t grow and
people go hungry. 
Radio presenter: And another reason?
Dr Gibson: Of course, people pollute clean water supplies.
For example, some factories tip their waste into rivers.
This makes them dirty and so people get diseases and
become ill.
Radio presenter: Can you suggest how we can help save
water?
Dr Gibson: There are many simple solutions. For one thing,
we can turn off taps when we don’t need them. Leaving
the water running is such a waste! I also suggest taking
short showers instead of baths. Baths use a lot of water!
And another good idea is to catch rainwater in a bucket or
a barrel and use it to wash the car.
Radio presenter: That’s a great idea! I’m sure our listeners
will like it too! Dr Gibson, thank you very much.

Progress Check 7 – Exercise 3 (p. 99)

Kate: Hi, Bill. What’s inside that big black bag you’re
carrying? Did you sweep up the leaves in your garden?   
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Bill: Oh, hi, Kate. No, actually, I just picked up some litter
on the road outside my house. There’s a lot of litter in the
neighbourhood these days, isn’t there? 
Kate: Yes, there is and I know where it comes from. It all
started when that new secondary school opened in Kent
Road. A lot of students walk through the neighbourhood on
their way there, and they’re dropping litter on our streets. 
Bill: Well, it’s making the neighbourhood look very dirty,
and it might attract vermin like rats and cockroaches. 
Kate: That’s the last thing we want! But what can we do
about this problem?  
Bill: Well, I think there are enough bins in the
neighbourhood, but the problem is they’re usually full.
Someone needs to collect the rubbish from them more
often. When students see that the bins are full, they just
drop the litter on the ground beside them. Then the wind
blows that litter all over the neighbourhood. 
Kate: OK, good idea. What else? Maybe we could put up
signs saying ‘No Littering’ or something like that. 
Bill: That might work. Sometimes, teenagers just need a
reminder that they’re doing something wrong. We could
even make some signs on our own. 
Kate: I don’t think so. Students will just ignore signs made
from paper or cardboard. We need the town council to
install proper metal signs. 
Bill: You’ve got a point. Why don’t we write a letter to the
town mayor with both our ideas, then? 
Kate: OK. I guess we can’t just walk into her office straight
away – but let’s send an email instead. A letter will take a
long time to reach her. 
Bill: That’s fine with me. 

Unit 8 – Culture
8c – Exercise 1b (p. 106)
Danny: Hi Georgia. Do you want to go to the cinema
tonight? I don’t know what they’re showing, but I’m sure
we can find something good to watch.  
Georgia: No, thanks, Danny. I saw a film on TV yesterday
evening, so I don’t really feel like it. 
Danny: That’s OK. What did you watch? I was playing
video games online for most of the evening, so I didn’t see
what was on. 
Georgia: It was an action film called Furious 7. It’s the
seventh film in the Fast and Furious series. Usually, action
films aren’t my thing – I much prefer dramas – but this one
was great. It’s action-packed, but it’s also really emotional
at times – and there are some funny moments, too. And it
didn’t matter that it was the first Fast and Furious film that I
saw. 
Danny: Sounds interesting. Who stars in it? 
Georgia: Well, you probably know the main actor, Vin
Diesel. He gives a great performance as Dominic Toretto. I
didn’t know the rest of the cast, but they were all excellent.  
Danny: I see. And what’s the film about? I haven’t seen
any of the Fast and Furious films either. 
Georgia: Well, I don’t want to give too much away, but
basically the series is  about a group of people who race

cars late at night. In Furious 7 the group tries to change
their ways and lead normal lives, but enemies from their
past keep appearing. 
Danny: Sounds a bit complicated. But you recommend
this film, right?
Georgia: Yes, definitely. It’s an action and drama film all in
one – and the special effects are fantastic. You should rent
it on DVD. 
Danny: Well, I still want to go to the cinema, so I won’t
watch it tonight. I’ll probably rent it tomorrow, though. My
cousin is visiting us for a few days, and I think he’ll love it.
Georgia: Sounds like a good idea. Believe me, you won’t
be disappointed.

8f – Exercise 6 (p. 111)
The Lightning Thief is a fantasy-adventure novel. It was
written by Rick Riordan. It is the first of five books in the
Percy Jackson and the Olympians series. It’s about a 12-
year-old American boy, Percy Jackson, whose real identity
is a secret. 
The story begins with a school trip to a museum. One of
Percy’s teachers turns into a Fury, a monster from Greek
mythology, and attacks Percy. Percy later finds out why
when he goes to a special camp with a friend. He learns he
is half human and half god and his father is Poseidon, the
sea god! The god of thunder, Zeus, is very angry with
Poseidon. He has lost his thunderbolt, an object that
creates lightning, and he thinks Poseidon has stolen it.
Percy must find the thunderbolt before there is a terrible
war!
The Lightning Thief has an exciting, fast-paced plot with
many twists and turns. Also, the main character is very
realistic. Teenage readers will understand how Percy feels
as he faces different problems.
For fans of fantasy novels, The Lightning Thief is well worth
reading. It’s full of action and adventure. After you read the
first page, you won’t be able to put it down!

Progress check 8 – Exercise 3 (p. 113)
Fiona: Hi, Brian. Did you see the latest episode of Teen
Wolf yesterday? It was amazing!
Brian: Hi, Fiona. No, I’ve never seen that show. Is it any
good?
Fiona: I think it’s great. It’s in its sixth season now and it’s
on Channel 6 every Wednesday evening.  I never miss an
episode! Even if I’m out, I ask my mum to record it, and
then I watch it when I get home.  
Brian: Well, I don’t watch much TV, to be honest. I usually
only switch it on if there’s an important football game. I
prefer to watch TV series and films on DVD. What’s this
show about? 
Fiona: It’s about a secondary school student named Scott
McCall. One day, a werewolf bites him so he becomes a
werewolf, too! Throughout the series, he tries to hide his
new identity from the people around him. It’s really
interesting. 
Brian: It sounds a bit like a horror series. I’m not really
interested in that genre. 
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Fiona: No, it’s not. It’s more like a teen drama. Mostly, it’s
about Scott’s relationships with his family and friends. 
Brian: OK, and is the acting any good? 
Fiona: Yes, the cast is great. But the actor who really
stands out is Tyler Posey. He stars as Scott and I think
he’ll be a really famous film actor when he gets a bit older.  
Brian: OK, I might buy it on DVD, then. 
Fiona: You don’t have to. I’m a really big fan so I’ve got the
first five seasons on DVD. I can lend them to you.
Brian: Thanks a lot, Fiona, but just lend me the first series
for now. Then, if I like it, I’ll get the others from you. 
Fiona: No problem. I’ll bring it to school for you tomorrow.

Unit 9 – Amazing Places
9c – Exercise 1b (p. 120)
Carl: Hello?  
Wendy: Hi, Carl. It’s me, Wendy!
Carl: Hello, Wendy. I haven’t heard from you in months.
How is everything? 
Wendy: Sorry, Carl. I’ve been really busy recently. Last
week, my family moved house! Now, we’re living in a flat in
Palmerstown. 
Carl: I had no idea! Why did you leave Trenton? 
Wendy: Well, remember my mum used to work as a doctor
there? Well, Trenton Hospital closed, so she had to look
for work somewhere else. Luckily, she found a position in
the hospital in Palmerstown, so we moved here. 
Carl: So, do you like your new neighbourhood?  
Wendy: Well, our flat is on a street with lots of shops, so
it’s very noisy. Everyone morning, I wake up from the noise
of cars outside my window. In Trenton, I used to wake up
with birdsong – so it’s a big difference!
Carl: So, have you changed schools too?
Wendy: Yes, I go to a school in Palmerstown now. At first,
I missed my old school, but I soon got used to my new
one. My new school is quite small, so that helped a lot.
There are only 15 students in my class, so it didn’t take
long to get to know everyone. 
Carl: That’s good. And have you joined any clubs at
school? It’s a good way to make friends. 
Wendy: Yes, I’ve joined the table tennis club here. The
coach was happy to get an experienced player on the team! 
Carl: Well, it sounds like you’re settling in nicely. Will you
come back to Trenton for a visit sometime?
Wendy: I’m not sure. Why don’t you visit me instead? It’s
only a three-hour train trip and I could meet you at the train
station here in Palmerstown. 
Carl: OK, maybe I’ll come next weekend. I’ll let you know.
Wendy: Great. Talk soon, Carl.

Progress Check 9 – Exercise 3 (p. 125)
Alan: Hello?  
Priscilla: Hi, Alan. It’s Priscilla. How are you? 
Alan: Hi, Priscilla. I’m fine, thanks. Have you booked your
flights to England yet? 
Priscilla: Yes, my dad booked them online yesterday. He
got a good price, but we have to change flights in

Amsterdam. It means that we leave Paris at 1 pm and
arrive in London at 10 at night.   
Alan: That’s a pity. But you must be looking forward to
your visit. 
Priscilla: Yes, I can’t wait. I want to ask your advice about
something, though. First, we’re going to spend a couple of
days in London, but afterwards we’d like to stay somewhere
in the countryside. Do you have any suggestions? 
Alan: Hmm. I know! Why don’t you stay at the Lake
District? It’s an area in north-west England that’s famous
for its lakes, mountains and forests. 
Priscilla: That sounds nice. Do you know any nice towns or
villages there?
Alan: If I were you, I’d stay in Keswick. I went on a school
trip there a few years ago and I really liked it. It’s a quiet
town with attractions for all the family.  
Priscilla: Like what? 
Alan: Well, firstly, it’s got a beautiful theatre called Theatre
by the Lake. It has plays all year around. Also, the Keswick
Museum and Art Gallery is really interesting. 
Priscilla: And what about outdoor activities?
Alan: Well, Keswick is in the middle of the countryside – so
you don’t have to go far to do various outdoor activities. Of
course, you can go hiking on your own, but a better idea is to
go on a guided hike with a group. They’re not very expensive. 
Priscilla: I see. Well, I’ll let you know what we decide. 
Alan: OK, but don’t leave it too late to book a hotel there.
They are usually very busy in the summer.  
Priscilla: OK, thanks, Alan. 

Exam Practice 3
Exercise 3 (p. EP3)

Malcolm: Hi, Simone. Why are you wearing a scarf? It’s
not very cold today. 
Simone: I know, Malcolm, but I have a sore throat. My mum
told me to keep my neck warm, so that’s why I’m wearing it. 
Malcolm: Oh dear. I hope it gets better soon. Do you have
a fever, too?
Simone: No, I don’t – and I really don’t want one! Jane has a
temperature at the moment and she has to stay in bed all day. 
Malcolm: Yes, I heard about that. Actually, a lot of people
in our class have health problems at the moment. Did you
hear Graham coughing in Maths class this morning? He
must have a terrible cold. 
Simone: Yes, I heard him, but he doesn’t have a cold. I think
it’s just a cough that he can’t get rid of. Albert is ill, though.
He had to leave school because of an upset stomach.
Malcolm: Yes, I noticed he was missing in the afternoon.
Actually, I didn’t see Wendy at all today either. She
sometimes gets headaches, so I guess she stayed at home. 
Simone: No, she texted me earlier. She had to go to the
dentist because of a toothache. When you think about it,
you’re the only healthy one these days, Malcolm.
Malcolm: I’m not sure about that, Simone. I’ve got a pain
in my left ear that just won’t go away. I might go to the
doctor’s later. 
Simone: Oh no! Well, I hope you get better soon, too. 
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Exam Practice 4
Exercise 2 (p. EP4)

  1    Woman: It says here in the newspaper that there’s
going to be a recycling day at the park tomorrow.
Why don’t we go?

       Man: Why not? We can bring all the old plastic bottles
in the kitchen.

       Woman: Actually, I’ve already thrown them in the
recycling bin down the street. We could get rid of our
old computer equipment, though. 

       Man: Good idea! I’ll go and get the box from the attic.

  2    Stella: Hey, Jane. Have you decided what you’re
going to do for the class project?

       Jane: Not really. I wanted to write about pandas, but
half the class is writing about them. What about you? 

       Stella: At first, I wanted to do it on polar bears, so I
found a lot of information on them. But in the end I’m
going to write about tigers. You could use my notes
on polar bears if you like, though. 

       Jane: Hmm, that sounds like a good idea. Thanks
Stella.

       Stella: No problem.

  3    Laura: Hi, Alan. You’re a bit late. Was there a lot of
traffic? 

       Alan: I don’t know! I didn’t take my car to work today.
I’ve decided to do my bit for the environment and
take the train instead. 

       Laura: That’s a great idea. But isn’t it a long walk
from your house to the train station?

       Alan: Not at all. It’s just across the road!

  4    Dad: You should turn off the light in your bedroom at
night, Pam. It wastes a lot of energy. 

       Pam: I know, Dad, but I don’t like sleeping in the dark.
And anyway, I help the environment in other ways.
Look, I unplugged my computer, so it’s not on during
the night. 

       Dad: That’s great, but what are all these old papers
and plastic bottles doing in your room? You should
take them for recycling!

       Pam: Well, one thing at a time, Dad.

  5    Kate: Greg, I heard that you’re going on a volunteer
trip. It sounds very exciting!

       Greg: Yes, in just four days, I’ll be in a rainforest in
Indonesia. I’m travelling there with a group of five
other volunteers. I can’t wait! 

       Kate: So there will be six of you in all? 
       Greg: That’s right. We’re going to help save the

Sumatran tiger!

Exam Practice 5
Exercise 6 (p. EP5)

Good morning, listeners. My name’s Mark Richards and
I’m the manager of Jean Scene in Grange Road,
Bridgetown. Today, I want to tell you about a special event
in our shop. On Friday, the shop will be five years old, so to
celebrate we’re going to have a one-day sale! The shop will
be open one hour later than usual so that staff can get
ready for the sale – so that means we’ll open our doors at
10 am. Then, the sale will run until our usual closing time of
6 pm. There are going to be some amazing deals! For
example, we’re going to offer a 50% discount on all jeans,
belts and scarves. That’s right – you’ll be able to buy the
best jeans in town at half price! Also, there will be discounts
on a range of T-shirts, skirts and jackets. And everyone
who buys an item during the sale can enter a competition
to win a sightseeing holiday in any capital city in Europe.
You choose the destination! You just need to write down
your information on a form, and make sure to keep your
receipt. For more information, visit our website -
www.jeanscene.com - or call us on 542-23127. We can’t
wait to see you!
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Presentation Skills 1: Here to Save
the Day!

  1    a) Type of presentation: informative

        b) Elicit students’ answers using the information from
the model presentation. Then ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:

  5    a) Introductions: A, C      Conclusion: B

       b)   A   3                   B   1                     C   2

  6    a) Feedback technique: a T / F game

        b) Alternative feedback technique: open discussion

       What do you think is the best thing about
Superheroes Anonymous, and why?

  7    Students should find pictures of Superheroes
Anonymous or other ‘real’ superheroes.

  8    Suggested answer

PSK1

Presentation Skills Key

  2   Opening technique: addressing the audience 
       Closing technique: using a rhyme

  3    Feedback technique: focus groups

  4    b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the text and the video. Then ask students
to organise their answers in a spidergram, as
shown below:

• real-life superhero
• from Mexico
• my name means

‘super neighbourhood’
in Spanish

• famous in my country
• real name is Marco

Rascón Córdova

• wear red costume
with red and yellow
mask and a gold cape

• work as a street
vendor 

• job helps me to
get to know lots
of people

• help poor people
in Mexico City 

• give them money,
or arrange for
others to help
them

• organise events
to raise money
for the homeless
people 

• do what I can to
help people less
fortunate than me

Superbarrio 

who I am

daily life

appearance

what I do 
to help

• Superheroes
Anonymous or the Real-
Life Superhero project is
a group of 30 people in
America who fight crime
in their communities

• keep our real identities
a secret 

• we are ordinary people
• choose to lead double-

lives, like the famous
superheroes  (Batman,
Spider-Man and
Superman)

• wear colourful
costumes, masks
and long black
capes

• by day, I am an
accountant 

• I go to work from 9-5
and wear a suit and tie

• at night, I put on my
superhero costume
and become Night Owl 

• my other superhero
friends and I patrol the
streets and help stop
crime where possible

• we don’t just
fight crime

• we organise
community
patrols 

• we help people
in need and try
to keep them
safe 

• we give food
and clothing to
homeless
people 

• we make sure
that elderly
people who live
alone are warm
and safe 

• we don’t have
super powers or
super guns, but
we save lives

Superheroes
Anonymous

who we are

appearance

daily life

what we do 
to help

Hello everyone! My name is Night Owl and I’m a
member of Superheroes Anonymous! Imagine this. It’s
late at night in New York City and the streets are dark.
But there’s no need to be afraid. Superheroes
Anonymous are here to save the day!

Superheroes Anonymous or the Real-Life Superhero
project is a group of 30 people in America who fight
crime in their communities. We keep our real identities a
secret. But, we are ordinary people, just like you. The
difference is that we choose to lead double-lives, like
the famous superheroes; Batman, Spider-Man and
Superman. We wear colourful costumes, masks and
long black capes.

By day, I am an accountant. I go to work from 9 to 5 and
I wear a suit and tie. But at night, I put on my superhero
costume and become Night Owl. My other superhero
friends and I patrol the streets and help stop crime
where possible.

However, the members of Superheroes Anonymous
don’t just fight crime. We organise community patrols,
help people in need and try to keep them safe. For
example, we give food and clothing to homeless people
or make sure that elderly people who live alone are
warm and safe. Even though we don’t have super
powers or super guns, we save lives and that makes me
feel very proud.

To sum up, Superheroes Anonymous gives something
back to the community by helping people. As Ronald
Reagan, a former president of the USA once said, “We
can’t help everyone, but everyone can help someone”,
and I agree.

So, how many of you help people in need? … Lots of
you, that’s great! You’re superheroes too!

Are there any questions? ... Thank you all for listening.
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PSK2

Presentation Skills Key

Grandmother
Spider Steals

the Sun

where

events

Presentation Skills 2: 
Myths and Legends

  1    b) Purpose of presentation: to narrate a story

        c) Elicit students’ answers using the information from
the video and the model presentation. Then ask
students to organise their answers in a
spidergram, as shown below:

  2    Opening technique: setting the scene & asking a
rhetorical question

       Closing technique: narrating a personal story

  3    b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the text. Then ask students to organise
their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:

• the Cherokee people –
a Native American tribe

• they lived on one
side of the world
in complete
darkness

• felt very unhappy because they knew that people on the other side of
the world enjoyed the sun; discussed what to do 

• Possum came up with an idea – he was strong and had a bushy tail
to hide the sun in; he travelled to the other side of the world; sun was
hanging in a tree; he put the sun in his tail, but it burnt off his fur

• Buzzard offered to help; he flew to the sun and put it on his head,
but it burnt his feathers off 

• everyone gathered together to think of another idea 
• Grandmother Spider was small and clever; she made a clay pot and

wove a long web; she put the sun in the clay pot and carried it home

  4    a)   A   2                   B   1

       b)   A   1                   B   2

  5    Students should find pictures of the Legend of the
Rainbow or of rainbows.

  6    Suggested answer

Hi everyone! My name is Leila Brown. When I was a
little girl, I loved listening to stories. My grandma used to
read me a story every Sunday afternoon. My favourite
story was The Legend of the Rainbow. Let me share it
with you all…

A long time ago in Kenya, Mkunga Mburu, the god of
thunder, rode on a big black bull across the sky. He held
spears which he used to pierce the clouds and make it
rain. 

One year, Mkunga didn’t visit Kenya for many months.
There was no rain and the crops didn’t grow because the
ground dried up. This made everyone worry. They looked
up to the sky and shouted, “Mkunga Mburu, bring us
rain!” But still, no rain fell. Two days later, people begged,
“Please Mkunga Mburu, hear our call!” Then, all of a
sudden, Mkunga appeared with dark rain clouds. It rained
for two weeks, and all of the rain destroyed the crops.
The Kenyan people asked Mkunga to stop the rain:
“Thank you, Mkunga, but that is enough!” 

The rain stopped and the sun came out. Beautiful
colours lit up the sky; the people said Mkunga dropped
his colourful robe. Even to this day, sometimes after it
rains you can see his robe: a beautiful rainbow.

In other words, according to this beautiful legend,
Mkunga’s robe is what makes all the beautiful colours of
the rainbow. Of course, we all know that this is not how
rainbows really form but it’s a fascinating story, isn’t it?
Now, would anyone else like to share a story?

who

Legend of the
Rainbow

where

events

• god of thunder – Mkunga Mburu
• rode on a big black bull across

the sky; held spears to pierce
clouds and make it rain

• Kenya 

• Mkunga didn’t visit Kenya for many months
• no rain – crops didn’t grow because the ground dried up 
• everyone worried – they shouted “Mkunga Mburu, bring us rain!”
• no rain fell
• two days later, people begged “Please Mkunga Mburu, hear our call!”
• Mkunga appeared with dark rain clouds
• it rained for two weeks – rain destroyed the crops 
• people asked Mkunga to stop the rain “Thank you, Mkunga, but that

is enough!”

• the rain stopped and
the sun came out 

• beautiful colours lit up
the sky

• people said Mkunga
dropped his colourful robe

• even today, you can see
Mkunga’s robe: a
beautiful rainbow

what
happened in
the end

what
happened in
the end

• people and animals
felt happy 

• world was no longer
cold and dark, but
warm and light

who / what he did
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PSK3

Presentation Skills Key

Wimbledon

place

date

events

food

other
special
features

Presentation Skills 3: Sporting Events
  1    a) Purpose of presentation: to describe

        b) Elicit students’ answers using the information from
the model presentation. Then ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:

• London, England

• thousands of
people travel to
London to attend
the tournament

• more than 1 billion
people worldwide
watch the games
or check scores

• last week of June
and the first week
of July each year

• people eat the same
types of food e.g.
sandwiches and snacks

• particular famous
Wimbledon food is
strawberries with cream

• Wimbledon tennis courts
sell over 142,000
portions of strawberries
every year

• famous
companies
sponsor the
championships
or supply them
with goods 

• companies
include Jaguar,
IBM, Ralph
Lauren and
Slazenger
(provides them
with 54,250
tennis balls
each summer)

  2    Opening technique: using visuals
       Closing technique: addressing the audience

  3    Feedback technique: open discussion

  4    b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the text and the video. Then ask students
to organise their answers in a spidergram, as
shown below:

The Super Bowl

place

date

events

food

other
special
features

• the USA

• over 100 million people
watch the final game of
the American football
season. 

• NFC and AFC play to
see who is the best

• musicians entertain the
crowd for thirty minutes
in a half-time show

• every year – second
half of January or
the first half of
February

• always takes place
on a Sunday –
‘Super Bowl Sunday’
or ‘Super Sunday’ • family and friends

watch the game
on TV and eat a
lot of food

• pizza places
deliver around 3
million pizzas

• people buy 13
million kg of
crisps and
1 billion chicken
wings 

• during show,
there are
commercial
breaks 

• companies
spend millions
of dollars per
second to
advertise their
products 

• funny and clever
adverts that
viewers can talk
about and
remember

  5    a) Introductions: A, D      Conclusions: B, C

       b)   A   1             B   3             C   2             D   4

  6    a) Feedback technique: making a list

       b) Alternative feedback technique: a T / F game

        Let’s play a game. Listen to each statement. If it is
true, stand up. If it is false, remain seated. First, the
Super Bowl is the American baseball final ... No,
it’s false. It’s the American Football final. People
buy 1 billion chicken wings for Super Sunday ...
That’s right, it’s true. Well done everyone.

  7    Students should find pictures of Super Bowl Sunday
games.

  8    Suggested answer

Good afternoon and welcome to Eastville High. I’m
Amber Jameson. Imagine this; it’s Sunday afternoon
and you are with your family watching football at the
stadium. A player picks up the ball from the pitch and
throws it as hard as he can. The crowd cheers loudly.
You’re watching one of the most famous sport events –
the Super Bowl.

The Super Bowl takes place every year in the second
half of January or the first half of February. It’s always
on a Sunday, that’s why people call it ‘Super Bowl
Sunday’. 

Over 100 million people watch the final game of the
American football season. The winners of the two
football leagues NFC and AFC play to see who is the
best. Half-way through the match, musicians entertain
the crowd for thirty minutes in a half-time show. 

On the day of the Super Bowl, family and friends watch
the game on TV and they eat a lot of food. Pizza places
deliver around 3 million pizzas. As well as this, people
buy 13 million kg of crisps and 1 billion chicken wings. 

During the show, there are commercial breaks and
companies spend millions of dollars per second to
advertise their products. There are often funny and
clever adverts that viewers can talk about and
remember.

To sum up, Super Sunday is a very important day in
America, whether you enjoy sports or not. With friends,
family, music and delicious food you can understand
why, can’t you?

How many of you would like to celebrate Super Sunday
in America?... All of you! That’s great!

Do you have any questions? ... Thanks for listening.
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PSK4

Presentation Skills Key

Presentation Skills 4: Our World
  1    a) Purpose of presentation: to describe and to

persuade

        b) Elicit students’ answers using the information from
the model presentation. Then ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:

• 3 trillion trees on
our planet

• cover 30% of
Earth's surface

• almost one-third
in Russia &
Canada

• many grow in
rainforests (e.g.
the Amazon, the
Congo)

• they clean the air we
breathe – they turn
carbon dioxide into
oxygen

• in a year, 2 trees make
enough oxygen for
family of 4

• recycle paper,
newspapers &
magazines

• use both sides of
sheet of paper
when write / draw
/ print

• only print things
when really
necessary

Trees
facts

why they’re
important

how to 
save them

  2    Opening technique: using visuals & addressing the
audience

       Closing technique: making a statement

  3    Feedback technique: making a list

  4    b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the text and the video. Then ask students
to organise their answers in a spidergram, as
shown below:

• Earth only planet
where water exists
in 3 states: solid,
liquid & gas

• seas and oceans
cover almost three-
quarters of planet's
surface

• 97% of the world’s
water is salt water

• two-thirds of fresh
water in polar ice-
caps, snow packs &
glaciers

• humans & animals
need it to survive

• 7 billion people on
the planet; need to
be careful not to
waste it 

• a billion people
don’t have clean
drinking water

• average UK citizen
uses 150 litres of
water every day

• to save water:
have quick shower
instead of bath /
remember to turn
off taps when
brushing teeth /
make sure taps
don't drip (if it
drips once per
second, we waste
5,000 litres of
water per year)

Water

facts

why it’s
important

how to 
save it

  5    a) Introductions: A, C      Conclusion: B

       b)   A   2                        B   3                      C   1

  6    a) Feedback technique: a T / F game

       b) Alternative feedback technique: pop quiz style
questions in teams

        Let’s play a game in two teams. The team with the
most points wins. Let’s begin! Team A: How much
of Earth’s water is salt water? ... 97% – correct!
Team B: Why is water important? ... Because
animals and plants need it to survive – that’s right!
Team A: How many people won’t have clean
drinking water tomorrow? ... A billion – right! Last
question for Team B: How much water does the
average UK citizen use every day? ... 150 litres –
well done! It’s a draw!

  7    Students should find pictures of water.

  8    Suggested answer

Hello, everyone. I’m Mandy Lewis. Listen to this. ... It’s
the sound of water running down the drain. We hear it
every day when we wash our hands, brush our teeth or
clean vegetables. But water is precious and we need to
be more careful with it.

Earth is the only planet where water exists in three
states: solid, liquid and gas. Seas and oceans cover
almost three-quarters of the planet’s surface, but 97%
of the world’s water is actually salt water. The rest is
fresh water, but two-thirds of this is in polar ice-caps,
snow packs and glaciers.

Water is very important because humans and animals
need it to survive, but with seven billion people on the
planet, we need to be careful not to waste it. Even in our
modern world, there are a billion people who don’t have
clean drinking water.

The average UK citizen uses 150 litres of water every
day, but there are lots of ways that we can save water in
our homes. To start with, we can have a quick shower
instead of a bath. We should also remember to turn off
the tap when we’re brushing our teeth. Finally, we
should make sure that taps don’t drip because, if a tap
drips once per second, this means we waste 5,000 litres
of water per year!

In summary, we need water to survive. It covers a large
area of Planet Earth, but only a small amount is fresh
water. In the future, it will be harder and harder to find
clean water, so we should start saving it now. As the
English writer Thomas Fuller said, "We never know the
worth of water until the well is dry." Let’s hope we all
realise how important water is before it’s too late.

So how many of you already save water? ... Lots of you
– well done! And how many are going to save water
after today? ... Everyone – that’s great!

Has anyone got a question for me? ... Thanks for your
time.
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PSK5

Presentation Skills Key

Presentation Skills 5: On the Big Screen
  1    a) Type of presentation: informative

        b) Elicit students’ answers using the information from
the model presentation. Then ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:

• based on prize-winning
novel by Canadian
writer Yann Martel

• inspired to write Life of
Pi by short story Max
and the Cats (1981)

• certainly recommend 
to anyone who likes
films or a good story

• Pi's father a
zookeeper – decides to
travel from India to
Canada on a ship with
family and all animals

• in the middle of ocean,
ship sinks

• Pi escapes on tiny boat
with some animals,
including huge Bengal
tiger called Richard Parker

• Pi has to survive in open
ocean & learn to live with
Richard Parker

• great special effects
• 86% of shots of

Richard Parker
created by
computers

• Suraj Sharma never
actually alone in
boat with real live
tiger

• hard to tell the
difference between
real-life scenes &
computerised ones:
whole film looks so
real

• main character:
Pi Patel – played
by actor Suraj
Sharma

• Life of Pi was
Suraj’s first film
& first time
acting

• over 3,000
people
auditioned for
the leading role

Life of Pi

what it’s based on

special
effects

cast

plot

recommendation

  2    Opening techniques: asking a rhetorical question
       Closing technique: using a quotation

  3    Feedback technique: focus groups

  4    b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the text and the video. Then ask students
to organise their answers in a spidergram, as
shown below:

• Scottish author J.M.
Barrie wrote the play
Peter in early 20th
century

• published the same
story as a book in
1911

• 2015 film Pan is a
‘prequel’ (tells story of
what happened before
events in play & book)

• recommend if you like
high-energy films with lots
of special effects

• action-packed fantasy film
all the family can enjoy

• Peter Pan is taken from his
home in London by villain
Blackbeard and his band of
pirates – they take him to
island in sky called Neverland

• works for Blackbeard
• escapes with friends Hook

and Smee; steal a ship (Jolly
Roger)

• with fairy Tinkerbell &
princess Tiger Lily, fight
Blackbeard

• 3D – visual
effects
stunning

• a lot of
characters
created by
computers
e.g. mermaids
and fairies

• film even
features flying
ships

• young Australian
actor Levi Miller
plays leading role
of Peter Pan

• fantasy -
adventure

• fantasy • Ang Lee

• Joe Wright

what it’s
based on

special
effects

cast

director

plot

recommendation

genre

Pan

genre director

  5    a) Introductions: B, C      Conclusion: A

       b)   A   3                        B   1                      C   2

  6    a) Feedback technique: a T / F game

        b) Alternative feedback technique: polling questions
       So how many of you have seen Life of Pi? ... How

many would like to watch it? ...

  7    Students should find pictures or trailers from the film
Life of Pi.

  8    Suggested answer

Hi, everyone. My name is Leon Jones. Let’s take a look
at this film trailer. ... Does it make you want to watch the
film? ... Why? ... Is it the stunning scenery? ... The
special effects? ... Or perhaps the strange story of a boy
trapped aboard a tiny boat with an enormous tiger? ...
All of these things together make Life of Pi a very
interesting film to watch.
Life of Pi is a fantasy film and it was directed by Ang
Lee. The film is based on the prize-winning novel by
Canadian writer Yann Martel. He was inspired to write
Life of Pi by a short story written in 1981 called Max and
the Cats. The main character in the film is Pi Patel and
he is played by actor Suraj Sharma. In fact, Life of Pi
was Suraj’s first film, and also his first time acting, too!
Over 3,000 people auditioned for the leading role, but
Suraj was definitely the right choice; he is an incredibly
talented young actor.
In the film, Pi’s father is a zookeeper. He decides to
travel from India to Canada on a ship with his family and
all his animals. In the middle of the ocean, the ship
sinks, but Pi escapes on a tiny boat with some of the
animals, including a huge Bengal tiger called Richard
Parker! Pi has to find a way to survive in the open
ocean, and he also has to learn to live with Richard
Parker.
Life of Pi uses some great special effects. In fact, 86%
of the shots of Richard Parker were created by
computers and Suraj Sharma was never actually alone
in the boat with a real tiger. It’s hard to tell the difference
between the real-life scenes and the computerised
ones, however – the whole film looks so real! I’d
certainly recommend Life of Pi to anyone who likes films
or a good story.
Overall, Life of Pi has it all: a talented leading actor, an
interesting plot and amazing special effects. This story
might sound unrealistic, but in 1982, a man named
Steve Callahan survived alone in the Atlantic Ocean for
76 days. He shared his experience with the cast and
crew of Life of Pi, making this incredible fantasy about
survival seem even more real.
Now it’s over to you. Do you want to see this film? ...
Why? ...
Are there any questions? ... Thank you for your attention.
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Exam Practice 1
  1    a)   1    noun                    2    verb

       b)   1    A                          2    C

  2    1    C            2    B           3    C           4    A         5    B

  3    A ‘from the USA’ is a paraphrase of ‘American’

  4    1    W             3    DS          5    R                7    W
        2    R              4    DS          6    W

Exam Practice 2
  1    1    In                       2    anything             3    playing

  2    1    A              3    C            5    C                7    B
        2    C              4    A             6    B                8    C

  3    Suggested Answer
       B: What type of TV show is it?
       A: It’s a nature show.
       B: What channel is it on?
       A: It’s on Channel 6.
       B: When is it on?
       A: It’s on on Wednesdays at 8 pm.
       B: Is it suitable for children?
       A: It’s suitable for all ages.
       B: Who presents it?
       A: It’s presented by Frank Hawkins.

      A:    Where is the museum?
      B:    It’s in Houston, Texas.
      A:    How much is an adult ticket?
      B:    It’s ten dollars.
      A:    What can you see there?
      B:    You can see the equipment people used to predict

the weather years ago.
      A:    Is there a website?
      B:    Yes, there is. It’s info@weathermuseum.com.
      A:    When is the museum open?
      B:    It’s open from Tuesday to Saturday, 10 am to 4 pm.

Exam Practice 3
  1    1    I               4    to            7    of             10   time
        2    in             5    a             8    out           11   us
        3    ago          6    it             9    for

  2    A   No, you’re wrong there.

  3    1    G            2    E            3    C           4    D         5    B

  4    1    workmates         2    restaurant

  5    1    C            2    B           3    B           4    C         5    C

Exam Practice 4
  1   a) A someone cleaning off graffiti
       B someone picking up litter
       C someone making sandwiches

       b) B

  2    1    B             2    C           3    A            4    B         5    C

  3    1    10:00 am                   4    the new Indian restaurant
        2    Julie’s Café               5    054-234221
       3 gloves

Exam Practice 5
  1    3

  2    1    D            2    F            3    B           4    C         5    G

  3    a) vegetables: pea, potato
       fruits: pineapple, peach, pear

  3   b) 1 peach                        2    potato

  4    1 necklace                         4    baker’s / bakery
       2 optician’s                        5    belt
        3    meat

  5    1    noun                  3    noun                  5    number
        2    number              4    adjective

  6    1    Friday                3    scarves              5    542-23127
        2    10 am                4    sightseeing

EPK1

Exam Practice Key
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Learning to Learn A

 
       Suggested Answer
       Valencia and Altea are both on the east coast of Spain

and Spanish and Valencian are spoken in both places.
They are also similar in having beautiful beaches.
Where they differ is that Altea is a town with just 25,000
people, whereas Valencia is a big city with a population
of 2 million. Tourists can enjoy interesting museums in
Valencia while Altea is famous for its seafood
restaurants. Another difference is that Valencia has an
airport so you can easily get there by plane, but
tourists visiting Altea need to take a bus.

 
       Suggested Answer
       The Florida panther and the Atlantic ridley sea turtle

are both endangered animals in North America. While
one is a big cat and the other is a sea turtle, they both
suffer from habitat loss. On the one hand, the Florida
panther lives in forests and swamps, where people
hunt it illegally. On the other, the warm waters where
the sea turtle lives are polluted because of oil spills.
Today there are only around 160 Florida panthers left
in the wild, while experts estimate a figure of about
10,000 for Atlantic ridley sea turtles.

Learning to Learn B
  1    A   informs the reader                         E   informs the
       B   tries to persuade the reader               reader
       C   expresses thoughts / feelings
       D   entertains the reader

Learning to Learn C
  1    1 specific information        4    specific information
       2 opinion / feeling              5    opinion / feeling
       3 opinion / feeling

VENN DIAGRAM

city,
2 million
people,

museums,
plane

town,
25,000
people,
seafood

restaurants,
bus

east
coast,
Spanish
and

Valencian,
beaches

Va
len
cia Altea

  1

VENN DIAGRAM

big cat,
forests and
swamps,
160,
illegal
hunting

sea turtle,
warm seas,
around
10,000,

water pollution
from oil spills

North
America,

endangered,
habitat loss

Th
e
Fl
or
id

a p
anth

er The Atlantic ridley
sea

turtle

  2

  2    a) specific information

       b) Ben didn’t write a blog entry earlier in the
weekend because he was busy. He wasn’t
studying for his exam on Monday, though. He was
watching his new favourite TV programme.

  3   a)   2    specific information    4    specific information
             3    opinion / feeling          5    opinion / feeling

       b) 2 genre – historical drama. The TV show that
Ben is watching is a historical drama.

       3 think the show is good – great plot and fabulous
acting. Ben thinks the show is good because it’s
got a great plot and fabulous acting.

       4 how many seasons … so far – first season –
seven episodes. Ben has watched all of the
first season so far.

       5 feel about binge-watching – not healthy. Ben
feels that binge-watching is not healthy.

  4    Suggested Answer
       What genre is the film that Kenny saw? (specific

information)
       How many characters are there in the film? (specific

information)
        Which voice actor took the role of Happiness?

(specific information)
       What does Ben think of the plot? (opinion / feeling)

       Answers: computer-animated comedy, five, Amy
Poehler, it’s really interesting / it sounds strange but
it works

Learning to Learn D
  1   Suggested Answer
       eats eucalyptus leaves, is a marsupial (carries its

babies in a pouch), sleeps a lot

  2    Suggested Answer
       How many of them are there in the wild? How long do

they live? What other animals are they related to?

  3    It answered one of my questions: What other animals
are they related to?

Learning to Learn E
  1    Statements 1 and 2 contain negative words (only, didn’t).

  2    The statement is true.

  3    2 True (didn’t spend a long time … we passed by)
       3 False (left on Rome’s streets … collected from

beaches around Europe)
       4 True (go sightseeing … close to a lot of the

attractions)

LLK1

Learning to Learn Key
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 1   Celebrations
  1    I usually celebrate with my family at home. We

exchange gifts and we have a meal together.

  2    1    F             2    NM        3    F            4    F          5    F

  3    Ss’ own answers

 2   Sports
  1    I don’t know what Vovinam Viet Vo Dao is, but it is

probably a martial art. Other martial arts I can name
are Karate, Jujitsu, Capoeira, Aikido.

  2    1 Ha Noi
       2 Grandmaster Nguyen Loc
       3 body
       4 a sword
       5 red, white
       6 healthy lifestyle

  3    Ss’ own answers

 3   Food
  1    I have never tried Pho, but I would like to.

  2    1 Pho is a soup with beef or chicken and rice noodles.
       2 You can add anything; people often add herbs,

vegetables and sauces.
       3 You can get it anywhere, from expensive restaurants

to food stalls on the street.
       4 They might eat it at any time of day, but it is

usually eaten at breakfast.
       5 The first step is to sip the soup to test its flavour.

  3    Ss’ own answers

 4   UNESCO: World Heritage
  1    Ha Long Bay is a popular tourist destination. There

are floating villages there which float on huge wooden
rafts.

  2    1 Ha Long Bay is in the northeast of Viet Nam.
       2 There are more than 1,600 islands.
       3 All the houses and buildings in Cua Van float on

huge wooden rafts.
       4 The children help their parents as much as they can.
       5 Tourists sometimes throw litter into the sea.

  3    Ss’ own answers

 5   Traditional Dwellings
  1    Stilt houses are houses built up high above the ground,

to keep the residents safe and dry. I have never been in
one, though.

  2    1    NM         2    T            3    F            4    NM      5    T

  3    Ss’ own answers

CK1

Culture Key
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Unit: ................................................ Course: ................................................

Formative Evaluation Chart

Students’ names: Mark and comments

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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Cumulative Evaluation
Student’s Self Assessment Forms

CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self Assessment Form                                                         Unit 1

Go through Unit 1 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    talk about jobs
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    read for gist 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    read for specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about a person’s character
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about free-time activities
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about daily routines
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    listen for specific information 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    express likes / dislikes
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    make suggestions – agree / disagree
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    ask / answer questions about a job
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    use capital letters & correct punctuation 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    join sentences with and, too, but, because
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    present a superhero 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    give a presentation on how to make a good first impression 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    give a presentation on jobs for teens in my country 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    write a summary of a text
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    write a short paragraph about a typical weekday & plans for the weekend
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    write an email about your daily routine & what you prefer doing at weekends
        .....................................................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self Assessment Form                                                         Unit 2

Go through Unit 2 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    talk about types of holidays  
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    ask and answer questions about a holiday    
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    listen and read for gist       
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    read for detail
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about the Karen people          
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about a problem you had on holiday          
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    listen for specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    describe a holiday             
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    ask / answer questions about a trip
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    use adjectives in stories           
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    sympathise / show interest      
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about geographical features
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about a person’s holiday
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    give a presentation on your visit to a Karen village  
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    give a presentation on waves  
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    present a popular tourist destination in your country  
        .....................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    write an email about a trip
        ......................................................................................................................................................

  •    write descriptions of holiday souvenirs
        ......................................................................................................................................................

  •    write an informal email about your holiday
        ......................................................................................................................................................

  •    write a blog entry about a holiday
        ......................................................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self Assessment Form                                                         Unit 3

Go through Unit 3 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    talk about the weather
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    listen and read for gist 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    read for specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    read for detail
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    order events & tell a story
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about past actions
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about a past experience
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    listen for specific information 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    narrate an experience
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    give a presentation on how rainbows are formed
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    present different types of clouds
        .....................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    write a summary of a story
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    write about a past experience 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    write a story
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    write about your country’s national weather service
        .....................................................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self Assessment Form                                                         Unit 4

Go through Unit 4 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    talk about sports & equipment
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    listen and read for gist
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    read for specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    read for detail
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about sports
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    present sports
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about exercising
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    listen for specific information 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    identify silent letters
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    express an opinion – agree / disagree
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    describe health problems & injuries
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    learn word order and adjectives expressing opinion
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    present Super Bowl Sunday
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    present a sports event in your country 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    give a presentation on the brain 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    write about your favourite sport
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    write an email expressing your opinion
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    write an email about Super Bowl Sunday
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    write about a TV sports event
        .....................................................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self Assessment Form                                                         Unit 5

Go through Unit 5 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    talk about food / drink
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    listen and read for gist
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    read for specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    present snacks around the world
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about a shopping list
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    listen for specific information 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    order a meal
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    take / give orders
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    express preferences
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    recommend / invite
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    present a popular dessert in your country 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    write about a popular snack in your country
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    write about your eating habits
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    write a recipe of your favourite dish
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    write an email about your favourite restaurant
        .....................................................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self Assessment Form                                                         Unit 6

Go through Unit 6 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    ask and answer about festive activities
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    listen and read for gist
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    read for specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    read for comprehension
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about festivals
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    give a presentation on festivals
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about experiences
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about embarrassing moments 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    listen for specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    describe a special day 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    ask for information 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    describe a picture
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    practise adjectives / error correction / recommending / listening for ideas
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about how people celebrated in the past
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    present a flower festival in your country
        .....................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    write a blog comment about a festival
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    write an email about a festival you recently attended 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    write a short text about a festival in your country
        .....................................................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self Assessment Form                                                         Unit 7

Go through Unit 7 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    talk about how to help the environment
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    listen and read for gist
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    read for comprehension
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about polar ice caps
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    give a presentation on global warming 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about environmental protection
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    listen for specific information 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    ask for / make suggestions - agree / disagree
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    present ways to make your neighbourhood clean
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    ask / answer questions about an environmental event 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    correct errors 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about water
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    give a presentation on water
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    present an animal charity in your country
        .....................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    write a letter from Mother Earth to humans
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    write about predictions, plans & intentions
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    write an article providing solutions to problems
        .....................................................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self Assessment Form                                                         Unit 8

Go through Unit 8 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    talk about appearance
        .....................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about film characters
        .....................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about films
        .....................................................................................................................................................
  •    listen and read for gist
        .....................................................................................................................................................
  •    read for detail 
        .....................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about Life of Pi
        .....................................................................................................................................................
  •    present Life of Pi
        .....................................................................................................................................................
  •    form nouns related to music 
        .....................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about TV programmes
        .....................................................................................................................................................
  •    listen to identify music genres
        .....................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about music tastes
        .....................................................................................................................................................
  •    listen for specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................
  •    decide on a film to watch
        .....................................................................................................................................................
  •    express likes / dislikes
        .....................................................................................................................................................
  •    ask and answer questions about a film
        .....................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about The Hobbit
        .....................................................................................................................................................
  •    present The Hobbit
        .....................................................................................................................................................
  •    explain how to import pictures from a mobile phone to a computer
        .....................................................................................................................................................
  •    present a TV series in your country 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    write a summary of a text
        .....................................................................................................................................................
  •    write a quiz about Life of Pi
        .....................................................................................................................................................
  •    write a review of a book 
        .....................................................................................................................................................
  •    write a film review
        .....................................................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self Assessment Form                                                         Unit 9

Go through Unit 9 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    compare structures
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    read for gist
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    read for specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    read for detail
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    listen and read for comprehension 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about the Petrified Wood Park
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    present a tourist attraction in your country 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    present the Petrified Wood Park
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    make comparisons
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about shops & services 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    talk about places in your neighbourhood 
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    listen for specific information
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    describe sb’s flat / neighbourhood
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    enquire about / express (dis)satisfaction
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    complete a dialogue
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    ask for / give directions
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    practise word order
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    present The Gherkin
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    present a village / town in your country
        .....................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    write an email narrating an experience
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    write comparisons of three places
        .....................................................................................................................................................

  •    write a letter about your neighbourhood
        .....................................................................................................................................................
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Progress Report Cards

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                                                                       Unit 1

very well OK not very well

talk about jobs

read for gist

read for specific information

talk about a person’s character

talk about free-time activities

talk about daily routines

listen for specific information 

express likes / dislikes

make suggestions – agree / disagree

ask / answer questions about a job

use capital letters & correct punctuation 

join sentences with and, too, but, because

present a superhero 

give a presentation on how to make a good first impression 

give a presentation on jobs for teens in my country 

write a summary of a text

write a short paragraph about a typical weekday & plans for
the weekend

write an email about your daily routine & what you prefer
doing at weekends
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Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                                                                      Unit 2

very well OK not very well

talk about types of holidays  

ask and answer questions about a holiday    

listen and read for gist       

read for detail

talk about the Karen people          

talk about a problem you had on holiday          

listen for specific information

describe a holiday             

ask / answer questions about a trip

use adjectives in stories           

sympathise / show interest      

talk about geographical features

talk about a person’s holiday

give a presentation on your visit to a Karen village  

give a presentation on waves  

present a popular tourist destination in your country

write an email about a trip

write descriptions of holiday souvenirs

write an informal email about your holiday

write a blog entry about a holiday

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                                                                      Unit 3

very well OK not very well

talk about the weather

listen and read for gist 

read for specific information

read for detail

order events & tell a story

talk about past actions

talk about a past experience

listen for specific information 

narrate an experience

give a presentation on how rainbows are formed

present different types of clouds

write a summary of a story

write about a past experience 

write a story

write about your country’s national weather service
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Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                                                                       Unit 4

very well OK not very well

talk about sports & equipment

listen and read for gist

read for specific information

read for detail

talk about sports

present sports

talk about exercising

listen for specific information 

identify silent letters

express an opinion – agree / disagree

describe health problems & injuries

learn word order and adjectives expressing opinion

present Super Bowl Sunday

present a sports event in your country 

give a presentation on the brain

write about your favourite sport

write an email expressing your opinion

write an email about Super Bowl Sunday

write about a TV sports event

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                                                                       Unit 5

very well OK not very well

talk about food / drink

listen and read for gist

read for specific information

present snacks around the world

talk about a shopping list

listen for specific information 

order a meal

take / give orders

express preferences

recommend / invite

present a popular dessert in your country 

write about a popular snack in your country

write about your eating habits

write a recipe of your favourite dish

write an email about your favourite restaurant
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Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                                                                       Unit 6

very well OK not very well

ask and answer about festive activities

listen and read for gist

read for specific information

read for comprehension

talk about festivals

give a presentation on festivals

talk about experiences

talk about embarrassing moments 

listen for specific information

describe a special day 

ask for information 

describe a picture

practise adjectives / error correction / recommending /
listening for ideas

talk about how people celebrated in the past

present a flower festival in your country

write a blog comment about a festival

write an email about a festival you recently attended 

write a short text about a festival in your country

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                                                                       Unit 7

very well OK not very well

talk about how to help the environment

listen and read for gist

read for comprehension

talk about polar ice caps

give a presentation on global warming 

talk about environmental protection

listen for specific information 

ask for / make suggestions - agree / disagree

present ways to make your neighbourhood clean

ask / answer questions about an environmental event 

correct errors 

talk about water

give a presentation on water

present an animal charity in your country

write a letter from Mother Earth to humans

write about predictions, plans & intentions

write an article providing solutions to problems
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Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                                                                       Unit 8

very well OK not very well

talk about appearance

talk about film characters

talk about films

listen and read for gist

read for detail 

talk about Life of Pi

present Life of Pi

form nouns related to music 

talk about TV programmes

listen to identify music genres

talk about music tastes

listen for specific information

decide on a film to watch

express likes / dislikes

ask and answer questions about a film

talk about The Hobbit

present The Hobbit

explain how to import pictures from a mobile phone to a
computer

present a TV series in your country 

write a summary of a text

write a quiz about Life of Pi

write a review of a book 

write a film review
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Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                                                                       Unit 9

very well OK not very well

compare structures

read for gist

read for specific information

read for detail

listen and read for comprehension 

talk about the Petrified Wood Park

present a tourist attraction in your country 

present the Petrified Wood Park

make comparisons

talk about shops & services 

talk about places in your neighbourhood 

listen for specific information

describe sb’s flat / neighbourhood

enquire about / express (dis)satisfaction

complete a dialogue

ask for / give directions

practise word order

present The Gherkin

present a village / town in your country

write an email narrating an experience

write comparisons of three places

write a letter about your neighbourhood
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Unit 1
Reading (p. 4)
  1    1    F              2    F             3    T                4    T

  2    1 Because the golfer loses balls in the ponds and
Ted finds them and makes money.   

       2 Because many golfers play early in the morning
(before they go to their office jobs) and he usually
waits until they leave before he begins to work.

       3 Because it’s extremely dark and there might be
dangerous animals like snakes and crocodiles in
the ponds.

  3    Para A: leave for: set off, wear: put on, move on
hands and knees: crawl

       Para B: unclean: dirty, depend: rely
       Para C: gather: collect, find by chance: come across
       Para D: angry: annoyed

  4    1    make                  3    crawl                 5    puts
        2    sets                    4    comes

Vocabulary (p. 5)
  1    1    tour guide          3    waiter                5    secretary
        2    doctor                4    bank clerk         6    travel agent

  2    1    C        2    A        3    B        4    E        5    F      6    D

  3    1    patient                3    careful              5    reliable
        2    sociable             4    polite                 6    creative 

Vocabulary plus (p. 5)
  1    1 trekking                           3    gardening
       2 cycling                             4    puzzles

  2    1 gets up                            7    does his homework
       2 has a shower                   8    tidies his room
       3 makes his bed                 9    have dinner
       4 has breakfast                10   surfs the Net
       5 catches the bus             11   watches TV
       6 goes back                     12   goes to bed

Grammar in use (pp. 6-7)
  1    1    C        2    A        3    B        4    B        5    A      6    B

  2    1 Do you walk, usually catch
       2 are you doing, am going  
       3 Does Ryan play, does not / doesn’t like
       4 Are you using, am chatting  
       5 Are you going, want
       6 Does Carl go, prefers

  3    1 am                                       6    start
       2 am studying                         7    am going
       3 do not have (don’t have)       8    lives
       4 play                                      9    am staying
       5 do                                      10    Is anyone else going

  4    2 Becky does not (doesn’t) mind doing the
gardening.

       3 Paul hates going shopping.  
       4 James does not (doesn’t) like playing football.  
       5 Alice loves doing sports.  

  5    2    C            3    E            4    B            5    D         6    A

       2 Jason always has breakfast.
       3 Jason never catches the bus to school.
       4 Jason hardly ever buys lunch at school.
       5 Jason sometimes plays football.
       6 Jason often watches TV in the evenings.

  6    Suggested answers
       1 I sometimes make my bed.
       2 I always do my homework.
       3 I usually catch the bus to school.
       4 I often go to the library.
       5 I never go fishing.
       6 I hardly ever play computer games.

  7    1 five days                          3    are from
       2 is not / isn’t / is never      4    is always

Grammar Focus (Unit 1) (p. 7)
  8    1 often plays                      4    Do you like
       2 are watching TV              5    never goes
       3 are you doing

  9    1    usually does her homework           4    you fond of
        2    doesn’t like                                     5    you studying
       3 never goes

10    1    goes                  3    are going       5    Is Paul surfing
        2    doesn’t mind      4    is having

Listening skills (p. 8)
  1    1    C            2    A            3    A            4    A         5    C

  2    1    Art                      4    Maths               7    PE
        2    Music                 5    Science            8    History
        3    Geography         6    ICT

  3    1    H            2    A            3    D           4    G         5    E 

  4    1    at 7 o’clock in the morning
        2    she catches the bus to school
        3    finishes at 3:00
        4    back home at about 3:30
        5    does her homework
        6    watches TV before she goes to bed at about 10:00

Speaking skills (p. 9)
  1    1    d         2    g         3    c         4    a         5    e      6    f

  2    1    C        2    C        3    B        4    A

  3    1   B        2    B        3    A        4    C

  4    1    thanks                3    about                5    OK
        2    like                     4    sounds              6    fine

Writing skills (p. 10)
  1   A   3                        B   1                       C   2

  2    1    He walks to school.
        2    What’s your favourite sport?
        3    He’s just great.

WK1

Workbook Key
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        4    She gets up early in the morning.
        5    Do you go to the cinema at weekends?
        6    She plays tennis, football and basketball.  

  3    1 Bob doesn’t have a blue bike.  
       2 Does she speak English well?  
       3 Peter isn’t studying biology.
       4 Football isn’t his favourite sport. /  

His favourite sport isn’t football. 
       5 He can’t swim fast.  

  4    1 favourite school subject.          4    write back soon.
       2 good at tennis.                         5    starts at 7:00.
       3 like chemistry at all.                  6    goes to the park.

  5    Suggested answers
        1    My best friend is Anna.
        2    She is 16 years old.
        3    She is kind and funny.
        4    Her favourite school subjects are History and Art.
        5    In her free time she plays the guitar.  

  6    Suggested answer
       Hi Mary,
        Hope you’re OK. My best friend is Anna. She is 16

years old and she is kind and funny. She likes History
and Art, but she doesn’t like PE. In her free time, she
likes playing the guitar and going to the cinema. We
sometimes go for a coffee or go for a walk.

       Have to go now. Write back soon.
       Lisa

CLIL – Geography (p. 11)
  1    1    B                        2    A                       3    C 

  2    Suggested answers
       1 Tim gets up at 6 o’clock, but I don’t get up until

7 o’clock.
       2 Tim carries water from a water pipe so they can

wash their clothes and cook dinner, but I don’t.
       3 Sometimes I go to the gym in the evenings, but

Tim has no sports facilities where he lives so he
plays hide-and-seek with his friends.

Culture Spot (p. 11)
  1    1 guard the Tower of London and the British Crown

Jewels. (They also give guided tours to the public.)
       2 a dark blue coat and trousers with red trimmings.
       3 red and gold with a black hat.

  2    (Ss’ own answers) 

Unit 2
Reading (p. 12)
  1    1    D                        2    B                       3    A

  2    1 Because after years of dreaming about going on
an African safari, her dream finally came true.

       2 The zebras started running because a cheetah
was running after them.

       3 It was against the safari rules.
        4 She felt great and looked forward to going out again

the next day.

  3    Para 1: excited: thrilled, foggy: misty, amazing: awesome
       Para 2: unusual: unique, unhappy: disappointed
       Para 3: quietly: silently, wonderful: incredible

  4    1    ran                     3    lay                     5    came
        2    took                    4    set                    6    walked

Vocabulary (p. 13)
  1    Types of holiday: cruise, safari, adventure
       Accommodation: cabin, cottage, guesthouse, B&B,

apartment
       Activities: dog sledding, skiing, sightseeing,

windsurfing, boat trip

  2    1    rented                3    booked             5    spent
        2    contacted           4    went                  6    departed

  3   Drive: coach, car, tram, van, taxi
       Fly: helicopter, plane
       Ride: bicycle, motorbike, scooter

Vocabulary plus (p. 13)
  1    1 a delayed                   b    cancelled
       2 a book                        b    hire
       3 a voyage                    b    journey
       4 a lose                         b    miss

  2    1 long                              5    polluted
       2 expensive                     6    dirty
       3 heavy                           7    crowded
       4 awful

Grammar in use (pp. 14-15)
  1    1    stayed                6    saw                 11   needed
        2    stopped              7    did                  12   bought
        3    lost                     8    booked           13   went
        4    travelled             9    took                14   walked
        5    drove               10   felt

  2    3    He went to the beach.
        4    He didn’t visit a museum.
        5    He didn’t stay in a guesthouse.
        6    He travelled by boat to Santorini.

  3    1    lived                   4    reached         7   didn’t realise
        2    left                      5    brought          8   was
        3    travelled             6    made

  4    2 When did he leave Europe?
       He left Europe in 1492.
       3 How long was his first voyage?
       It was five weeks.
       4 What did he bring back to Europe?
       He brought back gold, cotton, birds and plants.

  5    1 did you do                       6    Did you rent
       2 spent                               7    went
       3 Did you go                       8    Did you have
       4 didn’t stay                        9    was
       5 travelled

  6    1    for      2    from   3    by       4    on       5    by    6    in
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  7    1 big rectangular black      4    new blue
       2 shiny metal                      5    nice round wooden
       3 cheap green plastic         6    beautiful Spanish gold

  8    1 went to Australia             4    didn’t enjoy
       2 Lisa is booking                5    bought lots of 
       3 always stay                           souvenirs

Grammar Focus (Units 1-2) (p. 15)
  9    1 stayed in                          4    didn’t go on
       2 are you doing                  5    didn’t go
       3 never travels

10    1 have great weather         4    didn’t like
       2 is leaving                         5    had a TV in
       3 did you last go

11    1    stayed                3    did you buy       5    Do you like
        2    are flying            4    didn’t go

Listening skills (p. 16)
  1    1    A             2    C           3    B            4    C         5    B

  2    1    B             2    A            3    A            4    A         5    A

  3    1 on a safari last year         4    of photographs
       2 to a waterfall                    5    amazing experience
       3 was hot

Speaking skills (p. 17)
  1    1    e         2    g         3    b         4    a         5    f       6    c

  2    1    A        2    C        3    B

  3    1    D        2    B        3    E        4    C

  4    1    awful                  3    dirty                  5    pity
        2    sorry                  4    sounds              6    upset

Writing skills (p. 18)
  1    1    stayed      3    visited     5    bought       7    liked
        2    went         4    ate          6    got

  2    1    D              2    C            3    B                4    A

  3    1 beautiful city               5    traditional restaurants
       2 sunny weather             6    pretty souvenirs
       3 cheap hostel               7    local market
       4 delicious food             8    silk scarf

  4    1    fantastic             3    friendly              5    local
        2    expensive          4    comfortable      6    tasty

  5    a) Opening remarks: How are things? 
I thought I’d drop you a line …

       Closing remarks: Anyway, I’d better go now.
Write back.

       b)   1   C       2   O      3   O      4   C      5   C      6   O

  6    Suggested answers
       1 I went to Rome.
       2 It was warm and sunny.

       3 I stayed in a small hotel.
       4 I went sightseeing; I visited the Colosseum, the

Vatican and art galleries.

  7    Suggested answer
       Hi Andrew,
       How are things? I’m writing to tell you about my trip

to Rome. It was a fantastic place. 
       The weather was warm and sunny. I stayed in a

small hotel near the city centre. I visited the
Colosseum, the Vatican and beautiful art galleries.

        In the evenings, I ate lots of delicious food at
traditional restaurants. I bought colourful souvenirs
from the local shops in the narrow streets of Rome.

        Well that’s all my news. Drop me a line when you can.
       Yours,
       Anneta

CLIL – Geography (p. 19)
  1    1    F              2    F             3    T                4    T

  2    1 Because for thousands of years, rushing water
and strong winds carved and sculpted the
sandstone of the canyon.

       2 They continue to change the shape of the canyon.
       3 The way the lighting inside the canyon constantly

changes, creating a dazzling display of colour,
light and shadow on the walls of the canyon.

  3    Suggested answer
       1 It took thousands of years of erosion to create the

smooth and wavy rocks of Antelope Canyon.
       2 The shape of the canyon is still changing because

of sudden floods.
        3 Tourists can only take a guided tour of the canyon

because it can be dangerous due to sudden flooding.

Culture Spot (p. 19)
  1    1 across America               3    their rodeo skills
       2 the Wild West

  2    Suggested answer
       My holiday at the dude ranch was like living in the

Wild West. I tried cattle driving, cooking on an
open fire and tested my rodeo skills. I also learnt
country dancing. The ranch was comfortable and a
very interesting experience.

Unit 3
Reading (p. 20)
  1    1    C              2    B             3    A                4    B

  2    1 The king called for all the princes in the land to come
and prove they could be Mi Nuopng’s husband.

       2 He was furious and he made the rivers burst their
banks and flood the dry land.

  3    foolish ≠ wise                    worst ≠ best
       wet ≠ dry                            mean ≠ kind
       lower ≠ higher                   happy ≠ enraged
       weak ≠ mighty                   tiny ≠ huge
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  4    1    rise, fall              3    fought, lost
        2    burst, flood         4    prove, marry   

Vocabulary (p. 21)
  1    1    wind                   3    flood                 5    snow
        2    sunshine            4    lightning            6    fog

  2    2    it’s rainy.
        3    it’s cloudy and foggy.
        4    it’s cloudy with a chance of snow.
        5    it’s cloudy and windy.

  3    1    heavy                 3    sunny                5    freezing
        2    loud                    4    boiling               6    strong

Vocabulary plus (p. 21)
  1    1    a              3    f              5    c                 7    b
        2    g              4    d             6    h                8    e

Grammar in use (pp. 22-23)
  1    1    was raining                                  5    was drizzling
        2    was blowing, was falling              6    were sailing
        3    were wearing
        4    was watching, was cooking

  2    2 Was Katie sitting down? Yes, she was.
       3 Was her mum wearing high-heeled shoes? 

No, she wasn’t. She was wearing boots.
       4 Was Katie wearing a hat? Yes, she was.
       5 Were they wearing coats? Yes, they were.

  3    Suggested answers
       1 I was doing my homework.
       2 I was watching TV.
       3 I was taking my dog for a walk.
       4 I was having a Maths lesson.

  4    A 1 were riding                C   10    was 
       2 started                             11    was raining
       3 did you do                       12    arrived 
       4 stopped                           13    had
       5 waited

       B 6 were you doing
       7 tried
       8 was having
       9 didn’t hear

  5    Suggested answers
       1 ... I fell asleep.
       2 ... was watering the flowers in the garden.
       3 ... his computer crashed.
       4 ... I was having a guitar lesson ... my sister was

listening to music.

  6    1 Julie was doing some shopping when she saw
some lovely red boots.

       2 The sun came out while I was waiting for the bus.
       3 Paul was watching TV when he heard the thunder.
       4 I was playing in the snow while Dad was sweeping

the front path.

  7    1    you are going        5    was snowing          9    spent
        2    travelled                6    was blowing         10   love
        3    was                       7    was shining          11   have
        4    arrived                   8    stayed                  12   isn’t

  8    1    amazingly          3    wonderful          5    angrily
        2    careful                4    loud                  6    happily

  9    1    of            2    to           3    at           4    with     5    of

Grammar Focus (Units 1-3) (p. 23)
10    1    were you doing
        2    they cancelled
        3    do you think / did you think
        4    do you feel / are you feeling
        5    was shining brightly

11    1 called while                     4    she was running
       2 it is / it’s                           5    never wears
        3    was watching TV

12    1 saw                                 4    were you doing
       2 were walking                   5    is happening
       3 Do you know

Listening skills (p. 24)
  1    1    B        2    B        3    C        4    C        5    B

  2    1 T
       2 F (When the wind started howling, he couldn’t

sleep.)
       3 F (He decided to watch TV in his bedroom.)
       4 F (A loud crash woke him up.)
       5 T
       6 T

  3    1    hot sunny day                    4    started raining
        2    to the beach                      5    got into our car
        3    played volleyball

Speaking skills (p. 25)
  1    1    A              2    B             3    C                4    C

  2    1    e         2    g         3    c         4    f          5    a      6    d

  3    1    B              2    C            3    C

  4    1    really                  3    horrible             5    alright
        2    happened          4    Poor                  6    least

Writing skills (p. 26)
  1    a)   1    went                            6    was
             2    was skiing                   7    sat
             3    appeared                    8    got
             4    was snowing               9    approached
             5    was blowing              10   led

       b)   1    C                        2    B                      3    A

  2    1    and                    3    so                     5    After
        2    when                  4    then

        Sequence words in the text: when, after (that),
before long, and, so, soon, suddenly
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  3    1 beautiful scenery              4    thick snowstorm
       2 fantastic weather              5    young man
       3 dark clouds                        6    cosy cabin 

  4    1    amazing             3    huge                 5    cool
        2    crowded             4    little

  5    1    D              2    C            3    B                4    A

  6    Suggested answer
       Last Saturday, my friend and I went hiking up a

mountain. The weather was great and the sun was
shining. We were half-way up the mountain when it
started raining. We found a cave and sat inside. We
felt completely helpless. Several hours later, a man
came along and he took us to a cosy cabin. We felt
safe and warm.

CLIL – Science (p. 27)
  1    1    D                        2    C                       3    A

  2    Suggested answer
       1 The sun releases energy called radiation which

can cause storms that affect Earth. 
       2 The energy the sun produces can damage

technological devices on Earth. 
       3 Scientists use solar telescopes to monitor the

sun’s activity.

Culture Spot (p. 27)
  1    1 They have pearl buttons all over their clothes.
       2 He was an orphan street sweeper who collected

money for charity in the 19th century.
       3 Because he wanted to attract attention to himself

and his fundraising activities.
       4 They fundraise for various charities.

  2    (Ss’ own answers) 

Unit 4
Reading (p. 28)
  1    1    B              2    C            3    D                4    A

  2    1 The first World Chess Boxing Championship was
strange because only two people took part.

        2 When there is no knockout or checkmate, the player
with the most points in the boxing rounds wins the
match.

        3 According to Rubingh, chess boxing is a difficult
sport because chessboxers must be able to change
from one sport to the other easily.

  3    Para A: strange: bizarre, book: novel, 
thought of: came up with

       Para B: fast: quickly, finish: end, start: begin
       Para C: brain: mind, difficult: hard, certificate: licence

  4    1   put                     3    set                    5    come
        2    take                    4    carry                 6    go

Vocabulary (p. 29)
  1    1    belt                     3    cap                   5    trainers
        2    racquet              4    board

  2    go: ice-skating, sailing, skydiving, skiing, windsurfing,
bowling

       do: judo, wrestling, boxing, karate, athletics, archery
       play: handball, basketball, rugby, table tennis, tennis,

badminton

  3    1    passed               4    scored              7    warm up
        2    wins                   5    kick                   8    practise
        3    exercises           6    beat

Vocabulary plus (p. 29)
  1    1    tiring                   3    thrilling              5    physical
        2    challenging        4    relaxing

  2    1    dangerous         4    safe                  7    expensive
        2    enjoyable           5    difficult              8    boring
        3    cheap                 6    easy

Grammar in use (pp. 30-31)
  1    1    f              3    i             5    c            7    a          9    b
        2    e             4    h            6    g            8    d

  2    2    Can / Could we play football here?
       3 We should / ought to warm up before the match.
       4 Brian might have a ball that we can play with.
       5 You shouldn’t / ought not to eat so many sweets. 
       6 Can / Could / Might I use your phone?

  3    1 I may / might be late today.
       2 Leslie can’t go to yoga today.
       3 You should / ought to exercise and eat healthily.
       4 You don’t have to cook dinner tonight.
       5 You should / ought to practise more.
       6 You must keep the pool clean.

  4    Suggested answers 
       1 May / Can / Could I help you?
       2 Penny can run 8 kilometres.
       3 I must do these exercises.
       4 We might play football tomorrow.
       5 Can / Could you pick me up after the match?
       6 You mustn’t / can’t / aren’t allowed to run by

the pool.
        7 We have to follow a healthy diet.
       8 We can start boxing lessons.

  5    1 Do you have to, can           5    mustn’t, can
       2 should, could                      6    Must, don’t have to 
       3 May, must                          7    Could, may
       4 Can, can                             8    should, might

  6    1    over                   3    to                      5    in
        2    of                       4    in                      6    on

Grammar Focus (Units 1-4) (p. 31)
  7    1 does not like doing          4    is going shopping
       2 is eating a banana          5    not allowed to enter
       3 want to join

  8    1 can use                           4    should exercise
       2 was sleeping when         5    is playing football
       3 liked playing

  9    1   May                    3    don’t have to           5    can
        2    should                4    must
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Listening skills (p. 32)
  1    1    B             2    B            3    A            4    C         5    A

  2    1    E             2    B            3    H           4    A         5    D

  3    1    need to eat healthy food                5    You can rest
        2    You shouldn’t drink soft drinks       6    you might 
        3    You need to exercise                          hurt yourself
        4    you should warm up

Speaking skills (p. 33)
  1    1    d         2    a         3    c         4    g         5    f       6    b

  2    1    C              2    C            3    A                4    A

  3    1    B              2    D            3    E                4    C

  4    1    join                     3    opinion              5    think
        2    point                   4    see                   6    spirit

Writing skills (p. 34)
  1   A   3                        B   1                       C   2

  2    1    C                        2    B                       3    A

  3    1 it – he                              3    She – it
       2 Their – they                     4    He – his

  4    1 thrilling                             3    expensive
       2 boring                              4    challenging

  5    1 Snowboarding is a dangerous sport. 
        2 Squash is difficult but fun. (Squash is fun but difficult.)
       3 I think you should take up tennis.
       4 I think yoga is really boring.

  6    good points: an exciting sport; helps to build team skills,
a good way to enjoy the outdoors, a relaxing activity

       bad points: equipment is costly, can be unsafe and
result in injury

       Suggested answer
       Football: an exciting sport; helps to build team skills;

can be unsafe and result in injury
       Golf: equipment is costly; a good way to enjoy the

outdoors; a relaxing activity

  7    Suggested answer
       Hi Ken,
       You said you’re thinking of taking up football or golf.

They are both fun. 
       Football is an exciting sport and helps to build

team skills. However, it can be unsafe and result in
injury. Golf is a relaxing activity and a good way to
enjoy the outdoors, but equipment is costly.

       I think both sports are good choices. You should
choose the one that appeals to you the most. Keep
me posted.

       James

CLIL – Physical Education (p. 35)
  1    1    T             2    T            3    T            4    T         5    F

  2    Suggested answer 
       Before I go for a run with my dog, I always stretch my

arms and my legs. One at a time, I loosen my arms on
a door post, and then I reach down to touch my toes.
This is not following the writer’s advice! I might stop
and just jog slowly first, then go running. When I’m
done, I’ll stretch!

Culture Spot (p. 35)
  1    1 The Royal Shrovetide Football Match takes place

every year on Shrove Tuesday.
       2 The whole town of Ashbourne participates in the

match.
       3 I think the match gets a little violent because all the

participants really want to win, so they might push
each other. Also, there are no rules, so they can
do anything they want!

  2    (Ss’ own answers) 

Unit 5
Reading (p. 36)
  1    1    C                        2    D                       3    B

  2    1 People’s taste in food, eating habits, history and
culture.

       2 Goulash and Nasi lemak.
       3 Because it is a popular street food and people

often eat it for breakfast.

  3    Para 1: think of: come to mind, in the beginning:
originally, person who looks after sheep: shepherd

       Para 2: to have inside: contain, seasonings: spices 
       Para 3: to improve the taste: flavour, range: variety,

additions: extras, sticky mixture: paste 

  4    1    comes                3    contain              5    flavoured
        2    dates                  4    serves

Vocabulary (p. 37)
  1    curry and rice, tea and biscuits, cheese and crackers,

strawberries and cream, fish and chips, cereal and
milk, soup and bread, sausages and mash

  2    1   salty                   4    sour                  7    bitter
        2   juicy                   5    creamy
        3    greasy                6    sweet

  3    1    dried                  4    snack                7    flavour
        2    seeds                 5    chips
        3    slices                 6    street

Vocabulary plus (p. 37)
  1    1    peel         4    slice        7    mix           10   grate
        2    drain        5    beat        8    pour         11   sprinkle
        3    chop        6    add         9    season

Grammar in use (pp. 38-39)
  1    Countable: nut, potato, lemon, melon, burger
       Uncountable: meat, pasta, butter, beef, cake, milk,

flour
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  2    -s: desserts, bananas, hands
       -es: tomatoes, peaches, boxes, matches
       -ies: strawberries, injuries, cherries, emergencies
       -ves: knives, shelves
       irregular: teeth, people, men, feet

  3    1    bottle                  3    carton               5    tins
        2    bag                    4    can                   6    packet

  4    1    any                     4    any                   7    some
       2    a                        5    some                8    some
       3    no                      6    no

  5    1    some, many       3    much, kilo         5    few, any
        2    glass, little          4    bottle, jar          6    some

  6    1    join                     5    to see               9    helping
        2    to bake               6    to improve      10   cleaning
        3    trying                  7    order
        4    beat                   8    to learn

  7    1 to be, go                          6    go, come
       2 to try, find                        7    chopping, doing
       3 meeting, say                   8    preparing, cooking
       4 baking, make                  9    book, to go
       5 to stop, exercising         10   to come, to watch

  8    1    in                        3    for                     5    to, of
       2    of                       4    to                      6    for

Grammar Focus (Units 1-5) (p. 39)
  9    1 drove slowly                    4    you mind opening
       2 she might                        5    rather eat out than
       3 should book                    6    you like

10    1 is preparing                     6    was cooking, 
       2 doesn’t know                        burnt / burned
       3 does this recipe say        7    was making, went
       4 dropped                           8    were you laughing
       5 were you doing

Listening skills (p. 40)
  1    1    B             2    C           3    B            4    A         5    C

  2    1    Saturday            3    Bond                 5    11:30 (pm)
       2    promotion          4    beef

  3    1 to have a balanced diet
       2 we eat between meals
       3 cooking meals for my friends
       4 learn how to cook Chinese food
       5 its own popular street food
       6 boil the pasta and then chop the tomatoes

to make the sauce

Speaking skills (p. 41)
  1    1    g         2    d         3    e         4    b         5    f       6    c

  2    1    B        2    C        3    A        4    C

  3    1    B        2    C        3    A        4    C

  4    1    packet                3    mix                    5    serve
        2    melt                    4    cheese              6    delicious

Writing skills (p. 42)
  1   A   3              B   4            C   1                D   2

  2    1    B              2    A             3    D                4    C

  3    1    Boil             3    Grate, sprinkle           5    peel
        2    Mix             4    roast                          6    fry

  4    1    peel         3    Drain          5    fry           7    bake
        2    boil           4    chop           6    add

  5    Suggested answer
       Hi Minh,
       Hope you’re OK. You asked me about my favourite

dish. It’s chicken pie.
       You don’t need many ingredients. You make it with

potatoes, paprika, olive oil, garlic, tinned tomatoes,
cooked chicken pieces, roasted peppers and olives.

       It’s easy to make. First, peel the potatoes, then boil
them for 20 minutes. Drain the water and then
mash with some seasoning and paprika. Next,
chop and fry the onions and garlic in the olive oil,
and add paprika and the tomatoes.

       Then, put in a large dish with the chicken, peppers
and olives. Spread the mash on top and bake for
15 minutes until golden brown.

       You should try it sometime. Write back soon.
       Yours, 
       Mai

CLIL – Science (p. 43)
  1   A   2              B   4            C   1                D   3

  2    Suggested answer
       1 Leaves are green because of chlorophyll. 
       2 Seeds can survive for many years. 
       3 A young plant is called a seedling.

Culture Spot (p. 43)
  1    1 They serve it as part of a traditional Sunday lunch

with roast beef.
       2 It comes from Yorkshire in northern England.
       3 They ate it as a dessert with fruit or jam.

  2    (Ss’ own answers)

Unit 6
Reading (p. 44)
  1    1    B              2    C            3    A                4    C

  2    Text A: yearly: annual, delicious: tasty, kinds: types
       Text B: products: groceries, walk: stroll
       Text C: tired: exhausted, small: minor

  3    1    picks                  3    lasts                  5    raises
        2    takes                  4    shows

Vocabulary (p. 45)
  1    2    D              3    C            4    E                5    B
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        2 On Cinco de Mayo, people watch a firework display.
       3 On Christmas Day, people hang up stockings.
        4 At Notting Hill Carnival, people dress up in costumes.
       5 During Burning the Clocks, people light a bonfire.

  2    1 splashed, celebrated       4    lit, carried
       2 watched                          5    listened, played
       3 put up

Vocabulary plus (p. 45)
  1    1    take                    3    attended           5    sculpture
        2    let off                  4    dance               6    floats

  2    1    spilt          2    put on     3    broke         4    ate

Grammar in use (pp. 46-47)
  1    1 Have you ever visited
       2 have not / haven’t booked
       3 have not / haven’t finished
       4 has already started
       5 Have you seen

  2    1 have gone to                   4    has gone to
       2 has gone to                     5    has been
       3 have been to

  3    1    so far                 4    just                    7    since
        2    ever                   5    this week          8    yet
        3    for                      6    never

  4    1 has never eaten              4    travelled
       2 was                                 5    Have you ever been
       3 Have you seen                6    went, visited

  5    1 haven’t seen            6    visited
       2 have you been        7    have never been
       3 haven’t been           8    did you decide
       4 went                        9    have already learnt / learned
       5 started                   10   haven’t booked

  6    Suggested answers
       1 Two weeks ago, I travelled to Mexico with my

parents.
       2 I haven’t been to the doctor’s for six months.
       3 I haven’t dressed up in a costume since I was ten.
       4 Last month, my brother and I saw a great football

match.
       5 I’ve just come back home from school.
       6 I haven’t bought a costume for Halloween yet.
       7 I’ve already done all my homework!
       8 I wanted to play football yesterday, but it was

raining all day.
       9 I’ve never been to Asia.
     10 Last year on my birthday, my parents gave me a

mountain bike as a present.

  7    1 went                                6    saw
       2 visited                              7    was
       3 Have you ever heard      8    haven’t printed
       4 happened                        9    did you do
       5 didn’t know

  8    1    in             3    at            5    with            7    on
        2    on            4    for           6    of

  9    1 snowed                                 4    Have they lit
       2 Molly has already made       5    usually eat
       3 Sam won

Grammar Focus (Units 1-6) (p. 47)
10    1 should book your             4    haven’t seen Abigail
       2 spoke angrily to               5    may go to
       3 is graduating                     

11    1    didn’t                  3    can’t                  5    you like
        2    haven’t been      4    while / as I was

12   1 have you been                4    always sleeps
       2 he was watching             5    is opening 
       3 did you get

Listening skills (p. 48)
  1    1    A             2    C           3    A            4    C         5    C

  2    1 F (The Macy’s Parade is one of the oldest
Thanksgiving parades in the country.)

       2 T
       3 F (More than 2 million people are waiting for the

parade to begin.)
       4 T
       5 F (The parade ends at Herald Square.)

  3    1 visited another town nearby
       2 has decided to visit my town
       3 has already landed
       4 hasn’t arrived in town yet
       5 have never been so excited
       6 he has written a speech

Speaking skills (p. 49)
  1    1    b         2    e         3    f          4    c         5    a      6    d

  2    1    B        2    A        3    C        4    B

  3    1    B        2    C        3    C        4    C

  4    1    interesting          3    time                  5    well
        2    enjoy                  4    special              6    better

Writing skills (p. 50)
  1   A   2        B   3        C   1

  2    1    A        2    C        3    B

  3    1 impressive parade         4    local food
       2 colourful floats               5    amazing firework
       3 relaxing boat ride                 display

  4    1    great        2    crowded 3   delicious    4    funny

  5    a Opening remarks: Hope you are well.
       Closing remarks: Drop me a line when you can.

       b    1   C          2   O          3   O          4   C        5   C

  6    1 best festival ever             3    worth
       2 miss the chance              4    have a great time
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  7    Suggested answers
       1 I went to the celebration of Independence Day on

the 4th of July.
       2 A great parade takes place, with all kinds of events

as Americans all over the country celebrate their
independence from the British.

        3 I saw soldiers march, thousands of people cheering,
and tried lots of food. I also watched an amazing
firework display.

       4 It was an exciting and unforgettable experience.

  8    Hi Gregory,
        How are you? I’ve just been to the Independence

Day Parade in New York and thought I would tell you
all about it. It’s a celebration that takes place on the
4th of July every year across the USA. It’s a special
event that celebrates the country’s independence
from the British. I saw soldiers march along 5th
Avenue and thousands of people cheering them on.
I also watched an amazing display of colourful
fireworks. In the evening, I tasted lots of delicious
food from the food stalls all around Times Square.

       I had a great time. It was an exciting experience.
Don’t miss it, you’ll love it.

       Yours,
       Alexis 

CLIL – Design & Technology (p. 51)
  1    2 Someone lights a fuse in the bottom container.
       3 The gunpowder in the bottom container explodes.
       4 The gunpowder in the top container explodes.
       5 Balls burst out of the top container.
       6 Burning balls create rays of colour in the sky.

       Suggested answer
        First, someone puts the firework in a steel tube facing

the sky. Then, they light a fuse, which causes
gunpowder in the bottom container to explode and
send the firework into the sky. This explosion lights a
second fuse in the top container. When the gunpowder
in the top container explodes, balls, called stars, catch
fire and burst out, which create rays of colour in the sky.

  2    Suggested answer
        I don’t agree. I think that firework displays aren’t a

waste of money. Fireworks can be expensive but
people use them only for special events and help make
these events more exciting for the people who attend
them. Also, I think it’s OK to spend money on firework
displays when we celebrate important historical events
so as to offer people an unforgettable time.

Culture Spot (p. 51)
  1    1 The USA gained its independence from Great

Britain in 1776.
       2 People fly their national flag outside their homes.
       3 A huge firework display takes place in New York

on Independence Day.

  2    (Ss’ own answers)

Unit 7
Reading (p. 52)
  1    1    B                        2    D                       3    A

  2    1 People usually like cute animals (mammals with
big eyes and round faces).

       2 The Zoological Society of London asked visitors to
its website for donations.

       3 Wildlife organisations use ‘cute’ animals because
people prefer them to ‘ugly’ animals. So they hope
people will donate more cash.

  3    Para 1: not beautiful: ugly, circular: round,
characteristics: features

       Para 2: conclusion: end, guests: visitors, 
       well-liked: popular
       Para 3: symbol: logo, money: cash, notice: attention,

fight: battle

  4    1    displayed           3    donated            5    receive
        2    forget                 4    lose

Vocabulary (p. 53)
  1    1    C        2    E        3    F        4    A        5    D      6    B

       7 global warming              10   acid rain
       8 endangered species      11   public transport
       9 air pollution                   12   environmental groups

  2    1    ice                      3    public                5    home
        2    donation             4    damaged

Vocabulary plus (p. 53)
  1    1    Recycle              4    donate              7    Use
        2    ride                    5    Have                 8    burn
        3    throw away        6    turn off

  2    1    material              4    container          7    container
        2    container            5    container          8    container
        3    both                   6    material            9    both

  3    2 bottles – plastic               4    bag – paper
       3 jars – glass

Grammar in use (pp. 54-55)
  1    1 will starve                        4    is / ’s going to trip
       2 are / ’re going to visit       5    will / ’ll pick
       3 will / ’ll get

  2    1 will / ’ll open                    4    will not / won’t become
       2 are / ’re meeting              5    are / ’re going to drop
       3 am / ’m going to cycle

  3    1 are you going to do         4    am / ’m flying
       2 am / ’m going to travel     5    am / ’m having
       3 am / ’m going to help       6    will / ’ll see

  4    2 If you add two and two, it makes four.
       3 If you drop something, it falls.
       4 If you don’t eat, you get hungry.
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  5    2    If you don’t drink water, you’ll be thirsty later.
        3    If we stay up late, we’ll be tired tomorrow.
        4    If you don’t study, you won’t pass the test.

  6    2    If I had free time, I would go to the beach clean-up.
       3 If I wasn’t / weren’t busy on Saturday, I would help

plant trees.
       4 If we had recycling bins, we would recycle our

plastic.

  7    1    will become       3    would not / wouldn’t waste
        2    borrowed           4    boils

  8    1 melt, will rise, will flood         3    were, would have
       2 do you get, mix, get              4    turn off, will save

  9    1 unless global warming stops
       2 I would cycle
       3 were you, I would / ’d
       4 we do not / don’t protect

10    1    on            2    of            3    in                4    on

Grammar Focus (Units 1-7) (p. 55)
11    1    always helps      3    opened             5    would help
        2    likes working      4    was visiting

12    1    are flying            3    has not / hasn’t       5    when
        2    no sugar            4    must

13    1 is writing                          4    to join
       2 saw                                 5    has never heard
       3 will not / won’t go

Listening skills (p. 56)
  1    1    B             2    C           3    B            4    B         5    A

  2    1    C            2    B            3    E            4    A         5    F

  3    1 will be tomorrow
       2 we will start without you
       3 we are going to have a guest
       4 I would bring a notebook
       5 you will get a cool poster

Speaking skills (p. 57)
  1    1    d         2    f          3    a         4    c         5    g      6    e

  2    1    C        2    B        3    C        4    A

  3    1    E        2    A        3    C        4    D        5    F

  4    1    help                    3    could                 5    right
        2    about                 4    idea                  6    problem

Writing skills (p. 58)
  1    1    B                        2    A                       3    C

  2    It’s a good idea to – We could
       Part of the problem is – One reason for this is
       Another idea is to – We could also

  3    1 People get diseases because they do not 
have clean water.                                                 P

       2 Acid rain causes damage to buildings.                P
       3 Keeping our beaches clean will protect 

wildlife.                                                                 S
       4 We can have a clean-up day in our

neighbourhood.                                                    S
       5 We could help raise money for charity.                S

  4    1 Using public transport helps to reduce air pollution
and it also saves money.

       2 Rubbish makes our streets look dirty and it also
smells bad.

       3 We could join a conservation group and also
donate money to charity.

       4 Recycling reduces waste and also helps the
environment.

       5 People drop litter in the streets and they also draw
graffiti on the walls.

  5    1    C                        2    B                       3    A

  6    Suggested answer
       There is too much litter in the playground. It is dirty

and looks messy. If we don’t do something, it will
get worse. 

       The problem is that there are not enough bins
around the playground, so students drop their
rubbish anywhere. Also, there is nobody to pick up
the litter and throw it away. This causes a large
amount of litter all over the playground.

       We could put more bins in the school. We could
also put up posters telling students to use the
bins, and get different students to pick up litter
every day. If we did that, our school playground
would be a lot prettier!

CLIL – Environmental Science (p. 59)
  1    1    B                        2    C                       3    B

  2    Suggested answer
       Problems animals face because of noise pollution:
       – birds can’t hear the hunger calls from their young
       – owls and bats can’t hear their prey
       – dolphins can’t find prey, warn others of predators,

or attract mates

       We should be careful not to build major roads near
national parks, and control the sound boats and ships
make when they travel in certain areas known to have
wildlife.

Culture Spot (p. 59)
  1    1 on the coast and beside large lakes
        2 made a law that outlawed trapping or killing the bird
       3 on the flag of the US President

  2    Suggested answer
       1 The bull is the national animal of Spain. 
       2 It is not endangered. 
       3 It is important in Spanish culture and you can see

it in sport (bullfighting) and in festivals and events
(Running of the Bulls).
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Unit 8
Reading (p. 60)
  1    1    D              2    C            3    A                4    B 

  2    1 Because when the show ended many fans still had
questions about the show’s plot.

       2 It took just 24 hours.
       3 They receive different gifts for their donations.

  3    Para A: skill: talent, book: novel
       Para B: upset: disappointed, story: plot
       Para C: perform: act, presents: gifts
       Para D: only: just, filming: shooting

  4    1    end                    3    raise                 5    found
        2    donate               4    receive              6    nominate

Vocabulary (p. 61) 
  1    1    f          2    c         3    d         4    e         5    a      6    b

  2    1    character           3    reviews             5    comes out
        2    set                      4    effects               6    plays

  3    1   sad                     3    funny                5    interesting
        2    frightening          4    boring               6    exciting   

Vocabulary plus (p. 61) 
  1    Across                                 Down
       2 CARTOONS                   1    MUSIC
       4 COMEDY                        2    COOKERY
       5 REALITY                         3    SPORTS

  

  3    1   soap opera        3    sitcom               5    chat
        2    quiz                    4    nature              6    gardening

Grammar in use (pp. 62-63)
  1    1    whose                3    which                5    who
        2    who                    4    whose               6    which

  2    2 That’s the boy whose father opened the new cinema.
       3 I saw a film last night which was very funny.
       4 That’s the man who directed the film.
       5 I’m going to read the book which is a birthday

present from my parents. 
       6 That’s Jane whose cousin works at the theatre.
       7 Kim’s the girl who won the writing competition.
       8 I saw the DVD which you lent me.
       9 That is the film which I watched yesterday.
     10 That’s the boy whose dad was in a TV show.

N
B
D
O
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F
T
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V
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N
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G
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A
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D
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M

B
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A
T
Z
X
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Y
L
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  2

  3    1    doesn’t it            5    will you             8    aren’t I
        2    haven’t we         6    isn’t he              9    can’t he
        3    did you               7    won’t you        10   didn’t he?
        4    shall we

  4    1    any                     5    Some                9    Someone
        2    no                      6    No one            10   something
        3    every                  7    any                 11   everyone
        4    any                     8    anywhere        12   nothing

  5    1 anything                        4    anything           7    any
       2 everyone / everybody   5    something
       3 nobody / no one            6    nothing

  6    1    yourself              3    herself              5    themselves
        2    myself                4    ourselves  

  7    1    on           2    in           3    at           4    on        5    on

Grammar Focus (Units 1-8) (p. 63)
  8    1    should go               3    are no tickets     5    haven’t 
        2    who has won          4    by himself               been

  9    1 was watching 4 don’t book
       2 I will buy 5 were you
       3 have already seen

10    1    to buy                 3    watching           5    never goes
       2    are going to be  4   will enjoy

Listening skills (p. 64)
  1    1   A             2    B            3    A            4    C         5    C

  2    1    Robert Powell            3    bus station             5    9
        2    22                              4    01772 356 874

  3    1 a great film last night            4    stand fantasy films
        2 released the film in               5    really enjoyed
        cinemas in December 2015         myself
       3 on a famous book                 6    a box-office hit

Speaking skills (p. 65)
  1    1    d         2    f          3    e         4    g         5    c       6    b

  2    1    C        2    C        3    B        4    A   

  3    1    D        2    B        3    A        4    F        5    E    

  4    1    fancy                  3    rather                5    stars
        2    stand                  4    about                6    fond

Writing skills (p. 66)
  1   a)   A   2                        B   3                      C   1

       b)   1    A                        2    B

  2    1    fantasy               3    special              5    thrilling
        2    young                 4    funny                6    likeable

  3    1    box-office                                  4    clever
        2    directed                                     5    disappointing
        3    action-packed                            6    poor
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  4    1    see it if you get the chance       4    don’t bother
        2    box-office hit                              5    Don’t miss
        3    waste of time                             6    worth seeing

  5    Suggested answer
       Title / Author: The 39 Clues: The Medusa Plot  /  Rick

Riordan
       Summary of Plot: This book is about 13-year old Dan

Cahill and his sister Amy who belong to the most
powerful family in the world, the Cahills. The Vespers,
another powerful but evil family, decide to harm the
Cahills by kidnapping members of their family around
the world. If Dan and Amy want to save their family they
have to follow the Vespers’ orders and steal a priceless
painting from an Art Gallery in Italy and give it to the
kidnappers ... or their relatives will pay the price!

       Recommendation and reasons: This is a fantastic
book with likeable characters. I would highly recommend
it to anyone who loves adventure and mystery.

  6    Suggested answer
        The 39 Clues: The Medusa Plot, by Rick Rodian, is

a detective novel about the fights between two
powerful families, the Cahills and the Vespers. It is
the first book in The 39 Clues series.

        The story takes place in various places around the
world but mainly in Italy. The main characters are 13-
year old Dan Cahill and his sister Amy. They belong
to the most powerful family in the world, the
Cahills. The Vespers, another powerful but evil
family, decide to harm the Cahills by kidnapping
members of their family around the world. If Dan
and Amy want to save their family they have to
follow the Vespers’ orders and steal a priceless
painting from an Art Gallery in Italy and give it to the
kidnappers or their relatives will pay the price … It’s
a great story.

       This is a fantastic book with a thrilling plot and
interesting characters. I would highly recommend
it to anyone who likes adventures with a mystery.
It’s well worth reading.

CLIL – Literature (p. 67)
  1    1 He trained to become a doctor.
       2 He wrote his poems in the evenings.
       3 Because he tried to write in the same simple way

that ordinary people do, with some mistakes in
their writing.

  2    1    ✗              2    ✗             3    ✓                4    ✗

Culture Spot (p. 67)
  1    1    F              2    T             3    F                4    F

  2    (Ss’ own answers)

Unit 9
Reading (p. 68)
  1    1    T        2    T        3    NM     4    T        5    F      6    T 

  2    1 It is the best and most famous example of Art
Nouveau landscape-architecture in the world.

       2 Because he wanted it to be the centrepiece of a
garden suburb.

       3 Because there are a lot of interesting features to
see there.

  3   Para A: the most interesting part: centrepiece, an
area outside the city: suburb

       Para B: an area of houses or buildings: development,
finished: completed, a flat area of stone where people
can sit: terrace, below the ground: underground

       Para C: having meaning: symbolic, twisting and turning:
winding, covered passages: arcades, a design of small
pieces of coloured glass, pottery or stone: mosaic

  4    1    suburb               3    grand                5    wealthy
        2    inspired              4    example            6    elements

Vocabulary (p. 69) 
  1    1    aquarium           4    park                7    concert hall
        2    castle                 5    museum
        3    tower                  6    art gallery

  2    1    whole                 3    top                    5    quiet
        2    unique                4    impressive        6    amateur

  3    1 outdoor                            5    cone-shaped
       2 town                                6    fairytale
       3 wishing                            7    claw
       4 tree                                  8    huge

Vocabulary plus (p. 69) 

  

  2    1    Go           3    Walk       5    see             7    miss
        2    right         4    take        6    opposite

Grammar in use (pp. 70-71)

  

  2    2    the youngest           4    the tallest
        3    older                        5    shorter

chemist’s aspirin
jeweller’s earrings
optician’s a pair of glasses
post office stamps
butcher’s meat
baker’s bread
pet shop a dog
toy shop a doll

  1

Adjective Comparative Superlative

small smaller the smallest
much / many more the most

dark darker darkest
different more different the most different
good better the best
easy easier the easiest
hot hotter the hottest
bad worse the worst

  1
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  3    1    very / really        3    enough             5    enough
        2    too                     4    much                6    much

  4    2    as tall as                4    as old as         6    as thin as
        3    as curly as             5    as plump as

  5    1    not as tall as                        5    the slimmest
        2    older than she                      6    as expensive as 
        3    the most beautiful dress            (not more expensive
        4    more interesting than                than)

  6    1    too                     3    really                 5    enough
        2    enough              4    very

  7    1    on                      3    in                      5    on
        2    with                    4    on                     6    out

  8    1    behind                3    on                     5    opposite
        2    next to                4    in front of          6    between

Grammar Focus (Units 1-9) (p. 71)
  9    1    may / might        3    can't                  5    strong as
        2    tallest                 4    who

10    1 does this book belong     4    were you
       2 most expensive               5    has never been
        3    doesn’t like

11    1 do you go                        4    haven’t paid 
       2 Is this                               5    opened
       3 were you doing

Listening skills (p. 72)
  1    1   B        2    C        3    C        4    B        5    A      6    A

  2   1 T
       2 T
       3 F (The tour guide will show visitors around.)
       4 F (The villagers will do different activities; visitors

will have the chance to meet and talk to them.)
       5 T
       6 F (Visitors have to stay with the group.)

  3    1    is the smartest girl in class
        2    New York in the USA
        3    in a house in London
        4    is opposite a big park
        5    who is a teacher at school
        6    curly, dark hair and blue eyes

Speaking skills (p. 73)
  1    1    f          2    b         3    a         4    e         5    g      6    d

  2    1    C        2    B        3    A        4    B

  3    1    B        2    B        3    A        4    C

  4    1    like                     3    mind                 5    trouble
        2    couldn't              4    sounds              6    too

Writing skills (p. 74)
  1    1    A                        2    C                       3    B

  2    1    Hope you’re OK.
        2    I’m just dropping you a line to tell you about ...
        3    Write back soon and let me know.
        4    I have to go now.

  3    1    I’ve just come back from school.
        2    They’re nice people; you’ll like them!
        3    We’re moving house tomorrow.
        4    I’m afraid I can’t come to the events.

  4    1    C              2    A             3    D                4    B

  5    1    new             3    crowded                   5    quiet
        2    huge            4    (really) friendly          6    close

  6    1    local                   3    noisy
        2    convenient         4    peaceful

  7    Suggested answers
       1 My house is in the city centre.
       2 There are five rooms.
       3 In my room there is a bed, a wardrobe and a desk.
       4 There are many shops in my neighbourhood; a

supermarket just across the street, a bakery, a
newsagent’s and a chemist’s.

  8    Dear Joe,
       How are you? I’m just fine.
       My new house is great! It’s in the city centre next to

a small park. There are five rooms. In my bedroom
there is a wardrobe and a desk. Opposite the house,
there is a supermarket. There’s also a newsagent’s
and a chemist’s nearby. I feel very happy here.

       Would you like to visit this weekend? Drop me a line
and let me know.

       Yours,
       Mike

CLIL – History (p. 75)
  1    1    T              2    T             3    F                4    F 

  2    Suggested answer
       1 Many people go for a walk in a park on Sundays.
       2 Sometimes there are concerts so people go to

listen to music. 
       3 There are also monuments and statues people

can see.

Culture Spot (p. 75)
  1    1    in Alberta, in Western Canada
        2    take part in snow sports
        3    over 56 mammals such as elks and bears

  2    (Ss’ own answers)
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Unit 1
Listening skills 1 – Exercise 1 (p. 8)
  0    Fred: Hey George, are you going fishing with Tom

and Sarah later?
       George: No, I’m not Fred. Sarah wants to do

something else.
       Fred: Oh really, what’s that?
       George: She wants to go cycling.
       Fred: What about Tom? What does he want to do?
       George: He said something about going to the beach

for a swim.
       Fred: That’s a good idea. Why don’t you go with him?
       George: No, we’re taking our bikes to the local park

for a nice long ride. We can go fishing next time.
       Fred: OK. Well, have fun!

  1    Andy: Hi Keith. Are you on your lunch break from work? 
       Keith: Hi Andy. Yes, I am. I have to go back at 2.

What about you?
       Andy: I’m in town doing some shopping. Then I have

a doctor’s appointment at 5 o’clock. Maybe we can
meet after that for a coffee.

       Keith: Sorry, Andy. I work until 7, so I can’t. But I
hope you enjoy your shopping. 

       Andy: Thanks, Keith. 

  2    Sometimes my job is a little boring. When you are a
bank clerk or a shop assistant, you see new faces
every day – but I rarely meet customers face to face.
Overall, though, it’s a job I really enjoy. And it has a
lot of responsibility. In my job you need to be very
careful. I don’t actually handle any cash, but if I write
a number in the wrong place, my company could lose
a lot of money! 

  3    Pam: Good morning, Bill. You’re very late today. Is
there a lot of traffic on the road? 

        Bill: Hi, Pam. No, there isn’t much traffic. The problem
is the weather. It’s very difficult for me to drive when it
is snowing. 

       Pam: Well, I take the bus to work, so I never have that
problem. And when the bus isn’t running, I take the
train.

       Bill: That’s a good idea. But I collect my son from
school after work, so I can’t really use the bus or train. 

  4    Now, students, we are in the history section. This is
where you can find books to help you research your
history projects. For example, we have many books
about famous people and important events. The
history section is very popular, so you can only
borrow three books from this section at any one time.
Now, please follow me to the art section …

  5    Woman: Penelope, do you want to come shopping
with me this afternoon?

       Girl: Sorry, Kate, Hazel and I are going out.
       Woman: Oh really, where are you going?
       Girl: Well, first we’re going to watch a film at the

cinema and then we’re going bowling.
       Woman: OK, don’t stay out too late. You have to be

back by six for your guitar lesson, remember?
       Girl: Yes, I know. Don’t worry, Kate has to leave early.

Her family are having a special dinner in a restaurant
tonight. I think it’s her dad’s birthday today.

       Woman: OK, but remember, back by six.

Exercise 3 (p. 8) 
Helen: Hello. Are you a new student in the school? My
name is Helen.
Sue: Hi, Helen. My name’s Sue. Yes, I’m new here – it’s
my second day today. Actually, I need your help. Where is
classroom 2B? I have an English class there in 5 minutes.
Helen: It’s just down the hall on the right, between the
Physics and Biology labs. I’m in that class, too, along with
my cousin Clara. Actually, it’s my favourite subject. We read
some really interesting novels and our teacher, Ms Williams,
is very friendly. Clara likes Geography more though.
Sue: Well, I prefer working with numbers rather than
words, so Maths is my favourite subject. 
Helen: Oh, you’re like my older brother, Conrad. He
doesn’t like reading either, but he’s a really talented guitar
player. He always gets high marks in Music. He just loves
it. Not like my younger brother Mike. He hates music, but
he does like PE, though.
Sue: Is he in the fourth form?
Helen: Yes, that’s right. Why? Do you know him?
Sue: No, but my sister, Fiona, is in the same class as him.
She’s a very creative person, too. But she prefers Art to
Music. Some of her paintings are really beautiful. 
Helen: Well, I hope I meet her soon. Right now, we need
to go to the classroom. 
Sue: Oh, you’re right! I don’t want to be late for my first
English class!

Unit 2
Listening skills 2 – Exercise 1 (p. 16)
  1    Tom: How was Hawaii, Fred?
       Fred: Incredible, Tom. We spent every day at the

beach.
       Tom: Did you go sailing? 
       Fred: We really wanted to but there were a lot of

waves. It was perfect for surfing so I took some
lessons. It was really fun. 

       Tom: Did Debbie try too?
       Fred: No, she went shopping instead. There are

some great markets on the island. 

  2    Woman 1: Where do you want to stay? There is an
excellent five-star hotel right in the town centre. 

       Woman 2: Actually, my family and I are looking for
something near the beach.

       Woman 1: Unfortunately, the only accommodation
near the beach is the camping area. However, there is
this small house you can rent not far from the sea. 

       Woman 2: Oh that looks perfect! Can I book it
please?

  3    Ann: Tina, did you get that T-shirt I wanted from the
gift shop?

       Tina: Sorry, Ann, they didn’t have your size, but I did
get this great hat.

       Ann: Oh it’s very nice. Look, the bus to town is here.
Where’s our map?

       Tina: Oops! I forgot it at the gift shop. I can run and
get it now.

       Ann: OK, hurry.

  4    Jenny: Look at this picture of a waterfall that I took.
       Anne: Wow, Jenny. It’s so beautiful. Your pictures of

your trip are incredible.
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       Jenny: Thanks, Anne. The nature in Ecuador is
amazing. There is so much to see. I didn’t even have
time to go to the beautiful Quilotoa Lake which lies in
the middle of an extinct volcano.

       Anne: Well, you can always go again.
       Jenny: Yes, that sounds like a good idea!

  5    Ben: Can I give you a lift to the airport, Tony?
       Tony: No, thanks. I’m taking the 7 o’clock train.
       Ben: OK. Well, how are you getting to the station?
       Tony: There’s a bus in five minutes.
       Ben: Never mind the bus. I’ll drop you off.
       Tony: OK. Thanks.

Exercise 2 (p. 16)
John: Hi Susan. How was your holiday? You went to
France, didn’t you?
Susan: Hi John. It was OK. Actually, I chose Belgium this
time. France was last year and Germany was too expensive.
John: I see. So why was it only OK? Was the journey bad?
Susan: No, it was fine. I didn’t drive to the airport, which
was a good idea because there was heavy traffic that day.
The buses were very slow, too, so I took the train instead.
The flight was on time and everything, but I was a bit
disappointed when I got there.
John: I’m sorry to hear that. 
Susan: The thing is, I booked one of those last minute
deals and they don’t tell you where you’re staying until you
get there. I hoped to be in the countryside or by the sea so
I could enjoy the natural beauty of the landscape and get
some fresh air, but I ended up being in the city centre. All I
could see were shops and office blocks!
John: I see. Was the hotel nice at least?
Susan: Yes, it was. There weren’t many guests there so it
was nice and quiet. And I didn’t have to worry about it
being dirty or uncomfortable because it wasn’t at all. 
John: So what did you get up to?
Susan: I did what most people do on city breaks, I visited
the tourist attractions and the museums. I jumped on a
tourist bus so I didn’t have to walk everywhere and it was
fine.
John: Did you try the local food?
Susan: Yes, but I didn’t eat out much, the hotel restaurant
was good enough for me. Like I said, it was OK but I don’t
think I’ll book last minute again.

Unit 3
Listening skills 3 – Exercise 1 (p. 24)
Last weekend, it snowed really heavily. It began to snow
while I was walking home from school on Friday afternoon.
At that time it was quite light, but when I sat down to eat
my dinner, it began to fall thick and fast. I watched from
my window as it filled the streets, covering everything in a
blanket of white. It was even snowing when I went to bed
at 11 o’clock!
When I woke up the next day, I was so excited. I couldn’t
wait to go outside and play in the snow! I went to my
brother’s room and told him to look out of the window, but
he just yawned and went back to sleep. I decided to go
and play without him. I ran outside and saw that some of
my neighbours were already playing in the snow. Most of
them were busy building snowmen so I decided to make
one as well. I rolled up two big snowballs for its head and

body and used stones for its eyes and mouth. For its nose,
I didn’t have a carrot, like the other people did, so I used
an orange instead. It looked really funny!
Later that day, my mum took some photos of my snowman.
I’m so glad she did because the very next morning, it
started melting. Then two days later, it was gone. Oh well, I
guess that’s what happens to all snowmen in the end. Still, I
had fun making it and I can’t wait for it to snow again!

Exercise 2 (p. 24)
Host: Welcome to Talk Time on Radio Five! Today, we’re
asking our listeners to share their storm experiences with
us. Joining us on line one is Daniel Keating. Hello, Daniel,
thanks for calling.
Daniel: Hello, thanks for having me!
Host: So, Daniel, tell us about your storm experience.
Daniel: Well, it happened just last week. I was lying in bed
when it started raining heavily. Storms don’t really bother
me, but when the wind started howling, I just couldn’t
sleep.
Host: I see. So what did you do then?
Daniel: Well, after lying awake for a while I turned on the
TV in my bedroom. I planned to watch a film until the
storm passed, but I ended up falling asleep.
Host: So what happened then?
Daniel: Well, a loud crash suddenly woke me up.
Host: What was it?
Daniel: At first I thought it was lightning, but when I went
to investigate I couldn’t believe my eyes! There in my living
room was a huge hole in the ceiling and a massive tree
lying on my carpet! Thankfully, no one was hurt. 

Unit 4
Listening skills 4 – Exercise 1 (p. 32)
  1    Welcome to Dixons Sports. Today, we have lots of

great bargains across the store. Don’t miss out on our
incredible offer on selected tennis racquets. Or if
you’re looking for something to wear, head to our
sportswear department where we have shorts in
every colour for only €10 and our football boots have
€10 off. Enjoy your shopping experience at Dixons
Sports.

  2    Receptionist: Hello, Willowbrook Tennis Centre.
How may I help you?

        Mrs Griffin: Hello. I’m calling to let you know that my
son, Peter Griffin, can’t attend his lesson with Mr Watt
today. He’s got a terrible cold and I’m worried he
might have a fever. Would it be possible to
reschedule?

       Receptionist: Actually, I was just about to call you,
Mrs Griffin. You see, Mr Watt sprained his wrist earlier
and had to go to hospital. I don’t think he can work
for the next few weeks.

       Mrs Griffin: Oh, I’m sorry to hear that. Please let me
know as soon as he gets better.

       Receptionist: Of course. Thanks for calling, Mrs
Griffin. 

  3    Kate: Hi Danielle, great news! You got a place on the
swimming team!

       Danielle: Oh, Kate! That’s fantastic! When is our first
training day?
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       Kate: Well, we’re meeting up on Thursday at 5 pm.
Are you free then? 

       Danielle: Yes, that sounds perfect. Is there anything I
need to bring?

       Kate: Well, you have to buy your own goggles, but
the club provides us with swimming costumes and
caps.

       Danielle: Really? That’s great! See you on Thursday
then!

       Kate: OK, bye!

  4    Are you looking to get fit and lose weight? Then come
to Superflex Sports Centre! Membership costs just
£45 per month and includes access to the gym,
swimming area and tennis courts. Members also get
a discount on fitness classes, such as yoga or karate.
So sign up now and take the first step towards
achieving the body of your dreams!

  5    Katie: Lindsay, do you still go jogging at the park?
       Lindsay: I do indeed, Katie. Why? Are you thinking

about joining me?
       Katie: Well, I want to do a sport for a hobby, but I’m

not sure which one. I thought about hockey, but I
think membership fees would be expensive.

       Lindsay: I think you’re right. How about volleyball?
They have free training at the youth centre.

       Katie: That sounds perfect.
       Lindsay: We can go together.

Exercise 2 (p. 32)
Alice: Hi, Nancy. Are you going for a run?
Nancy: Hi, Alice. Yes, I am. I’m going jogging in the
countryside. It’s a great way to exercise in the fresh air.
Alice: Sounds good. Is Sophie going with you?
Nancy: No, she’s got practice. She’s in the school hockey
team.
Alice: Oh. Nick’s in the school team for something as well,
isn’t he? Is it rugby?
Nancy: No, it’s football, but right now he’s at the skate
park with his friends. He loves skateboarding.
Alice: Cool. By the way, I saw Georgia earlier. She was on
a bike ride. She said she’ll call you later.
Nancy: OK. Thanks. Was David with her?
Alice: No. He always has archery practice on Saturdays,
though, so I guess he’s there.
Nancy: Yes, you’re right. I forgot. Anyway, what are you
doing today?
Alice: I’m meeting my cousin at the bowling alley. I’ve
never been bowling before so I’m looking forward to it.
Actually I’d better go or I’ll be late.
Nancy: Have fun!
Alice: Thanks, you too!

Unit 5
Listening skills 5 – Exercise 1 (p. 40)
  1    Hi Lucy, it’s Jane. I’m calling about lunch tomorrow. I

know I said we would eat at my house, but how about
if we meet up at Rosa’s Café instead? It’s just
opposite Tony’s Restaurant on King Street. I hope
that’s OK.

  2    Good morning, shoppers! Here in K-Mart today we
have lots of special offers in our fruit and vegetables
section. Apples are just 50 pence for a pack of four
and there are offers on selected vegetables too – buy
two heads of broccoli or cauliflower and get another
one free. And for those of you with a sweet tooth,
we’ve got a half price discount on all our cakes! Don’t
miss these bargains – offers last for today only!

  3    Lyn: Hello, Amy. What else do we need to arrange for
Saturday’s party?

       Amy: Well, I’ve got the cakes under control so there’s
no need to buy any. My mum and I also plan to make
popcorn tomorrow.

       Lyn: That’s great. What about the flowers?
       Amy: Oh my goodness, I almost forgot about them!
        Lyn: Can you go and pick some up tomorrow

morning? And I can start decorating the hall with
balloons.

       Amy: OK, that’s a good plan.

  4    Girl: Mum, can I do some cooking?
       Mum: I suppose so. Do you want to make a cake?
       Girl: I’m not very good at baking cakes. Can I make

some soup instead?
       Mum: OK. We can have it for lunch. I’m cooking roast

chicken for dinner tonight.

  5    Man: Let me pay for dinner.
        Woman: How much is it? If it’s more than thirty

pounds, we can split the bill.
       Man: Well, the bill says twenty pounds but let’s say

twenty-five with a tip. So don’t worry about it.
       Woman: Thanks, but next time it’s on me.
       Man: OK.

Exercise 2 (p. 40)
Adam: Hi Rachel. Are you busy this weekend?
Rachel: Not really. Why?
Adam: Would you like to come to Guy’s restaurant with
me and a few of my friends for a meal on Saturday night at
8 o’clock?
Rachel: That sounds lovely. What’s the occasion? Is it
your birthday?
Adam: No. Actually, I got a promotion at work.
Rachel: Wow! Congratulations! I’d love to come. Where is
Guy’s exactly?
Adam: It’s near the bank in the centre of town at 55, Bond
Street.
Rachel: OK. I’m sure I’ll find it. What kind of food do they
serve?
Adam: Well, it’s a French restaurant so they serve classic
French dishes but their best dish and my personal
favourite is beef in red sauce. 
Rachel: Sounds wonderful. 
Adam: Don’t worry about being late home. The restaurant
closes at 11:30 and we can share a taxi.
Rachel: OK great. See you then.
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Unit 6
Listening skills 6 – Exercise 1 (p. 48)
Greg: Hi, Katy. I haven’t seen you since the barbecue. Did
you see the parade?
Katy: Yes, it was great. Did you like it?
Greg: I didn’t see it. I was listening to live music in the
square.
Katy: Oh, how was it?
Greg: It was great. What are you doing next? Do you want
to go and watch the dancers in the street or do you want
to listen to a band?
Katy: Actually, I’d like to see more of the people in
costumes, where are they?
Greg: I think they’re getting ready for the judging of the
best costume.
Katy: OK. Let’s find them. I’m having a great time. Do you
come every year?
Greg: I try to. This is the fifth year it’s taken place and I
missed the first two but I’ve been to the last three.
Katy: And it’s always on 15th August, right?
Greg: No, the date changes so it’s always on a bank
holiday weekend. Last year it was on the 22nd but next
year it’s a different date – the 29th, I think. 
Katy: OK. That’s good to know. What time does it go on
until?
Greg: Oh quite late at night. There’s a huge bonfire and a
firework display later. 
Katy: Oh, I love fireworks. I can’t wait. I’m also looking
forward to eating some street food.
Greg: Yeah, but it’s been such a long day already and I will
be happy to get a good night’s rest at the end of it.
Katy: Haha. I’m definitely coming again next year! It’s
great!

Exercise 2 (p. 48)
This is Martin Briggs, reporting live from Macy’s
Thanksgiving Day Parade in New York City. It’s a thrill to
be here watching one of the oldest Thanksgiving parades
in America. People from all over the country and abroad
have come to New York to be part of this incredible
American tradition. You can just feel the excitement in the
air as more than 2 million people here wait for the parade
to begin. One of the best parts of the parade and definitely
the most famous is the gigantic balloons in the shape of
cartoon characters that float over the crowds. The parade
route goes right through the centre of Manhattan and ends
up here in Herald Square, where we’re waiting now.
Joining me now is ... 

Unit 7
Listening skills 7 – Exercise 1 (p. 56)
  1    Hi, Janet, it’s Peter. I’m calling about the

conservation meeting tomorrow. I know I told you it
would be in the town hall, but the location has
changed. We’re going to meet up in Frank’s Café
instead. It’s just opposite Caldwell Primary School on
Queen Street. I hope you can still make it!  

  2    Tony: Hi James, are you going to be at the marathon
tomorrow? 

       James: I sure am. Are you going to be there as well?
       Tony: Yes, but I’m not taking part. I’m just going to

cheer my friend on. What about you?
       James: I’m not running either. I’ve volunteered to

help hand out water to participants.
       Tony: Good for you! Well, maybe I’ll see you there!
       James: Yeah; catch you later!

  3    Anna: Hi, Lisa. Is everything ready for the charity
dinner tomorrow?

       Lisa: We’re almost ready, Anna. All the tables are set
up. We just need to decorate the hall with balloons
and flowers. Did you manage to get the cupcakes?

       Anna: Well, the baker didn’t have the ones we
wanted but they said they would make some more
tomorrow morning. I’ll pick them up and bring them
to you myself.

        Lisa: That’s great, Anna. Thanks so much for your
help.

       Anna: No problem.

  4    Mother: What are you doing here in the storage
room, Pete?

       Pete: I’m looking for parts for my science project.
       Mother: What exactly do you need?
       Pete: Well, I have to make a robot out of recycled

materials. I was thinking of using cardboard cartons
but it won’t be very strong. Besides, I really want to
use something unusual for my robot.

       Mother: Well, there is your old bike. You could use
the different parts to make your robot. 

       Pete: Hmm, that’s an interesting idea.
       Mother: We also have a lot of aluminium cans in the

recycling bin that you could use. 
       Pete: A lot of the kids are using cans for their robots

so I think I’ll try something else. The bike is really
different. I’ll use that. Thanks for the idea, Mum.

       Mother: Anytime, Pete.

  5    Anne: Hi, Kate. What are you doing?
       Kate: Hi, Anne. I’m just going through the rubbish.
       Anne: What on earth for?
       Kate: Well, I’m going to take these old notebooks of

mine to the recycling bin and I thought I’d check if
there was anything else that could go such as old
newspapers or tin cans.

       Anne: You won’t find any. I already took them.
       Kate: Oh, OK. That’s great. Glad to know I’m not the

only one who recycles.

Exercise 2 (p. 56)
David: Hi, Larry. How’s your environmental science
project going? I heard Bob’s finished his already.
Larry: Really? What did he do it on?
David: Acid rain, no hang on, it’s water pollution. What
about you? 
Larry: I’m doing mine on ways to save energy, but I’m
nowhere near finished.
David: Me neither. I wanted to do mine on global warming,
but Philip decided to do his project on that so I chose
recycling instead. Have you started writing it yet?
Larry: I’m just about to. Steve showed me some great
websites so I’ve got lots of material.
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David: What’s his project about?
Larry: Well, at first he started looking for information on
endangered animals but then he found a great website
about the destruction of the rainforest so he changed his
project to that.
David: He’s really good at research. 
Larry: Yes, he is. So that only leaves Mark in our group.
Any idea what he’s doing his project on?
David: Yeah, public transport. He keeps saying how
boring it is. Anyway, we only have another couple of days
to finish it so I’m off to the library.
Larry: OK. See you later.

Unit 8
Listening skills 8 – Exercise 1 (p. 64)
Films today are all about technology. Many are in 3D or
have computerised images making them very life-like with
some remarkable special effects. As entertaining as this
may be, I find such films quite annoying at times. I recently
went to see the latest Transformers film with some friends.
I like science fiction films a lot and thought this film would
be great. My friends loved the amazing special effects and
unusual characters. I, however, was very disappointed at
the film’s storyline. I found it to be full of ridiculous special
effects. I prefer dramas over other types of film. That
doesn’t mean I don’t like a good science fiction or horror
film but it must have a good plot. I don’t trust reviews of
films these days because they often pay more attention to
the special effects used in the film. I find films based on a
successful book are usually a good choice. In fact, this
weekend I’m planning to see The Hobbit. My brother read
the book and really enjoyed it. I’ll probably go alone as all
my friends have seen it but I don’t mind as long as it has a
great story. 

Exercise 2 (p. 64)
Rachel: Hello, Simon. It’s Rachel.
Simon: Hi, Rachel.
Rachel: I’m calling to ask about your acting lessons. I’m
thinking about taking up amateur dramatics as a hobby.
Simon: Oh great. Well, the class I go to is every Saturday
morning.
Rachel: What’s the teacher’s name?
Simon: He’s called Robert Powell. He’s very good.
Rachel: How do you spell his surname?
Simon: It’s P-O-W-E-L-L.
Rachel: And how much are the lessons? My parents don’t
want to pay more than thirty pounds.
Simon: It’s twenty-two pounds an hour. But you can have
a shorter lesson if you like. I pay eighteen pounds for forty-
five minutes.
Rachel: That sounds good. And where do you have the
lessons?
Simon: At Mr Powell’s house. He lives at 56 Primrose
Road. It’s close to the bus station, you’ll find it easily.
Rachel: Have you got his number?
Simon: Yes, it’s 01772 356 874. That’s 01772 356 874.
Rachel: Thanks Simon. I’ll phone him tonight.
Simon: OK. Make sure you call between 6 o’clock and 9
o’clock.
Rachel: OK. Thanks for the information. You’ve been a
great help.

Unit 9
Listening skills 9 – Exercise 1 (p. 72)
Daisy: Can you help me choose a present? I want to get
my cousin something. Do you think she’d like this blouse?
Mark: It’s nice but it would suit your mother more. It’s not
really for someone our age.
Daisy: Thanks, you’re a good friend. I know I can get an
honest opinion from you. But what can I buy? I’m not good
at buying gifts.
Mark: It’s hard to choose something for someone else.
What’s it for anyway? Is it her birthday? 
Daisy: No, it’s to say thank you for helping me move into
my new flat.
Mark: I see. Well, then why don’t you buy some flowers or
a box of chocolates?
Daisy: No, I want to get something personal. What about a
bracelet?
Mark: That’s a good idea! Let’s leave ladieswear and go to
the jewellery section on the ground floor. 
Daisy: Are you sure it’s on the ground floor? I didn’t see it
when we came in.
Mark: Let’s check the floor plan. Oh yes. You’re right! It’s
on the first floor. Oh look! There’s a café on the second
floor so we can go there for a coffee afterwards.
Daisy: Sounds good. How long have we got?
Mark: Ages yet. They’re open here until 7 pm. And I think
the car park doesn’t close until 9 pm. 
Daisy: Great! Good job we didn’t come by bus, the last
one back is at 6 pm.
Mark: Yes and the train station is far from here.
Daisy: I should buy you a thank-you gift too!
Mark: Don’t be silly! 

Exercise 2 (p. 72)
May I have your attention please? Our next stop on the
tour is the Oconaluftee Native American village. This
incredible village takes us back to the way of life of the
Cherokee people in the 1760s. Our tour guide will meet us
at the entrance to show us around. We will have the
chance to meet and talk to the villagers as they make
canoes, pottery, baskets and do other daily activities. Near
the end of the tour, there will be a performance of a
traditional ceremony with dancing and music. Please stay
with the group and feel free to ask questions at any time.
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Grammar Bank Starter
  1    2 A: Are,                           4    A:  Are
       B: am not / ’m not, ’m         B:  are not / aren’t, are

       3 A: Is                                5    A:  are
       B: is                                     B:  ’m

  2    2    am / ’m              5    is                        8    am / ’m
        3    am / ’m              6    Are                     9    are
        4    am / ’m              7    am / ’m            10   am / ’m

  3    2    mine                   5    Her                     8    our, Ours
        3    I, my                   6    Their
        4    his                      7    their, theirs

  4    2 I                                       8    their
       3 His                                   9    we
       4 he                                  10   her
       5 you                                11   your
       6 My                                 12   me
       7 mine ( / ours)                 13   your

  5    2    –              4    The         6    a                 8    a
        3    an            5    The        7    –, –

  6    2    Paris                  5    a                   8    The Japanese
        3    the                     6    The
        4    Italy                    7    the USA

  7    2    –              4    –             6    –                 8    the
        3    the           5    –             7    –                 9    –

 

  9    2 chairs                              4    mice
       3 glasses                            5    scarves

10    2    C              3    A             4    B                5    A

11    2 Anna and Sally have got a camera and a DVD
player. They haven’t got a laptop.

       3 Tom and Brian have got a laptop and a DVD
player. They haven’t got a camera.

       4 Julia has / ’s got a camera and a laptop. She
hasn’t got a DVD player.

12    2 “Has she got a red jacket?”
       “Yes, she has.”
       3 “Has Philip got a guitar?”
       “No, he hasn’t.”
       4 “Have they got sunglasses?”
       “No, they haven’t.”

-s rulers, bikes, brothers
-es brushes, potatoes, glasses
-ies nationalities, countries
-ves lives, scarves
irregular mice, children, teeth, women, feet

  8

       5 “Has he got a mobile phone?”
       “Yes, he has.”
       6 “Has Anne got an MP3 player?”
       “No, she hasn’t.”

13    2 Has she got a radio?
       3 Paul’s got a blue scarf.
       4 We have not got a red car.
       5 They’ve got a dog.
       6 I have got new sunglasses.

14    1 B: have                           5    A:  Have 
       2 A: Have                               B:  haven’t
       B: haven’t                       6    A:  Has
       3 A: Has                                 B:  hasn’t
       B: has
       4 A: Has
       B: has

15   Suggested answers
       2 I haven’t got two sisters. I’ve got one brother.
       3 My dad isn’t a teacher. He’s a doctor.
       4 My mum has got a car.
       5 We have got a big house.

16    2 is / ’s                               7    Have … got
       3 is                                     8    ’ve got
       4 am / ’m                            9    haven’t got
       5 are                                 10   ’ve got
       6 am / ’m

17    2 This, that                         4    This, those
       3 Those, these                   5    That, this

18    2 there isn’t                        5    there aren’t
       3 there are                          6    there isn’t
       4 there are

19    2 there are                          6    there are
       3 Is there                            7    Are there
       4 there isn’t                        8    there aren’t
       5 there is                            9    there is

20    2    in front of           4    under                 6    near
        3    on                      5    between

21    2    Claire’s              5    Luke’s                8    uncle’s
        3    women’s            6    children’s           9    friends’
        4    sisters’               7    dad’s               10   Polly’s

22    2    Jeff’s                  4    parents’             6    brother’s
        3    boys’                  5    Cora’s

23    2    mum’s               4    sister’s               6    children’s
        3    girls’                   5    aunt’s

24    2    any          3    an           4    no              5    a
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25    2    any                     4    no                      6    any
        3    any                     5    some                 7    some

26    1 B: many                         3    B:  too much
       2 A: How much                 4    A:  a lot of
       B: much                               B:  too many

27    2    few                     4    a little                 6    a few
        3    a few                  5    little

28    2    B             4    B           6    A            8    B       10   B
        3    A             5    B           7    C           9    A

29    2    How                   5    Whose               8    When
        3    What                  6    Who
        4    Where                7    What

Grammar Bank 1
  1    2    Do                      4    get up                6    have
        3    help                   5    go

  2    2 isn’t raining                     4    isn’t wearing
       3 is reading

  3    2 has                                  6    don’t watch
       3 is cooking                       7    is talking
       4 goes                                8    walk
       5 Is Daniel doing

  4    2 teach                               5    ’m spending 
       3 start                                 6    ’m planning
       4 ’m not working

  5    2 He often surfs the Net in the evenings.
       3 Tom always does his homework before dinner.
       4 We sometimes play tennis after school.
       5 They hardly ever go to the theatre.

  6    2 She often tidies her room.
       3 They always go to bed at 11:00.
       4 He never watches TV in the evenings.
       5 I sometimes do sport at the weekends.

  7    Suggested answers
       1 I love going shopping.
       2 I hate chatting online.
       3 I don’t mind doing homework.
       4 I enjoy reading books.
       5 I like listening to music.
       6 I don’t like playing computer games.

Grammar Bank 2
  1    2 Did they travel                 5    walked
       3 went                                6    Did you book
       4 didn’t try

  2    1 B: stayed                       5    A:  Did you enjoy
       2 A: did you go                       B:  bought
       B: was                            6    A:  didn’t fly
       3 A: Did you see                     B:  Did he take
       B: didn’t have
       4 A: did they miss
       B: got stuck

  3    Suggested answers
       2 Three days ago, I ate out with my friends.
       3 Last month, I visited a museum.
       4 Last summer, I went on holiday in London.
       5 In 2010, I swam in a lake for the first time in my life.

  4    2    was                    5    learnt                 8    made
        3    lived                   6    did you know
        4    saw                    7    didn’t have

  5    2 didn’t go                          6    rented
       3 stayed                             7    didn’t have, used
       4 did you do                       8    did people spend
       5 hated

  6    2 an expensive, French, gold necklace
       3 a nice, blue, cotton T-shirt
       4 a cheap, red, plastic cup
       5 a comfortable, old, Italian chair
       6 a fashionable, black, silk dress

Grammar Bank 3
  1    Suggested answers
       2 Amy wasn’t  listening to music. She was doing her

homework.
       3 Mum and Ella weren’t having lunch. They were

playing chess.
       4 Dad wasn’t sending emails. He was watching TV.

  2    2    saw                    5    came                 8    kept
        3    started               6    didn’t have
        4    was snowing     7    fed

  3    2 wasn’t raining
       3 was watching, was cooking
       4 had
       5 Did you hear

  4    1 woke (underline: when)
       2 was walking, slipped (underline: As)
       3 were playing, started (underline: when)
       4 was looking, was trying on (underline: while)
       5 was putting on, broke (underline: While)

 

  6    2    luckily                3    slowly                4    happily

  5 -ly le/ → -ly consonant +y/ → -ily
quietly, quickly terribly, simply easily, grumpily
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Grammar Bank 4
  1    2    mustn’t              3    mustn’t              4    must

  2    2 doesn’t have to               4    has to
       3 don’t have to                   5    don’t have to

  3    Suggested answers
       2 have to do my homework.
       3 mustn’t forget to take the dog out for a walk.
       4 don’t have to do the washing-up; my brother will

do it.

  4    2 We mustn’t go fishing in this lake.
       3 May I watch the Super Bowl?
       4 Can you give me a lift?
       5 She can’t swim.
       6 She must eat more dairy products.
       7 You have to see a doctor.
       8 I might come.

  5    2 don’t have to be a member of the sports club to
use the pool.

       3 mustn’t use someone else’s gym card.
       4 can’t eat sugar.
       5 might win the match.
       6 should eat healthy food.

  6    2    can’t                  5    Can                    8    shouldn’t
        3    Could                 6    may
        4    should                7    might

  7    2    can’t                  5    can                    8    can
        3    mustn’t              6    must                  9    can
        4    don’t have to     7    shouldn’t         10   may / might

Grammar Bank 5
  1    2    eat                     4    to win                 6    cut
        3    baking                5    to speak            7    cooking

  2    2    to join                5    to eat                 8    to do
        3    cooking              6    swimming
        4    Running             7    going

  3    2    B              4    C            6    C                8    B
        3    A              5    B             7    A

  4    2    cooking              4    to study             6    reading
        3    to go                  5    swimming

  5    Suggested answers
       2 chopping onions
       3 cut down on sugar
       4 cooking dinner for my family
       5 exercising
       6 to be a teacher
       7 watching cooking shows on TV
       8 to make an apple pie

       9 do the dishes at weekends
     10 to learn how to cook traditional national dishes

from around the world

  6    2 an, C                               8    an, C
       3 some, U                          9    a, C
       4 a, C                               10   some, U
       5 some, U                        11   some, U
       6 an / some, C / U           12   some, U
       7 some, U

  7    2    can          3    carton     4    bag            5    packet

Grammar Bank 6
  1    2 They haven’t finished their costumes yet.
       3 They have already wrapped the presents.
       4 They have already made the cake.
       5 They haven’t decorated the house yet.

  2    2 have been to                   4    has been to
       3 have gone to                   5    has gone to

  3    2    just                     4    yet                      6    since
        3    since                  5    ever

  4    2 took part                         5    started
       3 Have you ever seen        6    was
       4 have never won

  5    2    C              4    C            6    B                8    B
        3    A              5    C            7    A

  6    2 have never tasted           6    watched
       3 came                               7    have already bought
       4 have been                       8    Have you decided
       5 saw

  7    2 time they have ever        5    hasn’t taken part
       3 had a holiday for             6    has never been
       4 went to Devon was

Grammar Bank 7
  1    2 Is she going to study      5    won’t forget
       3 is going to fall                  6    ’ll turn on
       4 Are you going

  2    Suggested answers
       1 Yes, I will.
       2 Will you join our organisation to help endangered

animals? (Yes, I will.)
       3 What are you doing this afternoon? (I’m going

shopping with my friends.)
       4 How old will you be in five years? (I’ll be 25 years

old.) 
       5 What are you going to do on Saturday? (In the

afternoon, I’m going to play basketball with my
friends. In the evening, I’m going to surf the Net.)
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  3    2 A: are going to plant      4    B:  won’t mind
       B: ’ll join                         5    B:  ’m going to take
       3 B: ’m going to write       6    B:  ’re going to drop

  4    2 are you going to do         6    ’ll get
       3 are going to talk              7    is going to rain
       4 ’ll enjoy                            8    won’t come
       5 ’m leaving

  5    2    B        3    C        4    B        5    C        6    A

  6    2 are going to take             6    are going to drive
       3 will spot                           7    are going to spend
       4 will find                            8    will see
       5 won’t get

  7    2 If you mix blue and yellow, it makes green.
       3 If you add three and three, it makes six.

  8    1 ’ll save                             4    Will ... melt, rise
       2 won’t become, stop        5    ride, won’t cause
       3 ’ll waste, leave                6    ’ll reduce, recycle

  9    2 Unless we help save the animals, they will become
extinct.

       3 If we don’t recycle more, we won’t have a place
for all the rubbish.

10    2 f (recycled, would ( / ’d) create)
       3 e (adopted, would ( / ’d) help) 
       4 d (bought, would ( / ’d) save)
       5 b (turned off, would ( / ’d) use)
       6 a (joined, would ( / ’d protect)

11    1 will be                              4    had, would ride
       2 melts, becomes              5    don’t stop, will have
       3 save, help                        6    recycled, would be

12    2    would save        4    makes                6    wouldn’t 
        3    stop                   5    pollutes                   cause

13    1 A: would be
       B: wouldn’t have
       2 B: have, ’ll take
       3 A: turn off, will be
       4 A: mix
       5 B: rode, ’d help
       A: would / ’d save

14    2    A        3    B        4    A        5    C        6    C      7    A

15   Suggested answers
       2 people start using public transport instead of

driving their cars.
       3 I’d do charity work
       4 I fail my exams
       5 I’ll organise a neighbourhood clean-up next week.
       6 I’d help the poor

Grammar Bank 8
  1    2    who                    4    which                 6    whose
        3    whose                5    who

  2    2 That’s the florist’s which has the most beautiful
flowers.

       3 That’s the woman who made my dress.
       4 He’s the boy whose father owns the art gallery.
       5 Todd lives in the big house which is on Merton

Street. 

  3    2    who’s                 3    whose                4    who’s

  4    2    A              3    C            4    A                5    A

  5    2 Penny is the girl who works in the post office. (D)
       3 That book, which has a blue cover, was a gift from

my father. (ND)
       4 Mr Jones is the man whose shop sells toys. (D)
       5 My new glasses, which I bought a month ago,

broke this morning. (ND)

  6    Suggested answers
       2 which are not very busy
       3 which are self-service
       4 which are crowded
       5 who are polite

  7    2 A: myself                        4    A:  himself
       B: yourself                      5    B:  yourself
       3 A: herself

  8    2    haven’t you        4    aren’t I              6    won’t you
        3    isn’t it                 5    can’t she

  9    2    did he                4    will you             6    wasn’t it
        3    isn’t there          5    won’t it

10    2    everything          5    something        8    somewhere
        3    anyone               6    Someone
        4    nowhere            7    nobody

11    2    anything             4    nobody             6    anyone
        3    everything          5    anywhere            

12    2    A        3    C        4    B        5    A        6    B      7    A

13    2 A: any                        4    A:  no one / nobody
       B: some                          B:  everyone / everybody
       3 A: anything                5    A:  no
       B: nothing                       B:  something

14    2 which my mother            7    who bought
       bought                             8    man whose son owns
       3 behave yourself               9    is nothing
       4 not any                          10   sit anywhere
       5 girl whose father           11   which I watched
       6 by herself                      12   who he talked to
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Grammar Bank 9

  

  2    2 quieter                             5    old as
       3 more expensive              6    the most beautiful
       4 the nicest

  3    2 A: the prettiest
       B: the sweetest
       3 B: cheaper than
       4 B: the most exciting of
       5 A: tall as
       B: younger than

  4    Suggested answers
       2 My mum is slimmer than my father, but my brother

is the slimmest of all.
       3 My brother is stronger than me, but my father is

the strongest of all.
       4 My mother is taller than me, but my brother is the

tallest of all.

  5    2    the                     4    of                       6    in
        3    than                   5    the

Adjective Comparative Superlative

old older the oldest

young younger the youngest

pale paler the palest

happy happier the happiest

hot hotter the hottest

new newer the newest

near nearer the nearest

sweet sweeter the sweetest

thin thinner the thinnest

wavy wavier the waviest

well-built more well-built the most well-built

straight straighter the straightest

impressive more impressive the most impressive

clever
cleverer / 
more clever

the cleverest / 
the most clever

famous more famous the most famous

  1

  6    2 A: much
       B: very / really
       3 A: very / really
       B: much
       4 A: very / really

  7    2 enough                            4    enough
       3 too                                   5    enough

  8    2 are cheap enough for me to buy.
       3 is close enough to walk to.
       4 is too big for me to wear. 
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Presentation Skills 1: World Cultures
  1    a) Purpose of presentation: to describe

        b) Elicit students’ answers using the information from
the model presentation. Then ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:

  5    a) Introduction: B      Conclusion: A

       b)   A   1                   B   2

  6    a) Feedback technique: a Y / N game

       b) Alternative feedback technique: pop quiz style
questions in teams

       Let’s have a team quiz. The team with the most
correct answers wins. Team A: Where do the Karen
people live? … In small bamboo huts, correct!
Team B: Can you name a characteristic of the
Karen people? … They’re friendly, yes! Excellent
work, everyone. It’s a draw!

  7    Students should find pictures of members of the Karen
tribe.

  8    Suggested answer
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  2   Opening technique: addressing the audience
       Closing technique: making a statement

  3    Feedback technique: open discussion

  4    b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the text and the video. Then ask students
to organise their answers in a spidergram, as
shown below:

• when night fell, joined
villagers as they sang
traditional songs, danced and
told stories to their children

• tried some Inuit food; not like
anything I usually eat

• houses in the village
were all brightly-
coloured (red, green,
blue and yellow)

• also saw amazing art,
from stone carvings
to baskets that the
Inuit weave by hand

• last year
• visited Inuit village in
Greenland with family

• difficult trip across the
ice and snow, but when
we arrived a cheerful
sight met our eyes

• when time
came to leave,
felt a little sad

• learned so
much in short
time in the Inuit
village

a visit to 
an Inuit village

place / date

what we sawwhat we did

feelings

• tried food
(prepared on
open fires
outside huts) –
delicious

• bought
handmade
objects as
souvenirs for
friends

• first things we saw were
small bamboo huts 

• also admired beautiful
jewellery and colourful
clothes; Karen people make
all these things themselves

• couldn’t help noticing a lot of
the Karen women wore huge
bronze rings around their
necks; some up to 15 rings

• believe having really long
necks makes them look like
dragons (important animals
in their religion)

• last March
• family and I visited
Thailand

• travelled to mountains of
Chiang Mai in central part
of country

• after long bus ride, arrived
at traditional Karen village

• can’t stop
thinking about
interesting
culture and
how different
their lives are
from my own

• thought
everything
about the
tribe’s way of
life was
fascinating;
made me want
to learn more
about other
cultures

a visit at 
a Karen village

place / date

what we saw
what we did

feelings

Good afternoon. My name is Cynthia Meadows. Look at
this picture. This woman has a very long neck, doesn’t
she? Well, she’s a member of the Karen tribe and the
jewellery around her neck is an important part of her
culture. I took this photograph when I visited a Karen
village in Thailand. Let me tell you more about it.

Last March, my family and I visited Thailand. During our
stay, we travelled to the mountains of Chiang Mai in the
central part of the country and, after a long bus ride, we
arrived at a traditional Karen village.

The first things we saw were the small bamboo huts
where the Karen people live. We also admired their
beautiful jewellery and colourful clothes. What was
really impressive was that the Karen people make all
these things themselves! Another thing we couldn’t help
noticing was that a lot of the Karen women wore huge
bronze rings around their necks; some of them had up
to 15 rings! They believe that having really long necks
makes them look like dragons, which are important
animals in their religion.

While we were at the Karen village, we tried the local
food which they prepared on open fires outside their
huts. It was delicious! We also bought handmade
objects as souvenirs for our friends.

Ever since I visited the Karen tribe, I can’t stop thinking
about their interesting culture and how different their
lives are from my own. I thought everything about the
tribe’s way of life was fascinating and it made me want
to learn more about other cultures.

All in all, the whole trip was an unforgettable
experience, from the village we saw, to the people we
met and the food we tasted. The friendly Karen people,
their handmade objects and unique art really impressed
us all.

How many of you would like to visit a Karen village? …
All of you! Great! 

Any questions? … . Thank you very much.
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Presentation Skills 2: A Celebration
of Culture

  1    a) Purpose of presentation: to describe

        b) Elicit students’ answers using the information from
the model presentation. Then ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:

  6    Students should find pictures of The Return of the
Sun Festival.

  7    Suggested answer
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  2   Opening technique: using visuals
       Closing technique: narrating a personal story

  3    b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the text and the video. Then ask students
to organise their answers in a spidergram, as
shown below:

• Dunoon, Scotland
• the Cowal
Highland
Gathering, an
annual highland
games event

• Scottish dancing competition
• pipe bands playing
• hammer throw contest
• caber toss (traditional Scottish
sport where strong men throw
a large wooden pole as far as
they can – very exciting)

• perfect opportunity
to learn about
Scottish culture

• can’t recommend
highly enough

• fun day out for all
the family

  4    a)   A   2                   B   1

       b)   A   1                   B   2

  5    Suggested answer
       The Return of the Sun Festival is a very important

event for the Inuit people, and each year they come
together to celebrate their culture. As Mahatma
Ghandi once said, “A nation’s culture resides in the
hearts and in the soul of its people.”

Cowal Highland
Gathering

place

activities

things to learn

recommendation

• highly recommend
festival

• fun, educational,
not to be missed

• travel by dogsled
• sing songs to welcome the
return of the sun

• northern Canada
• Inuit people from
small towns and
settlements all
over Canada travel
north to celebrate
return of sun

• how to build an igloo
• how to paddle a kayak
• how to ride a sled

Return of 
the Sun Festival

place

activities

things to learn

recommendation

Good afternoon. I’m Cassie Brooks reporting for A World
of Culture on TV6. Imagine living all of the winter months
in darkness. Then, finally, the sun rises and its light
reflects off the white snow on the ground. It’s the most
wonderful time of the year and calls for a celebration.

Today I’m here in northern Canada for the Return of the
Sun Festival where Inuit people from small towns and
settlements all over Canada travel north to celebrate the
return of the sun after the dark winter months.

Most people you see behind me travelled here by
dogsled. They welcomed the sun with songs and now it’s
time for some lessons.

Over here, we can see a group of people learning how to
build an igloo, and to my left there’s an old Inuit man
teaching some children how to paddle a kayak.
Personally, I’m looking forward to my lesson on how to
ride a sled!

I highly recommend this festival to all you viewers; it’s
fun, it’s educational and it’s not to be missed!

In summary, the Return of the Sun Festival is a time for
the Inuit people to celebrate. It really is wonderful to see
so many people spending time with their family and
friends. After all, I’m sure for many of the people here,
today is a proud day where they can pass on the
traditions of their people to their children and make
happy memories with those that matter most to them. 

Thanks for tuning in. Join us again next time on A World
of Culture, only on TV6.
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Presentation Skills 3: A Day Out
  1    a) Type of presentation: informative

        b) Elicit students’ answers using the information from
the model presentation. Then ask students to
organise their answers in a spidergram, as shown
below:

  5    a) Introductions: B, C      Conclusion: A

       b)   A   2                        B   3                      C   1

  6    Feedback technique: focus groups

  7    Students should find pictures of the Petrified Wood
Park in South Dakota.

  8    Suggested answer
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  2   Opening technique: addressing the audience
       Closing technique: stimulating emotions

  3    Feedback technique: a polling question

  4    b) Elicit students’ answers using the information
from the text and the video. Then ask students
to organise their answers in a spidergram, as
shown below:

• farm and country park in
the small town of Warwick,
England.

• it first became a
park open to the
public in 1991

• it was a farm for
many years before
this

• there have been
farms on this land
since 1830 

• unused farm
buildings became
craft workshops

• you can relax and get something to eat in
one of our cafés or restaurants 

• you can explore the farm 
• lots of animals so you can spend some time
with your favourite ones

• there’s the option to feed our wonderful
creatures 

• you can take a tractor ride around farm fields
• children can have fun in the adventure
playground: swings, slides and climbing
frames

• lots of shops that sell locally-produced food,
drinks, handmade jewellery and crafts 

Hatton 
Adventure World

history

place

what 
to see / do

• Ole S. Quammen started
the park back in 1930 

• he hired 40 men to collect
petrified wood from the
surrounding area

• made impressive
sculptures and structures
from the wood

• see cone-shaped pyramids,
a wishing well and a petrified wood
fairytale castle 

• men built castle from tree trunks
more than 9 metres tall and the
inside walls contain dinosaur bones

• recently added a petrified wood wall
with dinosaur claw marks on it 

• explore petrified wood museum 
• learn a little more about the history
of the park and the petrified wood

Petrified 
Wood Park

history

place

what 
to see / do

• largest in the world (covers
a whole city block) in
Lemmon, South Dakota 

• petrified wood – not
normal wood, over millions
of years it slowly turned to
stone

Good morning everyone. My name is Lucy Mills and I’m
your park guide. Millions of years ago, long before
humans walked the Earth, dinosaurs lived in South
Dakota. As we all know, the dinosaurs disappeared.
However, the trees that provided their food didn’t.
These trees still exist in our petrified wood park.

This petrified wood park is the largest in the world and
covers a whole city block here in Lemmon, South
Dakota. You might be asking yourself what petrified
wood actually is. Well, it’s not normal wood. It used to
be, but over millions of years it slowly turned to stone.

A man called Ole S. Quammen started the park back in
1930. He hired 40 men to collect petrified wood from the
surrounding area and bring it back. Then they made
impressive sculptures and structures with it.

You can see cone-shaped pyramids, a wishing well and
perhaps the most impressive of all, a petrified wood
fairytale castle. The men built the castle from tree trunks
more than 9 metres tall and the inside walls contain
dinosaur bones. More recently, we’ve added a petrified
wood wall with dinosaur claw marks on it! You can also
explore our petrified wood museum and learn a little more
about the history of the park and the petrified wood.

To sum up, there are plenty of impressive things to see
here. So, grab your cameras and discover some
incredible structures. What are you waiting for?

So, what is everyone looking forward to the most? I’d
love to hear your thoughts. 

Are there any questions? ... Thank you for listening. I
hope you enjoy your day!
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Exam Practice 1
  1    1    H            2    C           3    B           4    A         5    F

  2    a) individual sports: bowling, boxing, badminton
       team sports: basketball, baseball

       b)   1    baseball            2    bowling

  3    1 police officer                   4    secretary 
       2 restaurant                        5    hospital
       3 travel agent

Exam Practice 2
  1    1    R             3    R           5    W           7    NM
        2    W            4    R           6    NM

  2    1    C            2    A            3    B           4    C         5    B

  3    1    A             2    A            3    C           4    C         5    C

Exam Practice 3
  1    1    C              3    B             5    B                7    C
        2    A              4    B             6    C                8    B

  2    1    D            2    B           3    H           4    A         5    C

Exam Practice 4
  1    1 Saturday 5th November       4    bus
       2 6 pm                                     5    07976540103
       3 £5

  2    1    B             2    C           3    A            4    B         5    C

  3    a) bare infinitive: go
       3rd-person singular: goes
       -ing form: living
       to-infinitive: to live

       b) 1 living                         2    go

  4    1 on                                    6    who
       2 takes                               7    of
       3 the                                   8    are
       4 as                                    9    be
       5 about                             10   up
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Vocabulary Bank 1 
  1    1    dust the furniture               10   tidy the room
        2    hoover the carpet              11   walk the dog
        3    dry the dishes                    12   take out the 
        4    clean the windows                    rubbish
        5    do the shopping                13   do the washing-up
        6    mop the floor                     14   cook dinner
        7    wash the car                      15   iron the clothes
        8    lay the table
        9    do the laundry

  2    1    do                      4    dust                   7    take out
        2    hoover               5    lay                      8    iron
        3    clean                  6    mop

  3 Suggested answers
        1    Yes, I help with the household chores. 
        2    I tidy my room, do the washing up, iron the

clothes and hoover.
        3    I tidy my room and do the washing up every day. I

iron the clothes and hoover once a week at
weekends.

Vocabulary Bank 2
  1    1 theatre                             9    zoo
       2 art gallery                      10   castle
       3 fortress                          11   cathedral
       4 temple                           12   mosque
       5 cinema                          13   aquarium
       6 ancient theatre              14   square
       7 pyramid                         15   museum
       8 stadium

  2    1 zoo                                  7    art gallery
       2 castle                              8    cinema
       3 stadium                           9    square
       4 theatre                           10   ancient theatre
       5 aquarium                       11   pyramids
       6 fortress                          12   museum

  3    1 cinema                            4    temple
       2 stadium                           5    zoo
       3 mosque                           6    art gallery

  4 Suggested answers
       1 Yes, the Roman theatre of Mérida in Spain.
       2 I live in a town so there aren't many places for

tourists to visit. There's a stadium, a theatre, a
small museum and a small art gallery.

       3 My favourite places to visit are in Madrid, the
capital of my country. When I go to Madrid, I
always visit the Museo Nacional del Prado and the
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia
because I'm really fond of modern art. I also like
to visit the Estadio Santiago Bernabéu and watch
my favourite football team, Real Madrid.

Vocabulary Bank 3
  1    1    denim                3    fleece                 5    wool
        2    cotton                4    silk                     6    leather

  2    Suggested answers
       cotton: jacket, scarf, dress (hat, tie)
       denim: jeans, jacket, dress 
       fleece: hat, jumper, jacket
       silk: tie, scarf, dress
       leather: jacket, boots, belt
       wool: hat, jumper, scarf (jacket)

  3    1    B              3    E             5    F                7    A
        2    H              4    G            6    C                8    D

  4    1 baggy                              4    tartan
       2 floral                                5    long
       3 tight-fitting                      6    polka-dot

Vocabulary Bank 4
  1   a)   1    pitch                  3    court                5    track
             2    course               4    rink                  6    pool

       b) You can do athletics on a track.
       You can play basketball on a court.
       You can play water polo in a pool.
       You can play golf on a course.
       You can play cricket on a field.
       You can play volleyball on a court.
       You can go swimming in a pool.
       You can play ice hockey at a rink.

  2   a)   1    rugby ball           5    board               9    hoop
             2    bat                     6    tank               10   skis
             3    skates                7    club
             4    goal posts          8    saddle

       b) Suggested answers
       1 A: What do you need to go ice-skating?
       B: You need skates.
       2 A: What do you need to play cricket?
       B: You need a bat.
       3 A: What do you need to go riding?
       B: You need a saddle.
       4 A: What do you need to go skiing?
       B: You need skis.
       5 A: What do you need to play basketball?
       B: You need a hoop.
       6 A: What do you need to go scuba diving?
       B: You need a tank.
       7 A: What do you need to play hockey?
       B: You need a hockey stick.
       8 A: What do you need to go surfing?
       B: You need a board.
       9 A: What do you need to play football?
       B: You need goal posts.

 

  3 Sport Person Place
football footballer pitch

tennis tennis player court

swimming swimmer pool

golf golfer course

ice-skating ice skater rink

high jump high jumper / athlete track
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  4    Suggested answer
       My favourite sport is basketball. I need a basketball

and a hoop. I also need good basketball shoes so
that I perform well and avoid injury.

Vocabulary Bank 5
  1    1 saucepan                      11   wooden spoon
       2 kettle                             12   knife
       3 microwave                    13   colander
       4 toaster                           14   sieve
       5 mixer                             15   bread bin
       6 blender                          16   fork
       7 rolling pin                      17   plate
       8 chopping board            18   bowl
       9 peeler                            19   whisk
     10 ladle                              20   serving dish

  2    1    kettle                  5    saucepan           9    fork
        2    whisk                 6    colander          10   knife
        3    microwave         7    bread bin
        4    peeler                8    ladle

  3    Suggested answers
       1 Yes, I do.  /  No, I don't.
       2 I only know how to make a Spanish omelette.  
       3 My favourite dish is the Tortilla Española (Spanish

omelette) because I love eggs and potatoes.

Vocabulary Bank 6
  1    1 adult                                4    teenager
       2 infant                               5    child
       3 senior citizen                   6    toddler

  2    a) 1 get engaged – get married – go on honeymoon –
start a family

       2 leave school – find a job – get a promotion –
retire with a pension

       3 learn to walk – start school – apply for
university – leave home

       4 fill in an application form – have an interview –
have a job offer – start first job

       5 go to nursery – start primary school – go to
secondary school – attend college or
university

       6 take a gap year – apply to university – go to
university - graduate with a degree

  3    1    retired                6    started                     11   went
        2    applied              7    graduated                12   took
        3    attended            8    learnt (learned)         13   had
        4    fill in                   9    got
        5    find                  10   leave

       b) 0-3 years old infant, toddler

4-18 years old child, teenager

18+ years old adult, senior citizen

Vocabulary Bank 7

 

  2    1    G             3    H            5    J                 7    I
        2    F              4    E             6    D                8    C

  3    1    F              5    F             9    F              13   F
        2    P              6    W          10   W             14   W
        3    W             7    P           11   F              15   P, W
        4    P              8    W          12   P

  4    1    eagle                  3    donkey               5    cow
        2    owl                     4    goat

Vocabulary Bank 8
  1    1    B             3    C           5    H           7    E         9    A
        2    G            4    F            6    D           8    I

  2    1 flat-screen TV                4    aerial
       2 satellite dish                   5    DVD player
       3 remote control               6    surround sound system

  3    1    download          5    send                  9    record
        2    chat                   6    scan                 10   read
        3    post                   7    change
        4    play                    8    Turn

  4    Suggested answers
       1 I watch TV around two hours a day.
       2 I have a smartphone, an MP3 player and an 

e-reader.
       3 I use my smartphone for making phone calls,

sending texts, surfing the Net, taking pictures and
listening to music. I use my MP3 player for
listening to music and also listening to the radio. I
use my e-reader for reading e-books.

Vocabulary Bank 9 
  1    A   3             D   4           G   8            J    9         M   13
       B   6             E   2           H   12          K   5
       C   11           F    10           I    7            L    1

  2    1 U-turn                              5    zebra crossing
       2 bus stop                          6    roundabout
       3 street lights                     7    road signs
       4 pavement                        8    tunnel

  3    1    B             2    E            3    C           4    D         5    A

  4    1 Yes, I live quite near a bus stop. It's a five-minute
walk.

       2 There's a cycle lane close to the park.
       3 There are enough street lights in my neighbourhood.

However, the council could install more street
lights in areas that need them to reduce crime.

  1
mammal

moose, beaver, raccoon, panther, rhino,
camel, orangutan (primate), whale, rabbit

reptile alligator, rattlesnake, lizard, cobra, turtle

bird
woodpecker, ostrich, owl, chicken, duck,
goose

fish tuna, salmon

insect mosquito, wasp, cricket, dragonfly, bee
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Unit 1 
  1    T
  2    F (They meet at night.)
  3    F (An accountant works in an office.)
  4    T
  5    T
  6    F (Biting your nails shows you are nervous.)
  7    T
  8    F (Paperboys work outdoors. They deliver newspapers

to houses in the local area before going to school.)
  9    T
10   T

Unit 2 
  1    T
  2    F (Some Karen women wear up to 15 rings, so their

necks look extremely long.)
  3    F (They live in bamboo huts.)
  4    T
  5    F (Niagara Falls is between the USA and Canada.)
  6    T
  7    F (The top of the wave is the crest and the bottom is

the trough.)
  8    F (The distance between the crest and the trough is

the wave height, and the distance between one
crest and the next is the wave length.)

  9    T
10   T

Unit 3 
  1    F (He was the god of thunder.)
  2    F (He travelled on a big black bull.)
  3    T
  4    F (Hail is small balls of ice that fall from the sky.)
  5    F (Clouds are made of drops of water or ice.)
  6    T
  7    T
  8    T
  9    T
10   F (Meteorologists in the Met Office make predictions

about the weather in the UK.)

Unit 4 
  1    T
  2    F (An ice boat has three skates.)
  3    T
  4    F (Aikido is for people of all ages.)
  5    F (Sepak takraw looks similar to volleyball.)
  6    T
  7    T
  8    F (The Super Bowl takes place on a Sunday in the

second half of January or first half of February.)
  9    T
10   T

Unit 5 
  1    T
  2    F (Samosas are from India.)
  3    T
  4    T

  5    F (Almonds help a headache.)
  6    F (Rice water is good for a stomach ache.)
  7    T
  8    T
  9    F (Teatime is when the British relax with a cup of tea

and maybe a slice of cake.)
10   T

Unit 6
  1    F (Songkran takes place in April.)
  2    T
  3    T
  4    F (Kawhia Kai is a Maori food festival.)
  5    T
  6    F (The Inuit live in Northern Canada.)
  7    T
  8    T
  9    F (Morris dancers are only men.)
10   F (The English believed he represented the spring

and the spirit of the forest.)

Unit 7
  1    F (In the last 100 years the sea level has risen by 

15-20 cm.)
  2    T
  3    T
  4    T
  5    F (Oceans and seas cover almost 3 / 4 of the Earth’s

surface.)
  6    T
  7    T
  8    F (97% of the Earth’s water is saltwater.)
  9    T
10   F (It’s a piece of art. Two artists made it from recycled

materials and second-hand parts.)

Unit 8
  1    T
  2    F (Suraj Sharma plays the leading role of Pi Patel.)
  3    T
  4    T
  5    T
  6    F (The Hobbit tells the story of Bilbo Baggins.)
  7    T
  8    F (Joss Whedon directed The Avengers.)
  9    F (The Avengers is about six superheroes.)
10   F (Outlander is a historical drama series.)

Unit 9
  1    T
  2    T
  3    T
  4    F (The ‘Gherkin’ is in London, UK.)
  5    T
  6    T
  7    F (Port Austin is a village in Michigan, USA.)
  8    T
  9    T
10   F (CMA has camps for every age, from young children

to teenagers.)
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Prepositions
Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Unit 5

Unit 6

  1    in
  2    on
  3   in
  4    At
  5    to
  6    on

  7   on
  8   at
  9    for
10   to
11   in
12   on

13   at
14   of
15   in
16   in
17   in
18   with

19   On
20   at
21   at
22   about

  1    on
  2   by
  3    of
  4    in

  5    on
  6   On
  7   from
  8   by

  9    for
10   in
11   on
12   to

13   on
14   at
15   in
16   in

  1    with
  2    in
  3    up
  4   to

  5    on
  6   at
  7    of
  8    to

  9    with
10   in
11   in
12   in

13   in
14   in
15   In
16   to

  1    of
  2    of
  3    at
  4    to

  5    on
  6   over
  7    on, of
  8    for

  9    of
10   of
11   on
12   To

13   in
14   on
15   with

  1    for
  2    to
  3    On
  4   on
  5   of

  6    for
  7    on
  8   in
  9    of
10   to

11   up
12   of
13   in
14   on
15   in

16   after
17   on

  1   to
  2    in
  3    in
  4    in
  5    on

  6   on
  7   onto
  8   on
  9   On
10   on, at

11   on
12   with
13   of
14   on
15   to, of

16   of
17   on
18   for

Unit 7

Unit 8

Unit 9

Phrasal Verbs

  1    on
  2   in
  3    for
  4    of
  5    on
  6   with
  7    in

  8    for
  9    on, of
10   on, into,

opposite
11   on
12   on
13   on

14   between
15   across
16   on
17   on
18   to
19   with
20   to

  1    on
  2   up
  3   up
  4   by
  5    up
  6   out
  7    up
  8   up
  9   for

10   in
11   up
12   away
13   off
14   in
15   to
16   to
17   into
18   down

19   on
20   off
21   by
22   up
23   away
24   on
25   off
26   up
27   to

28   on
29   over
30   to
31   up
32   into
33   off
34   out
35   on

  1   in
  2    on
  3   to
  4    to
  5    on
  6   on

  7   of
  8    in
  9    on
10   about
11   about
12   on

13   in
14   for
15   of
16   in
17   on
18   for

19   of
20   with
21   to, by

  1   in
  2    on
  3   at
  4    on
  5   on

  6   on
  7   in
  8    of
  9    in
10   on

11   on
12   on
13   into
14   on
15   on

16   about
17   For
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